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I am “especially sensitive”.  Those like myself are called a fashionable foreign word, which 
doesn’t actually exist in the nature of the English language – “extrasense”1[1], or in other words – 
“super perceptive”. 

There aren’t many of us:  no matter how ripe and spiritual a society is, only a part of it will be at 
the top edge of sensitivity.  Society as a whole is incapable of being more sensitive than itself. 

Any people is deserving of its rulers, and any society is deserving of its “extrasenses”.  We are 
the product of the disharmony and distortedness of social relations, and these lines are a reproach 
to society which gave us birth. 

We are the aching conscience of humanity and our sufferings are the groans of maimed nature.  
Our sensitivity is not a gift of fate, but a weighty burden of responsibility for man’s misdoings.  So 
the world pays for its desecration. 

                                                   
1 The word extrasense (экстрасенс), derived from English, in Russian is used as a noun meaning: 
psychic, clairvoyant, healer.  Within this translation the words extrasense and psychic are used 
interchangeably. 
 



We have existed always.  We exist today.  We will exist tomorrow.  We are the forced curse of 
human relations and timeless hostages of man’s absent conscience... 

 

St. Petersburg, Russia 

1994 - 2003 
 
When the first part of this supplement (books 1 – 3) came to light the times were different.   The 

wave of perestroika2[2] had by then swept away the walls of Communistic communal life, 
destroying along with it those things of value, which were worth keeping. 

Back then was a time of personal search for everyone and upon the responsibility of his personal 
conscience.  Back then was a time of racketeers and newly-born businessmen entrepreneurs, a time 
of the poor and of swindlers, of disoriented housewives and of those who climbed along the 
housewives' backs to the table where social wealth was being dished out. 

One cannot say that in that time there was only sorrow and destruction, that is not so.  If it wasn’t 
for that time, not a single line of this textbook would have been written, since there was no room for 
all this in the USSR. 

Now is different.  Leaders of the Communist party attend church to partake in holy communion, 
breaking by this the very foundations of Communist morals, and among “superperceptives” and 
“extrasenses” there are great numbers of swindlers and psychically non-adapted gentlemen, citizens, 
brothers and comrades masking themselves as specialists and playfully selling off the professionals’ 
honor which they themselves never possessed. 

Today is a different time.  In Russia there already exist several organizations of a national level 
wishing, capable and simply obligated to not allow the shameful past of former centuries of human 
history to repeat…  
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Hello reader! 
I am the author of this strange textbook on…  Do I myself know what it’s on?  Have no idea. 
I only know one thing: unlike many works of such type, this one is written not by a theorist of 

“something of a sort”, but ahem… by a practitioner of “something the sort”… 
I have taught many people many things – unlike other authors of literature of this sort, who have 

scooped their vague revelations from re-written books of yet other authors – truth-scoopers such as 
themselves. 

What have I taught people? 
If speaking of what is alluring, then clairvoyance, moving objects, para-healing, seeing of 

energetics, personal health improvement and much more from this bouquet of interesting things. 
And if speaking of what is unattractive, but very important, then the fact that every person has 

these abilities and there is nothing special about them. 
It’s just that they’re interesting, necessary, and expand the world to the boundaries of the 

impossible... 

 

Introduction to the fourth edition. 
The year 1994.  A time of hopes. 
The majority of contemporary people are convinced that such a realm of socio-scientific relations 

as psychic practice was born today… 
Many words and concepts circulating freely today were as recently as yesterday in the category 

of forbidden ones. 



Today any self-respecting learned doctor will tell you in a confidential eye-to-eye conversation 
that he had suspected the existence of something of the sort earlier, which didn’t fit within academic 
philosophies and scientific university counsels. 

Already issued are many diplomas and certificates, which confirm the wondrous abilities of their 
possessors.  These documents are often signed by the same folks who just yesterday were drawing 
up missions of a different sort and sometimes for the same people. 

How old, then, is “psychic practice”? 
Psychic practice and paranormal stuff have existed on Earth just as long as man has existed on it, 

and in some respects even longer.  Always, in all times there existed people fundamentally different 
from all others. 

In some places the occurrence was considered natural - same as the variety of faces and voices is 
natural; in others it scared people and brought on a wave of persecution. 

Some considered it then and consider it now a godly gift, others - a gift of the dark evil forces. 
There are as many opinions as there are voices. 
Allow me too then to say a few words about how I - “especially perceptive” - in practice and not 

by virtue of a diploma see the situation, based on my practical experience - modest but spanning 
over enough years. 

Firstly, I am a materialist and as a materialist must say:  God exists.  Which one of Them?  None, 
just exists and that’s all.  Just so, for everyone.  Like the sunny sun.  Like a light summer rain.  Like 
the gentle movement of a fresh forest breeze. 

Secondly, Truth does not exist.  Truths are many in numbers and are all disposable.  Using one 
truth many times over brings on a staunch poisoning of the soul. 

Thirdly, each thing has its place.  Though often the place which we offer this thing is more the 
wished one than the actual one. 

Fourthly, fifthly, and sixthly, people aren’t fools and that means that fooling and scaring them 
endlessly is somewhat dangerous; and also it is not good.  Seems to me that people are capable of 
figuring everything out on their own.  Understand that as you wish. 

The year 2002.  It can return. 
Wrong are those who believed that everything ended for the best.  Wrong in the particulars and 

wrong on the whole. 
Wrong are those who believe that the Middle Age darkness has left our 21st century, the 

enlightened century, the democratic century… 
Everything is not so. 
Sounding to this day are the voices of the immortal Jacobs Sprengers and Heinrichs Institorises, 

who have successfully come to our enlightened time from the Middle Age past and have firmly 
grounded themselves, as before, within walls of academic auditoriums and church temples. 

Same as long ago, while taking cover behind “contemporary knowledge” and “scientific 
achievements”, the contemporary Jacobs Sprengers and Heinrichs Institorises are demanding to stop 
the “raging and debauchery of healing”, esoterics, psychic practice and other quite natural abilities 
of the human nature. 

Someone will say - changes for the better are obvious.  There are no bonfires with burning 
crosses or bags with bodies in rivers, there are no torture chambers or fathers-inquisitionists. 

Yes there are.  The tortures have become finer and more refined, and the bags are prepared in 
advance.  In form of jackets - straightjackets in “nuthouses”, “democracy” under the guidance of the 



Ministry of Health,3 [3] groundless “raids” of the tax police,4 [4] Ministry of Justice and others of 
their ilk. 

Because people holding the high offices in these very organizations have changed little since the 
time that the abovementioned Middle Age scientists’ Sprenger and Institoris guide on hunting 
people - “The Hammer of Witches”5[5]  was written. 

Why, little friend?  Well, because… (as one old song went…)6[6] 
“Little friend”, did you study in school? 
Remember how in every self-respecting class there was always someone who was appointed the 

place of the “boy for beatings” or the “girl for insults”.  I do know, I was one such boy. 
The whole “class community” instantly united, forgetting contradictions of the moment, 

unmistakably guessing the timid attempts of the outcast ones to return to themselves their human 
dignity which was taken from them, most often without grounds, by a crowd of generally normal 
children. 

Reader, do not act against your conscience - answer honestly: have the beastly actions of the 
“school inquisition” really left you?  Have you really stopped rejoicing at the fact that someone was, 
before your eyes, thrown to that bottom from which he tried to rise and was destroyed twice? three 
times? four? 

...And was there someone who did say that a dog, a healer or a psychic has rights? 
Why would they - the outcast ones, persecuted by the howling and whistling crowd, that very 

crowd which most humbly asks them for help when “things get really rough” - decide that there 
would come an end to the said centuries-long manhunt, 

- the name for which is common genocide,  
- the place of action being objective reality,  
- the participants being ordinary people,  
- the time being European history... 
Dedicated to healers and psychics: innocent victims of social and political repressions… 
 
“What sort of scientist am I?  I have no papers that someplace someone taught me...  It turns out 

then, that I, unlike yourself, am not so much a scientist, but simply and humbly: someone smart and 
educated…” 

      Letter to the learned scientist neighbor...7[7] 

                                                   
3 Since publication of the 4th edition of Conversations of the Superconscious in 2003, the Russian 
Ministry of Health has been reorganized and renamed to the Ministry of Health and Social 
Development by Russian Federation Presidential Decree No.314 dated March 9, 2004. 
4 The Russian [Federal Service of the] Tax Police was dissolved as of July 1, 2003 pursuant to 
Russian Federation Presidential Decree No.306 dated March 11, 2003, with its functions being 
transferred over to the Ministry of Internal Affairs. 
5 Original title - Malleus Maleficarum (Latin for The Hammer of Witches, or Hexenhammer in 
German), written in 1486, first published in Germany in 1487.  Authors: Dominican Inquisitors 
Jacob Sprenger and Heinrich Kramer (more commonly called Institoris, the Latinized form of 
Kramer).  
6 The chorus of the song referred to would translate approximately: Well, because we are pilots; The 
sky’s our favorite home; First of all there are airplanes; And the girls can wait alone (Потому что 
мы пилоты; Небо наш любимый дом; Первым делом самолёты; Ну а девушки потом). 
 



 

BEGINNINGS 

Book one. 
 
 
 
I am often taken by the curious question: why do people - who themselves are not engaged in the 

practical aspects of psychic practice and paranormal phenomenon, people who in general are often 
literate, reasonable, and quite learned, and who laugh at other novices’ attempts to describe their 
personal professional activity - [why do they] with such ease criticize and discuss that field, to 
which they have no relation? 

How does one comprehend the criticism of a highly educated novice and how is his criticism 
different from criticism of a novice who is uneducated? 

Although, I believe I do know: the educated novice is more dangerous than the uneducated one 
by his connections in the science medium and administrative bodies, giving him exclusive capability 
and unlimited authority in persecuting those who think differently… 

 
 

Chapter one - instead of a foreword: 

The most nervous one, or author’s discourse on slippery topics. 
…Tss…  Quiet!.. 
…Do you hear?.. 
…Listen carefully:  “step - step - step - step”… 
…Shuffling steps in the night are intermittent with a dull aging cough and callings to the dark 

force… 
Sunset is far away…  Dawn is not yet near… 
Beyond the wretched dirty window is an owl’s hooting, chilling the soul to the farthest nooks and 

corners, and a disgusting toad’s quacking, penetrating to the greatest depths … 
A graveyard chill blows upon the feet and a strangely heavy, vile emptiness creeps into the heart 

like a writhing snake... 
From the crooked shack seeps the smell of a rotting, dead swamp, the decay of an ancient cellar, 

rotted through and mildewed long ago, and worn-out, greasy, unwashed clothing. 
A draft now and then sways the nasty stale rags and as a frisky wind spreads that very stench 

through cities and lands everywhere.  Ruins, emptiness, horror, and destitution… 
The old man himself is scary in his neglect of many years.  Dirty, disheveled hair, a sinister 

beard, sticking out in all directions, and a vomit-inducing stench from the mouth are capable by 
themselves alone of making the most enduring visitor lose his inner balance, yet here are also 
horrible, blood-shot eyes - mad in their fanatic rush into “something”… 

Snakes writhing in a threatening manner and shamelessly bare dancing frogs peacefully neighbor 
with stone, clay, wax, and metallic figures, clearly hinting at a freely roaming dark force… 

                                                                                                                                                                          
7 The paragraph in quotes is a parody of the famous short bit by Anton Pavlovich Chekhov, 1860-
1904, The Letter to a Learned Neighbor, composed in form of a “letter” written by a village man to 
a scientist, contemplating about his own “scientific discoveries.”  



And again – stench, stench, stench, unending worldly stench… 
Who is this, people?  How can this be, fellows? 
…It is a scary, scary warlock conducting his eternal bloody ritual… 
…It is an evil insidious shaman forcing his opponent brother into the grave… 
…It is a disgusting, vile sorcerer, preparing a misdeed for a poor old woman, a revolutionary 

exhausted by chronic under-eating and endless political persecution… 
Or maybe it’s a “psychic” or a “healer practitioner”, being the death of a white-haired 

academician who is all covered with medals and medallions to the very, ahem… lower back and 
most beloved by the people?..  Or some other searcher of the dark force’s brotherly disposition?.. 

Myeah… In our deeply enlightened era, the era of flame-breathing steam and almighty 
electricity, in the era of most powerful nuclear superplants and intercontinental ballistic missiles, 
who is he, that malicious sorcerer and unwashed warlock? 

What good and what bad do we know of him, we, the learned and literate? 
Could it just be our own panicky fear of the unknown whispering in our ear? 
That very unknown that awaits each one of us behind the last turn of our personal road called the 

human life? 
Why do we, in general smart and educated enough people, rave on divergent fables and horrors 

of that which, in our very own opinion, remains deep, deep in the feudal, insidious past and cannot 
penetrate into our rational, twentieth (twenty first, twenty second and so on), enlightened century. 

Of that is our book… 
The world is boundless and wondrous. 
For many, many, endlessly many long and agonizing years, very much not-so-dumb, deep-

searching people are striving to find out about that which goes beyond the boundaries of our 
comprehension. 

Much, much, lethally much hard and beyond-one’s-strength heroic labor and brilliant lives have 
been laid down upon this merciless and thankless path - the path of eternal and unending search… 

Any day now the long-awaited hour - the hour of universal plenitude and all-around prosperity 
will come… 

If we could only make it that far.  Oh, Lord, Allah, Buddha, Jehovah and others of their ilk - I’m 
afraid we won’t… 

Won’t there come, just before that eternal prosperity, the sad day when we will poison our very 
selves in the head-spinning chase after the universal happiness, and drag along all of the surrounding 
innocent-before-all nature… 

Where is it, that Universal Happiness? 
Who knows it… 
But where it surely isn’t - of that is our book… 
Rejoice!  Rejoice and exult, all honest folk! 
The promised blessed time has come indeed… 
How many years the infertile and underdeveloped Earth could not give birth to real learned 

intellect, and now, at last here “it” is: the twentieth, twenty first, twenty second centuries - the age of 
superintellect! 

How many countless centuries in a row - complete utter fools, and now, at last, incredible 
geniuses - one generation after another, one smarter than the other… 



Geniuses of science! Reactor-baked at times...8[8] 
What shall we eat?  And where shall we drink from? 
Though for your short lifespan there ought to be enough. 
But what if there isn’t?  Have children of yours ever died in your hands? 
May the Lord forbid… 
Wise, bitchin’, mathematicians, deeply thoughtful, gosh-darn-it, physicists, sharp-eyed, stinker, 

astronomers, extremely, spank-yourself, erudite chemists and psychologists the soul-searchers, 
whose stern patriarchal gaze drowns in the depths of the crap of human souls: from where did the 
likes of you come into this ill-fated world of ours? 

You didn’t exist before - and just how did people live. 
This whole miserable, wretched earth was populated by sly swindlers and slithering charlatans, 

dishonorable thieves and utter fools… 
Where did you come from, dear ones?  Could you be extraterrestrials?  But they don’t exist 

either… 
But actually, once in a while there were really smart, deeply intellectual beings.  The widely 

known ancient scientist Pythagoras, for example… 
…Smart guy he was - no argument there.  Left behind all kinds of useful stuff, including the 

famous triangle theory9[9],  and also a rather strange Pythagorean numeration… 
What a smart guy… 
But an awful fool.  Believed in god you see… 
Had enough brains for such a complex theorem, but not enough to know that there ain’t no 

heavenly kingdom. 
Must’ve all gone into the theorem.  Just a fool and that’s all. 
The Egyptian priests, now, that’s clear.  Swindlers.  Swindlers and nothing more. 
Though very smart and oddly literate swindlers.  Constantly cheated people, and cheated quite 

slyly: some of their scams even today’s geometricians and mathematicians can’t figure out.  That’s 
what they lived on. 

Fools as well.  Because once in a while they themselves believed in god… 
Einstein too. 
Smart.  And learned.  And a fool: in his old age started delving in mysticism.  Overstudied, 

probably. 
One thing is clear - the unified field theory, but what does the concept of god have to do with 

this?.. 
Yeah… Old man… Those are quite some ravings there… 
Actually, there are enough fools nowadays, too. 
And here a new nuisance comes up: democracy.  Here the real freaks, our own, dears - domestic 

and not very, but! absolutely contemporary, to the tune of democracy started crawling out of the 
mental institutions.  Psychics they call them… 

                                                   
8  The original rhyme - Гении учёные! В реакторе печёные... which translates as Educated 
geniuses! Baked in a reactor... is a “politically correct” take-off on an old popular “R-rated” rhyme - 
Не учи учёного, съешь говна печёного. 
 
9 Here the author quotes a Russian rhyme, which describes the Pythagorean theorem - Пифагоровы 
штаны во все стороны равны.  An English version might be something like If Pythagoras' name 
was Steven, his pant sides still would all be even. 
 



Swindlers!  And freaks! 
And they take the physicians’ honest pay from them too.  Since a physician is no friend to a goat 

and no competition to a freak …10[10] 
The “X-ray” is clear.  This is serious equipment.  It is something that institutes worked on, but 

how can this here psycho see anything? 
He sees organs?  A fool, fool and nothing more. 
Yoga’s clear: legs behind the head, head in the armpit - muscles, tonus, anus and all that other 

stuff…  But, pardon, what does some kind of energetics have to do with this?  Fools and idiots… 
What, academicians do yoga? 
Not fools then: muscles, tonus, anus energy structure of organisms, electricness of matters, 

hidden reserves once again of course. 
A yard man? 
Doing yoga?  Without titles?  Fool, father, no doubt a fool, or a madman at minimum… 
Ivanov?  Porfiry Korneyevich?11 [11] 
What kind of a name is that?  In his underwear?  In the freezing cold?  With no diplomas?  Nо 

titles? 
Psycho, psycho no doubt. 
You know what psychos are like?  Organism reserves is - again, you see - an ill state. 
Poor guy…  Pale…  Scrawny…  Cold… 
But!  Usually full as if he just ate … 
Eats little?  And is full still?  Well, if that isn’t proof!  Told you he’s a freak… 
Many psychos, many…  And their army multiplies with the worldly contractions… 
Healthy people are in institutes, hiding in laboratories - afraid of getting sick, from the freaks…  

Bioenergetics laboratories and institutes of folk medicine they’re called…  With the health 
authorities and security services… 

There, with the help of devices, created by them healthy selves under their own healthy guidance, 
they gauge people like themselves - healthy ones, because no normal psycho, the jerk, will go to git 
gauged, and if he goesa, they’ll gauge the wronga thinga, or they’lla gauge ita wronga, or in the 
wronga placea, since he won’t sit still, the bastard, anda willa bea stickin’ hisa nosa everywhere and 
irritatin’ with his dumb questions… 

And then there comes another thing…  This, darn it, democracy… 
Psychos are opening their own institutes.  For psychos.  And are inviting healthy people to 

become psychos…  Hoooly - mooooly… 
So you see, they’re swindlers, the psychos that is.  Psychos and swindlers. 
And of that also is our book… 
Many-many years ago, some people tell, there lived these “dowsers”.  Walked around with twigs 

and branches, looked for water and treasures… 
Ravings and nonsense - and no facts.  What about the rumors?  The rumors, naaattturally, are 

made up. 

                                                   
10 Modified from an old Russian proverb: A wolf is no comrade to a [nanny] goat. (Волк козе не 
товарищ). 
11 Porfiry Korneyevich Ivanov, 1898-1983, was a practicing psychic and said to be a true ‘wonder maker’ in 
the USSR, though very much repressed most of the time, including being forcibly committed to mental 
institutions and having spent a total of 12 years there. He gained ‘official’ recognition only at the very end of 
his life, when a story on him was published in a major Soviet magazine – the Ogonek (Огонек) under the title 
An experiment half a century long (Эксперимент длиною в полвека; by Sergei Vlasov, Ogonek No.8, 1982). 



Figure for yourself: how could they know quantum values?  And besides, there were few ‘smart 
professors’ back then: who rigged up the divining rods for them?  Huh - huh - huh… 

So there. 
There’s no way they could’ve figured it out themselves:  ‘cause they’re ignorant folk.  Just one 

word - backwoods… 
…Dark is the water in the clouds. 
Unfathomable is the desire of many to look at titles and diplomas, while completely rejecting a 

different, folk science - the science of nature and world acceptance. 
The learned, bearded guy often cannot comprehend that he is an enemy to the world in which he 

lives and breathes, and that means that the world for him is a riddle. 
Of that is our book.  Of that and much, much more… 
Is there really much known to us of our world?  
The question isn’t about some absolute quantity of knowledge we all have together, the question 

is different: how much of the knowledge from the general mass of knowledge about the world is in 
our possession?.. 

How big is the quantity of knowledge available to our wretched, constantly grimacing 
consciousness which at the first opportunity rushes off into venturous hallucinations on the one side 
and stupid single-meaning “brick walls” on the other, the consciousness, a greater part of which is 
busy resolving empty problems and re-living through gossip and misinterpretations, including those 
of scientific pseudo-dogmatists? 

The quality of this knowledge we have, surely, also leaves much to be desired… 
By using heaps of devices of unfathomable complexity, using a multitude of specialists, pulling 

the last pennies from the taxpayers’ pockets, modern official science is attempting to discover 
nature’s laws, but is that really so justified? 

Don’t medical technology and bio-chemical production factories stand among the greatest 
poisoners of the animal and plant world?  And don’t the equipment and medications get used again 
to treat the ones maimed by their very work? 

Closed circle.  Factories and enterprises of the medical industry are needed for treatment, but 
their exploitation increases the very number of the sick… 

Complete lack of knowledge about man and the surrounding nature is grounds for believing that 
illnesses come on by incomprehensible ways, while at the same time, we ourselves douse our very 
own living space with deadly rigid electromagnetic currents and allow special forms of field and 
informational forces to leave the natural state of balance… 

Limited thinking allows the hope that the world catastrophes were caused by monkeys, virus 
mutations and even extraterrestrials. 

People, you smart ones, how long will you keep on not noticing absolutely elementary things - 
that extraterrestrials and AIDS will soon themselves become afraid of man, or more accurately, of 
his ignorance, swagger and blindness. 

Man has, in his wretchedness, taken off after technogenically using, for treatment and 
prophylactic purposes, such structures which, by their very essence, go beyond the limits of his 
sickly perception that is dying off from the lack of need. 

More and more there is the spreading use of ray and field influence methods, development of 
newer and newer chemical, hormonal and antibiotic preparations.  Though tediously omitted are the 
facts that specifically laser therapy provides an enormous number of cancer patients, that hormone 
therapy gets a client “hooked” on hormones very much like a drug addict on drugs, and that 
antibiotics create new strains, or varieties, of bacteria, only now they are resistant to these very 
antibiotics. 

Where can man get the strength to withstand his own mass attack? 



Nature is no fool, she has had enough time to gather experience and one of her natural self-
defense mechanisms is activating the perception of those beings which live in it, are it, and still 
encroach upon it.  In such a way, “sensitives”, “extrasenses” and other superperceptive beings are 
born. 

The mechanism of this process will be described somewhat later, but now, wouldn’t it be nice to 
figure out why she, the old fool, would play such jokes? 

Why would nature, a soulless and unfeeling entity, all of a sudden decide to go mad?.. 
Of that is our book. 

A brief little dictionary for chapter 1. 
 Warlock12[12]  - here:  he who studies the “black book”, that is, a manual for sorcerers and 

evil magicians.  The other meaning of the expression “black book” is a “dark”, secret, hidden book, 
that is, a book of the naturally not apparent, not visible on the first glance sides of our world and its 
properties.  In this are two meanings: 

first: the book is hidden from someone, stored away and therefore inaccessible,  
second: nobody hid the book from anyone, it’s just that what is written in it is not accessible to 

the reader right away due to a certain peculiarity in relation to his perception.  This can be: 
- either a special complexity of the presented material open to everyone, 
- or a certain novelty surprising a person at first, which may even be simple, but not accustomed 

to the everyday, and hence not perceivable right away… 
Magician - here: he who studies concretely magic as a science - in stages, gradually, according to 

textbooks and supplements on practical magic, and consistently and thoughtfully carrying out all the 
proper assignments.  Magic is one of the most extensive of the ancient and contemporary 
knowledges, first of all – on properties of material and conditionally material transformations, 
second – on transferring them onto oneself with the aim of obtaining health, long life and special 
forms of broad authority. 

In greater detail, this knowledge is expressed in the study and practical application of not only 
those laws and constants which lie on the very surface and can be studied by academic science to 
which we are accustomed, but also those which exist in the “dark” or shaded part of the world, 
hidden from eyes and the everyday routine. 

A magician is a profoundly erudite, educated individual, compared with other “extrasenses”, but 
he is often ill with mental ailments: swagger, arrogance, greatness, including “great teacher 
syndrome”. 

The magician is often dangerous in his rush toward the “wise, kind and eternal”, like an elephant 
running toward the water hole, and that is why great care is recommended when dealing with people 
who regard themselves a part of this type of knowledge keepers. 

And another thing: 
- not each is a magician of whom is so said, 
- not each is a magician who himself so says, 
- not each magician of himself so says...13[13] 

                                                   
12 The Russian word used here (чернокнижник) is actually derived from the roots black book, i.e. 
"he who studies/uses/keeps the black book." 
13 - не всяк маг, о ком  молвят так, 
- не всяк маг, кто сам молвит так, 
- не всяк маг о себе молвит так... 
 



Sorcerer - here: he who cognizes, in principle, the same thing as a magician, but from another 
side and in another, more natural way, even if not a more “clean” way. 

More often it is an uneducated and not highly erudite person, but always deeply sensitive, capable 
of perceiving deep soul sufferings of another - be it a tree, bird, person or something other. 

Unlike the magician, who pierces nature’s buttock with his tools of cognizance, the sorcerer is its 
child and is capable of not only understanding nature, but also of weeping upon her chest. 

One ought not flatter himself: it is not a fact that the sorcerer is a nice and shy person.  Certain of 
his inclinations for an ordinary person can be difficult to perceive and hard to tolerate… 

Dark [evil] force - here: unknown displays of nature, unfathomable to man’s comprehension and 
threatening his well-being in an apparent or hidden manner. 

Most often attributed to “dark force” are beings of other plans of existence, which sometimes 
incomprehensibly penetrate into our world, and whose life principles don’t coincide with  limited 
human categories. 

Also attributed here are displays of constants non-physical in character, or those which don’t fit 
within the thought limits of science guys, including religions and teachings represented by them. 

Often these religions and teachings themselves add their opponents (that is those who wish them 
ill will and who argue out of principle) to this category, especially if all preceding insults didn’t get 
a corresponding response. 

At the same time, all confessions, that is religions, speak about the fact that the Single Lord 
created the world, and his plans are flawless, considering him, in the same breath, capable of 
allowing such an error (of creating a dark force that is). 

Here it seems we ought to define.  There exist: 
- personal views of the characteristic traits of the “dark force” – in relation to the well-being of 

one person; 
- group and community views on the characteristic traits of the “dark force” – in relation to the 

business they carry on and the world which they are building; 
- the way things really stand in the world, where people themselves for someone are not much 

cleaner.  At least for the animals... 
Believer in God - here: a person who keeps to some single religious-mystical dogma (dogma – an 

incontestable statement, most often unproven at the outset, mandatory for acceptance and carrying 
out within a group or community, which believes in this dogma). 

All who don’t share his personal, concretely – the believer’s, philosophy and worldview beliefs, 
he, the one who believes in god, considers, as a rule, to be a dark force and brands with universal 
shame, promising them certain concrete or non-concrete discomforts in this life and in the life 
beyond the grave. 

Sometimes people who simultaneously profess several religious-worldview opinions are ranked 
among believers in god, but that is a mistaken opinion of this person, since carrying out several 
dogmas is like sitting in several water holes: it is funny and also not very sensible.  This is sooner a 
mystic or a religious philosopher – if he is smart and knowledgeable, or a sorry novice and wretched 
imitator – if that is not so. 

The believer is often distinguished by an external feigned holiness and a deeply penetrating 
aggression.  Capable of great battles with “dark forces” (read above), including the use of clearly 
dark methods. 

On the grand scale, atheists, that is, those who refute the existence of God, also stand among 
believers, due to the same exact type of belief in a certain dogma.  Atheists believing in non-
godliness gather into communities the same way and carry out their acts the same way as the 
ordinary believers, with the exception of, perhaps, prayer and sacrifice, since there is no one to 
address. 



Heavenly kingdom - here: some beyond-the-grave world, a sort of “life after life”, admission into 
which, in the opinion of some believers in god, is earned by means of thoroughly regulated earthly 
deeds, in the opinion of others – is a mandatory sanitarium-resort event for everyone without 
exception, between endless work trips into life… 

These deeds can include the following: prayers, good deeds, and also a number of clean or not no 
so clean victories in the battle with the “dark force”. 

Often imagined by believers as something like a free permanent vacation trip. 
Egyptian priests - servants of high confessional, that is mystical-religious ranks with monasteries 

and holy memorials in ancient Egypt and also in that likeness in South America, Tibet, Nepal and so 
forth. 

An opinion exists that the ancient Egyptian priests possessed great experience in the realm of the 
supernatural, but legends when checked may also turn out to be simple gossip, and the tales – pretty 
stories, which doesn’t at all deny the presence of realistic possibilities of these priests. 

There exist idle conjectures and guesses on the topic of possible transfer of ancient Egyptian 
knowledge to Tibet in connection with the destruction of ancient Egyptian priesthood in the pre-
Christian historical period.  A connection of the sort is quite possible, though no historical proof has 
yet been presented. 

On the other side, it is rather well known that in those ancient times philosophers, priests and 
monks were distinguished by a rather great passion toward intentional transferal or aimless travels 
on the account of gullible mankind, which can easily prove the transfer of ancient Egyptian 
knowledge not only to Tibet, but also to any other point on the planet Earth or some other. 

“Unified field theory” - here: something hardly comprehensible, but very enticing.  An attempt of 
learned academicians to find a single type of matter, whose properties would explain all science 
theories at once – and then all can rest. 

A scientist undertakes this theory when he realizes that everything he already discovered, blew up 
and found does not give him rights to the heavenly kingdom (see above), yet he wants to get there.  
So then, how to find this “unified field”, rig up a “unified-field grenade”, roll up to the gates of the 
heavenly kingdom and ever so gently ask to come in – maybe they won’t refuse?  And take the 
grenade and – show it… 

That’s why the scientist begins to think up new words and approaches, so that, at least in his own 
eyes, he wouldn’t look like a fool.  A search for means of tearing out a board from the fence of the 
heavenly kingdom and crawling through the hole to taste the joy, which in the opinion of believers, 
is not intended for him. 

Democracy - here: an order of governing when fools can call smart people fools, psychics are let 
out of mental hospitals and wishes of a crowd of idiots are higher than the opinion of the 
experienced. 

Extrasenses - here: people who, unlike real psychos, are allowed to leave psychiatric wards, at 
least for the period of democracy.  Translated from foreign language14[14] “extra” means “super”, 
“sense”  -  “perception”, feeling, though actually this word does not exist in the English language. 

This is a person, who especially acutely feels the surrounding medium and, based on that, sees 
better than others.  It is not a fact that this seeing also gives him possibility to be smart as well: 
nature knows many idiots, possessing superb perception, sight or sensing. 

Magicians and sorcerers are often not extrasenses as, also, many who regard themselves a part of 
this category based on diplomas received, since rituals or technological education does not yet 
assume sensitivity to fine-material plans. 
                                                   
14 By foreign here is meant other than Russian. 
 



Extrasense is not a title, but a state of the soul. 
If we were to give a certain descriptive characteristic of the extrasense’s behavioral inclinations, 

then he goes through life in a state of controlled psychosis – unlike the patient of a mental clinic. 
Yoga - here: a way of making your soul and body healthier using Indian means.  Is subdivided 

into many directions and categories, dictated by the interests and needs of the yogis themselves: 
- physiological perfection: flexibility, strength, endurance, health; 
- psychical training: deep contemplation of oneself, psychical self-regulation, directed 

hallucinations and paranormal abilities; 
- tantric practices: sex yoga-style – in veeeery different ways and with different parts of the body 

and soul; 
- various forms of psycho-physiological magics and other... 
Indeed, very often gives astounding results, especially if a person lives to see them.  The thing is 

that there exists a real possibility of harming oneself without the due attention or presence of an 
experienced teacher, and with him - is also guaranteed. 

One ought to understand that there does not exist a specifically Hindu, Tibetan of some other 
school of psychic practice or paranormal stuff.  There exists in reality a whole node of the same 
problems as everywhere else: real professionals are single in numbers, good ones but far from the 
mark – considerably more numerous, but more that any – same as with us, there are swindlers, drop-
outs and venturers – dreamers. 

If you ever see a person on the grass with his legs crossed behind his head, one of two things: 
either he fell off the roof or he is a yogi. 

The esteem felt by many toward honest real yoga is, indeed, deserved, and the good it brings, 
obvious. 

Myeah…  For the survivors… 
Energetics - here: in this case, bioenergetics.  Notions of a certain state of a substance, possessing 

special, often unpredictable properties.  Is expressed as the ability of a live organism to support its 
own vitality and is gradually lost by the corpse after physical death.  Exceptions possible due to the 
different causes of these very exceptions. 

Ivanov, Porfiry Korneyevich - are you kidding?  That’s the grampa who walked in his underwear 
to the Moon, who wrote a collection of rules on a healthy way of life (“Detka”)15[15] and showed by 
his own example that much of what’s considered impossible is, indeed, possible. 

As foreigners say “Russian god”.  In a word – Parshek.16[16] 
Diploma - That which separates a fool from a dummy. 
Dowsers - in the old times: people capable, with the help of their psychic abilities and a “divining 

rod”, in other words a wooden twig or stick, of finding underground waters, ore deposits and other 
underground resources. 

                                                   
15 Detka (детка) is an endearing, diminutive form of child, i.e. dear child; small child.  The work 
Detka by Porfiry Korneyevich Ivanov, 1898-1983, is a single-page address to people, listing twelve 
points of a healthy lifestyle, along with a brief foreword and after-word.  “Detka” is how he 
addressed all people. 
16 Parshek (Паршек) is a diminutive, endearing form of Porfiry used to refer to P.K. Ivanov starting 
in his childhood by his parents and fellow villagers. In his later years, having attained what is 
considered to be supernatural abilities and being a teacher to many, he referred to himself as 
Parshek the god, who had come to help people. His various abilities, including numerous 
miraculous healings, remain unexplained by modern science. 
 



Quantum values - when scientists have nothing to say, they always swear with all kinds of 
incomprehensible words.  Quanta, in their words, are these tiiiiiny little pieces of energy.  And the 
values are their sizes and possibilities. 

Backwoods - here: a place inhabited by people who don’t know the expressions “quantum 
values”.  A place where scientists go to rest from swear words, torment wildlife, to fish and to turn 
into wild apes. 

Dark is the water in the clouds - in other words, no one knows when it will rain.  A phrase 
meaning reproach and an indication that it will rain only by the will of God or of his representatives, 
or, if all else fails – the dark forces, and naturally without additional warning from their side. 

Ray and field influence methods - here: talking about varied ray and field therapy and physio-
procedures. 

Sensitive - from “sense” – “one who feels”. 

A little exercise for chapter one. 
When carrying out exercises described in this section, one should remember and consider in his 

engagements several simple, but quite useful rules.  For the convenience of perceiving, these rules 
are compiled into a brief reference, given below, which can be quite useful later on. 

Preliminary or preparatory stage. 
Includes the creation of external conditions, preparation of conditions for carrying out the 

exercise itself and teaching oneself placement within these conditions. 
Creating external conditions. 
Set for yourself a specific time for the upcoming serious session and try, by that time, to have 

completed all of the most important business.  This business should be carried out in such a way, 
that during the session your relatives, friends, acquaintances, co-workers and tax inspectors do not 
experience the immediate need for your presence. 

Undoubtedly, some of your business would like to have your direct presence when being carried 
out.  Put yourself before a choice: carry out this business and move your session to a different time 
or put off the business and go with carrying out the exercises. 

If you decide to do the business, do it well and don’t suffer over the lost exercise: poorly carried 
out business will require additional time to do it over and will cost more in the future.  If you choose 
the exercise, don’t long for the business not done, better to leave the exercise and finish this 
business. 

There exist many long, ongoing things, which require constant attention, such as, for example, 
management, cooking cherry jam and a spouse’s jealousy.  Create for yourself an amount of time 
two to three times exceeding the time necessary for your exercise: put the jam on a very low flame, 
send the spouse to the mother-in-law, and give the workers something interesting and lucrative to 
do.  The time cushion will allow you to stop being nervous about probable tardiness. 

Your exercise shouldn’t attract attention.  Your leaving shouldn’t catch anyone’s eye, but don’t 
make a “burning secret” of your exercises either: any secret creates in surrounding people the wish 
to track and watch, and that can greatly complicate your exercises. 

And so, exercise one. 
Set for yourself a specific time for exercising.  If by the beginning of the session you still have a 

heap of business, which can’t be put off, you lost… 
Preparing conditions for carrying out the exercise itself. 
It is best to begin in a closed space – a room. 



Set a place for your session.  It is desirable that this place be rather familiar to you, lived-in by 
you, and accustomed to your senses.  Possibly, it will be your bed, your couch, your armchair or just 
a chair, the main thing is that it is very familiar to your body. 

Look over your surroundings.  Move far away, or even take away objects, which draw your 
attention, irritate you or are just unnecessary.  Place the remaining objects in such a way that they 
don’t bother you with their presence. 

Take your accustomed place.  Check your attitude toward the objects.  If an object or objects 
irritate you - repeat the process of making order. 

Check your thoughts.  Take a sheet of paper and write on it those things which, in your opinion, 
absolutely can’t stand to be put off and which you are afraid of forgetting during the exercise. 

And so, exercise two. 
Read the list of urgent business.  If after the first reading you couldn’t cross out at least half - you 

lost… 
Teaching yourself placement within the created conditions. 
Several “must nots”: 
- you must not feel uncomfortable; 
- you must not move for a rather long time; 
- you must not suffer from the lack of this movement; 
- you must not be bored; 
- within all that, you must not fall asleep… 
A bit of something about “must not”. 
The very concept of “not” indicates something to be overcome, and if not overcoming anything, 

then several “musts”: 
- you must feel comfortable; 
- you must, for some time, be absolutely relaxed; 
- you must get pleasure from this relaxation; 
- you must be interested in what is happening; 
- you must be fully conscious… 
A bit of something about “must”. 
Since nobody owes anybody anything, everything again changes somewhat: 
- you feel comfortable; 
- you are rather relaxed; 
- you are gratified by your relaxation; 
- you are interested in what is happening to you; 
- you are fully aware of yourself. 
A bit of something about “you”. 
You read this and it can only look like this: 
- I feel comfortable; 
- I am rather relaxed; 
- the relaxation is pleasant to me; 
- I am captivated by what is happening; 
- and in this I am conscious of myself. 
Try to realize the differences between the written phrases and much will become closer and 

clearer. 
Third exercise. 



Assume a comfortable position.  If during this you fell asleep, started daydreaming or thinking - 
you lost… 

Carrying-out stage - the most significant one. 
Includes entering the state preceding the beginning of the exercise, orienting in that state, 

carrying out the exercise, preparing to come out of the exercise and bringing yourself to a balanced 
state. 

If you were able to carry out all the preceding conditions, this also won’t seem too difficult. 
Take several breaths lightly and freely.  Let each inhale be a surge of good mood, and each 

exhale, a liberation from that surge.  Inhalation happens lightly and freely, exhalation flows, filters 
through every cell of your body. 

Soon you will sense a lightness and warm airy-cottonness.  You are almost at the goal… 
Fourth exercise. 
Attempt to describe this “lightness and warm airy-cottonness”.  Did you succeed?  You lost 

again…  What, you didn’t succeed? 
One of three things: either you’re playing up to yourself, thereby cheating, or you really are close 

to the goal, or your describing abilities just aren’t developed. 
Orienting within a state of psychoimmersion is a serious task and often one’s strength is not up to 

it.  Success in this type of orientation is a lucky star, so don’t be nervous if you don’t succeed right 
away. 

It can be otherwise as well.  First experiences promise high perspectives in the future, but 
everything is different: the further along - the more difficult. 

Don’t despair, two types of people lay claims to genius discoveries: those who know much and 
those who know nothing.  Between these extremes is a bottomless pit of labor and salty sweat. 

And that’s why, the fifth exercise. 
Attempt to stand up and make several movements.  Check:  did the preceding state stay with you?  

If you were able to ask yourself such a question - you lost. 
In this state a person does not ask himself questions, for him it is enough to just have the given 

state… 
Do you have a desire to argue this point?  Well, then you really are wrong… 
Continuing the fifth exercise. 
Take in your hand an object such as an iron.  What do you have in your hand?  An iron?  Sorry, 

but you’re mistaken.  If you have the state, then you’re not holding an iron, but a soft, warm, cloudy 
weight… 

You are standing on the threshold of doing exercises as such - read the following subsections.  In 
this same subsection is that which accompanies them. 

Sixth exercise. 
Are you experiencing impatience?  It’s not hard to understand you as a human, but not as one 

who is patient and paced-out, who is joining in with knowledge of a special sort… 
Experiencing disappointment?  How long can you keep losing! 
Not experiencing?  Perhaps you’re not living at all, just faking it?  A live person has such a trait 

as curiosity or as folks say - nosiness… 
And then follow the dot-dot-dots.  Pardon, the exercises… 
And further - coming out of them. 
Preparing to come out of an exercise is very personal, just like our personality and soul can’t be 

reproduced.  Each person is capable of and must find the characteristic properties inherent 
specifically to him and, using them as support, work out his approaches. 



We should note that each exit from an exercise is not the end of that exercise, but only the 
beginning, going into endlessness… 

One more exercise. 
Could you perform time after time the same coming-out of an exercise? 
Could you? 
Are you, by chance a “zombie”?  Or maybe an automatic lathe? 
Your exercises should bring joy and a deep inner gratification. 
What, they don’t?  Again your loss… 
They do? 
You’re lying!.. 
The path to spiritual perfection lies through piles of rags and disgusting matter and the most 

disgusting, nasty-loathsome abomination is done by us in relation to ourselves. 
There’s only one evil in life, victory over which can be cause of great pride - we ourselves.  We 

in our deeds, in our thoughts and in our feeble intentions… 
And we fall there, where we can say that not a drop of evil is left within us: on that exact ground 

evil will let out its first merciless tendril. 
Say: could there be a place, cleansed once and for all? 
There could? 
Surprising…  Perhaps you personally know it.  Well then, you are a lucky person… 
Did you lose many times today? 
Don’t be sad, “tomorrow” will have nothing to disappoint you: if you have nothing, everything 

that comes your way is opportune… 
What, the exercises don’t bring the long-awaited repose? 
That means it is up ahead. 
Did you ever feel emptied after reading a beautiful book or seeing something that warmed the 

soul? 
Did you ever experience awful envy toward someone who will meet this “something” tomorrow 

for the first time, when you are already deprived of this feeling? 
A scary loss is the feeling of a meeting that happened, already took place…  
…A scary deadly sin is the absence of all sins. 
A sin, giving birth to a new whirlwind of a fall… 
 

Chapter two: 

A rather simple one - on division of  worlds by quality. 
Since early childhood, we are completely certain that our world, or the world of our physical 

sensations, is the only possible way for matter to exist, regardless of how it displays on the physical 
plane, or, using language of educated occultists, on the plane of external display forms.  This 
opinion about the surrounding world is thrust upon us by our parents, acquaintances and close and 
distant relatives - in a word, by everyone with whom we have ever met. 

This way of perceiving the surrounding world has filled us so much, that now we don't even 
allow for the existence of other opinions and continue to pass along the relay those misconceptions 
to which we ourselves at one time fell victim.  Now then, we pass to our children and to those 
around us thoughtlessly accepted, at times forcefully driven falsehoods and pseudodogmas. 

But if one were to renounce ambitions and the desire to look smart in the eyes of people 
surrounding us, and, instead of indulging in aimless accusations of mysticism as being anti-scientific 
and false, attempt, in a sober manner, to figure out the situation, then one might realize that 



contemporary knowledge doesn't, in the slightest way, disclaim beyond-physical displays - those 
which are commonly called "the other side" - but only highlight their depth, truthfulness and 
soundness. 

Scientific facts, more and more often, are being used as arguments in proving the non-reality of 
mysticism, and that is why, in our discourse, specifically they will be used to prove the opposite - its 
existence and insisting presence. 

Moving directly to the subject of our talk, we should give notice that the manual offered below 
is a supplement for those attending "Conversations of the superconscious", and that is why light 
will be shed upon some questions in such a way, so as to be as a continuation of topics discussed 
in the conversations.  This, of course and regretfully, makes it somewhat more difficult for people 
who have not attended these conversations to perceive the material presented here.  

Texts are intended for the perception of people who are only beginning their path of 
assimilating psycho-bio-energy-informational practices, and that is why more experienced people 
might notice certain inaccuracies, which are actually willfully allowed in explaining the bases of 
the subject intended specifically for the former. 

As an example for looking at questions of division of worlds by quality, we will use, say, a lump 
of sugar.  No one will deny that it is hard to find a material more ordinary and familiar to us all, and 
that is why for the explanation it will serve us best. 

The lump of sugar itself is, at first glance, nothing more than a crystal.  And so here especially we 
can make use of the knowledge offered to us by today's science. 

Sugar very easily gets saturated with liquids, and we are very familiar with this from personal 
experience.  Here we find the "first level" of penetrations: sugar - liquid. 

From the start one ought to understand that liquids can be completely different in structure.  
Science says that there exist liquids, which aren't quite liquids, but combine in themselves properties 
of liquids and crystals. 

These liquids are called as such - liquid crystals, but that doesn't get in their way of likewise 
saturating solid crystals in form of sugar lumps... 

From knowledge of modern science, we know that practically all liquids, as well as solids, are 
also capable of being satiated with gases, and it is sometimes considerably harder to "force" gases 
out of a material than it is to satiate a material with them. 

The scientists' statement about gases being present in solid and liquid materials is confirmed by a 
great number of observations and experiments and it is practically impossible to disagree with it.  
And so now the number of "penetration levels" in our example increases to three: crystal - liquid - 
gas. 

Evidence from the realm of science spheres clearly speaks of some gases' curious property of 
duplicating, even in their rather discharged state, partial properties of crystals, and that won't 
surprise a bit those who are familiar with properties of vital beginnings and organism mutations. 

Try to reflect in your leisure time, what made inhabitants of completely different parts of the 
earth impart upon the wind qualities of a live being.  A being with its own will and a capability of 
perceiving the world. 

There aren't many people whom we'll need to convince of the existence of electricity and 
electromagnetic fields, since, here too, science rather unswervingly points out their presence: 
theoretically as well as by their practical application. 

In the field of electricity, our own body in an ordinary natural setting already isn't enough to 
conduct experiments and we need additional means of studying: devices, power sources for them 
and process registrations. 



We could of course make do with just phenomena of nature, but here we risk falling into the 
sphere of metaphysical explanations and "animal electricity", and we agreed to limit ourselves only 
to facts of contemporary officially accepted science and to bring forth facts only from that sphere. 

Although one of nature's phenomena we will use after all: the realm of atmospheric electricity or 
thunderstorm effect. 

We don't know what scientists think of this, but it might make sense to look for "electrical 
crystals" here too, though actually, there do exist among intellectuals assumptions that structures of 
such type exist.  For example: ball lightning and their more rare "black" analogies. 

Folks, on the other hand, without waiting on the expertise of science counsels, since ancient 
times, consider thunder and lightning displays of conscious activity of beings of another level:  Ilya 
the prophet, Zeus, Peroun and so forth. 

The presence in man of electrical active potential is demonstrated at minimum by the fact of 
discharges occurring between people when shaking hands or making contact in certain conditions. 

Scientists say that in man's central nervous system there is a whole network of electrically active 
canals and in them are potentials and currents. 

Getting back to our example, let's use as proof the fact that with the existence of charges and 
potentially charged particles in matter, there occur electrical tensions, and with presence of a 
possibility of  discharging through media, there occurs more or less of an electrical current, 
dependent upon the resistance of this medium to the process of discharge.. 

Based on that, we can describe four "penetrating levels" in our crystal: sugar - liquids - gases - 
"electrical currents, tensions and something else electrical". 

Once again, operating with proofs of official science, we can say that here we have present 
electrical and electromagnetic fields: where there are conductors - there is induction, where there is 
potential - there are fields: everything according to laws of academic physics.  This gives us one 
more level of penetration: crystal - liquids - gases - electricity - fields, which accompany it. 

For an average ordinary person to get acquainted with these properties, he would need yet more 
complicated devices, but radio and television receivers are themselves examples of electromagnetic 
fields' existence. 

When describing realms of penetrating radiation, we can rely only upon science itself, since most 
of us can't have at our everyday disposal the equipment complex for their registration and study. 

For the sake of justice, we must note that science supplies us with various types of radio-
dosimeters and other equipment, but what they measure we can only take in faith, just the same as 
the extent to which their measurements correspond with the truth. 

The thing is that, with the spectrum of, specifically, measurable radiation, there is also a side 
wave of beyond-physical displays being captured, which don't have anything to do with the radiation 
being registered itself. 

Now our lineup looks like this: crystal - liquids - gases - electricities - fields - penetrating 
radiation of various types. 

There are also many hypotheses and enough proven theories of the existence of lepton fields and 
layers, on theory of various information types, on plasma and plasmoid types of existing matter.  
And so forth... 

Undoubtedly, our description ends here not because nothing else exists, but only because science 
itself lacks hard facts, and here begins the sphere of the "beyond-physical" of contemporary world 
view, and also free space for speculative, that is of rather undisciplined, "daydreaming" forms of 
thought and logical conclusions.  Of course, there is nothing bad in this "daydreaming", but in our 
case it is a bit excessive. 



This conversation can go on endlessly.  We, however, from everything listed, need to direct our 
attention only at one side of the world: its division, from the point of view of our perception, by 
quality indicators of matter of which it is comprised. 

One must also understand that everything listed concerns all types of matter without exception, 
and the penetration effect is displayed in us all as well.  The higher a being is organized - the greater 
the spectrum of layers displayed in him, the greater the quantity of layers which sound by means of 
this being. 

One thing is left - to learn to listen to the oscillations of the layers, and "heed" the world's 
vibrations in new ranges, and not try to replace one's natural human abilities - atrophying and dying 
off from the seeming lack of need.  

Man must understand at last, that his godliness is not ravings of fanatic imagination, but real 
essence, and, if you will, an honorable duty. 

Everything that exists in the world exists in all of us, and that is why we perceive the world's 
pain, whether we want to or not, by means of oscillations of media various in density in our very 
selves. 

This doesn't "get to you" right away, and the ripening process ordinarily continues in organisms 
in the course of generations, but sometimes in the course of counted days.  Our illnesses are the 
fruits of our non-participating attitude toward the surrounding world and of a boorish attitude toward 
oneself. 

Matters of which the human body is composed, as well as those listed above, interact among 
themselves, and the fruits of their interactions can be the effects of "sugar eroded by liquid", and 
"crystallization", and "electrical short circuits", and "radiation by hard rays", and also much more. 

We live in a world of interactions, and the word "conscience" has fundamental meaning here, 
though not as something to be repeated many times over, but as a principle of existence, since  
conscience is not merely a psychotherapeutic category, but a real internal regulating force, originally 
inherent to man and controlling his internal and external psychophysical exchanges. 

The world around us is full of cataclysms, and for all of them we are partially at fault.  The 
cataclysms themselves, in turn, lay an imprint upon us, including by means of structural oscillations. 

It is a lie that nuclear explosions in Africa are far away from us - each one of them is perceived 
by us directly right here. 

Our actions punish us ourselves, so it was laid down from the beginning... 

A brief little dictionary for chapter 2. 
Matter - here: a special state of space, expressed as: 
- either direct palpability to man - physical matter, 
- or its existence, but an inability to be felt by man for whatever reasons 
- non-physical matter. 
Occultism - here: one of widely spread directions of ancient knowledge, engaging in study of 

world order laws based on occult-mystical world view. 
A rather questionable area of knowledge due to the fact that in this area there dwell many 

gentlemen and citizens with a questionably healthy psyche, inclinations toward lie and mystification 
and also with narcotic and hallucinogenic predilections. 

Without doubt, the actions of these very "dwellers" brings irreparable harm to activity of honest 
and consistent researchers as well as to occultism on the whole. 

Plane of external display forms - here: occultism divides the world of human perception into 
several levels. 



Levels differ from each other by the means of perceiving information about the surrounding 
space, processing of that information, expression or interpretation and several other special qualities, 
characteristic specifically for the given level. 

Under the concept of "plane of external display forms", in occultism there is assumed a level on 
which all matter existence principals are expressed as physical objects, processes, properties or 
beings. 

Speaking simpler - a physical world, whose main criteria is man’s personal non-device 
perception, brought to a generally perceived level of mankind surrounding him. 

Mysticism - here: the direction of human knowledge engaged in research in the realm of the 
"mystical", the "other side". 

Mysticism is a mix of science and art in regard to beyond-the-edge states of the human psyche, 
beings, effects and entities displaying in them and other qualities of materiality. 

Similar to occultism, this area of knowledge is densely packed with, we quote "many gentlemen 
and citizens with a questionably healthy psyche, inclinations toward lie and mystification and also 
with narcotic and hallucinogenic predilections", which "without doubt... ...brings irreparable harm to 
activity of honest and consistent researchers as well as..." in this case - to mysticism "... on the 
whole". 

Beyond-physical displays - here: not physical, "other side" processes, which are hidden from our 
everyday perception, and their qualities. 

Processes taking place within matter, which realistically exists, but which cannot be sensed 
directly – without devices by the average member of world’s humanity. 

Argument - here: fact, proof intended for debate or discussion. 
Vital beginning - here: a structure of special energy-informational other-material quality, giving a 

being the quality of vitality. 
Destruction or partial damage of the vital beginning brings on broad and powerfully expressed 

illnesses, including mental ones, a quick death or rebirth of that being. 
Mutation - here: a change of form and quality of a being or substance under the influence of a 

sum of external and internal factors.  A variety of evolution under cruel constraint. 
Metaphysics - here: the science remotely reminiscent of the ordinary physics of today, but in 

relation to the "other side" world. 
One of the broadly known tasks of metaphysics is activity aimed at getting so-called "elixirs" and 

"philosophers’ stone", included in the so-called "alchemy" - the foreparent and sister of 
contemporary chemistry. 

Everything related to problems of occultism and mysticism described above directly relates to 
metaphysics - unfortunately and to an undeserved disappointment. 

Animal electricity - a category which arose several hundred years ago among scientists of that 
medium.  Assumes the presence of potentials and electricity in live beings and also reactions of 
these beings to external electric influence. 

Potential - here: from the word "potency", that is the possibility to do or carry out something.  
Potential is an indication of the presence of a hidden, but not yet employed action reserve. 

Central nervous system - here: man's brain, its nerves and substances which accompany them, 
including electromagnetic and electrical ones ("animal electricity"). 

Dosimeter - here: a device, which measures the amount of radiation.  In relation to anything, can 
be a dosimeter of that, which we'll be dosing: a pail as a dosimeter for water, a string as a dosimeter 
for allowable weight. 

Theory - here: a logically stipulated proposal of the existence of some constant or some objective: 
a being or object.  It is not a fact that it will be proven further on, but the data and information 



presently existing allow to suspect the presence of something and also to describe its probable 
properties. 

Lepton field - a theoretically proposed special state of a substance, more hidden from our 
perception than, for example, the electromagnetic field. 

Theory of the lepton field is another rather clumsy attempt to bring all contemporary knowledge 
to a single system of account:  a "universal field theory" of the universe. 

There exists special proof of the presence of lepton fields, but still not convincing enough for all 
of the world's academic science community, connected with the real complexity of this scientific 
problem as well as with outright mystifications and accidental mistakes, which occurred during 
research of this question. 

Unlike paranormal mysticism, this is mysticism that is exclusively scientific, which, to the joy 
and pleasure of paranormal guys, was born within the academic science medium. Akin to the 
universal field theory or to "Maxwell's Demon"... 

Plasma - a special superexcited state of a substance.  Fire is something rather cool, compared 
with plasma. 

Conscience - here: purely conditionally and very approximately: certain experience of the 
Absolute with the least painful coexistence of beings from various planes of existence and of 
different types, compiled into a layer of gently organized collective survival instincts. 

Conscience is not moral.  Moral is the servant of a concrete social order, while conscience is 
something more broad, psycho-physiologically realized within the human organism. 

Cataclysm - a natural catastrophe with a change of geographic landscape (type of surroundings) 
with a great number of victims or with absence of such. 

A little exercise for chapter two. 
First version of the little exercise. 
Sit on a chair.  Check whether your back is straight and balanced enough.  Adjust your position: 
- feet slightly apart, weight is distributed at one-third on the left foot, right foot and the chair, the 

back of the chair is not used, 
- lower part of the body (from the chair to the small of the back) is "thrust" forward, above the 

small of the back - vertical, 
- wrists - on the knees (lower soft part of the palms is on the soft muscle part of the leg before the 

knee) open palms upward. 
It is desirable that your position is stable enough, gentle and plastic and doesn't provoke excess 

tensions... 
Calmly listen to yourself for some time.  Very lightly, without strain, make a note of appearing 

tensions and unpleasant sensations. 
Very lightly bend forward with the upper part of your body.  The lower part of the body should 

not move during this.  Very lightly lower your chest upon your lap... 
Listen to yourself softly and unconstrainedly.  Breathing during this is very light, not tense, 

reminiscent of a light-light breeze in the branches of forest trees... 
Check yourself: if everything is done correctly, then breathing is defined as 
- light, barely audible sound of air passing through the trachea, 
- weak, barely noticeable sensation of its movement, 
- light feeling of "being dawned upon" of the breathing organs (lungs, trachea, nasopharynx, as 

well as blood vessels), expressed as a weak, but pleasantly-cool-slightly-warm "releasing". 



Neatly, without hurry, "slide" yourself into the place where the seat and the back of the chair 
meet.  Without "sliding out" of that place, allow yourself to lightly straighten.  Breathe as before: 
lightly and superficially. 

If everything was done correctly, then your body will assume a very balanced position: the body 
will become strictly vertical, and the head will straighten practically without effort. 

You can check the correctness of execution of this stage of the exercise in the following manner: 
in case of successful carrying out you will sense a weak circular swaying of the whole body, which 
will begin in the area of the spine base (the tailbone) and end with a spiral swaying of the head with 
the following independent fixation of it in a vertical position.  The result of the whole process will 
be an exceptionally pleasant and, as was indicated above, balanced state of the whole body. 

Having successfully carried out the first version of the little exercise for chapter two, you have 
prepared yourself for further stages... 

Second version of the little, but not easy exercise. 
Stand in a rather free space. 
Lightly, but rather carefully listen your body through.  Check its state for absence or presence of 

tension areas. 
With extremely easy movement "start up" a barely noticeable circular motion in your body.  

Listen to this motion: its result should be the "dissolving" of tension areas in your body. 
The magnitude of the movement should not be strongly noticeable.  Movement here is sooner 

psychological, inner, more psychical than physical... 
Direct your attention at the formation - spontaneous, born only by your movements - in the gut 

region, of a light-warm-fuzzy area.  Listen intensely into its calming. 
With a light, barely noticeable motion, direct this very calming sensation upward through the 

whole body.  Do this softly, lovingly, caringly and without hurry...  Your breathing is almost 
inaudible, at least as a physical movement of your body. 

Extremely lightly and barely-barely noticeably, movement of every air particle is being 
determined along the nasopharynx, trachea, along the lungs.  This movement is light to such a 
degree, that you are almost capable of hearing how each air particle gets absorbed into the blood and 
disseminates through your whole body... 

Again with a barely noticeable motion, direct the calmness of your body downward: along the 
whole body, along each of its particles...  Let that calmness push off of the lower borders of your 
body and dissolve, flooding all its boundaries... 

Successful?  We would like to hope so...  If yes, then you have carried out the second version of 
the little-little exercise for chapter two and are ready for the following complications... 

Attempt to make a tiny step... 
How is your state?  Are there changes?  Then that is your result.  Alas, so far seemingly negative. 
Third version of the little exercise. 
Lie down.  The surface should be even enough and rather soft, perhaps slightly reminiscent, in its 

softness, of unplowed but fertile soil.  Take away the pillow: you will not need it... 
With your attention lightly go through your body.  Very softly and carefully make note of places 

with tensions and dissolvenesses.  Dissolve your conscience in your body.   
Breathing is almost not sensed.  Beginning of a light, superficial inhale from the pubic region of 

the lower stomach. 
The inhale softly and freely rises toward the collarbone area, ending with a totally free, very slow 

exhale. 
Use breath for soft dissolving within the limits of the body.  Spread the breath throughout the 

whole body. 



Do you hear how each one of your little cells breathes? 
No?  Start from the very beginning, but don't spare any time.  Go through step by step yet more 

slowly and thoroughly. 
And now? 
Yes?  Continuation awaits you. 
Lift your hand.  What do you feel? 
Oh, you still "feel"? 
Then return to the beginning one more time and repeat again. 
And more slowly... 
And more thoroughly... 
And with a sense of humor... 
Continuation of the little exercise for chapter two. 
Prepare yourself for exercises as described above.  Conduct the preparation very thoroughly and 

without hurry.  Remember:  it is better to not carry out the next exercise than spoil the impression 
from the previous one. 

Take place in a chair or an armchair and carry out the actions described in the exercise for 
chapter two, the first part. 

If the session is hampered at any stage, start the preparation from the very beginning.  Do not 
spare time - as a result you might lose even more on elimination of upsetting negligences. 

Lightly, practically without any muscle tension, lift your hands in such a way, that the part from 
the elbows down is horizontal.   

It is as if the hands float upwards by themselves in a certain creamy-like substance, a peculiar 
"ether".  If your new state is vastly different from that in which the lift began - do not spare any 
effort, start preparation from the beginning... 

Do not impede the palms in turning to face each other and stop at a distance fifteen to twenty 
centimeters. The palms are soft and slightly dissolved, almost wreathing with a whitish little 
smoke...  Allow a cloudy-viscous substance to flow from the right palm in the direction of the left. 

Lightly perceive the sensations, without accenting attention on them.  The state is seemingly 
quite similar to narcotic intoxication.  

Hear the whole right arm: from the palm, out of which "something" is wreathing in a cloud-like 
fashion, slowly rise upward with your consciousness, on the way unwreathing tissues and matter. 

Change the situation.  Left hand emits the puffs - right one receives... 
Several control questions on the exercise. 
- first question: how long can you do "this"?  Correct answer: time has no meaning. 
- second question: what color is this "something"?  Right answer:  "something" is just that - 

"something", how can it have color... 
- third question: how are your sensations?  Version of an answer:  "the cows are blue,..  blue,..  

blue,..  They're flying,..  flying,.. flying,.." 
- important question: how do you feel?  Point of the answer: a light control of the digestive 

system is present... Deduction:  do not eat before exercises... 
Lightly unwreathing space, carry your sensations throughout your whole body.  Gradually widen 

the space getting unwreathed... 
Let the process go on its own will...  Let it move on its own and grow.  You are on the side, you 

are not even an observer...  But your perception is light and clear. 
Keeping lightness and cleanness, direct yourself to sensing your body.  Enter into the sense of the 

body softly and unobtrusively, satiate yourself with your body... 
Do not lose the cleanness and lightness, observe scrupulously - attentively. 



Here is a "slow time bomb".  Spare your future, be utterly careful... 
Everything else according to protocol... 
 

Chapter three: 

On man as a system of penetrating worlds. 
Without exaggeration, we can say that this topic is a fundamental one for any form of knowledge 

connected, even in the smallest way, with what is beyond the bounds of the psyche or a sort of  "the 
other side". 

Material presented below is not compiled into a single system so that the reader could grasp that 
thread of thought which seems closer to him for understanding purposes or more natural and easier 
to perceive, and along the path, even if it is a mistaken one, could change his movement toward 
understanding the subject, without starting from complete zero. 

Something was said above on systems of the worlds themselves, but not on matter concentrations 
within the boundaries of these worlds.  This specifically is what we will speak of in this chapter. 

As was already said, man, on the more crude level, is represented as a crystal, or more accurately, 
a combination of polycrystalline connections, combined into a system of life support for the 
material, supermaterial and extramaterial bodies. 

It won't be too difficult for us to understand that the cellular concentrations of liver and heart 
structures significantly differ from each other, as well as from concentrations of material displays of 
cellular crystallized matters-energy carriers in, for example, bone or muscle tissue, depending on 
functions and energetic capabilities of their possessors. 

In order to sustain the form and life principles of the physical body, nature created, if we can use 
the expression, "blueprints" and "schematics". The organism recreates itself according to these 
"blueprints" and "schematics" and successively develops itself, in the process of gradual 
transformation of the body, or of material wear under the influence of internal erosion and external 
influences. 

These "blueprints" can be recreated in case of loss or distortion, using the tissues of the 
corresponding organ as a template, which is, in fact, always present in an average healthy person. 

If a person is not capable of recreating lost schematics, he obtains steady, progressing illnesses 
which last years.  These are expressed as form and state mutations of organs and tissues.  As a rule, 
this is displayed as tumors - benign and malignant, ulcers, skin and system illnesses and so forth. 

Each one of the schematics of human organs in man's physical display is repeatedly reiterated as 
it ascends from the more coarse matters to the finer ones, but the manner of recording of information 
changes from one level to another, depending on the peculiarities of matters represented on them.  
This allows man, in case of loss of a certain group of blueprints, to recreate a copy of them using a 
schematic of a higher or a lower level in relation to the damaged one. 

Unfortunately, as was indicated above, this is not always possible, and specifically in cases like 
this, preparations of hormonal type are used as substitutes and supplements of informations of these 
drafts, which unfortunately is far from always possible, justified or simply permissible, since an 
organism relying upon hormones brought in from the outside loses internal hormonal self-regulation 
for a long period of time or permanently. 

Fields, which accompany man are also not uniform and these non-uniformities can be expressed 
as "energy blockages", "energy holes" or just look like stagnant zones.  We are talking of the 
substances of "Chinese" meridians and all substances displayed at levels up to the ethereal body, 
inclusively. 



In the cases listed above, a person will feel certain discomforts, often coming to a state of pain, 
as, for example, it will be with a clogging of the spinal cord or brain by crystallized energy-material 
clots. 

Very helpful in this case are systematic stretching movements, which rather easily dissolve 
energy blockages and closures.  This is often the secret of feeling well for people who are "live", 
constantly moving. 

The coarser fields have a certain physical viscosity and can be sensed by an ordinary person 
without any special preparation. 

These energy media have their own canals of flow in man's physical body and are described in 
special literature as canals of acupuncture influence or Chinese meridians. 

For the sake of truth we should stipulate that literature describes the coarsest layer of meridians, 
but in reality however, there is a multitude of these layers.  These layers stretch rather deeply into 
man's energy spheres and, as they ascend, in their placement greatly differ from the schematic of the 
first, the coarsest layer. 

Places designated as "oceans of energy" are nothing else than regions where layers connect with 
each other vertically, that is, along the conditional scale of structure coarseness. 

These substances flow at the verge of contact between muscles, ligaments and bones, according 
to their surface relief.  They are reminiscent of little streams, which route their path between hills 
and under layers of tissues, often going deep into the middle of the body. 

Specifically these fine-material energy carriers attract toward themselves beings which, since 
long ago have been called vampires or bloodsuckers.  However, these beings try to avoid people 
with illnesses, which can be passed on by energy-informational means. 

Finer substances have more penetrating ability and form around man clouds of energy carriers.  
This ability begins to display already on the level of the so-called ethereal body. 

The ethereal body is a creamy-like wreathing mass in which, depending on a person's state, 
various shades can be present. 

Color shades can give a rather clear idea of the character of the physical body's illnesses, and also 
of the spectrum of the more strikingly expressed instincts of the possessor. 

The ethereal body satiates the physical body like a liquid does a sponge, and "seeps out" 
somewhat beyond its limits, which is expressed as a light whitish haze around the contour of the 
physical body. 

In certain conditions this haze is seen rather clearly, and people observing it catch themselves 
thinking: "am I a fool?".  It is important to know that all this does not have a direct connection to the 
aura. 

The ethereal body is that medium in which physical tissues come to life, this is the "vital 
substance" for the physical body. 

On the level of layers of the ethereal component are resolved problems of physical survival of the 
individual, that of personal existence as well as continuation of the species.  

Specifically on the ethereal level work the greater part of healers, magicians and sorcerers, using 
their abilities for healing as well as coercion in any form. 

The greater part of encodings, instilments, incantations, enchantments and so forth lies 
specifically in the sphere of ethereal substances, lying closely to the materiality of the physical body. 

On the verge of ethereal interactions occurs a whole spectrum of vitally important exchanges 
between man and his surrounding nature of the world physical for himself. 

Disturbing the balance of the ethereal body is a source of practically unavoidable illness: from 
light indisposition to a serious disorder of organic character. 

Severe damage of the ethereal body can provoke death of a person in a rather short period of 
time: from several minutes to several hours. 



The ethereal body can be the carrier of some illnesses of energetic as well as of physical 
character.  This pertains especially to shingles, eczemas, digestive and lung disorders, which, during 
treatment, pass rather easily to those around, if certain conditions are not seen to, and also due to 
ignorance of the character of the illness or of its origins.  More accurately - this is not exactly a 
transfer, but sooner a mimicking by the healer's organism of the damaged organism of the patient. 

The ethereal body has the ability to separate from the physical and move away to a greater or 
lesser distance, depending on the predisposition of the possessor and conditions of the surrounding 
environment.  During this there is the possibility of occurrence of a multitude of effects, often 
attributed to beings from other spaces, such as a poltergeist, various "house spirits" and others. 

There can be the taking and moving of objects, which get into the sphere of the ethereal body, 
turning on and off of devices and much more. 

People engaged in occult and energetics disciplines know the sources of these effects well and 
use them purposely for kind as well as for unkind goals - depending on their inclinations and habits. 

Within man there is displayed a multitude of extremely varied matters, from those described 
above to those, which, by their quality, simply do not lend themselves to description nor to study. 

Measuring standards that are familiar to us cease to fit already on the verge of ethereal 
substances, and when familiarizing with matters of finer plans, even become an annoying hindrance. 

Along the conditional scale of matter fineness, the following layers, after a multitude of eroded 
layers of the ethereal body, are layers of "afterglows", in other words - auras. 

In man, as a rule, there are not so many auras present that they can't be counted and registered, 
but their actual number is rather inconsistent, and their structure is also distinguished by a high 
instability. 

On the first glance, auras look like even luminescences around the human body, and their 
uniformity or non-uniformity speaks of various types of processes taking place within the organism 
at the time. 

There is also the effect of "after-auras", which is expressed as spots - layers remaining after 
completion of a process, and floating onto a realistically present glow background. 

Color and structure of the luminescence can tell much of its possessor.  It can indicate 
faithfulness, falsity, wisdom and other properties and characteristics of the individual, present 
illnesses, organic as well as non-organic in character, bursts and escapes of externally displayed and 
hidden emotions and feelings and also their depths. 

In literature there is practically no description of aura forms, which are able to instantly change 
under the influence of external factors and inner motives of their possessor.  Here they are also not 
described due to complexity of account and of perception by beginners. 

Unlike matters of the ethereal body, luminescences have, as one of the peculiarities characteristic 
of a specific person, rather stable concentrations of radiation substances in layers determined by 
density, and also a pronounced spectrum of interactions as a mediator between the organism and its 
surrounding medium. 

An experienced "eye" can tell rather easily the external influencing forces and the discomforts of 
that organism itself.  They are often expressed in the luminescences' deformations, or their being 
"washed over" by outside spots, or aura displacement and non-uniformity. 

We must stipulate that non-uniformities can have a physiological cause at the time of 
observation, that is, they may accompany a person at the given time as necessary conditions for any 
task being carried out by him, and not at all be a sign of illness or of an energy attack. 

One ought to know and clearly determine such things, otherwise you can, in your fervor to help, 
be healing an absolutely healthy organism, making, by this a disservice - healing of a healthy, 
balanced organism can provoke those illnesses which were absent in reality. 



Among psychics it is customarily thought that luminescence only accompanies an organism and 
is not capable of standing apart from its carrier.  This opinion is correct only partially, since there 
exist special conditions under which auras can, after all, separate from their carrier, temporarily as 
well as permanently. 

Conditionally ascending along the scale of densities from the matters physically displayed for us 
to the materiality of afterglows and further, we will meet with what in occultism is called astral 
energies. 

Astral energy carriers are characterized by difficult to grasp properties, and that is why they don't 
lend themselves to description very easily, but we at this point are still able to depict general 
constants of their displays. 

Among these constants are, first of all, their lack of form for the ordinary average human 
consciousness and the strangeness of spatial and, sometimes, time connections. 

Right away it is difficult to determine the volume of the mass being seen and its form, and, 
having determined, one can become certain of the mistake of the definition's assessment. 

Generally speaking, this type of substance, in the opinion of specialists of the psychic interactions 
realm, is present in all representatives of humanity, but this opinion does not quite correspond with 
actual observations. 

It seems that there really do exist such people, in whom this level is somewhat altered, displaced, 
distorted or is altogether absent in that form, which is described, here included. 

This type of substances possesses interesting peculiarities, giving it ability to easily interact 
within many materialities or levels of conditional finenesses. 

These peculiarities are difficult to describe and that is why they will not be given here, but they 
are directly related with distinctions of thought - this is without any doubt. 

Thought, in relation to astral matters, is nothing other than a moving force, ability to perform 
actions, and create forms, but also an extraordinarily dangerous reality, capable of damaging and 
receiving damage. 

Perhaps this is vague and unstable, but to convey it on paper more accurately is difficult and in 
distorted form it would look even worse. 

Familiarity with levels of astral matters can enable a person to figure out everything for himself 
under the condition of thoughtful and well-wishing attitude toward his surrounding world. 

Besides the substances listed above, absolutely conditionally divided into layers and levels, there 
exists a multitude of other displays of the human nature, but, since they lend themselves to 
descriptions even harder, and their presence itself, from the point of view of an average person, is 
somewhat problematic, on this we will end the description of man as a being of layer-penetrating 
constitution. 

In conclusion of the chapter we should say that on all levels listed above, there exists not just life, 
but intelligent life, and, whether we want it or not, absolutely real and having its own materiality. 

A brief little dictionary for chapter 3. 
Crystallized energy carriers - here: fine matters connected into clusters by means of certain 

connections - for now undefined. 
As example: ball lightning, steam cloud and so forth.  
Energy blockage - here: an energy-material cluster, standing in the path of flow of fine energy 

carriers, including through man's body. 
Energy blockages standing in the path of electrical potential movement along man's nerve tissue, 

are capable of provoking many illnesses and temporary indispositions. 



Energy hole - here: a zone of insufficient density of energy substances, with the presence of 
which man's physical tissues sense a lacking of "nutritional medium", which is what the energy 
component is in relation to the physical. 

Meridians - a system of canals, almost not sensed by man, but realistically present in him.  For 
the system of these meridians, condensed fine-energy substances are roughly the same thing as 
blood is for veins and arteries. 

The system of so-called "Chinese meridians" determines a broad area of man's states, including 
his health. 

Magician - here: a person engaged in studying non-physical states of matter and consciousness 
with the help of "technical means" and compulsing nature toward something with the help of 
coercion, expressed as these very means. 

This question will be looked at in greater detail somewhat later. 
Sorcerer - here: a person engaged in studying and use of non-physical states of matter and 

consciousness with the help of implanting himself into the surrounding nature and using her instilled 
potentials in natural, but not always clean and acceptable methods. 

One should understand that a clear delimitation between these two concepts does not exist, and it 
often happens that a magician uses in his practice ploys of sorcerers, and sorcerers - magic. 

Here it would be proper to introduce another concept: wizard.  A wizard is a person who uses his 
own abilities, which are displayed in him in the most harmonious way.  These abilities are the fruit 
of his non-danger in relation to the surrounding world. 

Encoding, instilment, curse, spell, conjurations, charms - here: special varieties of energy-
informational influences, expressed in complete or partial suppression of the will of the victim or 
patient. 

Often occur in the process of everyday socialization between ordinary people. 
Poltergeist - in translation "noisy spirit", "raging spirit".  Something which performs a series of 

unexplainable deeds: flying iron, incomprehensible turning on of electric stoves and gas burners, 
unexplainable fires and much more. 

Fine plans - here: plans of energy states, as opposed to the coarse:  physical ones. 
Astral energies - here: energies of interactions of planets and stars among themselves.  Official 

academic science often equates them with gravitational forces. 

A little exercise for chapter three. 
Carry out the preliminary preparations for the exercise, do this thoroughly and without hurry.  

Possibly, carry out exercises described in previous chapters. 
Check how you feel.  Ask yourself: are you ready to take the next step and go on to exercises 

which demand more giving-in of oneself and more psychical tension. 
Remember! In all times, these sides particularly were considered the most dangerous. 
Exercise within the exercise. 
Ask yourself the question:  "Are my intentions clean?"...  Are they clean? 
Ask yourself:  "Am I not overloaded with petty concerns and gripes toward the world?"...  Aren't 

you?.. 
"Am I ready for everything at this hour and at this minute?"...  Or not ready?.. 
Man always drags with himself a heap of dirty laundry and heinous problems - leave them and 

psychical poisoning will pass you by. 
How many wonderful, talented people perished only because they couldn't, having met the new, 

toss away the old detrimental bundle with pitiful shreds of the past... 



Find a position most suitable for your state today.  Assume it.  Calmly and without hurry lend 
your ear to yourself. 

Do this thoroughly and unobtrusively softly, the way you have done it in previous exercises.  Do 
not rush yourself forward - missing a detail today can cost much tomorrow... 

Carry out exercises stage by stage.  If there is slight suspicion that an exercise is unsuccessful, it 
is better to return to the very beginning and go through everything anew.  It is easier to do well once 
than to do anew many times over. 

Listen yourself through.  Find tensions and tightnesses, carefully dissolve the space and body 
tissues around them. 

Lightly and unobtrusively look your states through.  Go over your body with an "inner gaze" 
from the top down, back, from left to right and in other directions. 

Listen the space around the body through: centimeter by centimeter, little particle by little 
particle...  Carefully sway yourself inside the body.  Go through with a wave from the top down and 
from the bottom up, listen to yourself.  It is very easy... 

As an example, pour into a trough or basin two to three pails of water, take it in your hands.  
Slightly rock the container, let the water flow from brim to brim.  Hear something abyssal, 
bottomlessly soft in this resilient movement of the fluid... 

Carefully listen into yourself, do not let go of the sensations of "resilient back and forth flow" of 
your body.  "Pour" your body from the arm into the leg, from the legs into the head, from the head 
into the shoulders.  Do not accent your attention on the description: try your own versions... 

Lightly, but fully "rocking" your ether-like substances, dissolve them with the help of "warming".  
Give them a chance to "unwreathe", become finer and more tenderly-soft... 

Allow a part of these substances to collect on the palm of your hand, allow them to "flow" as a 
viscous mass onto the other palm.  Play with this viscousity... 

Allow this viscousity to flow on the outer surfaces of arms and legs, "flow" it to and fro along the 
extremities.  Give it the chance to softly and lightly flow along the surfaces of the whole body... 

Carefully observe your states.  Share in the joyful and free movement of these matters. 
Allow the viscousity to flow from palm to palm along the innards of the arms and chest, carefully 

see after its movement and the sensations, which accompany this movement...  Take in the pleasant, 
become inebriated with it... 

...Swaying your substances, observe the "fluidification" of tensions and overlappings.  Create 
conditions in which discomforts go away themselves...  Battling discomforts only intensifies, 
complicates an already unsimple condition... 

...Going over the body with the viscousity, observe carefully, but extremely softly and tenderly, 
its behavior in joints, organs and systems.  Especially examine how this viscousity conducts itself in 
regions that are notoriously ill or inflicted. 

The passing of this mass rather strongly activates inner vital forces of the organism, brings on a 
powerful regenerating, or self-restoring effect. 

Lightly, observing what is going on aslant, make a move with your hand.  Try to notice a light, 
hazy-white, slightly wreathing trace from the ethereal components of your hand... 

...Softly, warmly and tenderly allow all masses to dissolve, allow them to sort of flow back to the 
original place to which they are accustomed and rest...  Let them flowingly spread as a wreathing 
fog... 

Lightly and carefully return to yourself, to your everyday states.  Bring just the sense of lightness 
and emancipation, float upward from the state very lightly and unobtrusively, like something 
floating upward in water... 

Something like roots and seaweed prevents it from floating, it holds clenchingly and insistingly: 
better to not fight it, it will fall away itself. 



States clench onto states: release them all...  Do not strive for any one state  - as you "float 
upward", free yourself from them all... 

In conclusion of this exercise we can say just one thing: a person who doesn't love himself, who 
is in contempt of his own body, is incapable of loving, feeling and respecting others. 

Cruelty toward yourself gives birth to cruelty toward others.  Come to love yourself and one day 
others will come to love you... 
 
 
Chapter four: 

On man as a system of energy canals. 
From ancient and contemporary teachings on psychoenergy-informational interactions, it is 

known that within man there exist certain regions, which somewhat peculiarly react to concentration 
of attention on the zones of their projection. 

Different sources name and describe these regions in their own way, but on one thing they all 
agree and do not argue over: with activation of these zones by means of directing attention at them, 
something happens within man, a certain abyssal process, giving ability to reveal a hidden reserve of 
capabilities and of forces of the organism. 

Often this reserve is so broad and incomprehensible that there occurs something, which is later 
called a miracle. 

Systems of man's energy centers, nodes and canals are located within structures and regions 
described in the previous chapter, but rather often project outside the limits of the physical body. 

In such a way, some Latin American systems speak of the presence, in man's direct proximity, of 
several thousand points of consciousness concentration, which give ability to transform realities of 
perception and existence of man himself. 

Systems of Tibet and India speak of seven primary and several secondary centers of 
consciousness or energy concentration. 

In many Oriental disciplines it is spoken of the existing levels earth - man - sky - universe, which 
play somewhat similar roles.  For justice sake we should stipulate: similar, but different enough. 

This listing can continue endlessly, and the number of concentration centers, energy nodes, 
chakras and other displays will change from a rather small number in some teachings to an endlessly 
large one in others. 

One ought not look for a correct solution - everyone is right in their own way, the whole point is 
in the positions taken by the people describing these very displays. 

The heaviest energy carriers are those of them which flow along the "meridians". 
The meridian system, as mentioned above, has peculiar points of excitement, by means of which 

experienced specialists are capable of curing, as well as killing.  Quite often points of physiological 
influence and meridional active points are mixed together - one ought to separate these categories 
and understand that not every "acupuncture practitioner" sticking needles into a client's body, is 
regulating specifically meridians.  Physical tissues also respond to piercing punctures. 

Meridians have places of entrance and exit of energies, zones of temporary energy accumulation, 
regions of activation and suppression, and also the streams themselves - meridians, very 
reminiscent, in their branching out, of man's blood circulation system, but in relation to ethereal 
substances. 

In addition to what was said of the meridian system in chapter two, we can add that meridians are 
not such a closed system of internal life support and, no matter how shocking it seems to some, 
meridians exit at their endings and travel outside the physically outlined body. [sic] After that they 



either return to within the body or dissolve in the surrounding medium.  With deeper research, other 
variants are also possible, which often surprise with their non-traditional behavior. 

A meridian, traveling outside the physical body, is similar to a transparent or semitransparent 
stream (depending on the situation and level of observation), or a little vessel along which a whitish 
substance travels. 

The meridian system ties together all live organisms of the planet into several unified 
superorganisms and not even a part of it belongs to just one person, animal or other being. 

When helping, try to determine: might you be influencing in a destructive manner upon those 
beings, which abide within the bundle of meridians, and what might be the provoked consequences. 

Concerning treatment by cauterization, piercing and other means of "perking up" the meridian 
system, we can only note that nature created the organism in such a way, so as to bring penetration 
of a being to a minimum, and compulsory activation of meridians by similar methods can only 
temporarily help a person in his trouble, but is not a real cure. 

In the course of observation by clairvoyants, it has been noted that any intrusion into the 
organism with the help of coarse physical means, leaves an unfaltering imprint on the ethereal and 
physical structures of the body as well as on the psyche of the patient. 

If we were also to consider the fact that external influence habituates the organism to help from 
the outside and gives it the right to degrade, counting on an external push in form of acupuncture or 
other intervention, then we can conclude that treatment of this sort creates a predisposition of the 
organism toward degradation. 

One ought not conclude that here we are conducting anti-advertisement of this type of treatment, 
one simply needs to understand that a specialist must help a person not only in form of activation of 
his forces and abilities, but also must give the patient a real possibility to first "rinse away" the 
body's memory of this influence, and then return to the organism its abilities of self-regulation 
without outside intervention, we could say - remind the organism of its duty. 

Points and zones, having at any time undergone acupuncture influence, and especially carrying 
"programs" written into them by hypnotists - psychics, are seriously crippled regions and the 
reaction, as it accumulates and progresses, unavoidably surfaces in the course of two to four years. 

As was already said above, the system of Chinese meridians described in medical literature is not 
the only meridian system of the human organism.  On finer levels there exist its modified copies, 
which for the body of the given level are as vitally necessary a system as the blood circulation 
system is for the physical body. 

Besides the system of Chinese meridians, man carries in himself a multitude of canals - streams 
of all sorts of varieties, and their listing is rather difficult.  This becomes especially complex when 
considering the fact that certain levels are often simply absent in people. 

These people are not freaks and are not ill, and, all the more, not victims of catastrophes - they 
were simply born as such.  They are genetically conditioned in such a way, and condolences in 
relation to them are as out of place as condolences from their side in relation to those in whom these 
levels are present. 

Below are described some of the canals of conditionally high energies or energies of high 
intensity in relation to the human organism.  Functions of these canals and their interactions will be 
described rather and rather roughly.  The stress, then, will be on the practical side, on how they 
reflect on man's physical health and in what way their normal function can be restored. 

Canals of high intensity energies are located at different levels of man's energy layers, and the 
fact that here they will be looked at together, does not mean that these canals neighbor according to 
structures. 

Conditionally, let us define for ourselves six canals of high intensity energies, which travel within 
man's body similarly on the right and left sides. 



These are: 
- canals of high intensity energies, which travel within the arms and have as their function, from 

our point of view, the enlivening of products of our labor.  By means of these canals man projects 
powerful streams of energies upon the object of his labor, by this, bringing energy substances into it.  
Did you ever take note of how the same object, worked out by the same technology, but by different 
people, is perceived differently?  Folks call it putting soul into the deed, and he who can do this is a 
real wizard of his own kind. 

- canals of high intensity energies, which travel within the legs and have as their function, from 
our point of view, the enlivening of that earth upon which we all walk.  While walking, man projects 
upon the earth streams of active substances and his walk is light and untroubled.  Earth pays him 
with gratefulness in form of full absence of illnesses of the lower extremities.  Did you ever take note 
of the difference between identical, on the first glance, trails, but only one of them you want to walk, 
and not the other?  Who knows, maybe the one, which you want to walk is walked by someone who, 
with his very presence, enlivens this path. 

- canals of high intensity energies, which travel within the body and enliven, in their path, man's 
organs, and also matters of multidimensional configuration, belonging to man as a part of a single 
being planet Earth, that is a part of Earth's biosphere body, taken by man from her into rent or 
lease.  Exchange of these streams between nature and the body is simply necessary, and it is not yet 
clear for whom this is more important: for the biosphere itself or for man.  We do not want to 
attribute here one more conditional canal, superseding in intensity all other canals put together, but 
to go around it is simply impossible: this is the canal approximately repeating the configuration of 
man's nervous system.  This canal carries energies even more intensive than the canals listed above, 
and its force is such that a person with a broken spinal cord сап exist comfortably by means of this 
system, while being totally indistinguishable from people surrounding him. 

The first sign of abnormal functioning of canals of high intensity energies are heaviness in the 
arms, legs, and body organs.  

With deeper inflictions, the sign becomes more expressed and general for all canals: simple 
accumulation of salts. 

The process begins, as a rule, with joints and places of joining and progresses rather quickly: in 
the course of several months a person becomes a ready salt bed, and all the much-praised 
medicational means and means of electromagnetic and radiation influence, to put it softly, do not 
help. 

Inner organs get into the mode of "growing stones", and these stones themselves, as soon as 
they're removed, aspire to grow through anew.  The spine and osteochondrosis become friends 
forever and swear to each other eternal good will. 

All this would be very much fun if it wasn't so bitter, and the very spreading of this illness has the 
honor of standing on the pedestal of acclaim in the relay race of ailments and takes this place by 
right. 

If we were to return to the description of the functions of these canals, it wouldn't be difficult to 
note that everything written there is well familiar to us.  Who of us never heard in everyday life, that 
hands are an enlivening beginning, and feet17[17] must not trample life.  That man is indebted to 
leave behind him a blooming valley, and not a tank rut? 

And it is your personal problem if you didn't consider these warnings seriously, if you decided 
that you are being joked with. 

                                                   
17 In Russian the word for leg (нога) is often used to designate foot or to include both 
simultaneously. 
 



Energy carriers of these canals really are very intense, and their force such, that a person who 
masters these energies is capable of liquefying his salts in the course of several weeks.  There are 
many examples of such in our practice. 

With focused work these canals can restore a multitude of the organism's functions, and many of 
them are those before which medicine can only weep, especially neural and neuro-paralytic 
problems. 

Of course, from the point of view of a smart professor, all covered with medals, this "devilry" can 
seem like ravings, well then let him explain many phenomena from the sphere brought up here.  
Only let him not point in the direction of man's hidden reserves: here it is them specifically that we 
are talking about. 

For what reason then, do currents, circulating within our canals, suddenly seize their health-
giving rush?  What gets in the way of their fluidifying and cleansing the organism?  Our 
insatiability, greed and capability toward excessive accumulation. 

Substances of fine levels are very sensitive to man's emotional-intellectual state and when a 
person becomes greedy, he himself shuts off the streams of the arm canals.  The canals get clogged 
by thoughtforms and other energy-informational clusters.  The function of these canals, if you 
remember, is to give, and they simply cannot tolerate such a violation of their qualities. 

A worse version yet - accumulation, stinginess, that is, conditions when man turns the canals of 
the hands into a regime of a vacuum cleaner and collects masses of crystallized energies, which get 
stuck in the canals. 

This topic is very interesting and broad.  We can talk about it endlessly, but our task now is 
primary acquaintance with the general spectrum of problems, tied to energetics and informatics, and 
also practical skills in this realm. 

A brief little dictionary for chapter 4. 
Psychoenergy interactions - here: conscious and non-conscious exchanges on the level of fields, 

electromagnetic and others, and other conditionally fine matters.  In the old days this was called 
magic and sorcery, today it is that which is called "psychic practice". 

Degradation - here: gradual disintegration of a personality and of abilities to create. 
Self-regulation - here: a way of existence of organisms under conditions of inner comfort with 

minimal intrusion from the outside. 
Biosphere - here: that part of physical matter which can, in one way or another, be attributed to 

beings endowed with life. 

A little exercise for chapter four. 
Carefully, but softly-unimportunately create conditions for your exercises.  This part was 

described in enough detail in exercises for previous chapters. 
Very lightly and freely-softly take a position comfortable for you.  Dissolve the body: little 

particle by little particle, little spot by little spot, little tissue by little tissue, little hair by little hair, 
little cell by little cell, little problem by little problem, thought by thought, memory by memory... 

Softly and warmly-pleasantly give them a chance to carry on that, to which their predispositions 
draw them: let them flow off, if they want to flow off, dissolve, if in that is their wish, let them even 
choke or press on the chest - that is their work, that is their interest... 

Keeping a part of completely sober, not fogged-up reason, lightly dissolving on the way, slide 
toward the state of your dissolved immersion...  Unwreathe your consciousness and body along this 
path. 



On your way to emancipation, if you are set against dark impenetrable masses, continue the 
unwreathing of your consciousness: while unwreathing, you transfer yourself from plane to plane... 

Lightly, neatly and without rushing "listen yourself through".  There might appear certain vein-
like vessels, passing through the body and going beyond its limits.  That is what is usually called in 
medicine "Chinese" or acupuncture meridians. 

Attentively, but unwreathing along the way, look through selected little meridians: certain zones 
of these meridians will differ somewhat from the ones around.  These are energy transformation 
zones. 

Listen to these zones: energies, "something" submerges into them or is released by them?  Could 
it be a current simply in the opposite direction?   Do not be surprised if there is some action 
happening which doesn't lend itself to description: here is already rather difficult... 

Let yourself go and listen closely to what is happening: you can hear a multitude of sounds, 
describing what is happening... 

Look for your variants, do not wait for hints... 
 

Chapter five: 

On man as a system of energy nodes (centers, zones of energy transformation). 
By energy nodes, energy centers, consciousness centers, chakras, plexi and other concepts of this 

character, here we mean very similar among themselves displays of matter properties.  They are 
expressed in energy projection as a certain supernatural process, which with difficulty lends itself to 
description.  Some of the concepts named above are applied in other situations and in other 
meanings, which, actually should not be surprising. 

There is a multitude of energy centers, and zones of their projection are very diverse.  It is rather 
difficult, or more accurately - simply impossible, to find even a single place on the human body 
where some energy center wouldn’t reflect its energy. 

The more widely known centers project energies into locations of nerve plexi, vitally important 
glands and fundamental organs - according to classical descriptions, but not according to practice. 

Contemporary and deeply ancient teachings are not simple in defining functions and display 
qualities of energy centers.  Here arise the differences in names and their explanations, and also a 
clearly displayed one-sidedness in the work with centers and their projections in separate teachings 
and psychoenergy practices. 

Most directions indicate completely different quantity figures, center locations and their 
interconnections with man’s structures and systems. 

Based on what is described above, here will be used that knowledge, which was obtained through 
independent practical observations and personal experience.  Sometimes this experience differs 
significantly from those experiences described in literary and special sources. 

Energy centers are present in man not as something real, as, for example, the heart or liver, but as 
a result of streams of energy carriers-information, in form of their projection into specific regions of 
the organism. 

Projecting into these regions, energy carriers evoke “initiation” or, to put it differently, 
excitement of organs and systems, which are located in the direct vicinity of the place of projection.  
By this, hidden reserves of human nature are opened in special, beyond-the-limits regimes. 

According to some widely known oriental teachings, there are counted seven main centers of 
consciousness (energy transformation, charkas and so forth), which project fine energy carriers 
within the region of the physical body. 



Since specifically this system has the greatest amount of followers and devotees, we will take it 
as a “working model” and use it while obtaining initial experience. 

There exist several versions of their projection beginning from those that say the centers are 
projected exclusively upon the spinal cord and the brain and ending with those that say these 
projections have nothing to do with the central nervous system in principle.  Likewise differing in 
descriptions are the regions of projections of energy transformation zones - by height as well as by 
position in relation to the body. 

Specifically because of this, one should keep in mind that the concept of “working model” must 
definitely afterwards be expanded through independent research and independent practical activity, 
so as not to aimlessly and irresponsibly rely on someone else’s opinion, later accusing someone of 
supposedly intentionally misleading the poor guy - pupil with deeply hidden conniving aims… 

The lowest center projects its fine energy carriers in the region of the perineum, along the way 
activating organs located in the direct vicinity of the place of their energy projection. 

This center displays itself on levels comparable in density with ethereal substances.  However, 
we cannot say that the energy carriers projected by it are energy carriers of the ethereal body.  
Between them is a multitude of fundamental differences - like between a microscope and a hammer: 
both are instruments and both are hard, yet it is difficult to confuse one with the other. 

By projecting its energy carriers, this center excites connections, interacting in the physiological 
as well as in the psychological, and, as a result, in the emotional, psychical and other plans of 
display. 

Energy carriers, seemingly without quality in the beginning, do not carry in themselves 
concretely sexual or other impulse.  They receive coloration during absorption by organs, located in 
the direct vicinity of the place of projection.  Only after projection can we say that now the energy 
became “sexual”, having received with that as well a whole collection of accompanying properties, 
connected with the lower displays of instincts of sexuality and also with a row of other qualities not 
directly related to sexuality. 

Here we ought to stipulate that in each one of us there exists a collection of sexual 
predispositions, laid from the beginning, already at the time of our birth. 

These predispositions will get activated rather differently. 
That which pushes “uncle Vasya” to come on with different interesting propositions to ”aunt 

Masha”, might make “uncle Grisha” resolve his problems in a somewhat different manner.  Maybe, 
he will even be inclined toward rape, cursing or slow and sad sexual affairs with himself. 

Yes, really.  This center, when projecting its energies, raises in a person the lowest layers of 
instincts, which are dormant until a special occasion.  But each person has his own layers and, as it 
often occurs, far from always of a sexual quality.  Moreover, the lowest does not mean “the dirtiest”, 
since to the lower instincts we can relate those, which force us to attend to survival, which, without 
doubt is not harmful and not at all dirty.  It is another matter when specifically these instincts are in 
control and questions of survival become more important for us than everything else. 

Nevertheless, with constant observation, “little ears” of sexual origins will be present. 
Everything listed relates completely to the male half of the population.  To the female, however, 

due to strikingly displayed anatomic differences of this region, only partially. 
With the female half of humanity, in this sphere, everything stands much more complex. 
In females, with projection of energies of this center, there is more of an awakening of not the 

sexual impulse as such, but specifically of that very layer of lower instincts and abilities of 
individual survival.  This layer is displayed here as total lack of attention toward the surroundings, 
especially if personal problems are being resolved here. 



Here, of course, a sexual impulse can be present as well, but this impulse will not have anything 
in common with the real motives of female sex.  This sooner will be sex not as a necessity, but sex 
as a cruel realization of one’s own position. 

This will be more a desire for some kind of acute sensations, and the very process of relations 
with the opposite sex will be colored by strikingly expressed masochistic pleasure. 

Here is not a search for sexual intimacy, but more a desire to “shake oneself”, to find that, which 
would force instincts to surface and activate… 

Here is a search for external factors, which would force the awakening of the genetically 
stipulated apparatus of the individual’s survival… 

The need for this survival arises only when a person finds oneself beyond “the line” of a special 
property.  It does not matter if the person drew that line herself, or if it already existed in form of 
socially accepted moral. 

The society stands apart from the individual and sort of says: we’ll see how you live without us.  
A person has nothing left to do but to force the awakening of that survival complex, which was 
installed into him by nature for this occasion. 

In scientists’ practice there exists an experiment: they take a cat and force electrical current onto 
it, enough to cause a sad ending. 

In the second instance, the cat is first beaten and then, the same current as in the first case, while 
it evokes strong torment, does not, however, evoke death. 

Same here - a person having found himself beyond the line, looks for a way to “wind up”, “shake 
up”.  He reckons, by this, to fence off from the destructive energy-informational attack of public 
opinion: no matter whether it is thought-up or real. 

Often this process is initiated subconsciously by the guarding region of the consciousness, 
represented in all of us.  This region does not lend itself to control from our side even in everyday 
conditions. 

Everything listed here relates directly to the male half of humanity as well.  Although that very 
sexual impulse, present in men at this level of relations, cardinally changes the system of 
interrelations, when the “dividing line” is present. 

So, whether we want to accept it or not, but among the many reasons which give rise to male 
homosexuality (marked intentionally: male), one of the main impulses, pushing “lovers” into each 
others’ embraces, is the line between them and women.  That is the first thing. 

Condition of rejection is the second.  We do not take into account the case of “sexual 
hooliganism”, when a man is not so much a convinced homosexual, as mush as a joker, humorist 
and sexual venturer… 

Someone will say: but scientists write…  They write very different things, moreover, there really 
do exist special, very rare cases of physiological deviations, which lead to serious 
psychophysiological problems on sexual grounds.  That is with the minority.  With the rest, however 
- according to what is described above. 

The character of interaction of males-partners does not carry in itself the desire to “wind up” in 
order to withstand the attack of public opinion.  It is described by, even if “homo”, yet specifically 
sexual relations. 

The whole trouble for men, in the given case, is in the fact that before the face of life’s problems 
they are more defenseless.  This male helplessness is often used by women intentionally.  Alas, 
guys, but there’s nothing to write: our society is a society of hidden matriarchy… 

It wouldn’t be excess to mention that women here would not suit each other as lovers: in women, 
in the given case, the sexual ground itself is absent as such.  This motive in women displays itself 
only in the projection of energies of the next center. 



The main thing which separates a man from a woman with the activation of the lowest center, is 
the presence in men and the absence in women of a sexual ground on the background of the 
awakening layer of the lower, but specifically personal instincts. 

This property gives peculiarity to their displays and introduces the element of mutual non-
understanding between men and women at this level of relations. 

In such a way nature solves the problem of selective breeding: the rejected one sort of 
temporarily loses, from nature’s point of view, the right to continue the family line.  He is doomed 
with temporary difficulties, and the concerns about offspring for this person become a burden not up 
to his strength. 

It ought not be thought that the spectrum of interactions of energies, projected by the lowest 
center on these levels is described by just the given: on this topic a whole encyclopedia could be 
written. 

The topic described is extremely interesting and many-sided, and its study can bring a mass of 
trouble, as well as a multitude of amazing findings for someone who sees the back side of the human 
being. 

The next of the seven main centers, described in oriental systems, projects fine energy carriers 
on the level of the middle of the gut. 

In women, anatomically, this is roughly the area of the uterus, in men the area of projection 
roughly coincides, but the tie to place is somewhat less strong. 

Energies projected by the center, same as in the first case, find their reflections on representatives 
of different sexes absolutely differently.  This has to do with the clearly expressed difference in the 
anatomical build of the male and female organism at this level. 

Finding its reflection in the female organism as a boldly expressed sexual beginning, the energy 
of this center colors the woman’s whole life with a halo of maternal aspirations.  The woman 
attempts to build her “home” as she envisions it.  The main thing here is - what can she do for the 
family, and what’s a family without continuation of the family line?.. 

At the same time the man, on the given plan of energetic interrelations, does not have any sexual 
claims: here is not his sphere of sexuality.  If the man’s sexuality is present here - then the reason is 
not at all in his desire, but in the woman’s coercion.   The man’s thoughts, however, are on 
something totally different. 

The uterus in women displays itself as an energy-satiated region and is, in essence, the most 
powerful region, in the energy sense.  This is true for practically 80-90 percent of women. 

This is so due to the fact that the uterus, as the child bearing organ, carries in itself the energy 
burden that no other organ carries: here is the creation of conditions for the birth of a new organism.  
This demands great potentials of the uterus. 

The potential toward child bearing accumulates in the course of a long period of life and ends 
with a strong stream of giving in the course of a whole period: the time of the fruit’s18[18]  
development in the womb. 

Often the giving continues in the period after birth.  This is sometimes present in the course of a 
very long time. 

So, it follows from observation, that an already formed, born child spends the first months of his 
life in form of an ethereal cluster in the place accustomed to him - the mother’s womb.  Especially 
that time, during which, from our point of view, he is peacefully sleeping in his own crib. 

                                                   
18 In Russian, the meaning of the word fruit (плод), when speaking of reproduction, includes, but is 
not limited to fetus, i.e. it can also be used to refer to the child after it is born. 
 



With this is often connected the progressing weakness after birth.  It is not explainable in any 
way, except, if only, that how a quickly developing and already a rather powerful energetically 
expressed consumer - the child - requires a more and more increasing stream of energies for 
realizing his needs. 

The child knows only one simplest way to find energy: to hook up to the energy-satiated, well 
familiar to him zone of the mother. 

This process continues usually from three-four to eight months and takes away from the mother 
up to eighty percent of the energy potential.  By this the child brings the woman to the edge of 
energy exhaustion.  Sometimes this process lasts even longer, in some cases it stretches to many 
years and decades. 

Our whole problem is that we do not perceive the child, who is still in the mother’s womb, as a 
personality.  Subconsciously, and often consciously, we try to influence the yet unborn child by 
means of energy exchange, suppressing his abilities toward independence and self-regulation. 

The child can solve many of his energy problems perfectly well himself, but he needs conditions 
under which he wouldn’t experience a mental psychoattack on his potential abilities.  In this case the 
development conditions sharply improve, the parents have much less problems with him. 

Here it wouldn’t be excess to note that the child uses the father not much less than the mother.  
Here specifically hides the reason for the pregnant woman’s subconscious motives to constantly be 
in the presence of the child’s father: the woman compensates her energy losses at his cost.  The 
father then, having no way out and lacking strength, seeks to run away from the house.  

How many women ruined their family relations specifically at this stage?.. 
The child can superbly manage many energy substances, it is ingrained into him by his nature. 
Only our own, conscious and subconscious, unwillingness to accept him as an equal, already 

formed member, human not by passport, but by birth, our unwillingness to understand that a child’s 
reasoning is in no way inferior to an adult’s reasoning, and in many cases simply surpasses it, that 
his abilities are significantly higher than ours, at least until the time we begin to “raise” the child, 
beating out predispositions, until then we ourselves block his path toward independent solution of 
many of his problems, which, if not for our intervention, he would resolve himself with great 
pleasure.[sic] 

The next step in training the child to use the energy “feeder” can be the indulgence in his egoism 
beginning in the earliest childhood.  Specifically this indulgence leads to those cases, of which was 
spoken above, when the bearded child goes to the aged mother to get nourishment. 

  In the realm of sexuality a woman can become obsessed and the wish to carry out her natural 
duty can move away all borders of morality and ethicality. 

Although, in these conditions a woman will not be able to take the position described in the 
previous chapter as a desire for masochistic, ill relations, no matter: moral or physical.  Here will be 
present softness and real femininity. 

Specifically here a woman becomes a woman in her innate, natural state.  Becomes a kind mother 
or a good wife.  If you wish, a wonderful lover. 

Problems, however, occur in the interrelation with the man: alas, the two, at this level of 
relations, are not tied by anything, same as in the case described above. 

The man is obsessed with totally different desires, a large wave of sexuality and hot femininity, 
however, tires him. 

So nature intended: two persons of the opposite sex, for normal family interrelations, must have 
somewhat higher ties, relations of cleaner motives, based not just on the rush to resolve their sexual 
problems. 

As in the previous case, difference in expression of sex can provoke an ironic grin in nature: a 
woman on this level of interrelations can very easily go toward any contacts.  Toward contacts 



capable of, at least temporarily, satisfying her desires, including into the embrace of representatives 
of her own sex. 

Furthermore, these relations in many cases almost completely satisfy her, with the exception of 
one: missing is the completing link of described motives - the birth of a child.  In order to solve this 
problem the woman often goes for an intentional step: gives herself to a man for the purpose of 
“making a child”.  This is scary, but let us ask ourselves a question: are we not “ones who were 
made”? 

The other sides of relations often attract a woman to a woman more than to a man: many 
problems connected with contrast of sex are absent.  Besides that, in women, as sexual partners, an 
accord on the level of lower energies is present, and it is not at all necessary to have the interaction 
on the higher ones indicated above. 

The man feels himself in the stream of business-like activity: energies of these levels of 
projection demand from him actions in the name of the family’s well being: no matter whether it is 
an official family or a certain community, accepted by him as such.   

Specifically for this reason arises an anecdotal situation so often present in interrelations between 
lovers: at a time when the man requires sexual satisfaction, the woman does everything so that it 
becomes for her a variety of rape, no matter which variety.  This, if you recall, is a case from the 
previous description. 

When the woman, however, approaches the man, the latter develops a business-like activity and 
finds a mass of problems, requiring immediate solution.  And this is from the present… 

As was already indicated above, this speaks of the fact of absence of a mutual understanding link, 
and connections of this couple are displayed on the lowest levels of interaction. 

Here we ought to especially note the fact, that a vile attitude of a woman toward herself as a 
WOMAN leads to most terrible consequences: the region of the uterus becomes a shelter for a 
multitude of energy entities and turns into a horrifying dump, bringing on repulsion in a clairvoyant. 

This is expressed in, first of all, the way the owner of that junk pile herself feels, later reaching 
her surroundings as well.  Children born in such conditions are deeply unhappy. 

Often men are blamed for many gynecological troubles and often it is so, but in nine cases out of 
ten there are no grounds for this.  In the tenth, the trouble simply wouldn’t occur if the woman 
wouldn’t foul to such a degree that region where, for her, fundamental processes in the realm of 
feeling well take place. 

The next center by the height of energy carrier projection in the area of the physical body 
reflects itself on the level of the navel.  The place of application is usually somewhat displaced. 

This center, same as the previous ones, in the system of oriental philosophical views is attributed 
to structures of the main centers, which have primary meaning in their reflection upon man. 

The third energy center from the bottom, with projection of its energies, activates vitally active 
forces in form of desires for a healthy way of existence and creating conditions for their realization. 

At this level there begins the process of averaging of the physiological peculiarities of the male 
and female organism. 

Here also is the beginning of the process of mutual understanding of the sexes, including on 
questions of sex. 

The concern with health of the physical takes here a founding meaning, and everything 
surrounding a person is looked upon only from the point of view of a healthy way of life and 
usefulness or non-usefulness for improving health. 

Concern with one’s health can go beyond all reasonably acceptable borders and turn the chase 
after health into a way of ridding oneself of it.  If herb decoctions are used, then they are prepared 
thicker and thicker, gradually taking on the consistency of jelly.  If sport or gymnastics activity, then 
to loss of mind and a pre-heart attack condition. 



Maybe this is somewhat condensed, but, you can believe, there are enough people like that and 
the chase after the spectral happiness - health - can make them lose the last of it, and taking any 
advice and recipes to absurdity is their natural state. 

Questions of sex acquire here a special type of attitude – “for health”.  With a serious attitude, 
partners are able to preserve the family for a rather long period of time in a state of normalized, 
balanced relations: scandals do not promote health improvement. 

Special meaning here is given to carrying out the demands of moral and ethics, especially that 
which is connected with the external, the show side of this type of relations.  Not carrying out 
moral-ethics norms can reflect negatively on the health in form of an enormous spectrum of 
interactions - beginning with ordinary face pounding and ending with social reproach. 

These energies activate a person’s aspirations in the realm of managing control and give birth to 
the middle level of a managing control apparatus. 

Aspiration toward physiological well-being demands of a person solutions of certain paramount 
problems: bringing to a norm the material position of not only his immediate surrounding, in form 
of, for example, his family, as we saw in the man in the previous case, but also care for those 
around.  Absence of this care can evoke strain of relations, and this also can be dangerous for the 
health. 

On the plane of energetically displayed exchange this is expressed as an activation of the navel 
region and an entwine of connections-tentacles, displayed here.  What these tentacles are is a special 
question and one shouldn’t rush with conclusions in relation to them. 

By the way, these tentacles do not belong to man as such, as for example an arm or a leg, but are 
displayed only as a result of symbiosis - coexistence of two or more organisms.  Exceptions would 
be in cases when so-called secondary extensions comprised of the ethereal component or other 
masses-substances stand out in form of these tentacles. 

These tentacles are described in several sources, but their interpretation, explanation is somewhat 
hazy and diffused, and the relation itself to the human anatomy is not doubted. 

With lengthy observation there is discovered a coexistence of two or more beings - man and a 
second, intruded into the zone of the navel, man’s least protected area. 

Curious are observations, connected with this type of coexistence.  In the sphere of oriental 
martial arts, it is especially into these areas that the center of gravity is projected during workout, 
and the workouts themselves are built in such a way, that the exercises force the person and the 
lodged-in being to merge as one in their motives.  The duo-united organism born in such a way 
becomes capable of the supernatural, from our point of view.  On the other hand, this can also be the 
development of one’s own secondary extensions. 

In the old times this type of beings was called a widely applied concept “larva” or “larv” and was 
often used by sorcerers for their goals. 

Translated from Latin “larva” means specter.  There exists a whole class of beings-enslavers, 
dwelling in this zone. 

Judging by the echoes which traveled to us from the depths of centuries, sorcerers and magicians 
of ancient times superbly oriented in their variety and were capable of using larvae like we use cats, 
dogs and other animals. 

Larva, on the first glance, based on the descriptions brought forth here, can interest those who 
like power. 

We must stipulate that the larva itself likewise enslaves the person - the process takes parallel 
paths.  Its power, however, is ephemeral, spectral and aspiring for this power forces a person to 
forget of the presence in himself of an enormous spectrum of originally displayed properties, not 
noticed by the person and not used by him for this reason. 



From the point of view of a person learning the bases of knowledge brought forth here, larvae are 
beings, which look like certain foggynesses.  These foggynesses acquire, in special circumstances, 
properties of sort of material structures and are capable of performing certain actions, including on 
the physical plane. 

As a class of beings, larvae are quite and quite numerous.  Former people, having forgotten their 
source of primogeniture, often add to it. 

Larvae have certain, as a rule, anatomically stipulated places of dwelling.  So, for example, in 
women they prefer to inhabit in the utero-vaginal hollowness, taking into consideration the free exit 
to the “outside”. 

Since the male build doesn’t allow larvae such walks, they must be content with the navel area, 
forming there a certain likeness of a multi-dimensional niche. 

We ought to especially mention that there is a multitude of varieties of larvae and likewise is the 
number of their dwelling places great, including in man.  This way, a special form of “doubles” of 
the person himself, composed of his own fine-material substances can act as a larva or be a larva. 

Returning to our topic, we can add only that energies of any center are capable of only activating, 
displaying, raising to the surface a certain layer of predispositions, yet the realm of their application:  
into good or into evil, for happiness or for sorrow, belongs to the person himself. 

The center projecting attracted fine-material energy carriers on the level, roughly 
corresponding with the location of the solar plexus, activates in a person properties, stipulated, 
same as in previous cases, by the closeness of projections of physically and ethereally displayed 
organs and systems. 

These are, first of all, organs of the chest cavity and, as a result, a change and activation of their 
work. 

Organs of the chest cavity, especially those like the heart and lungs, are capable of independent 
energy exchange of grandiose scale, and the projection of the center is for them already not a 
required condition, but a condition, which is merely desired. 

These organs can in some cases even take on themselves temporarily the carrying of functions of 
the center.  The center itself, however, creates tensions of energy fields more important for the bone-
muscle apparatus, than for the listed organs themselves. 

Organs of this level of energy exchange already are not consumers of energy carriers projected by 
the centers, but are themselves capable of very much. 

These properties of some of the organs of the chest cavity give birth, at this level of energy 
projection, to a certain peculiarity of properties.  It is expressed by the fact that energy projected by 
the center mixes with energies, discharged by the centers of the organs.  In intermixed form these 
energies influence tissues of the physical and ethereal plans. 

Description of properties, which arise as a result of activation of tissues by energy fields, 
becomes all the more difficult, and we can tell of them now only by the language of hints and 
correlations. 

This level of projection of energies can be described as a level of activation of the feeling sphere 
of human existence. 

Here occurs the awakening of feelings - that, which makes a person human. 
The next center by height of projection of energy substance into the area of the physically 

displayed body attracts fine-material energy carriers to the level of the base of the throat, the area 
of the neck’s exit from the chest cavity. 

Projections of energies into this area of the body activate in man the ability toward balanced 
perception and actions in the sphere of “feelings-thought” interrelations. 



Actually, this is the center which is most often inflicted in man.  With its lack of balance, a 
person begins to be pressed down upon by a powerful disharmonizing factor in form of rushing 
about between thought and feelings. 

There exists a rather high-numbered category of people, standing out from others: people with a 
strikingly expressed dissatisfaction, rushing about in thoughts and deeds.  Those who now are crying 
about a mouse caught in a trap, and a minute later are ready to calmly cut the throat of their close 
one. 

Among them we can distinguish yet another subcategory: people incapable of performing 
anything due to the agony consuming them every moment - how to do some sort of something for 
the whole world.  How to make it so that it is done and so as to not carry responsibility for it.  How 
to do so that the mind is gratified and feelings are not hurt. 

This rushing about does not contribute to the right solution of problems, creating in the mean 
time a mass of awkwardnesses and differences of interpretation, bringing on repulsion in those 
around. 

Unpredictability and nervousness of the setting, which arise during interaction with this type of 
people, are capable of ruining the most sure deals and thoughts. 

Energies projected by this center can balance, compensate the above-described factors, soften the 
sharp corners of the person’s inner world, contributing, by this, to the calming of the situation 
around him. 

A person with a sickly lopsided energy exchange on this plane of projection can be seen right 
away. 

He doesn’t even need to be pushed under a brick or a streetcar - the person himself finds the place 
where the brick will fall and stands in that place. 

And if somewhere there occurs such a tension of carrying structures, that a roof can collapse, 
people of this type will simply gather there in crowds - like locust, waiting, when it all successfully 
collapses upon their heads. 

Energy carriers projected by the sixth, if counting from the bottom, energy center, find their 
projection in the region approximately the middle of the brain, between the hemispheres. 

Activation of this energy center is displayed in man, by analogy with the preceding centers, as 
excitement of organs and glands, located in this region, that is, first of all, the brain itself and 
systems that enliven it. 

The result of this activation is initiation, awakening of hidden abilities of brain property, 
displaying as intuitional findings and ability to see certain energy structures. 

For its capability of determining energy structures, the region of projection of this center got, in 
the Orient, the name of “the third eye”.  In reality, however, its capabilities are somewhat broader, 
and methods of determining are somewhat different from regular looking. 

Forces awakened by the activation of this center are powerful and capable of much.  They have 
the capability of healing and controlling the consciousness of the patient, moving of objects in 
physical space, reading of thoughts and seeing of afterglows - auras. 

In all this is one large shortcoming for some people - awakening of this center without sufficient 
cleanness of thoughts and with mercenary intentions can evoke terrible consequences in form of 
horrors (seeing astral displays of “lower” plans of existence) or mental disorders. 

Method of treatment of these types of illnesses is one - choose your path, and let that path 
become for you the only one without turning back. 

The whole point is that, without sufficient cleanness of thought, actions of the man opening this 
energy center, become reminiscent of the widely famous Buridan’s ass, dying of hunger between 
two full troughs, rushing about in fear of being cheated if he eats from the wrong one. 



The described type of projection of energies is capable of awakening properties, which contribute 
to entering information fields of levels, comparable in intellectual fullness with intellect of the very 
person awakening it.  “Higher reason” for each person is clearly comparable with the extent of his 
own foolishness. 

This finds its expression in reading of special type of information, prophecies, in worst cases 
gives birth to a various types of hysterics and “great teachers”. 

There exists a real danger of awakening a powerful desire to suppress others, often expressed in 
hypnotic inclinations.  Opening of this center without a rather full working through of centers which 
project their energies in the area of the base of the neck and solar plexus, quite often gives birth to 
monsters of “psychic practice”, using their “superproperties” for goals of self-assertion and power. 

This center can also give other properties, opposite in their expression: the ability to control 
oneself in any state.  This greatly limits the possibilities of influence of you by people, possessing 
the aspirations described above.  A hypnotist simply will not be able to “grab” the person, and even 
if his solicitations will be rather strongly felt by you, their effect will be the one needed by you and 
not by the one influencing. 

The upper center, from the projection centers described by oriental teachings, reflects its 
energies into the area of the top of the head, according to some, and in the area above the head, 
according to other sources. 

So, the famous yogi of contemporary time Sri Aurobindo describes this center as something, 
projecting its energies above the head at the height of three to four centimeters. 

The usual opinion of yogis and their western followers consists of the fact that the place of 
projection is at the upper part of the head, the very crown.  Sometimes they speak of its projection in 
the area of the pineal gland. 

For one who sees clearly it is visible that each person has his own place of projection.  The height 
of projection above the head speaks of the person’s ability to communicate with one or the other 
types of informational-energy fields.  This height can reach several centimeters, as well as 
kilometers.  This center is one of the most mobile in the human structure of energy-informational 
interactions. 

Abilities, awakened by projections of energies of this center, can be described as 
incomprehensibility. 

These abilities with considerable difficulty fit into the frames of definitions and mechanistic 
thinking: they do not stand the touch of coarse categories of materialistic worldview, yet they are not 
immaterial themselves. 

Generally speaking, it is a higher intuition, foresight, wisdom of generations and foolishness of 
children simultaneously. 

Opening of this center is described by characteristic sensations in the region of the top of the 
head. Something like the presence above the head of a hot little sun, baking the “bald spot”, bringing 
on in the head itself a feeling of a warm, sometimes hot satisfaction. 

With activation of this center, a big role is played by a real, and not feigned desire to open your 
“soul” to it - the center, to give yourself to it, to its properties.  If these conditions are not met, a 
strong aching of the head can occur. 

Functioning of this center can engulf the whole body, as actually can the functioning of any other 
center and evoke in the body special sensations, irreplicable by other means, and which can only be 
sensed, but cannot fit into frames of descriptions. 

Here begins the practical path of cognizance, and only your personal experience will be of use to 
you. 

A brief little dictionary for chapter 5. 



Projections of energies - here: sort of a shadow, falling into the region of the physical body from 
energy processes, taking place on other plans and in other qualities, often not fitting into our logic. 

Psychoenergy practices - here: special directions, intentionally being developed, connected with 
the ability to directly or indirectly interact with the psyche - one’s own and another’s.  To them can 
be attributed all varieties of psychical interaction, including superheavy hypnosis. 

Initiation - here: laying of bases and intentional start of some process or understanding 
beginnings of some teaching.  Creating conditions and assigning of a direction. 

Sexual relations - specifically here: assumed is the narrow layer of sexual interrelations, directly 
connected with imitation of conceiving the life of a child. 

Masochism - special type of getting pleasure, resulting from ill states.  Often masochism is 
provoked by the masochist himself. 

Symbiosis - scientific term, meaning peaceful, mutually profitable coexistence of two or more 
organisms of completely different types and inclinations. 

Pseudomaterial structures - pseudo: sort-of.  Sort-of material structures, structures, somewhat 
resembling material ones in their qualities. 

Hysterics - a special type of people of hysterical inclinations, having a weakness for sensational 
announcements.  A specially widely known hysteria is on the topic of:  “ The heavenly kingdom is 
coming, the heavenly kingdom is coming”. 

Buridan’s ass - a literary character, telling of how once an ass could not make the choice between 
two troughs full of hay, and died of hunger because of it. 

Information fields - here: informational-energy cloud with information, retained in it by special 
properties, often not explainable by scientific and logical reasoning. 

Hypnosis - here: psychoenergy interaction, carrying in itself a strikingly expressed division into 
the one influencing and the one being suppressed by this influence.  Represents in itself one of the 
most horrible and merciless means of maiming a person’s soul, hiding, with all that, behind totally 
humanistic considerations. 

A little exercise for chapter five. 
Carefully and unobtrusively-softly listen to your own body…  Let go of, dissolve, lightly 

unwreathe your body like a cloud…  Listen to it closely. 
Very tenderly, unwreathing on the way, transfer with the consciousness into the big toe of the left 

foot…  Continue to dissolve in the toe… 
Return to the head, dissolve.  “Listen around” the space around your head.  Very softly dissolve 

it… 
Transfer your consciousness into other fingers and toes, unwreathing on the way…  Become 

conscious of yourself in these fingers and toes one by one and simultaneously…  Dissolve in the 
body… 

Lightly, barely sensing your movement, direct your attention at the area of the perineum…  
Evoke a sensation of a light tingle in that area and let it go… 

Sensation of a light tingle should pass as a barely perceivable wave along the perineum from the 
top down and back.  This can be done several times, until there reveals a barely noticeable sensation 
in a certain region, somewhat different from others. 

Evoke in this region a light, barely sensible vibration until the time, when this vibration provokes 
in the center a responding reaction in the form of some kind of, let it be any, even if a chance 
process… 

Lightly listen in to this process…  Let it fade.  Wait a little while. 



Evoke a sensation of light vibration, project these vibrations into the described region…  Repeat 
this until the region again responds with particular sensations… 

Change regions.  Go over to the area in the middle of the head, approximately at the level of the 
eyebrows.  Evoke waves of light vibration. 

Let these waves pass through, wait: the center should respond…  When it will respond - today or 
tomorrow, that is a question of time and its filthiness, but it should respond. 

Repeat the process, changing the zones of projection, play with the centers.  From your play let 
the centers warm up and let there be a rocking of some inner, deeply stagnant connections and 
layers… 

Act more and more powerfully, involve more and more space in the warming and rocking, warm 
it and “disperse” it. 

It is important to not imagine this, but learn to find it, not evoke this, but deeply give yourself to 
it…  Do not cheat yourself… 

A powerful, lively warming of the centers is a mighty health-improving and cleansing factor, do 
not let your success slip by!.. 

Continue your exercises during the day and night, use every minute not for smoking and wild 
howling, but for development and cleansing of your perception…   You will in no way be sorry… 

Addition to the exercise described above. 
With serious carrying out of this exercise, there is a possibility of certain discomforts, expressed 

in brief memory blanks, from two to ten seconds. 
Cease, rest: it will pass.  Do not go onto the road, do not be nervous - this is a temporary 

occurrence. 
Aches in the head and the whole body are possible - that is from “lap overs”, energy impacts, 

membrane attacks and, among those, physiological troubles. 
Do not stand on the path of hysterics, do not raise shouting that you are being killed from the 

“astral” - often it is one’s own troubles.  The way to rid yourself of it is very simple and is described 
on the previous page… 

And, in conclusion of the exercise, a parable on the brainy brain… 
Who is the brainiest of all?  The brain, of course.  That’s why it’s the brain, to be brainy… 
Who knows better than the brain how to flutter the wings of the flying butterfly?  And to move 

the little legs of the running mouse up and down?  And the nestling to hatch? 
And so we run after the butterfly, helping it to flutter its wings…  And after the mice, moving 

their little legs for them…  And more, more, more… 
Do not let the brain engage in itself - it will cheat…  It may be brainy, but really too much…  

Trust stupid feelings and you will not lose. 
Several pieces of advice on catching brainy brains: 
- tension in the head speaks of “mentality”, that is self-suggestion:  do not fool yourself… 
- a feeling of seriousness of what is happening speaks of the “fundamentality of what is 

happening”:  do not be funny - the higher the tribune, the more you look like a clown… 
- joy of brains and body are different things.  Joy just is and that is all, “meditation of joy” is 

masturbation of a spiritual impotent… 
Learn to give yourself to the freeness of the body, and not “meditate on freeness” of the above 

indicated. 



But actually, we’re used to such: if bologna - then from toilet paper19[19], if the Voice of God - 
then from the radio, joy - then from the brains… 

 

Chapter six: 

On energy centers and their interactions. 
In the previous chapter we gave absolutely necessary information for those, who intend to further 

access the essence of knowledge and abilities deeply hidden in man’s nature, which carry their line 
perhaps not even since the time of Adam or of Darwin’s ape, but a time deeper and more ancient – 
inherent specifically to the matter of the living world, than to man personally. 

Whether this is a joke or not is not for deciding today and discourse upon these topics shall be 
sufficient for ourselves, our children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren.  And the answer to this 
question, likely, will not be found by anyone, at least an answer, which could satisfy each and every 
one. 

Interactions of energy centers really are unordinary. 
The intertwinings of their properties are so complex and unsimple, that even “magicians” and 

“yogis” of the northwestern bottling are sadly “swimming” in this question, and among them, 
without doubt, are some superb masters of their work. 

Complexity of this question increases even more if taking into account that interactions of the 
main row of energy nodes or centers, according to the oriental system, do not describe all abilities 
and interconnections of the superconscious and the physical.  Certain properties and possibilities can 
be attributed to them only partially, but a part of these possibilities is likewise inherent to other 
psycho-energy-informational components of man, and there also exist yet others! 

Besides those listed above, there exist yet many and many conditionally secondary centers, and 
their interactions do not lend themselves to descriptions even in compact form.  And, actually, it is 
not at all necessary. 

Among the conditionally secondary centers there exist even those, whose display, in strength of 
influence upon the human organism, covers all the projections of the main row of centers many 
times over. 

There exist yet others, rather weak in strength of projection within ordinary conditions, but 
capable of increasing interactions of the main centers multi-fold, or of bringing all their projections 
to a zero or negative values and even evoke effects, completely opposite of those expected. 

This fact can evoke dejection in anyone, who is used to putting everything in its place, and 
relying more on the mind, than trusting feelings and intuition. 

And it is true: how can our wretched brain box fit in everything that needs to be perceived for 
controlling the whole broad system of self-regulation and self-control.  It is our fortune that the 
functions of the “brain box” are sooner ones of transferring and reflexing, rather than truly thinking.  
The thought process itself, with healthy reason, is incapable, luckily, of taking place inside and is 
taken beyond its boundaries – to a fine-material plan, as is its companion – the consciousness. 

We forget completely that no one teaches a child to carry out a certain number of inhales and 
exhales, yet he breathes. 

Moreover, have you ever seen parents being capable of teaching a child to walk?  No matter how 
they fought with this problem, no matter how they tried, a child will walk only by himself and only 

                                                   
19 As bologna has very little to no meat or even meat-related content, it is often said that it is made 
of toilet paper. 
 



when he considers it to be necessary himself.  None of your exquisiteness and deception is capable 
of making him walk right away, until his self-regulation mechanism gives him permission for it. 

This fact can be argued only by those who believe that all of the child’s skills are the fruit of his 
personal labor.  Do not believe, look for yourself and you will understand that a child learns himself 
according to the permission of his system of self-regulation for actions of one type or another.  This 
without doubt relates to his natural abilities, but not ones like reading, writing and others worked out 
by civilization in the last period. 

These thoughts are confirmed by observations and, if this question is interesting to you, try to 
conduct them yourself. 

We, however, in this experience are interested only in the side that man, like each being, has in 
himself a most powerful controlling system, capable of balancing and considering all interactions of 
the organism and of using them in its everyday life. 

Everything is simple enough: one ought to attentively observe after himself day in and day out, 
minute after minute, and patiently and unceasingly fish out in the muddy medium of chaotic action 
some echoes of this deeply hidden system. 

These observations are valuable also by the fact that along the way you can collect a whole heap 
of most interesting observations, those which have to do specifically with your personal psyche, 
your personal constitution, and to find which in sources of a different character is simply impossible. 

We ought to note that energy centers do not work on the principle of two extreme states: open-
closed.  Their interactions are displayed as a most broad spectrum of conditionally in-between 
states. 

Moreover, with everyday training, these extreme states themselves (“open”, “closed”) acquire 
rather a relativity, taking on properties of displacing borders.  In special conditions they disappear 
altogether, more often, though, temporarily. 

If we were to consider that, even according to the above described system of projections of one of 
the oriental types, there is present, only from the conditionally main line of centers, a whole seven, 
then the system of interrelations between energies, activating the human organism, no matter - 
physical or beyond-physical, grows endlessly. 

We have seven very broad spectra of interactions.  But in their joint displays they also align into 
harmonious or disharmonious scales, then, as you see even yourself, this row grows limitlessly. 

And here we are not even considering a multitude of centers of other “specialization”, possessing 
a special, somewhat different specificity, including those of which was written above. 

In his everyday life, man represents in himself a certain entity, constantly striving towards a crisis 
and catching itself on that path. 

For better understanding of this statement, let us try to look at this process in an example of, say, 
a rocket, as a rather unstable system, moving in the air medium and holding itself in flight only due 
to considering the peculiarities of this medium, and also the actions taken for immediate correction 
of its position in relation to this medium. 

From the point of view of our physical world, a rocket must find certain forces to hold itself in 
the air.  Today quite many of them are known, but for a rocket only some of them are suitable. 

Specifically: there must be sufficient speed and for that engines are used.  There must be 
elements of control, such as stabilizer empennage or additional engines for correcting its position in 
relation to the center of gravity. 

The rocket conditionally “knows”, it is included in its electronic-mechanical “brains”, that 
deviation from the calculated trajectory, that is displacement of its position from a position of 
balance of literally several degrees, can evoke a strong heel.  Heel, which it will not be able to 
correct using any means, or it will have to apply much effort, resulting in enormous energy 
expenditure. 



And such is man.  He retains his very shaky position only on the account of aspiration, on the 
account of the speed of the process going into “flair”, in which man participates.  His such a shaky 
position is intensified by laziness and delicacy, and often by coarseness of “controlling”. 

The whole horror of the situation is in the fact that man can only be compared with a rocket, 
whose engine is in the aft section.  The engine pushes and that is why any clumsy move evokes a 
catastrophe. 

What makes intelligence great?  Aspiration. 
Aspiration is a property, which can be looked at, by analogy to the previous, as changing the 

rocket type: from movement of a reactive, operating on the account of the principle of “push”, there 
emerges a new type, a conditionally “polarized” engine, working on the principle of “draw”. 

In our everyday life the principle of “push” is organized with the help of the lower energy 
centers. 

Specifically with them - these principles - we acquainted above, when studying the qualities of 
the centers’ projections. 

How can a person realize needs, which emerge with activation of the vital activity organs located 
in the lower part of the body? 

Want to eat - need to earn, buy and eat. 
One can find a more convenient way: grow it and do without the middlemen. 
Want to be attractive to the opposite sex - again need to move: need to dress, need also to give 

presents.  Besides that, also need to get at least the very beginnings of culture in interrelations. 
Continue the topic further and you will become certain yourself that all of man’s needs at this 

level are resolved only on the account of carrying out the conditions “if you move - you’ll get, if you 
earn - you’ll eat”. 

The conditional engine of the second type - feeling quality, allows “going into drift”, stalling 
within the world and is characterized by receiving of “gifts” of various quality. 

A person seemingly doesn’t do anything, but in his presence human traits awaken in surrounding 
people and thankful admirers “bring numerous gifts to the messiah’s feet”. 

In this phrase there is no mockery and it is highlighted not to laugh, but only for placement of 
accent, for attracting attention. 

This type of “mover”20[20] does not create conditions for progress and evolution, but its value is 
rather high. 

This is the conditional zone of balance and the number and quality of “saints” - not canonized, 
attributed to some faith or religion, but “saints” by essence of their interrelations, speaks of the 
world’s harmony, its ripeness at the given level and of many other, accompanying concepts. 

A being, understanding the essence of this process, is capable of, from the first glance at this 
region of interrelations, understanding all the contradictions of this world and all its fortunes. 

Here the “rocket” is indifferent to its position, and even to the fact of how it looks at the 
surrounding world: from the bottom, from the side or even upside down.  Here only one thing is 
important - feelings wholly consume the carrier of this type of displays. 

One ought not confuse feelings and emotions: emotions are slaves of morals, and each society 
has its own morals.  Feelings, however, are non-moral, and most important, non-active.  

Alas, but it is so and those, who speak of deeds carried out under the influence of feelings are 
mistaken.  Feelings are characterized specifically by non-activity. 

                                                   
20 "движитель". 
 



Feelings are not workers, they are a repository of the all-human and that is exactly why always, in 
all times, a most horrible deed (though not a crime, as thought by many) was considered to be the 
killing of a saint. 

That is why a saint is holy, because he is a keeper of what is human.  Humanity “gives him for 
keeping” its human face, its human dignity. 

A saint is a person “outside the game”.  A saint is present here, together with us and holds our 
clean clothing, while we, growling and cussing, bathe each other in an ocean of abomination. 

He is the one, who waits for us, for those who became tired of this venture and for whom actually 
this whole fuss became disgusting – waits to return to us our lost face.  If you will - it is his passion: 
to gather lost human faces… 

The conditional level of “stalling” in form of energy interactions is displayed as conditional 
activations of the organs of the chest cavity, especially on the level of the center, projecting its 
energies on the level of the solar plexus. 

Displacement of the conditional “mover” into the upper part of man’s torso, into the area of brain 
interactions and projections of a higher order evokes a process of sharp balancing of the “flight” 
conditions. 

Man acquires qualities of a rocket whose engine is located in the fore section and is controlled as 
a magnet of special quality: a goal is chosen and the engine conditionally “polarizes” upon that goal. 

Now the problem is solved rather easily - between the goal and the person there is a “connection” 
and no matter how “evil fate” throws the person, no matter how the forces of chaos laugh at him, the 
person is oriented upon his goal and is capable of reaching it under the condition that all his 
strength, to the last drop, will be given to it. 

The whole horror of the situation is that often the person becomes tied to his obtrusive idea and is 
rendered captured by it for all time. 

In order for this not to happen, one ought to concern himself with acquisition of skills of 
determining the value of a goal and then you will be able to determine that instant, when your goal 
began to enslave you or ceased to be necessary. 

At that instant it is important to re-polarize your “mover” upon a different goal, finding a proper 
“orbit”, where you can gather strength for the next step. 

But, alas, not everything is so well and pleasant, as it seems on the first glance. 
Ordinary people are not capable of comprehending these principles, and the desire to own is 

stronger than all of their good intentions. 
This creates conditions in which possessors of the conditionally third type of “mover” become 

enemies of humanity. 
People do not understand the motives of their behavior, do not share their point of view because 

passion for ownership veils the eyes of “carriers of the mover of the third type” with a film of greed, 
and their call “if we’re in mud, then you’re with us” goes on thundering over the whole universe. 

Besides that, the desire to transform everything, inherent to possessors of the third type of 
“movers”, creates discomfort for those who like peace and quiet, which, without doubt, does not 
improve their relations with surrounding people. 

Projections of the conditionally higher centers of projection are the very “movers” of the third 
type. 

Besides this type, there exist many other conditional types of “movers”, here however one ought 
to comprehend only the principle, though not a physical one, but a philosophical one.  The one 
which is the condition uniting all worlds. 

Recall:  “That which exists in the heavens - exists on earth.  This is as true as I am Hermes 
Trismegistus (thrice great on earth and in the heavens).”  Yes, really, Hermes Trismegistus was 



great.  Maybe not as great as he described, who knows?  But that he was no fool - that is without any 
doubt. 

There exists a multitude of people, intentionally displacing their “movers” into specific positions 
and using them in “single” mode. 

Many people using “movers” one after another. 
Nature created man the way he is, and if there exists in him so many “movers”, then without 

doubt there also exists a whole system of joint control of them. 
Our goal is not to fight for power over any one or several “movers”, but to master the “control 

system”, having realized, in such a way, the principle of being the master of oneself within the limits 
of oneself. 

Interactions between systems of “movers” are conducted by the will, if of course that, which we 
have can be called such, if this sorry likeness of it is capable of it. 

Should one be pleased with the role of a mechanic within oneself, with the condition that inside 
there is prepared for you the role of the governor?  But!  Shouldn’t the governor know how to do 
everything that his subjects do, better than they? 

A brief little dictionary for chapter 6. 
Adam - according to some sacred writings: the legendary foreparent of humanity, the first human. 
Yoga – a system of traditional Indian psycho-energy-physical bringing up.  One of the most 

ancient systems of psychic interaction. 
Superconscious - here: we were forced to introduce a special division of man’s psychical sphere 

and to use certain terms, unknown in other places or explained there otherwise. 
So, by superconscious we mean the sphere of psychical relations of man under conditions, when 

his thought and feelings are incapable of perceiving and identifying, classifying “something”, 
realistically present next to this man. 

Man senses this “something”, but is powerless to grasp it. 
By beyondconscious we mean the sphere of psychical relations of man under conditions, when 

man a capable, even if with errors, of classifying a situation, and persons, and forces present in it. 
Often used here are “interpreters”-thought forms from books read in the past, stories and fables 

heard, including those of the “dark force”. 
The realm of the superconscious is represented by forces and beings of the conditionally “godly” 

plan, characterized by its incomprehensibility, while the sphere of the beyondconscious is the level 
of energy-informational exchanges at the level of man’s own thought. 

The sphere of the superconscious is common enough for many, while the sphere of the 
beyondconscious can be individual, just like the horrors often born by it. 

Horrors can have external or internal “beyondconsciousness”. 
Secondary energy centers - here: assumed is not “secondary sortness” of these centers and not a 

lesser energy meaning, but the order of description in classical and non-classical account. 
Beyondphysical - here: something rather close to the described term “beyondconscious”, but 

standing so close to the physical plan, that it is capable of acquiring pseudophysicality, visible and 
sensible likeness of physicality. 

Crisis - here: the moment when a process acquires a breach. 
Correction - here: alteration, adjustment. 
Drift - state of a sail vessel with the absence of wind. 
Messiah - here: a person or being, claiming or realistically capable of helping the world to 

fundamentally rethink its position and transfer to the path of spiritual perfection and self-
cognizance. 



Holiness - here: the state, in which a person doesn’t make mistakes either due to not 
understanding the consequences of his deeds (underdevelopment:  “God’s fools”, “the wretched” 
and so forth), or due to abyssal usage of these consequences for the good of the world. 

If more accurately, then the saint simply does not notice mistakes due to the reasons listed above, 
while from the side someone alien can surely point at them. 

A very deep and complex category, often wrongly perceived. 
Canonization - in religions: communicating to the like of saints. 
Solar plexus - one of the most powerful nerve nodes, man’s nerve plexi, located in the lower part 

of the chest cavity. 
Balance - here: equilibrium. 
Hermes Trismegistus - one of the most ancient keepers of ancient knowledge known in the world 

today, possibly the legendary Orpheus. 

A little exercise for chapter six. 
Softly and very caringly bring yourself into a state of readiness for carrying out the exercise…  

Very lightly “disperse” as a wreathing fog. 
Recall all exercises, described in previous chapters, very lightly and without hurry carry them 

out… 
Return to the beginning of the exercises in case of any blunder or mistake, do not rush: cannot 

fool yourself, and cannot go faster than the feet…  Especially thoroughly carry out everything, 
described in the exercise for the previous chapter. 

“Warm” your body and the space around you.  “Warm” the centers until there is a sensation of a 
viscous substance flowing out of them… 

Carry this out even when there is cutting, aching and heaviness present: become free from energy 
blockages… 

Dissolve areas of centers and nearby zones…  Hear a light, barely noticeable “something”, like 
movement of a summer breeze… 

Let the breeze satiate centers and bring a feeling of light emancipation…  Let the breeze, without 
losing its freshness, build up…  “Place” yourself in its path with your state… 

Find a “state of the soul” which makes you pleasant to this breeze…  Let the fresh breeze 
accelerate and accelerate and already there is a storm… 

A happy, non-violent one, demolishing energy barriers in its way and freeing the energy center… 
Lightly warm the center: let everything boil and let something lava-like flow to meet the 

hurricane…  Cleanse not the center - cleanse life itself…  But!  See above: am I not fooling 
myself?.. 

Do not play, do not pretend: tune yourself to your very self…  Dissolve in a feeling of 
limitlessness…  Continue and continue… 

Lash yourself with currents, make burning hot and burning hot…  Warm the space around you… 
Listen carefully: a mass will soon creep off of the body, films and membrane-like formations will 

begin to layer off …  As they creep outward around the space, they will become thinner and, 
wreathing, evaporate like the March snow… 

What is this?  These are mental masks…  That, which we have thought up of ourselves and what 
others have thought up of us… 

Certain condensed energetics, besmearing us like a jelly-like mass…  Just a fruit of side-work of 
overdeveloped-wretchedly underdeveloped thought… 

That, how we would like to see ourselves, or a peculiar energy “diving suit”… 
And so we live in the world…  like in boots upon the little grass… 



Oh, my living…  Oh, trouble - trouble… 

Conclusion to book one. 
The supplement for those beginning their practice in the realm of extrasensory perception offered 

for Your attention under the title of “Conversations of the superconscious – book one”, was 
compiled into a publication in 1994 from separate materials of practical lectures under the same 
name.  It was created as an additional learning supplement for listeners, attending then a cycle of 
philosophical-world view lectures under the general name of “Conversations of the 
Superconscious”. 

This whole time the wish to publish this supplement for a broad audience wrestled with the total 
unwillingness to do it.  Even now there is no total certainty that this text will go into print and will 
really become something worthy of being kept for a long time and of thorough study from your side, 
reader. 

Why?  Because everything flows, everything changes.  That, which satisfies today, is shameful to 
show tomorrow.  What is good in the beginning, is not always good in the end…  Because 
experience grows and the consequence of experience grows - its understanding and the 
comprehension of what is happening. 

The version, offered to the reader in this book is “ennobled” and greatly changed compared with 
its foreimage - crumpled typewritten little sheets.  Little sheets-foreparents, little sheets-
precursors… 

Hundreds, thousands, tens of thousands of little sheets… 
Do you, reader, know what that is?  Crumpled, worn-through to holes and carried in pockets of 

listeners of  “Conversations…” to blackness…  Thoroughly and caringly passed from hands to 
hands… 

Where haven’t You been, born in unskilled, clumsy hands and ripened in streetcar and bus 
readings…  If You would start talking, the world would shudder from laughter and choke with 
horror simultaneously. 

Some of you even today are kept by someone in an honorable hard cover as a relic.  Others 
finished their short life, worn-out in endless readings and passings from hands to hands.  Some died 
in the stillness and shrieks of idiotic magic rituals or in the hands of psychopaths. 

How many of You, applied to an ailing body in expectations of a wondrous healing?  Who 
counted You?  Self-hypnosis?  Quit already, stop for at least a minute in the mad rush: miracle lives, 
it is next to us. 

Psychiatrists…  Do you hear me, my dear ones!  Tired as hell of looking smart and literate and 
I’m telling you:  “I - see!” 

Yes!  I see energies and thoughts! 
Yes!  I have the effect of “deja vu” (the “already have seen” syndrome)! 
Yes!  I see a man’s illnesses and himself right through! 
Yes!  There is much in the world, which your wise men haven’t dreamed of!  And never will… 
Are experiments needed?  For you - then make them yourselves, for me it is as natural as 

breathing.  And besides that, experiments in this field are a joke, for it is too unstable. 
Psychiatrists!  Isn’t it you who sit quietly in the stillness of the auditorium during conversations 

and exercises?  Isn’t it you who steals your way to a miracle, so necessary for any live person, 
looking over your shoulder and around like the best of your patients?… 

Isn’t it you who secretly tell that you personally do understand, but your colleagues…  How 
many of your colleagues sat next to you, yet you still believe, that the only psychiatrist engaged in 
our field - is you… 



Psychotherapists, psychologists!  How long will you modestly keep groaning:  “Psychology is 
undergoing a crisis…”  How can something undergo a crisis if has been long dead and had time to 
decompose?  Psychology and methodologies are as incompatible as conception and condom.  A 
psychologist either is or he isn’t, and all methodologies only underline this border, making what is 
dumb - dumber yet. 

Hey, “extrasenses”!  Where are you, darling ones?  How many of you amused your “feelers”, 
how many of you came, to become certain by experiment of the dumbness and utter stubbornness of 
the author of these lines? 

You can sit in the auditorium and amuse yourself with experiments, but why did you decide that 
because of you someone should drop everything?  And who told you that someone wants to 
compare strength with you? 

Where are you, “well-wishers”?  Where are your pens, working like machine guns? 
Many of your ink bullets do not go to waste - public health services react, you can be certain!  

Tell me in a chorus: we forbid you to see!  You can do everything: write letters, threaten and 
demand… 

Stop: look - the world is not so bad, it is you who shot all your friends, and, that is why you fill it 
with enemies… 

Doctors!  Academicians and professors!  God, how could you not understand!  Healers are 
healers because they are non-traditional!  A healer, who knows medicine - is a dead healer…  He is 
merely a medic who got acquainted with something unacceptable for him and therefore 
inaccessible… 

There just don’t exist any folk healers with academic titles, there don’t!..  What would you say if 
the sky was covered with square clouds?.. 

Politicians!  Businessmen!  “Racketeers” and noble swindlers! Lieutenant-colonels of the KGB, 
FSB and militiamen!  Turners and bakers!  Good ones and not very!  Sick and healthy!..  Big ones 
and small ones…  Live ones and dead ones… 

Do you remember the eternal?  “For whom living in Rus’ is good…”21[21] 
You know, we come into this world bare, and bare we could leave…  Are we people after all, or 

not?   Or, after all, first we are bakers, turners and politicians?..  And people only afterwards and not 
so very much… 

What should I do then? 
People come to me for help, and they don’t give a hoot that I’m not a medic…  People come and 

come, yet I’m either a psychic or not a psychic…  They call, request, cry - yet I’m a nobody… 
How useful I’ll be, if I begin to spend all my time in endless lines into licensing cabinets, and 

“testing” me will be frankly incompetent people. 
Why incompetent?  In what are they competent?..  In academic science? 
How the many of you like to gab over different topics…  Philosopher, they say, awesome 

talent…  Physicists, chemists, linguists and mathematicians…  Candidates, deputies…  Different 
people…  Also get sick, by the way.  And many problems, psychological and mental, among others. 

And what will you answer to the mother of a fifteen-year-old child, sentenced by academic 
medicine?  That to heal illnesses like that using non-traditional means is forbidden by law? 

                                                   
21 Rus’ [roos] (Русь) is the old name for Russia.   For Whom Living in Rus’ is Good is an extensive 
poem (approx. 200 pages) by the Russian poet Nikolai Alekseevich Nekrasov, 1821-1877, which 
searches for an answer to the question posed in the title.  The poem is a celebration and a weeping 
over the peasantry and the people's impoverished but spiritually rich life. 
 



But the child is already outside the law, according to the law - he is crossed out from lists of the 
living by the broad script of the medical quill.  The law will remember this child only when this 
child survives and only so he can chastise the healer for that, which returned health to a person 
buried by medicine. 

Come, ask, some already came - we do not heal.  Find out, gather gossip and rumors - we do not 
influence.  We are practitioners in the realm of psycho-bio-energy-informational interactions.  Look 
it up: maybe it is forbidden?  If not - it ought to be…  Well then, are we dangerous for society?.. 

The attempt to clamp a new direction onto official academic science is ravings of an ill 
imagination and that rickets which science displays for the general laughing stock is scary and 
laughable simultaneously.  That is not psychic practice - that is a scary begetting of nightmares of 
science workers. 

Only an utter boor will deny the existence of psychogenerators today - there is too much talk and 
writing about it for it not to exist.  Only a politician who doesn’t see far ahead will not want to 
participate in exploitation of this sort - so tempting it is. 

I’ll say it right away - that is not us.  We do not engage in anything that is in the least connected 
with the possibility of broad or narrow application.  Here never was and isn’t a single device, with 
the exception of a telephone and a computer for accounting. 

I do not heal people, yet I cure them.  I have no patients, and yet someone gives thanks.  Who 
will be able to forbid me to be that, which I am?  The one, who will be able to kill?  Or to pump 
someone full of numbing preparations? 

They tell, that academician Bekhterev ended his life after talks of mental miasmata22[22].   Well 
then, anything is possible - you can even throw a grenade out the window, and afterwards write an 
article on mass suicide.  Only you cannot turn it back. 

Yes, this version of the book has not heard the many hours of the printer chirring, and didn’t see 
the inflamed eyes of the print worker, inserting a new sheet into its tray every two and a half 
minutes.  It did not see the printer ribbon, shredded to pieces by the printer head, and the poorly 
printed, sometimes smeared sheets. 

It did not see the lines, forming for these very sheets, and the crumpled rubles, vanished in the 
immortality of the post-perestroika epoch. 

It is not for this book to lie on the wounds of the sick and impaired, to be read during sleepless, 
restless, endless nights.  Such is fate: for each its place… 

This book is “vogue”.  It is licked-over and ironed-out, and that is why it is bland and sickly 
sweet simultaneously. 

This book is a tombstone.  It is the memory of those unforgettable days in the drafty rooms with 
worn, peeling ceilings, of those people, passionately trying to find themselves on the wave of social 
fracture, of that time, when people already wanted and still could speak frankly… 

And especially for critics. 
Yes, I know, that everything written in this book is not so.  Yes, I am aware of what is said on all 

the questions touched here by Freud, Carnegie, Rubenstein, Bekhterev, Ul’yanov-Lenin, Marx, 

                                                   
22 Vladimir Mikhailovich Bekhterev, 1857-1927, famous Russian psychiatrist and neuropathologist.  
Is said to possibly have been poisoned.  According to a – purportedly – urban legend, his untimely 
death occurred shortly after he examined Josef Stalin and concluded that Stalin was a mentally ill 
paranoiac. This point of view has come under repeated scrutiny in Russia at the beginning of the 21st 
century. 



Nietzsche, Kashpirovsky, Ivanov, Petrov and Sidorov23[23].   Yes, I know that the text is full of 
orthographical and meaning errors. 

Yes, I am aware of the relation toward all “this” from the side of psychiatry, Christianity and 
morals.  Yes.  Yes.  Yes.  Yes.  Yes. 

It is likewise known, that your pens and pencils are sharp and the law of human relations is no 
decree for you.  Likewise known is the pleasure which you receive in the process of begriming 
someone else. 

Alas, pages are not capable of fitting into themselves everything that could be said and that is 
why:  

 
Dedicated to my ill-wishers. 
 

My dear, priceless ones! 
 
How I am thankful to You!  Without You this book would not have been born, and I myself would 

have died of laziness and ignorance.  Only Your kicks and Your envy were able to force me to once 
again engage in myself. 

How I love You, my unrelenting ones!  Yet You are no better nor more pleasant for it..  
 
See ya, sweeties… 
The author. 

1994 
 
 

A brief little afterword to book one. 
2003. 

 
What shall we write then?  Seems there already was a foreword and an after-word. 
Although... 
The first book was written several years before 1994 and existed in form of lectures - printouts, 

published perhaps using the cutting-edge method - by those times, but barbaric by today’s. 
Naturally, they - the printouts - were distributed mainly among listeners of the cycle of the so-

called “Conversations of the superconscious”, conducted at the time by the author in different 
places and - with invariable success. 

Keeping in mind that these practical conversations on psychic practice, healing, paranormal stuff 
and others from this realm had as their goal not so much to heal a person or to thoughtlessly 
“hustle” him, as much as to teach the disciplines listed above and the ability to think independently, 
and that those attending “Conversations” numbered in the hundreds, then one can imagine that 
number of printouts, which stayed in the hands of those who attended. 

We would like to be modest, but facts demand advertisement: only in form of this book, the work 
offered to you, reader, was published three times in the course of the first four years in printings 
large enough to become a popular enough supplement on... 

By the way, out of interest: on what?  Maybe you, reader can answer this question yourself and 
then we will happily laugh together over that occasion and over the attempts of other readers, who 
                                                   
23 Ivanov, Petrov and Sidorov - common Russian last names, used here to designate a crowd.  Do 
not look for them in reference books. 
 



came after you, to clear just one question and to add the answer to it to a long list of our and your 
statements: 

...of that is our book... 
 

 
 Once a well-known St. Petersburg scientist - a physician was purely incidentally diagnosed with blood cancer in a very late 

stage.  The fact that the outcome is a matter of days in academic medicine was well known to him as well, yet his co-workers insisted 
that he immediately turn to some healers that he knew. 

The paradox was in the fact that this was an honest physician, and that is why he was personally acquainted with many healers. 
And what? 
“My wife does not believe in healing and does not like healers.  I don’t wish to disappoint her,” -this is how the honest physician 

and loving husband stated his own verdict... 
And - didn’t disappoint...  The wife...  Perhaps just the healers... 
 
 

SOMETHING ABOUT SOMEONE… 
Book two. 

 
“Do you believe in ghosts, professor?” 
“Strange question.  Of course not,” - replied the speaker and quietly dissolved in the air... 
Strange question, reader...  Believe or don’t believe... 
Have you, reader, ever had to look, for a long time and in tedious manner, for several months 

and years in a row, for a person whose personal history wouldn’t have a dozen or two, or a 
hundred, or a thousand interesting coincidences; either a telephone call from a person of whom he 
was thinking; or a premonition of events in relation to close people. 

What does the false science commission say?  What can it say, it lies as usual...  That this is from 
drinking too much, that this doesn’t exist. 

And what do the priests say?  Well, what can they say, that it’s from the sly one24[24]  they say.  
To them, everything is from the sly one. 

And what do the people say? What can they say... 
The same as always: everyone is hogging the blanket to himself.  Here - the scientist, here - the 

priest, here - the tsar with the prosecutor. Nowhere for a poor peasant to turn... 
 
There are things that are: 
- unfounded, 
- hardly founded, 
- objective, 
- undoubted, 
But there are none that are: 
- absolute... 

Foreword. 
What you will meet here, reader, for someone will seem controversial and unfounded, and for 

someone - altogether ravings of some drugged-out four-hooved beast. So who’s arguing. 
There is much over which one could argue: 
- with the fact that we fall asleep in the evening and due to strange coincidence wake up in the 

morning - not living, yet not dying in our sleep; 
                                                   
24 In Russian the expression sly one (лукавый) is a common reference to the devil. 



- with the fact that we manage existing in the thinnest layer of air ten kilometers or so thick and 
easily give our soul to God a meter lower - in the thickness of water, or a kilometer higher - 
seemingly still in the air, but not really, 

- with the fact that from such a smaaaaaaal little droplet there come such big mens and womens, 
who continue the production of those very sperm and egg cells, 

- with the fact that one minute we’re hot and the next we’re cold - and each time we’re about to 
die from it, yet we go on living, 

- with the fact that the earth is flat, and with the fact that it’s round, 
- with the fact that the wife cheated with an African, but gave birth to a blonde, and the child 

from the European husband has a pleasant Chukot appearance 25[25],  
- that the Moon still doesn’t fall down on the Earth, even though seems it should, 
- that a piece of metal the size of a mug can tear apart a whole mountain, but not every 

cockroach will die from poison, 
- that the boss is no fool, and the employee is wrong, and so on... 
It is easy to argue only with that, which you do not know. 
It is easiest of all to argue for those who don’t know anything, more difficult for those who know, 

but only partially. 
It is most difficult to argue for those who know that things can be different.  Imagine an argument 

of some Eskimos over the idea that eye sockets are supposed to be slanted, otherwise the eyes will 
fall out… 

And that is why there are things that are: 
- unfounded, 
- hardly founded, 
- objective, 
- undoubted, 
- but there are none that are absolute... 
They are in turn like that for different reasons and very different circumstances: respected and not 

very. 
The problem is this:  how can one be so certain of reality, if the reality itself depends too much on 

our perception of it, and just what perception and the psyche are - these things no one knows nor 
will ever find out. 

Someone smart, learned and literate will now say: bah… 
We in turn will reply with a nasty smile: “Veeery smart…” 
And by common sense: if you personally, reader, have never met and never will meet a single 

Papuan in your life - what do you care if they exist or not? 
For someone - Papuans don’t exist, so praise Allah… 
But what should this Papuan himself do with this conviction of yours?… 
 

Man as a being of varying density. 
Question:  What is implied by the concept of varying density? 
Here:  this concept implies the presence in man of matters or tissues of absolutely different 

density. 

                                                   
25 The Chukot peninsula is in the NE region of Russia.  Native peoples of the area have an Eskimo 
type face. 



Example:  bone tissues are more dense than cartilage and muscle tissues, and those, in turn, are 
more dense than blood, bile and gases. 

If we were to describe man using simple and accessible means, then man is - bones, cartilage, 
muscles, tissues of special property (lung, liver tissue), blood, bile, various excretions, other 
physically displayed organs and systems plus “something” which gives vitality and soul to all the 
parts listed above. 

We shall attempt to distribute (conditionally) the component parts of man into “little piles”. 
- a little pile of the most dense tissues of the human being: bones, maybe cartilage. 
- a little pile of tissues following in density: cartilage, maybe muscle tissues. 
- …we will skip several little piles…  Including excretions. 
- after the “little piles” - are “little puddles”: little puddle of blood, little puddle of bile, little 

puddle of urine and so forth… 
- what’s next?  Logically - “little clouds”.  Little cloud of water steam, little cloud of steam of 

some other substance…  Between the lines: here our physical, well familiar to us perception of the 
surrounding space and its phenomena seemingly ends. 

- gases: oxygen, carbon dioxide, other gases.  Including excretions of the digestive tract.  
Between the lines: do recall, are we so far from the day when the existence of gases was practically 
proven?  Only several centuries ago talks of the materiality of gases could bring on laughter, or in 
the worst case, acquaintance with the Holy Inquisition - the holy judicial organ, persecuting 
“heretics”.  (Heresy - in translation: a dangerous delusion). 

- fields and field formations.  Science speaks of the presence in man of electrical and electric-like 
tensions on the surface of the body, in the nervous system and in other zones of the organism.  
Between the lines: is the age of electricity and magnetism so great?  Even less distant is the day 
when talks of “animal magnetism” brought on fits of laughter even in the science medium.  Today 
an adolescent will tell quite a bit of the man’s nervous system. 

Is there an end to this less and less dense row?  Not likely.  Its end is determined sooner not by 
the end of the row of structures and matters, but by the limit of our device means of getting to know 
the world and man himself. 

In any case one ought to allow for the existence of certain human components not yet discovered 
and hence not registered. 

And so, we now have a certain right to create a conditional little schematic of density layers of 
man: 

- bones, as the coarsest, 
- cartilage, as the following in density after bones, 
- several layers which we will skip in the description: they are well familiar to you, 
- fluids, 
- gases, 
- electrical and electric-like fields, 
- something not yet registered by devices, but realistically existing.  Let us call it for ourselves 

conditionally “fine matters”… 
Between the lines: man is not a chair, and to divide his organism into component parts is 

unacceptable. 
Man lives and remains man only with the general integrity of the whole organism - physical and 

spiritual.  Breaching the integrity of vital systems is a great misfortune for the physical as well as for 
the psychical organism… 

We are not surprised by the distinguishing factors of solid matters, fluids and gases: different in 
density and structure, likewise different in their qualities. 



Properties of electricity are in truth wonder-working in relation to other matters as, actually, their 
properties are likewise in relation to electricity. 

What to expect from fine matters? 
What was expected at one time from electricity?  What was expected from genetics, nuclear 

mechanics and quantum physics?  The result often exceeds all expectations… 
Miracles? 
Reading thoughts and seeing image pictures, moving objects and paranormal healings, 

foretellings and direct influences upon chemical and physical processes… 
Suggestion and psychoweaponry, will suppression and illness provocation, controlling influences 

upon groups and upon separate people… 
Black and white, pluses and minuses…  So then is it god or devil? 
Once a priest said to a young man shaking from mystical horror:  “All is from God”. 
Today we can repeat this: all is from Him…  What seems to be the problem?  In the fact that a 

scientist imagines Him in his own way, and a Buddhist, Muslim and Jehovite in his? 
The Papuan doesn’t care about how a convinced traveler, who has never left his laboratory in a 

huge city, imagines him… 
What you see is what you are. 
What you live is what you are. 
Man is a meeting place of good and evil, and you yourself are a meeting place with yourself 

within yourself. 
Do not believe your speeches and deeds. 
Do not believe your obedience and rebelliousness - it is a lie. 
Man is afraid of himself and hence is ready for any actions and deeds, anything to postpone the 

moment of seeing clearly: the honorable Prince of Darkness and the holy Spirit, tumbling in the dust 
like unsober hooligans…  (Not God, but the holy Spirit.  What is so surprising here?  Don’t the 
children of honorable parents play with everyone?  And aren’t the parents at times unsober?) 

Each one chooses himself the path along which he will carry the weight of his responsibility or 
the soap bubble of his claims. 

Each one will himself determine the degree of his punishment: he himself, his today’s state of the 
soul and heart is his payment. 

Fine bodies is that “workshop” where man builds and rebuilds his soul, turning it from a 
blooming garden into a cesspool of a village outhouse and vice versa. 

What can be said in conclusion? 
Since man is represented in himself by such varying tissues and matters, then should one be 

surprised by his broad, at times not quite natural abilities? 
If science finds ways of deeply and fundamentally changing the properties of substances, why 

would nature not give man himself special properties of their interaction? 
Man has in him chemistry and physics…  And why would there not be something else? 
And what do we really know about evolution? 
In any case, Nature or, if you want, God had a bit more time and possibilities to conduct 

“experiments”… 

Man’s energy centers. 
Question: what is implied here by the concept of “energy centers” (energy-informational centers, 

energy nodes, zones-transformers, charkas, gateways and others)? 
By the concept of “man’s energy centers” in this case are implied man’s inherent zones, in which 

there occurs the conditional process of “accumulation of energy” or potentiality.  Potentiality is an 



existing, but currently not used ability to perform something or to obstruct the performing of 
something. 

Since ancient-ancient times it is known of the existence of people with peculiar, at times simply 
indescribable qualities. 

Often this gave birth to superstitious horror before forces sleeping within the human being itself.  
Often enough the awakening of abilities brought their possessors to the fire, executioner’s block or 
into a mental ward. 

Many of the “supernatural” abilities are directly or indirectly interconnected with that which we 
have marked in the heading as energy centers. 

From the east to us came the strange sounding word “chakra”.  A widely known yogi Sri 
Aurobindo defined them as centers of consciousness.  Carlos Castaneda describes them in his multi-
volume work as centers of concentration of consciousness or zones of turned reality. 

What then are centers? 
One ought to realize right away that nothing about centers can be said for sure.  Their properties 

are elusive and often do not fit into categories familiar to us. 
In general, however, we can create only an approximate sketch of those effects that accompany 

the functioning of energy centers. 
- Firstly, energy centers are a certain puncture in space, by means of which there occurs a 

powerful mixing of the inner and outer media of man.  Possibly this is not quite clear, do not rush - 
all will be explained. 

- Secondly, energy centers perform a “sublimation”, in other words, transferring of coarse 
energy structures into finer ones and the coarsening of fine structures into denser matters.  An 
example of such a process can be the burning of coal in the fire-chamber of a furnace or the 
liquefaction of gases in special installations. 

- Thirdly, energy centers create conditions in which the emotional, thought and other media of 
the human consciousness and non-conscious spheres get cleansed or the opposite - filthied. 

- Fourthly, here is displayed a great multitude of processes whose description can continue 
endlessly, and hence we shall limit ourselves to just the specially marked three characteristic 
peculiarities. 

In the process of his ripening in age, an ordinary person should go through phases of opening of 
energy centers, creating in him that which is commonly called age peculiarities. 

Energy centers can open rather smoothly and calmly in people whose psychical state is not 
polluted pathologically with energy-material clusters and “informational crystals”.  (Talk of this will 
take place later as well.)  Most people, however, with the opening and activation of energy centers, 
experience greater or lesser pain. 

A small example.  In adolescent age (from fifteen to eighteen years) people often complain of 
chest pains of a “hot-baking” character.  Doctors have an opinion that this is connected with the 
sharp age rebuilding of the physical organism, but is that all? 

In the area of the chest in man there is projected one of the most powerful energy-circulating 
centers, and it becomes activated exactly at the age indicated above.  It is exactly to his activation 
that man owes his youth’s “amorous” adventures and cruel hormonal stresses. 

Do you remember?  Exactly at this age the sky was especially broad and clear, and the people 
around always concerned us… 

Why do we get older and coarser year to year?  One of the reasons is that we have suppressed, 
closed in us one of the energy-satiating areas, which worry us. 

Recall how many there are of them, these “age peculiarities”: these are headaches, and 
heartaches, and stomachaches, and do you remember the specific aches of the sexual organs, 
incomparable with anything?  Many are familiar with them in a more ripe age as well. 



All the listed areas are zones of projection of energies, directly influencing the age, and as a 
result, the psychoemotional ripening of man.  How many of them do we have, these suppressed and 
“plugged” energy-satiating areas? 

Is it not due to this that the world around us is so full of bearded boys and unformed girls with 
many children? 

The area outlined by the boundaries of the physical body is satiated by numerous energy-
satiating, energy-withdrawing and energy-exchanging systems. 

Some of these systems are described in enough detail in various sources:  “Chinese” meridians, 
“chakras”, others then await their turn for description. 

Will they keep waiting till then?  Many of these systems are very plastic and changeable, often 
they completely change their position and quality from the smallest move of their possessor. 

There also exist most powerful energy-exchange zones, which project their fine-material energy 
carriers outside the space delineated by man’s physical body. 

Sometimes such zones are situated at a distance up to several meters from the physically 
displayed body.  It happens that this distance increases many-fold. 

What can be said of energy centers in conclusion? 
We think that one thing is enough: a person with abnormal, distorted energy exchange is irritable, 

clumsy, listless, somewhat slowed down, unpleasant as a partner during socialization and not 
respected as an opponent… 

What can be done?  Listening to yourself, listening into yourself closely, giving in to yourself… 
Man’s energy canals. 

Part 1. 
Question:  what is implied here by the concept of “energy canals”? 
In our case, by the concept of energy canals there are meant specially located and peculiarly 

organized areas-channels, by means of which a fine-material substance of complex quality 
“flowingly spreads” throughout the organism. 

Contemporary man has a sufficient idea of the blood circulation system.  Words such as vein, 
artery and heart valves are understood by most of us. 

Now let us recall about those conditionally “fine-material” substances, which were mentioned in 
the first topic.  Word-for-word:  “something not yet registered by devices, but realistically existing”. 

Imagine for yourself a certain specially constructed system, remotely reminiscent of the blood 
circulation system. 

The main differences will be: absence of a “pump” - heart, and a placement of canals-channels 
different from that of the blood circulation system. 

The system of these channels, in special literature and practice, is often called the system of 
meridians. 

The more dense, coarse layer of these meridians is described in enough detail, even if arguably.  
The less dense meridian layers are practically not described and await their hour. 

The process of describing meridians is very complex for several reasons. 
- First, meridians, even the most coarse of their layers, pass through each person in their own, 

often unrepeatable way. 
- Second, as was already written above, there exist less dense layers of meridians and a great 

multitude of them. 
- Third, and this was also already written above, the build of meridian systems somewhat differs 

from the blood circulation system, taken by us in the beginning as a model. 
- Fourth, there exists also a multitude of other accompanying difficulties, which make the process 

of describing these systems more difficult. 



Meridian systems-layers transfer finest energy carriers from one layer to another by means of 
zones-transformers, described in the second topic of our conversations.  On the meridian layer itself, 
energy transfers (flows) by means of “gravitational forces”, born by cosmic bodies of different plans 
and also by other causes presently difficult to understand. 

Transference of these energies can be described in the following manner. 
Take a piece of metal and a magnet.  The metal pulls toward the magnet. 
Take two magnets.  Relations between them become somewhat more complicated: now 

everything strongly depends on the combination of polarities.  Oppositely charged poles will attract, 
poles charged alike will repel. 

Offer a cutlet to a dog - it will reach for this treat.  Offer it a piece of soap - it might reach for it, 
but with other goals, far from digestive.  Offer a stick - the dog will react to it either like to a game 
object or to a punishment object. 

A person sits on the bank of a quiet clean river and looks at the boundless starry sky.  The stars 
are far and, on the first glance, alike, but!..  Only on the first glance. 

The person, softly charmed by the starry shimmering, suddenly begins to sense closeness to 
certain stars, toward others - a tearing away and alertness. 

Energy carriers flowing along the system of meridians are capable of not only reacting to the 
“starry firmament”, but also of moving along channels, “charmed” by special sympathetic forces. 

Between the lines: study of these forces is the subject of one of the most ancient directions of 
occult sciences - astrology.  One ought to give credit to these heroic efforts: something has already 
been classified and learned, but…  Legend is young, yet hard to believe… 

Do not believe in this miracle: it is strangely unripe and wayward.  Often astrologers are not 
capable of pre-describing their own events.  And all from the multitude of layers.  

Just as a mother can, among a hubbub of voices, identify the single voice of her child, so are 
matters flowing along meridians capable of reacting in a special way, inherent only to them, to 
familiar star correspondences. 

Each layer of meridians and even their parts is capable of tuning, in concrete conditions of 
existence, to concrete star notes. 

Above was written that along the meridians there flows energy.  This is not exactly correct, and 
now, knowing something of these systems, we can somewhat correct ourselves. 

Along the meridians there flows not energy, but a certain type of special matter.  For veins and 
arteries it is blood, for bile channels it is bile, and for meridians - a special type of matter, which 
does not have a name in our language, a very varying and unstable fine-material energy carrier. 

This is not Chinese “Chi” and not Indian “Prana”.  Chi and prana are merely something that is 
carried by the matter described along the meridians. 

Chi and prana for this matter are like gases for blood: blood exists by itself as well, but its goal is 
the transfer of side substances. 

We ought to write a few more lines about zones-transformers. 
In the human physical organism there are already represented several organs which can be 

regarded as zones of this sort. 
In the blood circulation system such properties are possessed by: heart tissues, lung tissues and 

certain other ones. 
By means of heart tissues, blood is capable of being “satiated by energetics” or a potential 

medium, which is capable of “vitalizing” in relation to the human organism. 
To formulate the offered concept in this topic more precisely does not seem possible. 
Meridian systems-layers conduct themselves in a similar manner. 



There exist substances-carriers, there exists something which creates potentiality or energy 
content of these media, and there exist areas-transformers of energy carriers, which transfer 
“potentiality” or “energy content” to lower (coarse) or higher (fine) plans. 

On each plan, meridian layers “sympathetically” interact with those displays of the world around 
them into whose area of vibrations, interrelations or displays they fall. 

Here one ought to keep in mind that each of the meridian systems is already tuned to a certain 
order of relations, and this tuning creates the effect of a person’s predispositions. 

How can this look in an example? 
A radio receiver is tuned to certain initial frequencies already during assembly.  Later we fine-

tune it to a needed “wave”, but this tuning is not boundless: there exist limits of tuning the receiver 
specifically of the given type. 

For tuning to a different frequency one sometimes needs to acquire a new receiver. 
Meridians are “receivers-transmitters” within narrow bounds of “oscillations”… 

Man’s energy canals. 
Part 2. 
Question:  what to imply here by the concept of “energy canals”? 
By the concept of “energy canals” in our case are implied specially located and peculiarly 

organized areas-channels, by means of which substances of complex quality “flowingly spread” 
throughout the organism. 

Besides the energy canals of which we spoke in the third conversation, broadly known as 
“meridians”, there exist energy canals somewhat more comprehensible to man’s logic. 

Talk of these canals will take place in this conversation. 
Two of them go through man’s arms, on the inside.  These canals each have two clearly 

designated entrances-exits, located on the palms and in the area of the collarbone, somewhat 
closer to the shoulders. 

The flow of fine-material energy carriers along these canals can be unidirectional: from the 
collarbones to the palms or in the other direction, or bi-directional, in form of oppositely moving 
streams which pass through each other. 

What are the main characteristic peculiarities of these streams?  They are familiar to us from the 
earliest childhood… 

Do you recall? 
Do not steal…  Do not be greedy… 
Do not take “dirt” into your hands without a special need for such…  Do not kill…  Do not jeer…  

Do not… Do not…  Do not… 
Actually, nothing new.  Much of that you yourselves are now repeating to your children, often 

not fully realizing yourself the whole broadness of the possible consequences. 
Remember: “dirty money”… 
Do you remember the sensation on the hands from money, especially the money that was 

obtained in an unrighteous way?  A sensation of something from which you want to take the skin 
itself off of the hands or wash it off along with the remains of soap suds. 

And this sensation quite often stays not only on the skin, but flows inside the arm, spreading 
through the arm canal from the palm to the forearm with a very specific itch… 

Alas, on money, like on every object, there remains “something”, which is born in the process of 
their use and accumulates in full correspondence with their application. 

It seems strange, but is fact: these sensations appear even when we reach for the money not with 
our hands, but with a certain “image of the hands”, expressed either in ethereal or mental form. 



How much of this “something” sticks to our hands in the process of our life?  Is this at all known 
to anybody? 

Canals of energies, which project through human hands are capable of much: a talented artist 
vitalizes his instruments and his works by their means, a sculptor - clay and stone, a gardener - an 
orchard and the plants within it. 

Recall your mother’s hands, their touch and think: how unfortunate are those who never received 
this tenderness… 

Recall the hands of your loved ones: what can be more tender than these hands?  And what can 
those who remain away from this feel… 

Touch of the hands to the loved one… 
To the beloved being, to the beloved work, to the beloved object…  To a beloved phenomenon or 

occurrence even. 
What are you doing with him, the beloved one? 
A widely spread means of solving one’s own problems:  “I am satiating from the art object…”, 

“and I from my child…  husband…  wife…”. 
So what are they, bottomless? 
Satiate from nature!!!  Generally so.  Unobtrusively.  And don’t forget to give back too. 
Nature or God, decide yourself, have foreseen much: such collecting is itself the first punishment.  

Energy clusters from objects and events foul canals of the arms and impede the passing of currents 
of constructive energy. 

What follows 
“Salt deposits” in joints, unexplainable moaning pains in the hands, often cardiovascular illnesses 

of strange, at times unexplainable character and more, more, more… 
Salt deposits is an illness of stinges and robbers… 
…Two other energy canals, projecting energies of high intensity also have two exits-entrances.  

These entrances-exits are located in pairs on the feet - on their lower surface and in the area of 
the lower portion of the gut, approximately where the thigh-pelvic bones protrude forward, on the 
soft part of the muscle. 

Movement of energy carriers along these canals can be, same as in the previous case, 
unidirectional: upward or downward, or bi-directional. 

Energy carriers of these canals promote the vitalization of that upon which we walk, that which 
we touch with our feet: earth, stone, grass… 

Stagnations of energies in these canals often happen because a person “pulls into himself” all the 
dirt, intentionally or accidentally. 

Payment is very similar to the above described: stagnant zones create most powerful 
predispositions toward salt deposits, cardiovascular illnesses, disorders of the nervous system and 
more, more, more… 

Listing of all misfortunes, which can arise in connection with violation of activity of the energy 
canals of the legs, is too long and tiring.  Better of the pleasant. 

Recall those few moments in our life, when the legs carry us themselves, and beneath them is not 
earth, but something extraordinarily pleasant and immeasurably tender at the same time. 

We are not running: God’s or mother-nature’s hands are carrying us over seas and continents… 
Yes, of course.  It is difficult to argue with this. 
Although, all aside, if all your life all you did was “feed” from the earth, then maybe you will 

argue. 
Man has in himself a multitude of projections of canals of energy of very high intensity, energies 

capable of dissolving dirt: energetic as well as physical, transferring it into the “original” state. 



But just begin to count how much energy or strength you are giving - and all is lost. 
Either you represent something by means of which the godly or naturely projects onto this plan, 

or you are bargaining with Nature.  Alas, Nature does not forgive this… 
Whose nature? 
Man’s, whose else…  Man is a gardener, descending into this world for enlivening it, and not a 

robber, taking the last from Nature. 
What will man do in this boundless world: suffer from the horrors of robbing or rejoice at life in 

each of its displays? 
The world is beautiful, and people are also beautiful, but where is the mutual understanding 

between them?  And for whom is it easier to understand whom? 
But it is we ourselves who single ourselves out from the whole nature, because it is specifically 

we who are the smartest and the most talented, specifically we are in the “image and likeness”… Of 
God or of an ape… 

Man’s layer-distributed build. 
Question: what is implied here by the concept of “man’s layer-distributed build”? 
By this concept in our case there is implied a special type of build of the human organism, within 

the bounds of which we can quite conditionally single out certain constants, which relate to 
characteristic peculiarities of some states of matter: solid, liquid, gas-like and others. 

In the original form, even more approximately, these constants were described in the first topic. 
Let’s recall: man consists of tissues, which, even though very conditionally, yet can be divided by 

densities.  If we were to create a small chart of densities of tissues of the physical body, then it, as 
was already described, will look approximately so: 

- at the base of this chart there will be bone tissues, as the hardest and most dense of the tissues 
represented in the human body, 

- next layer after the base will be taken by tissues of cartilage and cartilage-like formations, 
- further in density will be the tissues of outer membranes of organs, of veins, of arteries, muscles 

and more, more, more, which can be related to these types of tissues, 
- further, as is already understood, there will follow mucuses and fluids, as somewhat less dense 

formations, which belong to man himself.  Rid man of mucuses and fluids: what will remain of him? 
- the layers of matter next in density will be gases and gaseous masses.  What are gaseous 

masses?  There exists a multitude of special matters, which absolutely are not gases, but somewhat 
resemble them on the first glance, 

- further on our conditional scale of densities fields and field formations will take place, for 
example, electromagnetic ones.  Contemporary science speaks of the presence of electrical currents 
and electrical tensions in man’s nervous system, and their presence speaks of the presence of 
electromagnetic fields, which always accompany electricity, 

- to yet less dense structures we related “something” to which man’s special abilities were 
“attributed”: reading thoughts, including at a distance, possibility of suggestion, healing abilities 
and others. 

We request to keep in mind that the “scale of densities” shown above is compiled for beginners, 
and that is why used here are only the categories widely known to contemporary man. 

Imagine for yourself ordinary soup. 
Its preparation is accompanied by putting vegetables into the pot or clay pot, pouring in water, 

adding butter or oil… 
But now the soup is ready!  Try now to separate the oil from the other ingredients or take the 

flavor of potatoes out of the water. 



No, it can’t be done. 
This flavor can be suppressed, masked by something but it is forever absorbed into your creation 

by the name of “soup”. 
In culinary arts there exists a special concept:  “stock”.  What does that mean? 
It is doubtful that someone will be able to answer this question with enough detail and precision.  

Only one thing is clear: this word stands for something, a certain quality of cooked food, with which 
the food ceases to be simply a collection of ingredients and transfers to the category of “things” 
which are whole and indivisible without worsening their quality. 

Same with man’s “vitality”.  Like the stock in soup, vitality in man is present in form of a special 
“thoroughly cooked state” of physical and non-physical tissues, and this is expressed as the presence 
in man of matters or substances of special quality: so-called ethereal substances. 

Ethereal and ether-like substances themselves represent a mixture of formerly physical and never, 
from our human point of view, having been physical substances, which are “thoroughly cooked” to a 
very fine-material not-dense state. 

These substances accompany man all his life, and their loss can bring on immediate death of the 
physical body or, in special cases, a state of imaginary death. 

Partial loss of these substances evokes apathy, weakness and sickly-oppressed states.  In these 
states the human organism’s capability of healthy and balanced life sharply declines. 

Here are also possible fears, deliriums and horrors, which carry a clearly expressed violent 
character.  Often these horrors are not substantiated by external causes and are man’s “creepies” and 
“scaries” games with himself. 

It is clear that the ethereal quality layers differ rather strongly from the body which is physically 
displayed on this plan, and that means that the properties of these substances will differ significantly 
also, like the properties of ice and steam differ. 

Should one be surprised that a person who all his life is familiar only with the plan called the 
“physical”, gets lost when he meets other matters and rushes to return into the system of already 
formed relations? 

Should one be surprised by the contemptuous sideways glances in this direction?  Should one be 
surprised also by the horrors, which are often absolutely wrongfully attributed to this side of human 
existence? 

Only one thing is clear: same as in everyday life, here too much depends on man’s personal soul 
qualities, but unlike everyday life, neither money nor position can rescue… 

On duality of the physical. 
Question: what to imply by the concept of “duality of the physical”? 
Well uuhm… Duality - obviously… 
For starters, let us conduct a small “experiment”. 
Take two pieces of clay and press an object between them. 
Take the object out and connect the pieces of clay again.  Do this carefully and attentively: do not 

damage the imprint. 
What do you have now?  An object and its imprint? 
Is that really so?  You now have an object as something original or the original cause and the 

clay’s opinion of this object! 
Is the difference important here?  If man does have something important in this world - then this 

difference is not at all the last one.  In it are answers to many and many “why’s”. 
A second “experiment”.  Look at your shadow.  Observe how the shadow repeats all your 

movements. 



Deduction: that means that when the shadow moves, the hand must repeat these moves…  An 
interesting thought, by the way.  Bribing with its novelty and attractiveness… 

But!  Is that really so surprising?  Is it so true? 
Well, and what if some joker went and cast light from the side with a flashlight?  And what if 

more than one flashlight…  And what if more than one joker…  And if it’s not at all a joker?.. 
Man has at least two displays of special qualities: man’s personal “I” is pressed into the physical 

space and at the point of contact there is born that which we call the “physical body”. 
In man’s personal “I” his “existence” is expressed, a special quality where oneself is enough for 

oneself.  It is expressed in a state of faith, simply faith and that is all.  This is not the faith of a 
fanatic, but a calm and filled procession through life. 

In this state man is hardly concerned by questions of life and death, opinions and rumors of those 
around.  Man’s actions are calm and measured, everything sort of happens by itself and floats to his 
shore. 

There is an excess of feelings, they are perceived fully and without the everyday shaking. 
The “physical” dusts onto the personal “I” a layer of strange emotions: if sensitivity - then with 

convulsive jerkings and wailing in the hallway, if food - then with shaking hands and squelching in 
the stomach. 

Strange habits and fears, incomprehensive hostility and insidiousness - that is specifically it, the 
“physical”… 

What does the “physical” need this for?  If, of course, the question “what for” is appropriate in 
the given case. 

The “physical” needs death of the spiritual.  Death of the spiritual is simply a must for it, like 
manure is a must for gardens and garden beds. 

A small example.  In the ocean there exist special formations - “atolls”.  Atolls are built of 
skeletons of a special type of sea creatures.  Hour after hour, century after century they added their 
bodies to the heap of ancient remains.  Today these heaps are whole islands… 

There exist special creatures in the world - “consciousnesses”.  “Physical” worlds are built of 
remains of consciousnesses.  Century after century, eternity after eternity the world builds its “body” 
from the remains of consciousnesses… 

Is this good or bad?  It simply is and that is all.  The only matter is the choice: what do you 
personally prefer - to be one who is conscious of “something” or a “proper brick” of the universe. 

The first gives awakening, but the path to it is cruel and difficult.  The second is elementary easy, 
it is enough to be “proper”. 

What is the difference between “remains of a consciousness” and an “awakening consciousness”?  
The world holds consciousnesses with the help of coating layers upon the body of the 
consciousness.  Body of the consciousness is the inner body, designated above as the “I”.  The 
coating layers is the outer body, otherwise - the “physical”. 

Layer after layer, membrane after membrane… 
The “physical” immerses the “body of the consciousness” into a state similar to hypnosis…  The 

consciousness “falls” into the “social meditation” under the conditional name of “life in our physical 
world”. 

Each specific experience received in this “meditation”, assures man in the opinion of the 
uniqueness of this world and erases memory of previous experiences. 

Do you remember those film-membrane formations, which we discovered on all our organs, 
systems and especially on the brain?  This is exactly what was designated above as “coating-on of 
layers”. 



Often questions are asked: why is it that with “cleansing processes” or “meditative immersions” 
there sometimes passes a whole row of memories. 

Each film-membrane-layer represents in itself sort of a mental-photographic imprint of an event 
which took place in our past or which is encoded for the future by the “fatal inevitability” of the 
surrounding world. 

When these imprints slide off they are “taken apart” by those for whom they are interesting, and 
the consciousness, freed from the burden of layers feels a great relief.  Or simply becomes more 
sober, awakened?.. 

Actually, doesn’t our life resemble, by chance, a long-lasting drunken spree?..  From one mental 
drunken state into another, from one psychotic stampede into the next… 

In this collective drunken state-meditation upon topics indicated above, the role of the “higher 
reason” is extraordinarily great.  If there exists something in the world, which presses the human 
consciousness into rectangular bricks, it is “higher reason”. 

Man already has in himself all the “higher” projections and would be a fool if he layered upon 
himself new coats of those same projections.  A strange situation: instead of changing underclothing 
to clean and new, somebody puts new over the worn and waits for the smell of that worn clothing to 
disappear. 

“Higher reason” is a means of collective fooling of consciousnesses. 
Is it bad or good?  Is a mannequin bad or good?  In its proper place everything is good!.. 
Of course, someone will continue: “…Sooo! That means, that what is not in a proper place 

should be destroyed or put away!..  Immediately declare a holy war!”  This is not my piece - I did 
not say this.  I only said what I said. 

Each person chooses his path himself: someone into the world of things and objects, otherwise - 
into the kingdom of crystallization, someone into the world of consciousness and existence, abiding 
on the background of reflection of the hidden essence of things. 

What is better?  Strange question. 
Better is that, which a person chose for himself.  But!!!  For him personally… 
Who knows, maybe for someone we too are nothing more than things and objects and our strange 

relations are awkward and dumb… 
By the way, on death. 
Death occurs at the time when the layer of coating recollections exceeds all possible boundaries 

and the “body of consciousness” prefers to leave, but not drag further the heavy load of strange 
habits and adherences of the physical.  

On non-conscious interactions. 
Part 1. 
Question: what to imply by the concept of “non-conscious interactions”? 
By the concept of “non-conscious interactions” here are implied special relations between man’s 

psychophysical being and energy, energy-informational, psycho-bio-energy-informational, 
informational and information-transferable external fine-material displays. 

A question for science and medicine: does hypnosis realistically exist?  It seems that it does. 
Next question: can the effect of hypnosis exist without a corresponding transferring medium?  It 

seems that it cannot. 
What can be a transferring medium for hypnosis?  Electromagnetic waves radiated by the brain of 

the hypnotist?  Monotone rockings or movements?  Melody?  Glimmer? 
And what do we know of the psyche? 



There exists a broad spectrum of psycho-bio-energy-informational interactions.  Marked 
intentionally: psycho-bio-energy-informational. 

This spectrum is projected onto those areas of the human being, which, very conditionally, one 
could call “the psychical”. 

In the given case, the plan of psycho-bio-energy-informational interactions will fall into the 
less dense layers of “Chinese meridians” and the more dense layers of “the psychical” as such. 

The less dense layers mentioned here, to the best knowledge of the author, are not described in 
generally known literature due to the extraordinary difficulty of definition and classification. 

Direct immediate participation in psycho-bio-energy-informational interactions is taken on by the 
central nervous system: the brain, spinal cord, clusters of nerves and separate nerve strands. 

On this plan of interrelations the following are possible: 
- mutual understanding, as partner relations of psycho-bio-energy-informational character, 

absolutely denying the penetration into the “psychical personal being”, 
- interaction, as partial temporary confluence of two and more “psychical personal beings” for 

executing general problems (temporary, “working” egregors), 
-  psychoopressing penetration into the “psychical personal being” with the goal of correcting 

internal or external behavior, and also of making the human organism healthier (contemporary 
understanding of hypnosis). 

The realm of energy-informational interactions is displaced in the direction of the more coarse 
psychophysical structures of the organism and spreads onto layers of meridians, nervous centers 
and clusters, glands of inner secretion and the lymphatic system.  Marked intentionally: energy-
informational interactions. 

Energy-informational interactions display themselves in form of instilments, encodings and other 
inflictions of threshold character, working on the principle of “open-close”, “allow-forbid” or “turn 
on-turn off ”.  At best, their function includes in itself in-between positions of regulatory character. 

If in the case with psycho-bio-energy-informational interactions the influence carries an evenly 
distributed character, then in this case the character of influence is rigidly territorially stipulated and 
represents in itself a broad switching schematic, which is laid upon corresponding structures of the 
organism: human or other. 

The previous type of interactions is characterized by a general, background control, spreading to 
behavior from the side of the psyche:  “semi-sleep moves mankind”.  The energy-informational 
layer of interactions is characterized by the fact that it controls the behavior of a being by means of 
concrete re-distribution of energies of various types among organs and systems, capable by their 
smallest secretions or re-destributions of sharply changing the rhythm of human existence. 

Any influence of energy-informational character represents in itself a cluster of energy carrying 
in itself a program specially instilled into it.  Most often this influence represents by itself a whole 
network of single clusters-programs. 

Clusters-programs can be instilled by means of: 
-  hypnosis with elements of “energy” fine-material (pass or thought form) instilment, 
-  acupressure (pressing on key points of the physical body) instilment, 
-  acupuncture (with special needles) instilment, 
-  other means of similar character of action. 
The “energetical” fine-material is capable of interacting with physical tissues directly, but prefers 

layers of ethereal components. 
The more coarse of fine-material energy displays are more or less known: electricity, 

electromagnetic fields, heat fields, smell trace and much more.  Finer energy fine-material structures 



are displayed in other, often inimitable qualities: ball lightning, “animal” types of electricity (noted 
intentionally), and others. 

Certain energy fine-material substances are registered by devices and yield to control of devices, 
but the majority remains outside the access limits of contemporary science.  Their control is subject 
only to “healers”-practitioners and other “psychics”, if one were to speak in contemporary manner. 

Energy is capable of being collected and given off by the organism as needed and, as such, it 
possesses an extraordinarily high level of active influence upon live and unanimated matter.  From 
many years of experience of such character it is reasonable to state: he who has not tried himself is 
not capable of evaluating all the activity of energy displays. 

Unlike the two previous interactions, the interactions of energy character practically do not 
carry in themselves an informational fullness and are displayed as purely energizing substance.  
These interactions are capable of: 

- strengthening or activation activity of various systems or separate organs.  For suppressing 
functions of these same organs and systems one would need to introduce interactions of energy-
informational character. 

- performing actions of dissolving or destructurizing character, including in rigidly stipulated 
physical tissues, 

-  “breaking through” thrombi and clots in vascular systems, including in meridians, 
-  removing consequences of energy-informational afflictions, 
-  perform other actions of similar and of other character. 

On non-conscious interactions. 
Part 2. 
Question: what to imply by the concept of “non-conscious interactions”? 
Answer: by the concept of “non-conscious interactions” here are implied special relations 

between man’s psychophysical being and energy, energy-informational, psycho-bio-energy-
informational, informational and information-transferable matters. 

In the first part of the chapter there were given extraordinarily brief and hence approximate 
descriptions of psycho-bio-energy-informational, energy-informational and energy interactions. 

These descriptions in their logical presentation are based on previous materials.  One ought to 
keep in mind that concepts and terms used by other authors, in these sources can have different 
interpretations, often significantly differing from others. 

Interactions of psycho-bio-energy-informational, energy-informational and energy character to a 
greater or lesser extent are subject to direct observation and control. 

This observation or control can be conducted by specialists in the fields described (bio-energetic 
specialists, psychics, psychologists, psychotherapists, psychiatrists or simply observant people) from 
the side or by the person himself. 

A person who has certain experience in self-suggestion, energy-informational practices or 
hypnosis is capable of acting in these areas of interactions in a more or less controlled fashion, 
rendering influence and aiming toward a result. 

One ought not flatter himself: results of all types of influence, beginning with hypnosis and 
ending with simple exhortations, are practically not predictable, like an attempt to slice a glass 
marble on a slippery surface - man’s psyche is extraordinarily slippery and its movements 
extraordinarily elusive. 

Hence we ought to say that everything capable of helping man can be found only in himself.  If 
there in fact are whatever ways of healing a person - then it is by forcing him to refuse psychical 
poisons on the plan of psycho-bio-energy-informational interactions, layers-controllers in form of a 



broad encoding apparatus on the plan of energy-informational interactions and unnatural sickly 
processes on the plan of energy influences. 

Informational interactions absolutely differ from the interactions described above.  If all the 
above described interactions of acting character are in fact capable of bringing whatever concrete 
results, then interactions of informational character only signal of the inner state of their possessor. 

It is possible to influence energy structures, and a person who does not have any potential of 
health acquires the appearance of such for a time. 

It is possible to influence meridian systems, and their possessor will be able to show miracles in 
the area of non-sensitivity, supersensitivity or superendurance, “burning out” like an automobile 
flying up on a farewell trip. 

It is possible, in the end, to influence a person’s psychical sphere, bringing him to a state of 
“extrasenseness” (superperceptibility) or “infrasenseness” (non-perceptibility). 

But it is impossible by any means to change a person’s energy background, like it is impossible 
by any sly means to conceal the smell of unfresh laundry.  Interactions of energy character express  
the inner state of a person’s psychical being and carry this expression to the perception of all beings 
that are in the area of contact. 

Informational interactions have a circular radiating character and can be conditionally called the 
Eastern mystical word “auras”, but that does not fully reflect the whole essence of what is 
happening.  Auras are auras, informational interactions are informational interactions. 

Informational interactions are a special realm.  Here self-control and self-regulation ends, and a 
person can be inclined to be drawn into informational interactions of external character. 

Here begin contacts with informational spheres of other people, informational-psychical 
assemblages, vulgarized by the chewed-up name of “higher reason” (which, by the way, upon 
verification can turn out to be the lower as well), egregors or collective psychical formations, special 
informational beings and so forth. 

If the field of energy interactions is capable of supplying clients for therapists and 
neuropathologists, the field of energy-informational interactions - for neuropathologists, therapists 
and specialists in the field of psychosomatic illnesses, the field of psycho-bio-energy-informational 
interactions - clients for psychotherapists and psychiatrists, then the field of informational 
interactions is capable of supplying patients specialized for clinical psychiatry. 

From what is written above one ought not make the deduction that everything is so scary.  The 
percent of human catastrophes is directly tied with the types of relations between traditional and 
non-traditional psychology and psychopathology. 

Often science plays extraordinarily dangerous games, presenting models worked out by it as the 
real state of affairs, and folk healers with thirty years experience of work in scientific medicine is, 
pardon, nonsense. 

There is no such thing as folk academicians, just as there is no such thing as non-traditional 
physicians.  A doctor is a doctor, a healer is a healer and it is very lamentable that someone does 
not understand this. 

Control over the display of informational interactions is practically impossible.  Interactions of 
this character come during those times when a person’s psyche is open. 

A person is capable of entering informational interactions under conditions of: 
-  extreme danger: for receiving advice or psychical support from the side, 
-  extreme joy, when he is ready to share it with all who so desire, transferring to them his state, 
- in extremely severe stages of illnesses, as a rule accompanied by heavy feverish ravings, 
-  in other, as a rule, border conditions. 



Informational interactions often carry a ray character and that was already pointed out above.  It 
is entirely possible that psychical activity is directly tied with radioactive radiation of special 
character - this is not important now. 

For us only one thing is important - informational interactions have a most powerful brake: 
shame and fear.  Fear is capable of paralyzing the informational exchange and of giving birth to a 
desire to close within oneself. 

The result is one-sided informational exchange, indicating to others the causes of this fear… 
 

A brief little after-word to book two. 
2003. 

 
This book, like the previous and the following - the third one, was put into publication in 1994 in 

a collection under the title which remains today: “Conversations of the superconscious”. 
Agreed that much of what is included in it is controversial from the point of view of a person who 

hasn’t been fully engaged in the realm described in this book. 
Agreed that much is controversial from the point of view of a professional and from the point of 

view of the beginner.  And what? 
This work is neither a literary creation of an unrecognized genius nor an attempt to “blow in the 

ears” of the gullible Russian folk.  It is merely a supplement for the practicing specialist: beginning 
and not very. 

Especially for that reason it is built in the corresponding manner and is distributed only among 
those who attend the “Conversations” or other forms of education in the corresponding direction. 

We will not argue - everyone has their own views and their own experience.   What’s important is 
this:  those who came a rather long time ago as well as today’s listeners and participants of our 
programs for several years already - since the time of the last publication of this supplement are 
requesting that it be published again so that they can have the possibility to once again make use of 
its high-sounding nonsense. 

It is without doubt, reader, that I myself would not thoughtlessly believe everything that is written 
in this supplement, nor do I call upon you to do so.  That is exactly what we are talking about:  if 
this supplement happened to be in your hands - use it, as much as your own caution allows you, but! 
remember: 

 
This book is your personal friend.  By trusting it to a stranger, you’re allowing him into your soul and into the depths of your 

psyche. 
Be selective and cautious, remember: he can be very different , this “stranger”... 
 
The obvious is incredible... 
But the probable is rather obvious: the “honest scientist” never gave a hoot about anything 

outside of his interest toward cognition and experiments with others, and on their money to add. 
Like many years ago, at the test of the first nuclear warhead, scientists are placing bets on the 

question of: will the nuclear explosion entail a “chain reaction” of seas and oceans... 
The obvious is incredible: inquisition of the 21st century is the false science commission of the 

Russian Science Academy... 
It is pleasant to listen to the “candor” of some well-known Russian scientist, who with fear looks 

at this newly-grown organ of the scientific inquisition... 
How long, Lord... 
And the believers in god are there also in that commission, as before: fathers - Jesuits... 

A USEFUL SUPPLEMENT... 



Book three. 
What amazes me today, with our seeming democracy is this: how, after all, attractive and 

beloved inquisition in any of its forms is to some, known by many, and how easily, like animals in a 
slaughterhouse, scientists “lie down” under this inquisition - scientists who even after this betrayal 
of theirs continue to consider themselves to be among honest scientists and decent people...  At the 
very moment when it is specifically their names that the said inquisition uses for cover... 

What is this inquisition?  Same as before. 
Few of our contemporaries have dwelled on the fact that it was specifically the forefront science 

of that time that created the holy inquisition, and not at all the undeveloped peasants and castaway 
monks in faraway forest abodes. 

It was specifically “honest” scientists who were engaged in actions of the holy inquisition as well 
as the “Russian truth” and many others unpretty little deeds, which are today attributed to someone 
else, later exhibiting separate loners, persecuted by them: the co-brothers - scientists, as the whole 
scientific brotherhood. 

Oh, that’s right...  Today’s scientists are different...  And it was the Papuans who instilled the 
false science commission into the Russian Science Academy... 

The astral world and dimensionality. 
Supplement 1. 
The supplement is written in the system of interpretations and descriptions used by 

professional occultists and is intended for occultists. Terms and concepts are simplified when 
possible and brought to the general usage level. 

 By the concept of “astral” we mean a world in which there exist systems of stars as “live beings” 
and star connections as the relations between them. 

In the simplest understanding - it is the cosmos with its interactions and displays, in the broader 
are included the conditional concepts of lower and upper astral world - in relation to the observer. 

To the conditionally lower astral world is attributed everything which in folk practice is usually 
called “dark” or “evil” displays and, using categories more concrete, an astral world, as such, does 
not exist here. 

These are more or less closed spaces.  They, as a rule, do not have a central luminary and as an 
energy source use secondary and more “diluted” products from ray energies in form of background 
from envelopings, walls, liquids, gases and other types of matter displayed in these worlds. 

Astral world in the higher display is nothing other than a way of existing in a space with a starry 
firmament on the surface of the world, on its external side.  In a higher sense - in the interstellar 
space.  The higher astral world is a complex category and demands constant scrutiny, although 
actually, this holds for the lower as well. 

One ought to bear in mind, that the concept of “astral world” assumes not a physical, mineral way 
of existence, which is one of the ways of existence of the human body, but a finer way of existence. 

For further mutual understanding we will try to use a table, which includes in itself categories 
necessary for familiarizing with the following material. 

Your attention is especially directed at the fact that terms, well familiar to you from occult 
sources, can have here a somewhat different meaning.  This meaning is often substantially different 
from what is generally accepted. 

This is necessary in connection with the unwillingness to introduce a whole line of new terms and 
by this create confusion in an already complex labyrinth of concepts. 



We should also stipulate that the concept of “body” describes a form of matter held temporarily 
or for an extended time, which is normally called a “component”.  Holding of the form of the 
“body” can occur under the influence if internal or external constants or of motives of the will. 

And so: 
- The physical body - an existence that is grouped, temporarily fixed by physical connections, 

leaning upon the mineral kingdom, of which it itself is composed. 
- The ethereal body - a display that is flowing, temporarily fixed by the physical body, enlivening 

and moving a lifeless mechanism.  Capable of separating from the physical to greater or lesser 
distances.  For providing the vital needs of the physical [it] leaves a connection in form of a current. 

- Astral bodies - for convenience brought together into a general concept.  That, which can, for 
rather lengthy periods, conduct being absent from the physical.  Has a displayed aspiration to 
“embrace the unembraceable”.  The least routine or dogmatized link of man, pushes him onto the 
path of cognizance. 

- Superastral bodies - general concept of transformed astral bodies, capable of carrying actions 
in dimensions, which sometimes significantly exceed the conscious comprehension of their owner.  
More precisely - the real “wonder-working” beginning of their possessor, his members “touching 
time and space”.  The belonging of a “ person realistically coming to life ”. 

- Bodies of real light - a way of existence on superastral levels of a “realistically living person”.  
Can be described conditionally as “existence outside of time and space in real force”.  Does not 
have measurements and form as such, due to the absence of scales of these measurements. 

Without doubt, there exists an endless number of forms and methods of existence, whose 
descriptions could take on the likeness of encyclopedias, however, their description is not our goal 
here and today.  We can only say only that the concept of “radiance of glory” has to do with the 
category of superastral bodies of five-dimensional and four-dimensional display. 

If standing in the position of reality, then the body which is physically displayed in our world has 
the nature of conditionally lower astral world.  The very way of our existence itself, with the 
presence of a luminary and stars, introduces the physical world into the category of the conditionally 
astral world. 

All the differences, then, are in the complexity and power of intertissue connections, stipulated by 
superheavy “hypnosis”, which is, in fact, the true bonding “agent” of our, as well as any other 
world. 

One can agree or not with the author’s point of view, but we all are born hypnotists on the one 
side and victims of that hypnosis on the other. 

For definition let us turn to the realistically existing situation of instilment, defined as child 
raising. 

The process of psychical formation begins already in the mother’s womb, from where the future 
child, through the perception systems of his parent and also by means of his personal “extrasensory” 
inclinations, studies the surrounding world.  Present here is the principal of “do as I do”, and the 
child organizes himself in the image and likeness of his physical parent.   

Moreover, for his construction the child uses materials genetically treated by the parent’s body, 
that is, carrying the experience of a multitude of generations of foreparents. 

The chain of these generations goes into the immeasurable past, to that very instant, from which 
the foreparent of all foreparents came, if you will - the Adam of all Adams.  We must now leave this 
thread of thought, but we will return to it again in the future. 

And so, from the very laying down of perception bases, the child is doomed to build himself on 
the basis of the parents’ knowledge and abilities, laid into the very essence of his structures. 

The next stage of treatment is his birth and the following ways of capturing his attention. 



Experienced hypnotists know that the greatest effect during hypnosis sessions is brought by 
rhythmical knocking, rocking, expressed bright colors and glittering. 

All these methods are capable of capturing, directing at themselves the attention of the one being 
hypnotized and opening direct access into his subconscious. 

Isn’t that how the child’s attention is captured?  Those very rattles, sparkling objects, muttering 
and whispering.  The same endless exhausting assurance and coercion, bringing the child to the 
thought of the reality of this world.  The result is the stopping of his wandering consciousness on the 
meditation on the way of existence of his parents or of his type. 

This specifically is the main goal, point of departure, upon the acceptance or non-acceptance of 
which by the child depends, whether he will be conditionally normal - that is roughly like everyone, 
or conditionally abnormal - with a wandering consciousness. 

It is then specifically, when the child’s consciousness is captured and trained to independently 
hold “the world form”, that is, looking at this world from our social point of view, that raising can 
realistically begin, that is the process of studying of the constants of specifically this form of 
existence.  And specifically within these constants. 

The first problem is solved: the process of logical successive grounding of the physical world can 
begin. 

But can this same person now “leave” the world with the same ease?  No, now he is already 
captured by the logic of our world, and on the threshold of death the psyche is capable of sooner 
disintegrating than allowing the very possibility of existence of another type of logic. 

The method used for introducing a new member of humanity into our world is too dogmatic with 
the aim of preventing undesired psychical uniquenesses or abnormalities. 

The conditions, in which realistic designation of physical phenomena has existence, are heavy 
and irreplicable.  And into the world came death. 

Though that is later, and first… 
Whether we want to admit it or not, but everything is determined by the way of thought, 

perception and feeling.  Here we can also attribute that which we call kindred with nature or essence 
of the Absolute. 

Rather often the circumstance preventing the growth of the human consciousness is the not 
carrying out of Mowgli’s principle:  “we are of one blood - you and I”. 

As an example, we can give situations, when a seemingly rather reasonable person is incapable of 
understanding concepts which for another are most simplistic.  What is the reason?  It is in the 
following. 

Awakening of the consciousness can be conditionally defined as the possibility of operating with 
logical dimensions of space. 

Based on that, let us try to determine the constants of consciousness growth. 
Here we ought to stipulate that consciousness growth is not necessarily connected with learned 

knowledge, but to the greatest degree with the system of perception of man himself in the relations 
of “man - universe”. 

There exists a multitude of dimensionless and amorphous states, for our purposes let us bring 
them together into three main concepts: 

- point - as the minimum value of dimensionless display, 
- infinity - as the maximum value of that same display, 
- non-dimensionality - as a multitude of values or one of them, not fitting into dimension concepts 

known to us, that is an “extraterrestriality” in dimensions. 
If the concepts of point and infinity are rather clear, and their perception does not bring especial 

difficulties, then the category of non-dimensionality is in reality the most difficult problem for 



comprehension.  To learn it better it will be useful to determine the succession of transformation of 
the perception itself based, for example, on geometric spreading-out. 

As was indicated above, from the categories of dimensionlessnesses, the minimum value is a 
point as the concept of lower, embryonic, existence. 

One ought to keep in mind that the conversation is not of a point drawn on paper, but of a point, 
which exists in real space in form of a light pin prick, capable, in the process of evolution, of 
engulfing the whole universe.  Let us conditionally define it as a “philosophical point”. 

Let us allow that we have an ordinary inflatable balloon, but the plasticity of its walls exceeds the 
elasticity of rubber an infinite number of times. 

With careful puncture of its wall, an opening is formed, which can become bigger or smaller, 
depending on the degree of inflation.  This occurs due to the superelasticity of the material, as we 
have agreed. 

With the condition of superelasticity, this opening can turn or turn inside-out, passing the entire 
balloon through it and changing the outer surface to the inner, and the inner to the outer. 

And so, we already have an embryo in form of a non-dimensional geometrical point. 
According to our table, this embryo is only a potentiality, a possibility, but in no way an acting 

figure. 
Measuring this point is impossible: in this state, equipment for measuring it simply does not 

exist. 
If the point in space was the only one, then it could have existed in the embryonic state, however, 

space is a community of sleeping, awake and semi-awake points. 
Actively or semi-actively the acting points create movement, involving into it our point, forcing it 

to move, even if in an unconscious state. 
The trajectory of the point can be totally tangled and endless, but for it itself, from its point of 

view, it is merely a straight line, since this point does not have the concepts of length and width. 
A light shock in form of meeting itself in the process of wandering, forces it to become conscious 

of itself as a straight line in one-dimensional space, consisting of only one value: lengthiness. 
Light shock gives way to a heavier disappointment in the process of realization: it turns out that 

the movement did not go along a straight line (since the consciousness is not developed enough to 
realize a second dimension in form of width of the side turn or height in form of rising of the 
trajectory loop), but brought to a return to itself. 

Here it seems we ought to sidestep and define more accurately the point’s discovery of itself in 
form of realization. 

Trajectory of movement of the point in an unconscious state can be of any form, but the point no 
longer exists in reality as a point: there exists a certain curve, a lengthiness, and the point itself has 
already become an actively working “organ” of this curve. 

In the process of wandering along the tangled curve, the point continues still to be aware of itself 
as a point, and an accidental or natural meeting of it with its “body” in form of a trajectory will force 
it to become aware of itself in a new quality: in the quality of a curve. 

Having met in its path a barrier in form of itself, the point begins to grope it, to look for a way to 
pass through and, possibly, will be able to realize its lengthiness the first time around, but it can also 
not realize it. 

As an example we can recall how in the morning, after some fair drinking, a drunk gropes 
himself, his hands and the rest, deciding whether these are his organs and members or not: if the arm 
grows from my shoulder, and the shoulder from my head, then it is I… 

Any movement meeting with itself seeks realization in form of connecting the beginning and the 
end, consciously or not consciously.  This occurs by itself and does not require additional 
interference. 



All this can be rather plainly seen: if the “tentacle” in form of the point, directed toward the main 
“lengthiness of movement”, determines by groping the belonging of the obstacle to the right, then, 
unavoidably, again and again it comes to a meeting point with itself, which undoubtedly, sooner or 
later, gives it the idea of attempting to “grope” itself in direction to the left. 

Groping of itself to the left will bring the “tentacle”, as a conditional sensory perceiving 
extremity in form of a “sensing extremity”, to an encounter with its very own source. 

The source, in form of the original point, and the extremity, in form of the “sensing extremity”, 
the tentacle will undoubtedly recognize each other sooner or later and the final result will be a new 
way of existence-perception for the point: not from the position of a point, even if a moving point, 
but from the position of a “straight line, described by the point’s movement, and resulting in an 
unexplainable connection with its own beginning”. 

Despite the absolute simplicity of the event, it is exactly this stage that is the most difficult for 
human perception. 

One ought to remember that at the very beginning it was indicated that everything brought forth 
below is merely a schematic reflection of the conditionalities of thought-realization, and should be 
viewed specifically in that form. 

If one were to conditionally “meditate” this picture through, one might notice that it is at 
minimum three dimensional, a more understandable movement projection of the original point, that 
is - it has length, height and width. 

One ought to recall also that the point as such itself from the very beginning lacks the abilities of 
determining anything in dimensions, and even the result itself of its movement in form of a closed, 
conditionally curved, elongated path is merely the original condition for this point-curve to come to 
the arising of a thought in form of an exclamation:  “So that’s how it is!  I happen to be a straight 
line!”  Read as: a curve, but it doesn’t know about it yet. 

And so, from the very beginning we know that the point does not have means of determining, and 
therefore, the concepts of “width”, “height” and “length” are empty sounds for it.  The realistically 
acting concept for this point as a point, then, is non-existence, and existing in form of a breaking 
closed curve, the “lengthiness of the point” carries in itself the deepest meaning and the highest 
sense of life for it. 

In this form of thought, the concept of “lengthiness” substitutes all forms and types of 
measurement and, in spite of the realistic display of this trajectory in a three-dimensional system: 
width, height and length, this type of thought will perceive the world only in a one-dimensional, 
single-stretched form, and any obstacle occurring in its path will occur, in its understanding, out of 
nowhere, since the carrier of this type of conceptuality itself sees only that which lies before it, in its 
path of movement. 

The results of its meeting with itself are catastrophic: the world acquires absolutely new scales, 
which are scary in their novelty.  A new factor is displayed which speaks of the fact that leaving 
oneself by traveling along the line of lengthiness can lead to a “non-uniformity of the straight line” 
or, speaking in science categories, to a curvature of one-dimensional space. 

Someone might point out that the very principle of “realization of one-dimensionality in a 
multidimensional space” can bring the “point-line” into a critical, life-threatening state: there can 
occur a “whiplash” of itself in a loop, a pattern or in some other manner. 

No such thing: the conditions of occurrence and realization of the above-indicated whiplash or 
knot must have at minimum - thickness of the knot itself, but the knot itself does not have thickness 
for a simple reason - the absence of thickness of the line, as actually its foreparent - the point as 
well. 



Undoubtedly, in reality a loop can be formed, as well as a knot, and this circumstance can 
introduce an effect of fatality.  In other words, “thought will get tangled up in its own feet”, and also 
“trip and fall” as a result of this circumstance. 

But, that very same effect: this is no threat to a one-dimensionally elongated consciousness, since 
the effect of “tripping” demands three-dimensionality, and the “point-line” has yet to grow to this 
realization.  The “point-line” is ill but does not know why: its consciousness is not capable of 
logically explaining itself, and that means that the knot for it is “a terrible, mystical and incurable 
illness” like a blow of fate from around the corner of world order. 

In form of a single-length realization, this type of thought is simply not capable of such multi-
dimensional perception, and hence the absence of interconnections:  a fact occurring in the life of a 
single-length thinking being is deciphered by it as a fact, but not as a result of higher displayed 
forms of his very own existence. 

The realization of the presence of knots on its “line-body” and the decision to untie them is a 
highest spiritual act for this type of thinking. 

The main barrier getting in the way of this step is the unwillingness to lose the appearance of 
wholeness of the connection of the beginning in form of the “point-source” and the end in form of 
the “tentacle-movement”. 

What in real everyday life is the unwillingness or fear of voluntary breaking-apart of the end and 
the beginning? 

There is no need to search in distant corners of our interrelations - everything is on the surface: 
the fear of losing reality, that “foundation” of consciousness, unwilling to change anything in itself 
and waiting for just one thing: that the whole world changes, adapting to this thinker-dogmatist. 

The decision to reject the previous method of thinking - convenient and tested in the past, in 
order to accept a new one, not fitting into the frames of past experience, is an act of will, a more or 
less difficult rejection of the former self, because it is not so easy to change one’s own world view. 

The conditional point-line, in the process of realization will unavoidably attempt to straighten 
out, “stretch”, being no exception to everything in this world, striving toward completion. 

The formula of completion for this type of thought will be a circle as a figure of highest static 
character and balance.  Balance of forces, in the given case, will be the main condition for a 
conditionally balanced consciousness of this type. 

For resolving a certain circle of problems, this type of consciousness will seek conditions, that is 
influence from the outside, a push, which distorts its way of perception and forces it again and again 
to seek a state of balance within itself. 

The balance system will be the apparatus of its necessary needs, and the “weights”, balancing and 
calming his consciousness shall be his deeds and actions. 

The latter ought to be such that the consciousness and mind could return to the state of 
“completion of its deed”. 

It should not be too difficult to understand that a balanced consciousness in form of a completed, 
geometrically precise circle, in realistic conditions is practically impossible, since in the process of 
evolution, the “thought space” is filled with sleeping and developing “thoughtnesses” of various 
types of beings, willingly of unwillingly interacting among themselves, limiting each other in their 
claims. 

The problem of realization in the “one-dimensional-thought” display can be consciously resolved 
only in the case if the above-described thought type has understood or realized that the question of 
his even and unbroken perception depends solely on itself, and realistically carries out the following 
conditions: 

- tries to place itself with maximally full comfort within the system of relations of consciousnesses 
formed already prior to it, expressed as thoughts  or thought-forms, egregorial formations and 



specific deeds.  Not carrying out of these conditions will lead to additional acutenesses of relations 
among all types of consciousnesses and a wave of figuring out who is who, creating a situation very 
much like a scuffle in a bus, where it is impossible to find out who shoved first, yet the level of 
displeasure grows on its own like a snowball, and the number of shoves steadily increases. 

- in the case of impossibility of calm placement by one’s own strength, tries to resolve this 
question with the help of consciousnesses of beings interested in this placement (read: unwind a 
corresponding karmic node or fate bundle, using all members of this bundle, consciously or not, but 
very calmly and carefully, best of all - without making any relations acute), saying it simpler - by 
joined forces.  Unawakened consciousnesses must be very caringly “untangled” from these bundles 
and definitely ridded of coarse handling, keeping in mind their capability of uncontrolled and 
chaotic movement, capable of creating new knots and bundles. 

Carrying out the second condition is not always possible, especially if one or several members of 
the indicated fate bundle (of karma, succession of deeds and actions) have certain privileges based 
on this knot, which can be lost in connection with the succession of actions. 

In case of such an impossibility to solve the problem by calm means, the carrier of the awakened 
consciousness can try to free himself from the bundle by force, but only when all previous 
conditions have been carried out. 

In connection with this, we ought to mention that the third type of solution of this problem of the 
consciousness and its liberation from the pressure of circumstances is rather dangerous due to the 
fact that here exists the danger of creating new, sometimes more serious knots and weavings of fate, 
and the consciousness which has decided to take this step will have to come into direct contact with 
karma (fate) of humanity and of high hierarchies.  A multitude of consciousnesses, crushed by the 
newly formed bundles, can be met in the medium of ritual magicians and psychics of various levels. 

In order to avoid this, each person must learn to determine his own level of strength, abilities, 
interestedness, egoism, altruism and so forth within the realistically present conditions, without 
leading himself and others into error and, based on that, make deductions about the possibility or 
impossibility of his application in the conditions of concrete problems.  A mistake here can cost, if 
not life, then the capabilities toward intentional evolution. 

The begun realization of the point in form of a line, closed-in on itself, must lead, as indicated 
above, to calmness and gratitude in form of existence of the single-lengthiness of thought.  But the 
whole problem is that the “body” of the line-point does not end within the limits of the single-
lengthiness, and it follows that coercion in form of pressure from the side of other beings-
consciousnesses will lead to creation of an already more complex level of movement in form of 
movement of the line, closed in itself, just as at some stage the movement of the point created this 
line. 

Here, unlike the first level of realization, there are different variants possible. 
Realization of the second level of dimensionality can be quite similar to the realization of one-

dimensionality, and in this case one can be rather satisfied with reading of the previous description, 
substituting in it the expression “point” with the word “line”(conditionally: a single-stretched line), 
which is what it in reality is for the point, and the word “line” with the word “tube” (conditionally: 
path of a closed line in form of a bent tube of varying cross-sections). 

The second type of realization can be initiated by an outside intelligence, interested in the results 
of this realization and its evolution.  This realization can be offered in form of a line of successive 
stages, prepared by the initiator and capable, in his opinion, of pushing the carrier of the single-
stretched consciousness toward awakening of interest in getting to know the next type. 

The third type of realization is independent.  It consists of independently finding  newly 
displaying dimensionalities and, undoubtedly, creates rather serious discomforts for the neighbors, 
often provoking them to find out who is who and creating skirmishes. 



Based on the described, one can make the deduction that there are two possible versions of 
beginning of realization: one, as with the described type of single-stretched thought, with the closing 
of the movement path of the “line-ring” on itself or a meeting with itself, second - with the absence 
of the closed line, with the study of conditions of two-dimensional thought along the way of 
movement. 

If we were to take an ideal version, when with realization of one-dimensional thought-perception 
the “point-line” can freely unfold into a closed regular circle (here we ought to stipulate and note 
that the space inside the circle is not included into the sphere of realization), then, with the absence 
of hindrances during “stretching”, the “line-tube” will depict (conditionally) a bicycle inner tube 
with one peculiarity: the wall thickness of this “inner tube” will not have a thickness as such 
(original condition:  point does not have physical sizes, therefore - the line does not have thickness, 
therefore - the wall does not have thickness). 

It is not difficult to notice that in form of two-dimensional realization, the inner component of 
space is not included in the zone of real perception (for the example with the bicycle inner tube: the 
air in the inner tube is outside the perception zone, same as the exterior space). 

With realization of three-dimensionality the mind must perceive the next stage of movement - 
construction.  In our case this will look like movement of the bicycle inner tube, and all the space 
with which the point-lines building the “inner tube” come in contact with, will become the system of 
realization of the three-dimensionally displayed being. 

Here, for the first time the being acquires the concept of “thickness” of space, same as in the first 
case it became familiar with the concept of lengthiness, an in the second case with the concept of 
width. 

All this discourse had in it only one goal: one ought to understand that there are no worlds that 
are one-dimensional, two-dimensional, three-dimensional and so on, but there is a way of existence 
of separate parts, societies, types, civilizations (conditionally: a way of meditating life), composed 
of generally accepted norms of perception which, in turn, reduce the thought-perception to a 
socially-agreeable way of thought. 

All dimensionalities are right here and there is no need to search for them in faraway places.  The 
keys for realization of multidimensionality had been and are being given to people the whole time of 
humanity’s existence, and they are being given once again: for entering four-dimensional existence 
and acceptance of “wondrous abilities” connected with this.  One needs to very slightly become 
intimate with the whole universe in his feelings of kindness, joy, eternity. 

For realization of a higher dimensionality one needs “body fire”, giving its possessor the 
capability of existence and “feeding” beings of lower dimensionalities.  The following 
dimensionality demands a calmness of thought and realized discourse with the universe nature. 

Following keys are complex for understanding and explaining, and with conditional 
interpretation can be dangerous, and that is why they are not brought here. 

We should only add that a being, having realized its single wholeness and having applied the 
keys already given, is capable of finding a solution to this problem on its own. 

A little dictionary for supplement 1. 
Interpretation - here: a description of a fact or event by special means, peculiar to a limited group 

of specialists in one or another realm of knowledge or ability. 
Interpretations can be personal, leaning upon specific experience of specific people, and social, 

leaning upon specific convictions of a specific group of people. 
Social interpretations look like moral-ethical values, based on individual personal experiences 

and being fundamental for a specific group. 



Example: a person born in the age of cosmic research is moral in the limitless faith in planetary 
orbits and these are his interpretations of what is happening in the cosmic spaces.  Just as moral is 
the ancient monk, describing the firmament using his concepts. 

In other words, interpretation is a means of explaining facts to oneself and to those around by 
means of logical generalizations in the sphere of personal values. 

Dogmatist - here: a person not really capable of even a partial change of interpretations. 
Occultist - here: a specialist, engaged in search and development in the realm of occult sciences: 

religions, folklore, philosophical and worldview teachings. 
The main characteristic inherent to occult sciences is the indication that in our life there exists the 

presence of hidden, often barely perceptible interactions with hidden forces of nature and special 
varieties of life. 

In the occultists’ medium there exist certain divisions into specializations or “professions”: 
ministers, priests, magicians, healers, sorcerers, witches [male and female], astrologers and more, 
more, more. 

There exists an opinion that, with the exception of ministers, all others are from the “dark [evil]” 
and they are dangerous.  A minister is just as well in his own sense a magician, fortune teller and 
healer and can also become a killer.  The ritual, which acquired the common name of “anathema” is, 
as the final result, a variety of psycho-energy-informational collective impact-attack, and the 
participants of this song-singing can look in not the best of lighting.  In the end result, all depends 
not on the subject of engagements, but on the person engaged in this subject. 

Star connections - contemporary academic science assumes the presence between any physical 
objectives (objects, live beings, planets and luminaries) of a special type of connections, expressed 
in the aspiration to attract or repel.  Sometimes these forces are called gravitation forces. 

A likeness of these forces can be observed during games with magnets: they aspire to either cling 
to each other, stick, or push away with immense force. 

In occultism, these forces are sometimes called sympathetic and it is assumed that sympathies 
and antipathies between the human psyche and planetary charges-energies are capable of creating 
predispositions and inclinations in the human nature toward deeds and actions.  The classification of 
these interrelations is the subject of such an occult science as astrology. 

“Dark [evil] displays” - here: all beings and their properties, attributed by social opinion to the 
category of dangerous ones. 

It would be timely to once again mention that in every society or social unification there is its 
own moral and scale of personal values.  Proceeding from this, we can allow for the fact that various 
beings, the facts of their activity and relations will also be attributed to the category of “dark 
displays”. 

So, there exist teachings, beliefs and morals where deception and murder and unacceptable.  
There exist other teachings and beliefs where deception and murder are unacceptable only in 
relation to “their own”.  There exist yet others where relations of this sort toward “strangers” are just 
frankly encouraged. 

In our case, to the category of “dark ones” we can attribute special energy-informational beings, 
displaying as “demons”, “devils”, “witches” and more, as well as their deeds.  To look at this 
question in detail, one can turn to the first chapters of this book. 

“Higher astral world” - here: everything same as what is described in the first part of the book.  
Sometimes attributed to inhabitants of higher astral world are angels, egregorial assemblies and 
“higher reasons”. 

Mineral existence - here: a way of changing matter, expressed as using minerals, their 
interactions among themselves and body building based on the products of these interactions. 



In other words, mineral existence is the chemical existence of the physical body, expressed as the 
type of its build, development and destruction or wear. 

“Finer way of existence” - here: one more time re-read the first chapters of this book.  The finer 
way of existence is the vital activity on the basis of fine matters. 

“Bodies” - in occultism the concept of “body” describes not so much a voluminous figure 
(person, object), as much as the ability to be represented by some type of matter and the possibility 
to act with its help. 

For example: a thinker has a broadly developed “mental” or thought “body”.  This body is not at 
all physical from the point of view of physical perception, but it is capable of acting: hypnoses, 
instilments, interactions, foretellings. 

Man has a heat… What?  If a person cannot intentionally use “its” reserves and possibilities, then 
“field”.  If it is subject to its possessor and is realized by him as an arm or a leg, then “body”. 

Man has from birth: a physical body, ethereal substances (as the medium enlivening the body), 
some displays of astral bodies (directly interacting with planets by means of gravitation forces), a 
barely developed mental body (in form of rudiments of logical thought apparatus).  The rest is either 
developed, “ripened” by the person in himself, or not. 

“Person realistically coming to life” - here: a person who has invoked in himself an avalanche of 
realization and, as a result, an insisting need for superastral bodies and energies. 

An avalanche of realization is capable of invoking a wave of consequences in form of conscious 
mutations (qualitative changes), which, in turn, is capable of displaying abilities toward non-
traditional creative work. 

”Existence outside of time and space in real force” - here: a special category of the psyche, 
having to do with abyssal inner states of their possessor. 

“Agent” - here: matter of a special quality, capable of transferring information and creating 
connections-canals by means of this transfer. 

Hypnosis - in translation - “sleep”.  In contemporary form represented as a variety of powerful 
psychical intrusion from the side of the hypnotist into the psyche of the hypnotee.  This intrusion is 
accompanied by partial destruction of personal psychical layers-matrices of the hypnotee and 
installation of layers-matrices of behavioral character from the side of the hypnotist. 

This character of psychical interactions is capable of provoking an avalanche of most horrible 
consequences in form of mental and physiological illnesses. 

Hypnosis has certain superheavy varieties: instilments and encoding. 
Adam - according to certain religious traditions, the legendary foreparent of mankind. 
Meditation - here: a special psychical state, in which a person is able to listen-in to his non-

physical components. 
Meditations can be subdivided into static (without movement or with a smallest hint of such) and 

dynamic (in motion). 
Often sacred dances, battle movements and others are attributed to dynamic meditations.  The 

biggest dynamic meditation is life. 
Death - here: a special threshold state of the consciousness.  Death as such can have a minimum 

of two expressions.  First expression of death - death as a destruction of the consciousness.  Second 
expression - death as a partial destruction of the consciousness. 

Imagine for yourself that the structures of an ordinary regular person occupy regions from the 
physical to the unformed mental-astral (thought-gravitational), and a certain force, at the moment of 
physical death, invokes an avalanche of destructions in the zone which somewhat exceeds the height 
of the egregorial assembly of human consciousness.  The result: full annihilation of the personality, 
that is a full and unconditional annihilation of the consciousness.  The person died. 



Now allow for the fact that during his life a person was developing and the conditional height of 
his egregorial layer exceeds the height of the “threshold of death” many times over.  Death merely 
invokes an impact upon the conditionally lower, the coarser of man’s structures - the physical and its 
components.  Death here is not a destroyer but that, which helps a nestling break out of his shell. 

There exists, undoubtedly, a multitude of “secret passages”.  Specifically they are often used by 
religions and some teachings.  Often one can crawl through a crack from “this” side, but what will 
be waiting on the “other”?  A good thing if it's not a butcher’s knife, but merely a collar around the 
neck. 

Essence of the Absolute - here: a special occult category, which speaks of the 
incomprehensibility of the absolute or of the generalized whole world matter. 

Amorphous state - formlessness. 
Non-dimensionality - here: a special position of matter and consciousness when powerlessness in 

measuring is realized. 
For example: question: how much does Mount Ararat weigh?  Problem: where does it end?  

Second example: at what instant does a child become an adolescent, and an adolescent an adult?  
Third: what is the distance from London to Peking?  Complications: along a curve or a straight line?  
Do we take into account surface irregularities? 

One more type of non-dimensionality: a prisoner knows for sure that tomorrow he will be 
rescued, but he was promised to be eaten today.   There is no sense in tomorrow. 

“Karma” – [Russian] pronunciation of the approximate analogy of our word “fate”.  By this 
concept are meant the peculiarities of consequences, characteristic of the deeds preceding them. 

By the concept of “karmic node” there is meant a system of energy-informational and, as the end 
result, psychical interrelations with the psychical medium around us. 

Example: a rude person is seen already before he starts to be rude.  Another example: a person 
who has done a certain bad deed feels an instability within himself and based on that is capable of 
orienteering more poorly in space. 

Third:  if water is pouring, then we are inclined to expect that it pours not upward and not 
sideways. 

Undoubtedly, the law of karmic interactions is much more deep and unsimple. 

Entities of the astral world. 
Supplement 2. 
 The supplement is written in the system of interpretations and descriptions used by 

professional occultists and is intended for occultists.  Terms and concepts are simplified when 
possible and brought to the general usage level. 

To astral worlds, as we remember from the previous supplement, we attribute those displays of 
the “beyondconscious”, which, for the observers dwelling in the given physical world, are 
“energetic”, or conditionally “fine” worlds. 

To these displays can be attributed the ways of life of conditionally wave, field quality, from our 
point of view, as well as ether-like forms. 

These worlds are densely populated by various types of inhabitants, which can be, once again, 
conditionally, subdivided into: 

- phantoms, 
- specters, 
- doubles, 
- duplications, 
- penetrating beings from other, also physical worlds or other states. 



It is absolutely clear that the above described is not a full and complete description and that is 
why one ought to assume the existence of yet other beings, different from ones described here in 
form as well as by context, but not having a place in our description by reason of being out of place. 

The first four types of beings are rather easily described from the point of view of man living in 
our world, the last type is practically impossible to cognize, since the conditionalities, arising at the 
edge of contacts between worlds, are often illogical, from our point of view, and that means that our 
mind absolutely refuses to perceive them, giving birth to an avalanche of very questionable 
interpretations. 

And it is the truth: attempt to understand the psychology of a dog.  And this is a being rather 
closely and well known to us for many-many years. 

For that you will have to learn to run on four paws, participate in the spring “joys” of dogs and 
eat from the same bowl with them.  But even in that case you will still remain a dog-cripple, and dog 
psychology will still remain the same mystery to you.  The dog itself - a higher being: mysterious 
and incomprehensible. 

Besides the types of inhabitants brought here, there also exists a multitude of varieties less 
numbered or less familiar to us as residents of concrete realms of dwelling. 

Different nationalities can call these entities differently, and also can bring them together into 
general concepts or break them up into smaller ones, which is likewise capable of introducing 
confusion into understanding of the subject, and that is why here we ought to stipulate right away: in 
the process of describing we will give general principles of formation and character of interaction of 
beings of the astral world.  Further on, you should simply forget about what they are called and, 
having met with displays of one entity or another, define its belonging not as a name or type, but as 
a principal of existence - with corresponding consequences. 

In that case, you will be insured against not understanding of outside categories, since even in our 
medium, for example, under what seems to be a very clear concept of “house spirit”, there often 
hide actions of totally different entities and their displays. 

Specters. 
The variety of this type of being has been known to man since very long ago and, it seems, it is 

specifically to this type that man has the most direct relation - as one of the sources of its origin. 
Under this concept there is often meant the whole realm of the superconscious, but in our case, 

from the point of view of the beyondphysical, and also of people seriously engaged in this problem, 
the concept of “specter” will look somewhat different, more concrete. 

In the process of his life, man, as actually any other being known to us, develops into something 
else, often different. 

For us here today is seen only that side of development which is inherent to man: the changing of 
himself, no difference - consciously or not, to the side of “etherealness”, that is, energetic states. 

As we recall from previous chapters, fine-material energy carriers can, from the point of view of 
an inhabitant of the physical world, change in conditional density.  This process is described in 
enough detail and that is why describing it one more time has no sense. 

To those who are not totally clear on what is being talked about here, we can wish to return one 
more time and get acquainted with the previous material given in the beginning of our book. 

A person, who was incapable before his death of seeing to the “fineness” of his energy 
components, turns out to be sort of “bound” by that which during life was the physical body.  He is 
incapable right after death of separating from the corpse and ends up sort of stuck within the 
decaying physical tissues.  It is especially here that one can understand the sense in burial rituals, 
funeral services and others of the like, performed in relation to the deceased. 

The ritual of funeral service in any religion is nothing other than a collective help to the person’s 
consciousness in leaving his body, especially in cases when he, for one reason or another, is 



incapable of doing it himself.  Understanding of this help really does give the deceased the 
possibility of freeing himself, but there also exists another type of burial ritual - “stuffing” of the 
consciousness into the corpse for further burial with the aim of holding the specter of  this person in 
the place of burial for an indefinite period for different reasons.  This has to do with the fears before 
the consciousness of the deceased and gives birth, in each concrete case, to not the very best of 
consequences. 

Attention!  One ought to remember that right now the conversation is only of man’s specters, and 
mixing these varieties with others is not exactly appropriate. 

After burial, the corpse decomposes for a rather long period, and when the conditions of 
decomposition of the corpse reach the stage when the physical is no longer capable of tying up the 
“consciousness” and other displays of human beyondconscious nature, then, what has still remained 
in the person escapes. 

Here we ought to utilize a widely known expression: existence determines the consciousness, and 
if that is so, then it becomes rather clear why the “soul” of a person, having partaken in joyful 
makeovers at the graveyard, often carries on itself an imprint of the image of a decomposing corpse 
- all as per classics of the genre. 

One also ought to know that the “deceased”, having come out of the graveyard, often begins to 
look for his accustomed conditions of existence, and since he no longer has the strength to display 
on the physical plan, then for that goal he begins to look for a person, whom he could possess, 
having solved his problems in this manner. 

In the vast majority of cases these are his acquaintances, relatives, pupils and simply people who 
during his life have had close interrelation with the “deceased”. 

The situation also gets complicated by certain improper phrases, which are sometimes 
pronounced due to ignorance, sometimes due to foolishness or misunderstanding, but most often 
because it is customary. 

These phrases are approximately of this character:   
“...! In our hearts you shall live forever!...” 
“...! Why did you die and not I...  I am ready to pay with my life, so that you could live...” 
“...!  Come to me!  Without you I cannot live...” and other declarations of the sort. 
Having found himself at the graveyard, the deceased does nothing but recall to whom he can 

come, and there is no doubt that often he goes and possesses, forcing a person to live according to 
his principles - the principles which he got at the graveyard, in the medium of ones like himself. 

The person then changes rather quickly: externally he becomes more dried-up and darkens, in the 
eyes there appears a blackness with a glimmer of half-decomposing cadaver meat, a certain mucous 
blackness. 

As a rule, the person begins to rush about, subconsciously realizing the weight of the corpse 
substance that has placed into him, and one ought to recall that substances of a person who ended up 
in the graveyard along with his body are coarse enough for one to feel them in himself right away 
and for their presence to cause a real sensation of a strong, deep discomfort. 

Here let us recall, that there exists a multitude of varieties of beings of different character, such 
as: guiding spirits, patrons, astral teachers, keepers, but their presence does not evoke such terrible 
sensations and such effects. 

The whole point is that they leave a person enough living space for development, take care so 
that a person always has a certain freedom of movement of the soul and body.  The “deceased”, on 
the other hand, is totally unconcerned about that.  He cannot do this, and it is not customary: if he is 
placed on a soft chair, then what is the difference to him what that soft chair itself feels?  



Often in the carrier of such a “deceased” there occurs a whole spectrum of illnesses, rather 
serious ones, organic and widely spreading within the organism.  Medicine with all its means is 
incapable of helping him and merely lifts its hands in dismay. 

Sometimes it can be even worse: a person almost rots on the physical plan - with the 
corresponding smells and the corresponding effects. 

In the vast majority of cases this is the result of “memory” of the structures of the “deceased”, 
having been a participant of the decomposition process and passing it to the person merely by his 
presence. 

If we were to put it more clearly and concretely, then a person’s field is contaminated by the 
decomposing matter of the “deceased”. 

Yes, the “deceased” can be brought into order and sent either back or to a place more suited for 
him according to the properties of his substances, but this is a meticulous process, demanding 
professionalism and talent, sometimes the intervention of higher (not in the sense of “the highest”, 
but in the sense of “somewhat more clean”) forces, but here is not the place nor the time to speak of 
that. 

In form of general recommendations, we can say only that it is best if with the possessor-
“deceased” you come to an agreement peacefully and part ways pleased with each other, because he 
is capable, we must honestly note, of driving his “carrier” into the grave or the madhouse.  The 
deceased himself does not lose anything in either case. 

There also exist certain constants in everyday life, attributed to bad manners or nasty habits, at a 
time when in reality it is very often one of the criteria for determining a presence or absence of a 
possessor-specter. 

Among the most disgusting habits, which are an inseparable problem of the person himself and 
practically not connected with the surroundings, though often it is said to the contrary, are probably 
drinking, narcotics and smoking. 

If the first two habits one can somehow define as inherent to man, then smoking to man is deeply 
antipathetic. 

The possessor-“deceased” forces his carrier to smoke often, creating for himself a medium of 
embalming.  As the end result, it is not the person himself who smokes, but the “deceased”, partially 
“curing26[26]  himself” and preserving himself from further rotting. 

Undoubtedly, not all smokers have possessors-“deceased ones”, and not all who have possessors 
are smokers, but facts are a stubborn thing, and there are more than enough of them. 

It is possible that everything described can strongly shake the reader’s faith in the author’s 
psychical normality - that is quite logical.  If one were to think deeply, the fantastic aspect of the 
described is no higher than the fantastic aspect of nuclear reactions and genetic engineering. 

A physicist does not become mad from this - he is simply a specialist-professional.  Same with a 
specialist in the field of energy-informational interactions - he is not a psychiatrist and not the 
psychiatrist’s patient, he is simply a specialist in the field of bordering knowledge. 

The concept of “specter” is not limited to merely the one description of that which is connected 
with man.  Besides that, far from all specters are simply yearning to possess you - there exists a 
multitude of specters which do not have the slightest inclination toward possession. 

A specter can remain from: 
- any formerly living animal, that is an animated being; 

                                                   
 
26 Curing ("подвяливать") in this case means tempering or preserving, as in:  Fish can be smoke-
cured or dry-cured. 
 



- some objects, especially objects which partook in magic or sorcery rituals, and likewise from 
objects, which at some time were the favorite  objects of magicians and sorcerers, no matter if by 
birth or in the process of acquiring skills; 

- from critical events, especially events connected with killings or other atrocities: this creates a 
sort of imprint on the place of occurrence, object or something else which partook in these events. 

Specters can be material, that is ethereal or fine-material, or informational. 
Material specters are realistic participants of one process or another, informational ones are the 

memory of a place, object or objects, element, sphere of consciousness and so on. 
Material specters can come into contact with us and are perceived as something alive and real, 

informational specters more often only show and tell, in all other cases they are not capable of 
anything else - it is only memory. 

Material specters can be perceived visually and can be registered by various devices.  
Informational specters exchange information on the level of a hypnotic-like state.  At first glance, 
there is not a special difference during an encounter and that can only be determined in the course 
of further events. 

Besides that, between the two extreme states there exists a multitude of in-between types of 
specters and we can only add to this that specters can arise around us not only from our world, but 
also from spaces bordering with us. 

In other words: a specter is that which did not arise out of nothing, a specter is a real objective or 
event, repeating something that already was, or is a living being of another type (of the astral world) 
or matter property. 

Phantoms. 
A phantom is not, unlike the specter, something real or concretized.  A specter is the fruit of an 

already realistically intelligent evolutionary setting, event or a live being, while a phantom never 
was a living being, and his path can end right away on the threshold of birth, having given birth to 
something else - an effect or a phenomenon, as well as begin as a real evolution of this phantom in 
form of consciousness growth and a realistic “I”. 

Phantoms, same as specters, have an aspiration to look two-fold: on the one side it is a complex 
fine-material energetic arrangement: a doll, mock-up, apparatus, on the other it is a concretized 
informational assembly-thoughtform. 

For the birth of a phantom there needs to be an artificial initial cause, while for the occurrence of 
a specter it may be absent. 

A person in a state of mental crisis can be considered a typical producer of phantoms. 
In a state of sharpened perception and momentary giving-off of powerful clusters of fine-material 

energy-informational character, a person-“nut” is often capable of creating such powerful phantoms, 
that it requires a rather great deal of labor to define their relation to one type or another, and their 
reality, on the first glance, can fool even the most experienced specialists in our realm of 
cognizance. 

As evaluation criteria, one can use certain interesting peculiarities of socialization between the 
“nut” and his phantoms: the phantoms are servants of the person who created them, moreover, they 
have direct contact with him and a complete absence of their own will, which is expressed as 
theatrical action, also described above in one of the chapters, where there was rather detailed talk of 
psychoses. 

The greatest complexity is in the fact that the “nut” creates all the personae himself, and since he 
himself is the author, director and critic of his creation, he is not at all inclined to admit that his 
theater troupe is the result of his own desires and has nothing in common with reality, that nobody 
“comes” to him and that nobody, other than himself, carries the responsibility for the deeds and 



actions of his actors, created by him and carrying out in relation to him the action originally inherent 
to them. 

He, as the sole author of his “theater”, knows the soul and inclinations of his personae 
magnificently, since he is their creator and, as the end result, is them, and that is why the person is 
prepared to destroy you for any interference, and especially for a remark about the fact that what he, 
the “nut” created for himself is not you.[sic]  We are talking about situations when someone believes 
that specifically you are persecuting him and he, that certain “someone” will never give up the 
obtrusive idea of the supposedly existent fine-material influences of yours upon him. 

Imagine that someone created a certain object and called it the word “chair”.  Your chair, from 
his point of view is nonsense, a cripple, something that doesn’t correspond with reality. 

In psychoses there is a dangerous side: the disturbed one creates for himself a scale of values and 
thoroughly guards it against any feeble attempts from the side of, what he often considers as, the 
envious and foolish ones, who obviously aren’t capable of knowing his - the disturbed one’s - 
deepest soul, or of appreciating his boundless great talent, or of accepting his missionary claims. 

In this discomfort there is yet another side: phantoms of the “nut”, and they in his understanding 
are often teachers and advisors, also advise him (naturally, to his dictation and per his script), that he 
and only he is right.  All the others then are so-so: either half-wits or intentional swindlers. 

Phantoms are very close in their essence to thoughtforms of lower quality.  They are created by 
thinking beings with a rather high threshold of thought activity (we are speaking not of intellect, but 
of the presence of systems capable of dictating the form of the cluster and its informational 
satiation), a part of which man, as well, is regarded. 

Certain varieties of “larvae” and larva-like beings are actually born this way.  Besides that, often, 
practicing magicians and sorcerers actually raise for themselves similar servants and make use of 
their help, often passing them on generation to generation. 

There also exists a type of healing, with which the practicing one creates a thoughtform-phantom 
and sends it to his patient.  We would like to stipulate: such a phantom is capable of possessing a 
patient, by analogy of a specter with similar consequences, which, naturally, significantly limits the 
sphere of his application in healing by the bounds of certain reasonableness and permissiveness. 

One ought to keep in mind that in the same manner a phantom-torturer can be sent, so here 
everything depends only on the personal soul qualities of the one treating. 

There exist rather often cases when the one treating begins to use his victim by means of the 
phantom, while the victim himself does not even suspect it. 

Healing with the help of a phantom is a very and very controversial method, but, undoubtedly, in 
some cases it really is justified.  The peculiarity here is merely in the fact that the phantom itself 
carries in him the qualities of his creator, and also in the fact that the intrusion of one more layer - 
phantom into the energy-informational structure of the patient often can invoke a negative effect, 
like the one described with the possession by a “deceased” as was already indicated above. 

Phantoms inhabit places where there work or worked practicing magicians and sorcerers, and 
also mental hospitals and places where there is often someone ill with a heavy illness, since during a 
heavy, agonizing sleep a person is capable of unconsciously creating a certain something that one 
would not encounter even in a tale. 

Phantoms are not beings, they are thoughtforms-mechanisms. 
Doubles. 
The concepts of “double” and “duplicate” are so often mixed, that separating them will be quite 

difficult.  The only thing then, that we can say with full responsibility is that the double is the “other, 
additional side” of his possessor, if more accurately, a part of oneself, while the duplicate is 
something else. 



The double for an energetics practitioner is he him very self.  This can be observed in an 
example. 

And so, of what is man composed? 
Do not rush to read ahead, first answer for yourself, have something of your own, so that you can 

push off of this in your discourse. 
Am prepared to argue that most will have an ordinary answer, that is: hands, head, filet section, 

legs and so forth.  Here will also be drawn your new knowledge in fine-material energetics spheres. 
But ponder for yourself: if we were to take man apart into his component parts, then everything 

will remain: a set of “spare parts”, but you will not be able to create the man himself after taking 
him apart into his component parts. 

It logically flows then that the double is “him”, and “I” am me, isn’t that so? 
The hand - is that you?  Only without swerving and squirming: you or not you? 
It is commonly said: your hand was hit with a hammer, so was it your “hand” or “you”? 
Ah, your hand!… 
Pardon, cannot understand right away…  So is your hand “you” or not? 
No matter how much you twist and turn you will not find a simple answer, and will have to be 

satisfied with partial answers.  So then is it worth trying to find out who or what your double is to 
you, if it is born by means of you, lives as you and is for you something like a arm, leg, head and 
everything else simultaneously.  And also supports your own existence from beyond the backdrop of 
the “other side”. 

He is you, you are him and nothing, except of course tragic events, is capable of separating you 
into pieces.  If tragedy occurs, who knows, it is possible that your consciousness will split and there 
will exist two of you: one as a belonging of the more coarse structures, the other as a display of finer 
ones. 

And so, the double is your energy component, your fields, substances and other displays of the 
conditionally “slurred-over beyondphysicality”. 

Is it possible to see your own double?  Yes, it is, under the condition that in the field of energetics 
you are something like a circus acrobat, capable of seeing yourself from your back. 

It is also possible to see yourself by means of another, but that is already from another realm and 
will not be discussed here. 

Can your double come out onto the physical plan?  It can under specific conditions, but not for 
you.  There must not be two of you in one space simultaneously within limits of straight direct 
perception.  If there are - then no one will know about it, in any case not from you personally. 

Duplications.  Duplicates. 
A duplicate is nothing else than a variety of a whole highly organized phantom. 
A duplicate is the diving suit of the astral traveler.  It is a “form” which can be used either in an 

autonomous regime, that is according to a set program of actions, and in this case the duplicate 
really will be a pure machine, or in a controllable regime, when the duplicate is inhabited by a 
double. 

As was already said above, the duplicate is a form, and as a form he possesses a minimal number 
of artificial controlling systems, capable of only providing vital capacity for himself, which also is 
far from always the capability of the “astral traveler”, and also minimally sufficient systems for 
carrying out tasks in an autonomous, that is an uncontrolled regime. 

Duplicates are worked out intentionally, while a phantom most often is the child of chance.  The 
intention of the duplicate is guarded by the “astral traveler” as the wholeness of a personal 
automobile, moreover a favorite child, compiled by one’s own labor and one’s own hands. 



The duplicate has much greater chances, compared to the fine-material double of direct  entry 
into the physical space.  Moreover, most often it is for this reason that he is created. 

This process of building a duplicate is painstaking, long, demanding resignation of oneself and 
powerful tenacity in the given direction - and with unpredictable effect to add. 

What types of duplicates there can be - is better to read in the Strugatskys’ little tale “Monday 
begins on Saturday”.  There it is described joyfully, but faithfully.  Very many cripples, and less 
talents.  From the rather well-known concepts these are the “tulku” of the Tibetans, “golem” of the 
eastern and west European magicians - with a known portion of assumption and a certain bit of 
violation of the truth. 

A highly organized duplicate is an event, his owner - a genius. 
Do not rush to recall those who succeeded in this according to publications and stories: this side 

is the most dark in all of our history, and no possessor of a truly successful double will propagate on 
this, most often due to the reason that with the consciousness being tossed over from one duplicate 
into another, there occurs a memory gap, which for its correction demands incredible (but possible) 
amount of energy expenditures on the fine-material and often on the purely physiological plane as 
well. 

The physical body itself either tolerates the changes in the process of skill acquisition and obtains 
special qualities, or becomes secondary, that is turns into “duplicate N1”, being the launching pad 
for further steps. 

Deriving from the above listed, we can make certain generalized deductions: 
Specters and doubles are in fact an extension of the live being itself and are composed of the 

material of this live being. 
Phantoms and duplicates are built of material at hand, yet more often of external material with the 

prevailing informational participation and are not so much an extension of the live being as much as 
its creation. 

In relation to phantoms, the first type can actually be partially correct in principle: they can 
sometimes be an extension of the person himself.  For example, with a person in a state of 
psychosis. 

While specters and doubles are a real extension of the living, existing world and are born as a 
logical evolutionary path continuation of the given being, phantoms and duplicates are born not 
accidentally, yet their evolution can only be accidental, since they are created only as objects, 
vehicles and are not intended for evolution, although they can at times for a number of reasons 
obtain evolutionary inclinations. 

While phantoms, specters and doubles exist independent of our desire and are born by us 
chaotically, a duplicate is a result of intentional work, often - the goal of a whole life of a 
bioenergetics practitioner. 

Phantoms do not have a will of their own, but have an action program assigned by motives of the 
creator. 

Specters can have their own will, but can likewise not have it. 
Doubles - this is the being itself and will is present here just as much as it is present in the “I” 

itself of this single being. 
A duplicate by himself is not dangerous, if only he is not initiated for killing or for some other 

terrible action, but if there is consciousness present in him, the duplicate is no longer a duplicate: he 
is a being which created itself and that says quite a bit. 

Phantoms and specters is a generally accessible realm, doubles - the holy of holys, duplicates are 
“cruisers”, a certain “something” capable of much. 

Here we ought to note that the creation of duplicates is a deed of technology and hard work, 
while a double is the holy of holys. 



Without doubt, the described types of beings do not tell of all varieties of astral inhabitants, but 
are detailed enough in their description of all that touches us personally. 

In relation to other inhabitants of the astral world, we can only say that there is an endless number 
of astral worlds, as well as beings which inhabit them.  These beings are very varied and practically 
innumerable, and often simply indescribable due to absence of categories in which this description 
could take place. 

A little dictionary for supplement 2. 
“Beyondphysical” - here: everything, which is not directly related to physical components. 
“House spirit” - a psycho-energy-informational being.  It is believed that it lives in homes and 

either helps or impedes the inhabitants. 
Guiding spirits - here: psycho-energy-informational beings, helping man in controlling his body. 
Psychoses - in the given case, there is meant not the medical sides of the given term, but that 

understanding which is used among “common folk”. 
In other words: states in which a person falls into hysteria himself and draws those surrounding 

him into hysterias as well , and also with this scares everyone with “forces from the other side”. 

Briefly on teachings. 
Supplement 3. 
The supplement is written in the systems of interpretations and descriptions used by 

professional occultists and is intended for occultists.  Terms and concepts are simplified when 
possible and brought to the general usage level.  The author does not consider himself a historian 
of mysticism and easily allows for the fact that the text can contain errors and inaccuracies.  
Information used for writing the material brought below can be contradictory, as history itself as 
science of the past is contradictory.  Echoes of the past can allow us to only surmise, but no single 
fact from that which passed long ago is capable of giving us a full unconditional picture of what 
took place in reality. 

From the very beginning, we ought to state that the present description does not have as its goal 
the systemization of teachings nor of being their guide. 

The goal of this description is to give an understanding of teachings known at the present time, 
which conditionally divide the Earth’s geographical space into spheres of mystical influence. 

In reality nothing exists outside of some teaching, as there does not exist solitude: in any place, in 
any conditions, a live being is in interactions with the live medium surrounding it. 

The only thing that separates the live from the not live is the level of realization.  Matter is alive 
in its essence and that is primordial. 

The ancient ones really did know more about the world than we do, and it is no wonder: the 
world of ancient earthlings gave birth to them and raised them in a natural way and in the same 
natural way coexisted together with them, considering mankind one of its members. 

To feel themselves in their surrounding world was as natural for the forefathers as it is natural for 
us, their great-grandchildren, to laugh at this. 

All that we have today are echoes of that long-forgotten semi-intuitional semi-experienced 
knowledge, which was the gift of nature to its favorite children: ancient mankind. 

So it continued until man came to be under the burden of his “I”, the “ego” as the most ancient 
occultists defined it.  Today “ego” generally means something else and here this designation will not 
be used. 

In our contemporariness, the more familiar teachings for man of the West as ones such as: 



Christianity, which arose about 17-20 centuries ago as a logical sequential development of 
Judaism, 

Muslimism, as the latest practical-critical interpretation of Christianity, 
Buddhism - as a most broad block of various freely existing mystical convictions, 
various forms of Hinduism, often practiced in parallel with Buddhism, 
contemporary  Zoroastrianism of various displays, 
“B’hai” - “the so-called religion of light”, 
and also the “principle of Zen”, as a generalizing link of a block of Eastern philosophical-ethical 

teachings, present to some degree in the directions described above, 
and a broad field of greatly varying directions of narrow profile, beginning with South American 

and continuing in African teachings, which have existed before. 
As and addition we can add to the mystical “bouquet” Judaism itself, as well as the Tibetan 

occult trend of “Bonpo” and a list of other directions, sects, mystical and occult groups and trends of 
various scale, which come to your mind, reader. 

The listed teachings did not arise out of nothing, but were the fruit of teachings, which in their 
time arose from the teachings preceding them, which themselves, in their turn, grew out of teachings 
which lose their sources in the depth of ages. 

Without doubt those descriptions, which are presented to us today for consumption by “masters”-
leaders of these teachings are not at all what they were in the distant past. 

For which we should be thankful: we ought to believe that the values and moral inherent to the 
early Christians of the distant past would not suit our tastes - it is enough to recall the epoch of 
Jesuits to understand the simple human joy from today’s Christianity, represented by an enormous 
range of its trends completely different in spirit and quality. 

Examples of such teachings, which use ancient mystical sources as their foundation can be 
considered some of the block of teachings of Tibet, the beginnings of ancient Egypt, lost and once 
again growing teachings of pre-Magellan time of the American continent, Australia and even in the 
well familiar to us old woman Europe there exist today echoes of these teachings.[sic] 

In Russia today, this is expressed as the growing interest in the ancient cult of deities, thrown to 
the side by the intrusion of foreign religions, which came from beyond the conditional egregorial 
borders. 

According to certain legends, ancient Tibet was subject to this type of other-god expansion from 
the side of Egyptian priesthood, which was escaping from those who revolted already in the pre-
Christian period. 

According to the same sources, Egyptian priesthood, being banished from its refuges, first 
attempted to settle in India, but from here also, under the pressure of circumstances, was forced to 
travel to more remote places - into the mountainous Tibet and China, crowding by this the cultural 
and everyday life bases of that region. 

Here the history of the new Tibet is born: the Tibet of hierarchies.  In hierarchiness, there is 
displayed the inclination of Egyptian priesthood toward order and discipline: everything ought to be 
counted, measured and put in its places. 

And today travelers can see a stark difference between the teachings of the early and the later 
Tibet, which did not smooth out in the past millennia. 

According to other legends, Egyptian priesthood is also not born on an empty spot and not even 
in Egypt.  There exists lore of adoption of teachings of the supposedly sometime-existent Atlantis 
and even dates are named: 12-14 thousand years ago.  In essence this information is rather muddled, 
unproven and sooner wished than existing in reality - though that will offend a great number of 
those who wish to believe in this. 



However, it is curios to note that to this date specifically there are attached developments of 
certain other civilizations and teachings: such as the teaching of “Quetzalcoatl” - the “Feathered 
serpent” in South America, beliefs in the island parts of the East, Asia, Australia, Africa.  Though 
this could have come from other causes, no less realistic and explaining the logic of events and their 
interconnections no less conveniently, but which will not be brought forth here due to the fact of 
being out of place. 

No less curious are also other facts of legend history.  In that way, teachings dominating in the 
islanded Japan, to our wonder, completely differ in their character from those spread nearby - in 
China and also from any other region bordering with Japan. 

The Japanese themselves absolutely deny their ethnical relation to the peoples of the Asian part 
of the continent and attribute themselves to Western races, often shocking the unprepared listener.  
Even those teachings, which penetrate into the land of the Rising Sun acquire here a certain 
peculiarity, inherent specifically to this block of religions and teachings. 

In the same way as in the nearby China and in the more remote Tibet and India, Japanese 
teachings often speak of the community and mutual understanding, of kindness and mercy, but here 
lurks, unlike with the neighbors, a certain cruelty and explicitness bordering on fanaticism. 

How strange it is to observe, many thousand kilometers away, something quite like that which is 
known to us from legends of the ancient Vikings, and the character constitution of the religions 
themselves is so similar in its high military character of interrelations, that involuntarily there arise 
thoughts of the legendary Vikings subjugating the Japanese Islands. 

It is curios also to observe the principles Japanese samuraism. 
How could such an independent civilization, surrounded by most powerful layers of religions of 

the East, have grown up, original itself to such a degree that it could hold off an enormous wave of 
philosophies and teachings present in this region and practically retain its stability to the very end of 
the 20th century? 

Religions and philosophies of America, South as well as North, have remained until now and, it 
seems, will remain a secret behind seven seals, despite all attempts to successfully reanimate it after 
the triumphant intrusion of Western civilizations. 

If one were to consider the fact that original religions of the American Indians were mutually 
destroyed already in the course of intertribal warfare, then the steamroller of civilization smoothed 
them out and tamped them down completely. 

A deadly blow to the sphere of ancient American teachings was brought on by the change of 
races, which occurred as a result of population of the New World by those who came out of the Old 
in the process of populating America by those who came from Europe and Africa. 

The first to lie down in battle for possession of the land of the ancients were keepers of 
knowledge and guides of ancient laws: priesthood and mystically oriented chiefs.  Those who were 
left to live became more concerned with their perishable existence than with the search for truth, 
while yet others preferred to die. 

History which occurred in Egypt repeats.  Only the thing in America is that the difference in the 
opposing forces is too great.  And here knowledge and mystical-esoteric experience, alas, die off.  
Though for justice sake, we should say that some aspects of these teachings in general would 
probably not make us glad: neither the systematic human sacrifices, nor the ritual warfare, broadly 
practiced in both Americas is attractive from our point of view.  Except only for sadists and those 
who like the mystical extreme. 

Many, while shaking Carlos Castanedas’ bestseller, exclaim of the return of the lost knowledge 
of the American Indians, but - alas…  It is enough to carefully read this multi-volume collection to 
hear the sorrow over the lost knowledge from those who speak in it of knowledge of the new 
American magicians.  They all speak of the fact that the old knowledge has irretrievably died off 



and is lost forever.  Quetzalcoatl promised to return, but he will be met in an unknown country by 
strange people.  And - with unknown consequences. 

The same story, in different variations, is repeated as well in Australia with its most powerful 
ancient traditions of the island civilizations. 

And in Africa, with the peculiar and inimitable variety of color of absolutely indescribable and 
nowadays often absolutely unknown sides of cult of the local peoples. 

In India and China part of these traditions was preserved only due to the passivity of the original 
population toward the captors.  Here the philosophy of non-resistance saved part of the knowledge. 

Tibet is a different story.  Historical conflicts and wars with China brought Tibet to today’s 
miserable state and the once-powerful and rather aggressive state of Tibet, century after century 
bending under the pressure of the yet more aggressive neighbors, ended its existence under a wave 
of Chinese expansion. 

Far did stretch the hands of Christians, gone-too-far in their “missionness”, and only impassable 
mountains and forests stop, though not always, the insistent intrusion of “god’s senders”.  “Christ’s 
warfare” by fire and sword, and later also by gunpowder, instills Christ’s mission. 

Was the martyr’s blood so great and is it capable of washing off the streams of that blood which 
was spilled by His name?  While spilling streams of bitter tears upon Christ’s tormented body and 
for his own sake, peoples and races are cut out, adults and children are killed. 

The action leads to soothsayers of “his” will destroying each other… 
The heavenly kingdom is coming!… 
But will there be enough room there for those who did not spill blood, did not falsely testify and 

did not wish misfortune to another?  Will the heavenly Father have enough hands to reach the 
others, besides those who spread his word using blood and tears?  And will a person who lived his 
life in human manner want to share his other-side existence with those who outraged upon the 
immovable holys: life, conscience and freedom of will. 

Even the original god gives to man the right to remain human, to speak and act in his own name, 
and only those who did not give him this right stretch forth to take this right into their unclean 
hands. 

It would be mistaken to say that only Christianity is guilty of this.  It is enough to recall the “holy 
wars of Islam” which took place in the past and continue still, in which the “true believers” immerse 
their hands up to the elbow in the blood of their very brothers, including those in faith, while 
proclaiming that very heavenly kingdom - though for others and per a different script. 

One can recall as well that one of the reasons, which motivated the Spaniards toward merciless 
annihilation of South American Indians, was mass human sacrifice, and those who, in their 
homeland were said to be merciless murderers, those who were accustomed to the everyday fires of 
the Holy Inquisition, even they became outraged by these sights. 

We also ought not pass by the question that these sacrifices were produced and carried out by 
specifically those whom we consider ancient knowledge keepers - the kind, smart, spiritual and 
highly developed aesthetes of mysticism. 

It is curious to look into the holy of holys of Buddhism.  It is enough to just have one sketch to 
understand some of the symbols of “belief”. 

…A teacher instructs his pupil and explains to him that the world is created only so that each 
being, in the end, could become a kind godliness in the process of evolution - a Buddha.  And in the 
same place:  “If someone stands in your path to kindness, no matter be it a stranger or your own 
mother, kill him!”  This example, it seems, does not need explanation… 

Founders of Buddhism speak of closeness and a caring relation toward the surrounding world, of 
mutual understanding and love. 



Christian martyrs speak of the right to ascend upon the cross yourself, but not of bringing others 
upon it. 

How did these rather progressive teachings become the weapon of oppression and persecution 
and are their founders at fault for the later profanation of their memory? 

Jesus is not yet all of Christianity, Buddha is not yet all of Buddhism, Muhammad is not all of 
Islam and this is true. 

Teaching needs to be found in one’s heart, but not on other’s lips or in other’s deeds. 
Where is the word of the Lord if not in the hearts of humans, where is humanity if not in all 

living creatures? 
Alas, knowledge is lost like the heart is lost. 
To find that which truly makes man human is the debt of each of us, this specifically carries the 

real - and not the seeming, spectral - truths and abilities toward existence in the sphere of 
civilizations, while everything else destroys itself. 

…Not long ago, during a meeting with one person engaged in energetics practices, it came out 
that from his point of view the heart must submit to the order of the mind and must open or close 
toward those around according to its orders… 

The heart, that which in man is the carrier of conscience, came to be subject to the intellect!  The 
greatest gift to humanity is reduced to the state of a gateway with a keeper: this I shall pass, and this 
not… 

This incident is not the only one, and deafness and blindness of the soul is its consequence. 

A little dictionary for supplement 3. 
“Ego” - here: one of deep philosophical occult categories, designating something unfathomable in 

the depths of the human psyche with the help of which man realizes himself as a concrete individual 
being. 

This category is extremely complex and has nothing in common with the widely used 
understanding of “egoism”. 

Christianity - here: an occult teaching, based on the interpretation of world understanding offered 
by Jesus Christ.  Jesus Christ is semi-real semi-legendary person, who was capable of changing the 
course of ancient Jewish beliefs. 

That which we meet today is not quite what took place then.  In two thousand years’ time, all 
documents relating to that epoch have been rewritten and reinterpreted a multitude of times, and 
presently no one is capable of saying precisely what was said and what was written. 

If speaking more concretely - today Jesus is more likely what we think of him, than who he could 
have been in actuality. 

In our contemporariness, Christianity holds one of the leading spots by the number of those who 
follow it, though not the first.  Undoubted are its merits in cultivating the human morals and 
spirituality.  Undoubted and horrible are the dark pages of Christian history: the fires of the Holy 
Inquisition, the Great Russian schism, crusades and more. 

Especially for Russians: the Great schism occurred due to the refusal of certain communes and 
followers to base their ritual practice upon new orders.  In fact, the “schismatics” in their services 
preferred to base upon the most ancient of the Christian documents, which made their way to us, and 
did not accept new interpretations of the faith. 

Muslimism - here: a layer of beliefs and teachings which occurred in the Orient, based on the 
interpretations of the prophet Mahomet (Mohammed). 

One of his assertions was the indication of the incorrect understanding of the preceding teachings 
by people and, based on that, the communication of all of “our people” to the “right”, that is, the 



correct faith (true believers), and those who understand incorrectly - to the category of the 
“unfaithful”. 

The special constitution of character and methods of raising have done their deed, and today 
Muslimism is one of the most irreconcilable and cruel persecutors of people preaching all other 
faiths, including atheists (those who do not believe an anything beyond the limits of physical 
matter). 

Today Muslimism is one of the most powerful teachings. 
Buddhism - here: the teaching born in the Orient which spread far beyond its limits. 
The main reason for such spreading was a certain “democraticness” of this faith and a rather easy 

adaptation of it to other teachings. 
To this day, Buddhist motifs very easily show through in many questions of religions which to 

this day are trying to retain their fine appearance and ostentatious steadfastness. 
Buddhism builds its teaching on the idea that each living being is capable of taking the path of 

evolution from an embryo in form of not yet even an animal, to a ripe state in form of a Buddha - a 
kind god-spirit. 

One of the distinguishing peculiarities of Buddhism is in its variety.  Certain lines of Buddhism, 
on the first glance, completely contradict each other, but that does not get in their way of peacefully 
and calmly coexisting side by side. 

Buddhism includes in itself extraordinarily many directions, capable of taking into account the 
character and specificity of places where it is represented and of the people who live there.  This 
creates a complete appearance of “kindred” of faiths and teachings in relation to Buddhism: each 
person is capable of finding in the “cluster” of Buddhism exactly that which suits him and of 
discovering in Buddhism something which seems to him to be a likeness of his own religion. 

On this ground there often occur legends and myths of the supposed existing interrelations 
between the founders of religions and Buddhists.  Sometimes this is founded, sometimes it does not 
stand criticism.  Reasonable solutions of problems in all regions and with different peoples often 
resemble each other and are not necessarily cast in from the side. 

Today the block of Buddhist faiths takes the main place among religions on our planet. 
Zoroastrianism - here: a special layer of philosophy-world view born in Ancient China. 
For the most part, founders of religion look, as was already indicated above, like semi-mythical 

semi-real individuals due to those legends with which they came to be surrounded.  Zoroaster looks 
otherwise: this is an absolutely realistic figure in the history of his country and often appears under 
different names. 

Unlike a multitude of teachings, Zoroastrianism leads the line of getting accustomed to the 
formed conditions.  Zoroastrianism is not a religion, it is a philosophical-worldview teaching.  In 
some ways, possibly even atheistic. 

B’hai” - the “religion of light”.  A contemporary attempt to combine many religions and their 
prophets into a single mystical following.  Exists quite broadly and includes in itself a large number 
of contemporary followers.  Is characterized by tolerance, enlightenment and a rather broad freedom 
of views. 

“Zen” - not a religion.  This is an occult-philosophical principal, indicating the balance of things 
and phenomena in the nature of the universe.  Zen is a special path of world perception. 

Atlantis - semi-legendary island, from which, according to legends, occult and other knowledge 
spread throughout the planet. 

There exist opinions that this island perished in a catastrophe approximately 12 - 14 thousand 
years ago, which forced the surviving inhabitants to seek refuge on the shores of islands and 
continents. 



There exists a multitude of stories of how approximately in that period strange beings came to 
different geographical regions and taught people that, which today got the strange name of 
occultism.  Though some things from the scientific knowledge, according to the same legends, also 
come from Atlantis. 

“Quetzalcoatl” - in the meaning translation stands for “feathered serpent”.  The name of one of 
the beings described a few lines above.  One of the semi-legendary deities of South America of the 
pre-Magellan epoch. 

Samurais - a caste of Japanese warriors-philosophers. 
“New World” - special name for the American continent. 
“Old World” - special name for Europe.  These names came to be in connection with the 

population of America by former inhabitants of Europe. 
“Bestseller” - here: a very widely read and popular book. 
“Missionness” - here: a special attitude of any man or being, expressed in mandatory carrying out 

by him of his “mission”, that is, an assignment. 
There exists one more concept - “messiah”, that is a person endowed with supernatural abilities 

for carrying out the work assigned to him by God.  Jesus Christ is honored by Christians as the 
messiah:  “Christ” stands for messiah. 

“Christ’s warfare” - here: one of the concepts used by Christians when conducting active deeds 
against worshippers of other faiths and teachings. 

Aspects of materiality. 
Supplement 4. 
The supplement is written in the systems of interpretations and descriptions used by occultists 

and is intended for occultists.  Terms and concepts are simplified when possible and brought to 
the general usage level. 

If one were to stop, look around and think a bit, one could rather easily come to the conclusion 
that the materiality of our everyday, so well familiar world is nothing else than a “something”, 
displayed within the limits of our perception. 

This “something” possesses rather closely lying spectra of perception and exchange within the 
limits of a type of beings. 

This way, for example, the distinguishing characteristics of each variety of beings are the more 
precisely (starkly) expressed peculiarities, inherent particularly to this type of individuals - at least 
from the point of view to which we are accustomed. 

These distinguishing peculiarities of perception unite beings into varieties and create, in the 
medium of their dwelling, an original inner “niche” of properties, absolutely physical from the point 
of view of these beings themselves. 

Example.  We do not doubt the fact that sound is oscillations of the material medium, but even in 
this type of “materiality effect” there exists a mass of different interpretations and branched out 
properties, creating a multitude of “materialities”, purely individual for each type. 

Everything which lies in the layer-plane of our perception, we ourselves accept as reality.  
Abilities of other beings however, for example, dolphins or bats, toward perception of sound 
oscillations of a sphere foreign for us personally are taken by us, for some reason, beyond the limits 
of the natural, for ourselves in any case. 

A bat, according to some scientists - which perhaps is questionable, should not hear man’s voice, 
and in the given case, that which for us is undoubtedly “material” (the sound of the human voice), 
for the bat displays as something beyondmaterial. 



Even if it hears the human voice, then the sound of it for the bat itself will be quite different from 
that which is characteristic of man, since the bat has a completely different “tuning” of the sound 
perception spectrum. 

This way, from the point of view of the bat, our voice is nothing more than the mystical ravings 
of nature’s turbulent fantasy. 

But then again the bat excellently orients in its own “type sound niche” and uses other high-
frequency oscillations no less actively than grandmothers on the bench use theirs during active 
gossip. 

It is unavoidable that these oscillations are deciphered by the consciousness of the bat in a very 
specific manner and create a fantastic, from our point of view, picture of the surrounding world. 

Here one can see “sound mountains” which do not exist on man’s world map, “sound rivers” 
flowing not according to our laws, and it is highly unlikely that man would recognize himself in the 
deciphering of the bat’s consciousness. 

One ought to understand: it has its own system of perception in its own spectrum of oscillations 
and its own constants of consciousness. 

Anyone who at least once has seen pictures taken in ultraviolet, infrared or other types of rays, 
not included in the spectrum of direct human perception, will agree that with the allowance of a 
“superspectrum” of perception into the sphere of human sensations, the world completely changes 
its forms. 

Imagine for yourself, for at least a moment, that you began independently, without devices, to 
perceive something from a spectrum unfamiliar to you. 

The world transforms, changes.  Your perception of it will also change. 
Materiality is that shred of perception with which we and we personally grope the world around 

us. 
Did you ever try to explain to a deaf person what it means to hear? 
And to a blind person what it means to see? 
And to a person without legs what it means to walk? 
If not - you are a lucky person. 
Now try to imagine that you are explaining what “fine-material energetics” and bio-informational 

exchange are to someone who does not have in his consciousness a place for their perception, to 
someone whose organs of this spectrum of perception are sleeping, atrophied or are damaged… 

A little dictionary for supplement 4. 
Multitude of materialities - here is meant not so much the supermateriality itself as much as its 

fragmented perception by beings-dwellers. 
Example.  The sea is inhabited by a multitude of dwellers: from beings with very hard and sturdy 

shells to extraordinarily soft-bodied beings. 
Let us compare the perception of the crab, whose soft body is protected by hard armor, and the 

perception of the jellyfish, extraordinarily open for any trouble. 
How physical is the jellyfish from the point of view of the crab?  Just as physical as, from the 

point of view of a science worker, a specter is physical. 
Or another example.  An amoeba from the point of view of the more dense human being is no 

more than a snot-like slippery-material barely perceivable something, and that is a living being to 
add. 

There exists a multitude of animals who feel something, interpreted by them as materiality, be it a 
dangerous smell or a forbidding sound. 



The whole matter is not so much in the impossibility of getting through, as much as in the inner 
most powerful contradiction: here is forbidden - that means the psyche builds a powerful barrier of 
pseudomateriality. 

It is generally accepted that all people perceive materiality alike.  How alike?  Well, of course the 
same as “we” personally perceive it! 

Are you sure? 
Maybe you already conducted research? 
No sense in conducting it, everything clear already? 
The author, however, did.  The results are quite educational. 
The psyche of each being builds its own materiality according to information which it receives by 

means of its organs of perception and type prohibitions personal and collective, which are present in 
it from the beginning. 

If the being was able to step over or break the prohibition - it is an invalid, if it was able to 
“ripen” through it - it is wonder-working. 

Abovematerial layers. 
Supplement 5. 
The supplement is written in the systems of interpretations and descriptions used by 

professional occultists and is intended for occultists.  Terms and concepts are simplified when 
possible and brought to the general usage level. 

In this chapter we will lean, in our discourse on abovemateriality, upon the earlier definition of 
materiality as a spectrum of perception of a concrete being in a sphere of dwelling of its own type of 
beings.  Or, speaking more simply, everyone: man, monkey, bird, microbe has his own materiality, 
clearly outlined within the boundaries of this type, class, race, but each separate monkey, bird, 
microbe and person has his own personal materiality as well! 

Since talk in the given part will be of people, then by materiality of the world we will mean the 
realm of perception of the average statistical person.  Not considering racial, kindred, religious-
philosophical and other peculiarities of individual perception. 

The coarser material substances just so happen to lie closest to the heart of our spectrum of 
perception.  More accurately, we perceive them as something immovable, even if potentially 
transformable, but definable in time and space. 

These are rocks, bones, wood, sand.  Generally everything which is well and firmly felt by our 
physical organs of perception. 

A bit further from the center of the spectrum of our perception lie such media as fluids, especially 
if one were to consider their abilities to transform: to evaporate and be reborn. 

One of the determining factors here is the amount of inclination of the substance toward 
acquisition of “beyondphysical” properties. 

Water has a multitude of states.  For example, when heated it, from our point of view, goes off 
into “beyondmateriality”, turning into steam, and the steam carries in itself certain displays of that 
“other-sidedness”.  It either “materializes”, displaying in form of clouds, ready to pour as rain or fall 
as snow, returning back into the physical world, or strives again to go beyond the borders of human 
perception, dissolving in the air without a trace. 

Specifically here it would be proper to make the following comparison: in the sphere of 
perception of “individual materiality” of the average statistical person steam clouds undoubtedly 
exist - he sees them and that is why the questions of their materiality need not be discussed.  Yes, 
but that does not stand true for someone who is blind: the word “sees” remains an empty sound for 
him, the clouds themselves are felt by him as something “mystical”, though perceivable, but very 



indirectly, since that mechanism of perception, which for the most part is what dictates to us, 
“ordinary mankind”, the concept of materiality is absent. 

…Is that really so?  Without doubt so.  We can sense the touch of an extremely limited space - at 
a distance of outstretched arms and legs at most, but! by materiality we very simply and without 
grounds assume to be everything that falls into the sphere of our visual, specifically visual 
perception! 

Before everything was simple: there were no laser volume technologies and we could not even 
assume that with the help of these very technologies someone can “fool” us and our vision, offering 
holographic images of living beings and objects which do not exist here and now. 

Holography aside, every household has a television set.  If we were to make a false window 
opening the size of the TV set, place the set in it and play a video cassette with an ongoing scene, 
and pick the scale of what is displayed on the screen of size corresponding with reality, then even 
the poor TV set can easily fool the most learned opponent of ours!… 

…But, getting back to the topic.  The same thing as in the case with fluids can be observed in 
interaction with minerals, but for their transformation forces need to be applied: sometimes greater, 
sometimes lesser. 

Forces and the magnitudes of their application depend on a multitude of factors, but one of the 
main ones is the factor of “centrality” of position of that material in the spectrum of our perception. 
With the help of influence we sort of “toss out” matters beyond the limits of our perception, or 
introduce them into perception from beyond its borders. 

To the “abovematerial layers” we will attribute those types of matters which, for to one reason or 
another, fall out of the sphere of perception of the average statistical representative of contemporary 
mankind. 

Here, purely conditionally, it is not out of place to bring in the category of the “astral world”, 
since specifically it is the closest to the conditionally “physical” or material world by its plans of 
matter existence (it exists in plural form). 

There exists a conditional intermediate layer of non-physical-non-astral states - “ether”, but today 
we shall temporarily leave it in peace. 

The astral world, as our world, is populated by beings, possesses realms of relative good and evil, 
experiences interactions within itself as well as influence from the side of conditionally coarser and 
conditionally finer plans of existence (of matters). 

These entities have a clear-cut opinion of the materiality of their existence and their sphere of 
space.  They react the same way to miracles, when something happens which goes beyond the 
boundaries of their perception, and it is not yet known who will be more surprised at the first 
encounter: the being of that world or man of ours. 

This world would not be accessible to man if he did not carry in himself parts of these substances, 
but, fortunately or misfortunately, so the world is arranged that man is a conditionally vertical being 
and a portion of his entity is fine-material. 

In order to understand what a conditionally vertical being is, let us try to figure out the essence 
itself of this verticality, for example, in an ordinary post. 

Let us imagine that we have a vertical post, immersed with one end into the earth, and with the 
other going beyond the limits of the atmosphere into cosmic space. 

Let us allow that a miracle occurred and the post is created such, that the portion immersed in the 
earth has realized itself as a live being.  It is natural that the portion of the post, which has realized 
itself as a live being, dictates worldview to the remaining portion, forming in it the assuredness that 
all of the world is an underground. 



Certain effects, connected with the conditions of the other end, the cosmic one, do not fit into this 
image, but that is not particularly disturbing and the post asserts again and again that any minute 
now the underground science will find an explanation to these mysteries as well. 

As soon as the end of the post, which realized itself, engages in studying itself, it becomes 
assured in a reality of another type of existence, particularly: that in which it is represented along its 
whole length, including as a cosmic being. 

Here we ought to stipulate: not “cosmic”, but “cosmic as well - including”.  In greater detail on 
evolution of the consciousness is in the supplement “The astral world and dimensionality”. 

Man, from the point of view of beyondphysical principles, is the same type of an “energy post”, 
though not in the physical, material sense of this word, but in a non-dimensional energy stream - 
egregor.  If there is in this senseless-profound world a meaning of life, then the meaning of man’s 
existence is in supplying this world with necessary fine-material energy substances. 

This principal, in the overwhelming majority of cases, is not carried out, or more accurately - is 
not carried out sufficiently, and since this is closely related with health and how one feels himself, 
then these undoubtedly will not be at a high level. 

These substances possess in the given application a special quality: they dissolve the refuse of the 
beings’ vital activity in a strictly determined property - only that is dissolved which does not possess 
a developed “consciousness” for holding its own form of existence. 

Man is not a being of this world and comes here as a gardener for refreshing the garden.  In the 
given case we are talking of man as a being of cosmic and supercosmic order, and we are touching 
upon the conditional multidimensional or superdimensional structure of man. 

“Man-stream”, while penetrating the astral layer, but realizing himself only as a physical being, 
puts himself into very disadvantageous conditions: having forgotten of the presence in himself of a 
most powerful nourishing canal - a stream of multidimensional configuration, he leaves this stream 
without use and supervision.  The stream grows sickly, subsides, and astral beings, including astral 
displays of people of different types, use it as they see fit. 

In rather heavy conditions breaches of this stream are possible, and its possessor becomes a slave 
of his energy starvation.  In a majority of cases, subconsciously he begins to “tap” into streams of 
other people, seeking to solve his problem on someone else’s account.  In such a way occurs the 
phenomenon of energy-material vampirism. 

A vampire is incapable of coming into contact with a person in whom this canal is used very 
intensively, and that is why he as a rule joins another cripple, half cut-off in the energy sense, 
intensifying an already unenviable situation. 

In such a way, it can often be observed (by a clairvoyant), how a whole group of energy vampires 
passes energy along a “circle”, closed within itself, unsuccessfully trying to acquire at least a droplet 
of additional energy. 

Of course, there also exist other displays of energetic, as well as other types of vampirism, 
including physical, most often bringing people into a state of shock.  We will talk of this further on 
and this topic presents in itself a serious problem, and the approaches to it are vigilantly guarded. 

The astral world has, as a rule, but not always, a more soft structure of interaction and allows, 
from our point of view, a rather wide arsenal of possibilities and abilities.  This way, if in the 
physical world man is relatively strongly tied by matter (more accurately - by what he thinks of it), 
then in the astral world there is one fundamental property present: man’s capabilities toward self-
realization through the natural way and through will, in form of plastic-soft, but steady movement 
toward the marked or missionary goal. 

One ought not forget that the dogmatism of beings represented in this plane very much 
corresponds with the dogmatism of man himself in ours.  Miracles in the astral world is something 



more frequent than in our world, but invokes no lesser of an excitement and admiration, though 
these categories of “miracles” themselves are somewhat different. 

In our time there exists a multitude of witness accounts of flights in astral bodies and of life on 
other planets.  This aspect is closely tied with the theory of possession and, do believe, nowhere is 
there prepared for you a multitude of free bodies, which you can possess upon invitation.  
Possession by you is oppression of that being which you possess, of its “I”.  Have a conscience dear 
“psychics”! 

The question of reincarnations (rebirths - re-possessions) or soul evolutions often gets used for 
justifying frankly idiotic, and often plain disgraceful deeds, from any point of view.  The concepts of 
reincarnations and possessions are purposely intermixed to such a degree that soon probably even 
intestinal worms will declare to you that they are your reincarnation, at the slightest attempt of 
ousting them. 

By means of the astral world, with interactions with astral and other forms of display of other 
dimensions was, in turn, created the world well familiar to us and material for us.  And it is here that 
there occurred the collision of the interests of man, as a cosmic being, and of demons, as beings of 
infracosmic (subcosmic) order, the region of matter “turned inside-out”.  Of course, again from our 
point of view. 

These are not anti-material beings, but beings in their majority living a much longer time than 
today’s mankind.  These are the builders of worlds and galaxies, technocrats and dogmatists. 

It is no wonder that the interests of man and demon are diametrically opposed - just like the 
interests of the builder and professor of philosophy: a stinge, freeloader and swindler of “fine 
fellows” to which the builder attributes himself. 

Man and demon are created from somewhat different types of matter.  From, of course, our point 
of view.  But demons here are the senior inhabitants and experience allows them to act at home in 
these spheres, be it the astral world or our material world. 

Demons also know what Light is, but their light is a somewhat different color and of different 
perception.  Like man also, demons know of the existence of a “single being eternally living within 
itself”, and also consider him their one father (the Absolute). 

Like with people also, there are their own moral norms, ethics and esthetic needs present with 
demons, but their character is without doubt somewhat peculiar from our point of view. 

Demons and other beings are determined rather easily through the astral plan by seers and they 
know perfectly well what is hidden behind the general signboard of “earthly mankind”, though here 
also too much depends on the level of competence and depth of understanding.  The psyche is 
serious business and only the following evolution of man is capable of giving a definition of its 
essence. 

It is a wonderful thing, probably, when there exist places where these absolutely different types 
of live beings can shake each other’s hands, fins, claws, fingernails and more and peacefully coexist 
side by side.  Although there are certain hierarchies in which this invokes a steady disorder of the 
nervous system and that is quite regrettable. 

Demons, diablos, devils, angels, people, gods - all this are beings of rather “vertical” psychical 
constitution, however the end of the egregorial post is often projected into different regions of the 
Absolute. 

Conditionally “horizontal” beings, then, can be considered certain egregors, in other words, 
collective spirits, and also spirits of places, planes and planets, systems and so forth.  That is, that on 
the background of which we dwell:  externally unanimated matter. 

By the way - from the point of view of many of them, we ourselves are these very “up to our ears 
horizontal” ones, so rejoicing in this is somewhat inappropriate. 



The astral world is divided, also purely conditionally, into various regions: the higher astral 
world, aspiring toward the white spectrum of man’s perception, the lower astral world, striving 
toward the black luminescence, from the point of view of man’s perception, and a multitude of 
phases - worlds between them. 

By the way, in Africa, for example, the devil is “honored” with white color?!  Unlike black in 
Europe… 

These worlds often interact and cross, forming a fanciful weaving of civilizations of various 
character. 

No matter which astral world is chosen at the beginning stage of the path, in the end the being, 
under the condition of keeping to the requirements of conscience of its own astral world, meets with 
aboveastral displays of higher or lower (depending on the direction of movement) generalizing 
spheres of existence, which are the original sources of many, but not all of our familiar astral 
worlds, bordering with the physical. 

Here rules, from the point of view of our consciousness, the chaos of world creation.  Some 
perceive this as a chain of formalized actions of superwise order.  Others - as a disorderly heaping of 
unfathomable clutter - today it is not for us to understand this, but behind this layer lies a strange 
world.  A world which one keeps wanting to name as the world of the eternallyliving. 

How much this category coincides with the truth is unknown, but they themselves do not seek 
this, since our categories are inadmissible by them. 

They are interested in the evolution of our world and, somewhere, in some way, are creators and 
helpers.  There are also among them those, who in their turn were born and grew here and traveled 
the long path toward the light. 

This world is one of many. 
It, unlike ours, is not created out of chaos, but is the fruit of labor of those who realize themselves 

and populate it. 
He who has gone through the path of evolution and understood that godlikeness is not an empty 

sound, shaking the air, and conscience, and heartiness is not a philosophical category, but a vital 
everyday need.[sic] 

Interaction of layers. 
Supplement 6. 
The supplement is written in the systems of interpretations and descriptions used by 

professional occultists and is intended for occultists.  Terms and concepts are simplified when 
possible and brought to the general usage level. 

In order to look at this question, one need not at all spend much time looking for examples, but, 
at the first glance, some of the facts brought forth below will look somewhat idiotic. 

Everything that we see around is nothing other than interaction of “layers”.  The world is like a 
certain substance thousands, millions, billions of times turned inside-out within itself by means of 
itself. 

Each being is none other than a special type of this very substance turned inside out in various 
layers. 

If we were to look at this problem from the side of the physical (material) world, then we can 
bring forth as examples, today’s (as well as, actually, yesterday’s and the day’s before yesterday) 
widespread “miracles” of the now fashionable branch - psychic practice. 

A psychic is a being which attracts toward itself and transforms within itself various sorts of 
substances “non-material” from the point of view of the ordinary average consciousness. 



These people are capable of evoking for interaction various sorts as well as various types of 
radiations and fields right up to rather rigid ones.  In special cases their will is capable of interacting 
directly with substances absolutely physical from our point of view. 

A widely spread example of such an interaction is an illness or even deadly outcome from 
resentment, insult, wish and so forth. 

Such incidents are not rare, and a typical case is described in Nicolai Vasilievich Gogol’s story 
“The Overcoat”27[27].  Here are also displayed such types of interaction as damage of the human 
body’s layers of abovematerial character, when the person experiences a greater or lesser 
indisposition. 

In the given aspect we can look at one of the significant and interesting examples - the birth of 
children to differing parents and their “initial formation”. 

First we ought to say that around us at various “levels” and in various “forms” there are energy 
informational “clouds-fields” present.  These can be collective egregorial formations (“spirits” of 
societies, religions, teachings, professions, nationalities, political and economic systems and other 
societal formations) from family ones to most powerful world ones, as well as remnants of beings 
which realistically existed and left the “physical” life, including people. 

Beings with rather strongly expressed abilities can create, during their “material” and “other side” 
life, rather voluminous cloud-like masses and “imprint” their individuality in them. 

By means of their interrelations, the parents already, as a rule subconsciously, less often 
consciously, create an exchange of information with that cloud-being from the “other side” world, 
which they are capable of “reaching” or to which they want to “dedicate” their infant.  That is, they 
search for a spiritual substance for vitalizing the child. 

Of course, the founding role here is played by the parents’ predisposition, their spiritual growth, 
psychical strength, aspirations, goals and closeness of relations.  Likewise, the placement of 
egregorial and personality clouds-layers, their intermixing and level of mutual understanding ought 
to be taken into account. 

During conception of the child, the genetic structure is laid by the physical parents, and the astral, 
“other side” substances continue the battle for possession of the feelings, thoughts and motives of 
the future human for a very long time.  Sometimes the whole lifetime. 

The first stage of the battle comes to an end, as a rule, in the first months of pregnancy. 
In a case, if above a population there hung an egregorial display of Gogol, one ought not be 

surprised by the birth of a multitude of children with psychological predisposition rather offset in 
Gogol’s direction.  Besides that, “Gogol syndrome” will become more common in people with a 
rather sensitive psyche and in special clinics there will occur a mass influx of “Nicolai 
Vasilieviches”. 

Reading of his literature will become fashionable. 
The children then, in addition to the genetic memory of their immediate parents, their family and 

national memory, will have a distinct imprint of memory of the above mentioned astral “father” or 
“fathers”. 

In reality, this field cluster will be the creator of the infant’s character, his personality along with 
his parents.  It is that which is the individual direct creator, unlike the single creator - the Absolute. 

Without doubt there is the fact that around us there always exists a rather broad spectrum of 
egregorial layers, but as a rule one of them after all is the determining one and has greater influence 
than others on the personality being born.  
                                                   
27 In The Overcoat by Nikolai Vasilievich Gogol, 1809-1852, the main character gets severely 
yelled at by a high-ranking official, falls seriously ill and dies shortly thereafter. 
 



In other forms, interactions of layers look in man like a simultaneous presence of physical, 
ethereal, astral, spiritual and other types of substances.  Names applied here are purely conditional 
and we are talking merely of their representation in man. 

When any egregorial layer condenses above any region, the people of that region begin to 
frantically rush toward extremes inherent to that particular egregor.  

That occurred in 1917, during World War II, and in other great events, favorable as well as 
catastrophic ones.  Whether we want to accept it or not, but all great events began this way, and our 
time is no exception to that.  

Questions of energy informational study. 
Supplement 7 
The supplement is written in the systems of interpretations and descriptions used by 

professional occultists and is intended for occultists.  Terms and concepts are simplified when 
possible and brought to the general usage level. 

Any matter, be it, from our point of view, a representative of the physical world or some other, 
beyondphysical display, possesses on one side properties of energies, and on the other - 
informational properties.  But the moving factor, that force, which makes this matter live, exist, is 
after all the will. 

This can be: 
- the will of this matter itself, under the condition that it itself is already enlivened - that is, 

brought to a state of complex self-regulating formation, 
- or the will of an outside being, which transforms it and displays itself by means of this matter. 
One thing can be said precisely - will simply must be present. 
From the point of view of a being possessing the quality of vitality, will is a certain process of 

self-supporting material-transforming movement, a process flowing within the organism, be it 
physical (material), from our point of view or non-material - for us.  Movement not toward the 
perishing but toward the increasing beginning, becoming more complex in an avalanche-like 
manner. 

If we were to look at this aspect more broadly, then the will, in the end, acquires the character of 
conscious choice of a psycho-self-material-transforming process with full inevitable responsibility 
for all its consequences. 

In other words: that, which we are today - at this concrete moment, is an inevitable logical 
interconnection of directed - willful, as well as incidental - pre-will events, in regard to our personal 
psycho-bio-material-physiological construction, which preceded this moment. 

If more briefly: an ass is an ass because he’s an ass… 
Usually when making a choice, a person begins to carry responsibility for its consequences only 

after the avalanche of these life’s consequences of his sweeps over in a wave and exceeds all 
imaginable and unimaginable boundaries. 

The presence of will speaks of something different: if one were to begin to carry responsibility 
from the very beginning of the process, then the consequences expressed in form of critical tensions 
“dissolve” and there does not occur an accumulation of them.  If, however, this does occur, a person 
is capable of determining and “picking apart” the wave of problems sooner than these problems 
begin to dictate.  

In this, one of the higher functions of the conscience is displayed: begin to pay for your mistakes 
sooner than there accumulates a critical amount of them. 

One should differentiate the concepts of “will” and “willpower”, usually looked at as similar 
definitions - if not to say equivocal. 



Will is a steady broad calm-unsurpassable action-movement, occurring within the bounds of 
possibilities offered by natural course of events, constants or allowances.  This way, the will 
represents in itself a natural process. 

Willpower is a action-movement aimed at overcoming natural bounds of development, 
expansion or evolution, offered intentionally or evolutionarily-incidentally as a niche for 
development by means of natural-willful action-movement.  This way, willpower is perhaps a 
natural process, but certainly not for that plane of development within which willful action-
movement is represented.  For which then?  For some other: if you wish - a lower or higher, if 
you wish - for the left or the right, but - for some other. 

Energy, or that, which is customarily meant by this term, is in no case just energy, same as 
information cannot exist by itself. 

In the end, everything comes to energy-informational structures, which are special forms of 
matter, and our materiality within the physical world is merely a mutual understanding within a 
certain spectrum of perception. 

Let us recall the example with the bat brought earlier: a layer of audio (from our point of view) 
oscillations is absent from its spectrum of perception, or more accurately, it is definitely present in 
its secondary displays.  But the bat’s reaction to these displays goes beyond the limits of our 
understanding and that is why we do not perceive it - this reaction - logically. 

As one of the proofs we can bring forth the fact of radiation of man: regardless of the fact that 
man does not sense the radiation influence itself upon the organism clearly enough, he does sense 
the secondary display of this influence in form of ominous contours of radiation illness. 

In the medium of sensitives or, speaking more simply, people with heightened sensitivity, there is 
a rather deep division into those who work with energetics and those who work with informational 
components. 

If we were to look at this division more soberly, then it is absurd in its essence: energy-
informational structures in immediate proximity of the axis of man’s perception of materiality have 
the energy properties far more starkly expressed within its spectrum. 

This occurs at a time when structures further from the axis of human materiality are displayed 
more as informational media.  Afterwards, these peculiarities are erased and acquire the look (at first 
glance) of a mess of formless and senseless structures. 

Actually, for the sake of justice, we ought to note that there exists a multitude of people, 
extraordinarily sensing field and energy media, and also controlling them consciously as well as 
subconsciously. 

Here we also ought to stipulate that human oddity has allowed the study and use of these 
properties of the organism for encoding (read: charm, bewitching), influencing the way someone 
feels and other forms of application within political, military, police-militia as well as simple 
communal-household aspects. 

The vital beginning. 
Supplement 8. 
The supplement is written in the systems of interpretations and descriptions used by occultists 

and is intended for occultists.  Terms and concepts are simplified when possible and brought to 
the general usage level. 

…All in all, in the world there exists, as was said earlier, only one broad live being, dreaming 
within itself without the possibility of awakening or of going with at least a part of itself beyond 
itself… 



This being sleeps eternally and cannot ever awaken, though this category of “ever” itself is quite 
conditional. 

We are a part of it and our consciousness is its sleep.  The stronger and more powerful our 
realization of ourselves, the deeper the eternal sleep of the Absolute, since it is specifically the 
Absolute, which in essence is this very being. 

The sleep of the Absolute should not be looked at as an unconscious state, since it seems that his 
awakening is a “Great Something” and only his sleep is for him existence and reality. 

There exist many versions of the world’s birth. 
According to some of them, the world was consciously and intentionally born by the Absolute - 

which is arguable and hardly executable, since consciousness is: 
- a consequence of complicatedly organized logical system, which cannot occur without extensive 

evolutionary rises and falls on the path of self-organization - one,  
- and also the Absolute doesn’t have anything to build from, other than from itself, which is 

rather strange and illogical in this case - two. 
In other words, the Absolute is not a creator, but a creationary studio, comprised of the 

Creator and the Created. 
Someone will argue: that these, you see, are higher or some other logical constants!  But that is 

no different: all logical constants indeed are the godly will as it is presented by contemporary 
confessions-religions, and the illogic aspects are indeed the instruments of its opponents of world 
construction…  You know whose… 

Quite often between the concepts of Absolute and God there is a sign of equality and semblance - 
that is not so.  

God is the foundational creationary part of the Absolute, set against the Plan of Creation, that 
is the part of the Absolute on which he, God, produces his creation. 

Merely a part. 
But!  The foundational creationary one, and that, do agree reader, is already quite a bit… 
According to other versions, the Absolute itself is a product of chance and the birth of life, read - 

a material-logical apparatus, is no less a chance. 
From where and how He, the Absolute, himself came to be is a subject of deeply thoughtful and 

hardly realistic deliberations of self-assured thinkers and pathological hysterics, making upon these 
grounds their spiritual capital. 

The point, probably, is not whether we were born consciously or unconsciously, by chance or 
intentionally.  The point, probably, is not whether there is an original goal to this life of ours and 
yours or whether it is the fruit of aimless wandering of world matter. 

If we already have this priceless gift, shouldn’t we put it to use and not lose that which 
accidentally or intentionally gave us the state of realization. 

Should one get to know himself with the help of devices and mathematical computations, if man 
himself is the best and the most attentive researcher for himself, and feelings, alas or luckily, cannot 
be controlled by devices - no matter what the mechanics who are far from science and the butchers 
who are far from medicine say.  We are not talking about medicine and science, we are talking about 
those who introduce themselves as the only holders of the truth of these directions of human 
activity, which themselves are quite noble and absolutely necessary today.  Those who by their 
essence hardly differ in their deeds and their original motives from esoterical hysterics and 
supposedly “highly spiritual” loud-mouths. 

The greatest of philosophers - the enlightened of all times and peoples studied themselves and the 
surrounding world not with the help of devices and tools of murder, but based only on personal 
abilities, and astonished those whose hands held science and power. 



Any being, be it a spider weaving his web or a bird soaring upward into the boundless blue sky, 
man, proudly gazing at the surrounding world from his night pot, or demon, exhausted by aimless 
and unproven solicitations and a thousand times doused with the refuse of quite often undeserved 
curses, has from his very birth a certain number of canals - “ties” which nourish him “along the 
vertical” and form his creationary predispositions.  

It just so happens that our predispositions lie within rather broad boundaries and are often 
diametric and contradictory. 

But that is only in the material everyday life.  Ideally though, the sources of all predispositions 
without exception lie in the sphere where the original sources of matter itself and of the materiality 
of the world as such exist.  No matter in what form they are displayed: as air, rock, radiation, time or 
some other form of existence. 

This looks like knitting of an endless universal lace where, on the first glance, the beginning and 
final end are absent and only that event which is placed upon the knitting hook exists. 

Realistically though, the process got its first push in that place-time-event where the knitting 
hook for the first time pulled through the first loop. 

Movement toward one’s sources - that is the only path toward getting to know the surrounding 
world.  But it is impossible to return to the place of birth in the same form as we left - we return 
considerably more complex than were originally ousted… 

The movement of realization of one’s vital beginning, in its first phase, is akin to realization of 
oneself as a member of a birth line, a peoples, mankind and gives an understanding of the “tracery 
of the lace of human existence”, that is, the cognition of the laws of the human template. 

The human template is the point of view of a being, which ranks itself among mankind by birth, 
liking or for some other reason. 

This is the spectrum of repeated perception and abilities, which give the one who calls himself 
human the right to stay human - in his deeds, actions, inclinations and attachments, which, in 
general, will not at all surely correspond with the list of commandments or cultural prohibitions born 
by social needs in the objective environment, that is the environment existing without our consent. 

The template of mankind is that tracery which is woven by humanity itself and is held together by 
all of humanity and by each person separately. 

As in knitting, within the tracery of mankind there exist “missed loops”, “extra loops”, and 
“loops” which fall beyond the limits of the tracery, loops-mistakes.  These are people who sharply 
differ from their surroundings, standing out of the “human tracery” right up to the arising of critical 
tensions in the place of their protrusion. 

These people are often subjects of attempted riddance by any means, but one ought to understand 
that among them, just as there are “bad loops”, unfortunate ones, there are also those “loops”, which 
in the future will create a new, extraordinarily rich and beautiful tracery. 

Templates-individuals of other dimensions and displays also weave their “thread”.  Or, speaking 
simpler - animals, birds, plants, minerals and more, more, more - some don’t even have a name! 

To speak of the absence of intellect or life in them is a fateful, unforgivable mistake.  The 
reaction time to influences greatly differs among them, but sooner or later the reaction does take 
place. 

In such a way, a snake bites the offender immediately, while a cat can carry resentment for a 
rather long time and only then punish.  The “mineral kingdom” reacts very slowly to offense, 
remembers it for a very long time and also does not forgive right away. 



All templates-ways of life, after all, begin their endless and varied tracery in that place-time-
action where and when there happened something, unfathomable to our thought, and “nothing” 
turned into “something”28[28]. 

It is possible that the number of traceries from the very beginning stood out by their variety and 
motleyness of colors.  It is possible that there were very few of them and only further on there 
occurred divisions into a great variety of “I - expressions”, but afterwards there arose the process of 
transfer from one tracery-pattern into another which exists close by, “around the corner”. 

There arose a peculiar property of live matter - “reincarnation” or, speaking English29[29], re-
birth or “re-possession” (not migrations but specifically re-possessions30[30]). 

In our “theory of knitting” this can be associated as capture of a loop from a neighboring tracery, 
which is not part of ours. 

This is how a person with not quite human inclinations is born.  He can be better than others or 
worse, but in his essence he is not human. 

In history, there are many examples in which there occurs a hunt upon “not people”.  Beginning 
with the fires of inquisition and witch exterminations. 

One way or the other, in all these cases there is a horrible fear before those who are different 
from the widely accepted norm.  Fear before what? 

Fear before one’s own disgrace!  This is the way a drunken man beats the mirror with a fist to 
take vengeance for his own face distorted in a drunken grimace. 

Returning to our topic, we ought to note that categories akin to “the vital beginning” do not lend 
themselves to description easily, and if they do, then often there occurs such a spectrum of false 
interpretations that there simply is no place left for truth. 

This is why the greater part of categories, not intended to be “touched by hands”, but existing in 
reality, are described here as philosophical, while for “seers” they rarely are absolutely clearly 
displayed phenomena. 

This way, each movement of the soul and body is forewarned by certain information-energy 
properties - seen only by sensitives, but at the same time absolutely real - properties whose 
characteristics will say nothing to other people. 

For a person who sees the vital beginning in the non-time space-matter cluster, it looks as a glow 
of a tender-crimson shade before the chest.  There exist many layers and sub-layers of this glow. 

The vital beginning is the holy of holies of the human egregor and, when bringing influence into 
this zone a person stands outside the law of human existence, since he is encroaching upon the 
integrity of the human template-cocoon. 

This sphere is securely protected by elements present in the one influencing and any 
encroachment upon it is determined, first of all, by the capability of the person toward not bringing 
harm to his own kind. 

A little dictionary for supplement 8. 
Absolute - common designation for universal matter.  In other words, everything that exists. 

                                                   
28 "ничто" превратилось в "нечто". 
 
29 Converted from the original - speaking in Russian. 
 
30 не переселения, а именно "переВселения" 
 



Mineral kingdom - occult category.  Designates a sphere of particular relations, peculiar to the 
mineral world. 

Templates - ways of life - just as with a template, a special form, a great number of similar 
figures can be cut out, so is an endless number of individuals of one type created, using a special 
psycho-bio-energy-informational template. 

In science, there exists a special concept, somewhat resembling what is written here: the genetic 
code. 

Human egregor - a special energy-informational structure of a collective type, expressing the 
commonly socialized moral of mankind.   

One ought not confuse: human moral is not human conscience.  Moral is the product of intellect, 
reason, while conscience is present from the beginning in the “human template” in form of one of 
the founding principles of his psycho-physiological construction. 

Breaking the laws of moral can evoke punishment from the side, mistakes in relation to one’s 
conscience can bring on heavy indispositions self-provoked by the organism. 

Fate or right to an error. 
Supplement 9. 
The supplement is written in the systems of interpretations and descriptions used by 

professional occultists and is intended for occultists.  Terms and concepts are simplified when 
possible and brought to the general usage level. 

Fate is a property of relations between man and nature around him, on the basis of 
predispositions which are present in man himself as well as in the space surrounding him 
expressed in clear inclinations (preferences) of a person toward ways and methods of reacting - 
inherent specifically to him - within conditions offered to many by his surrounding world. 

As was already described above, the surrounding space is a realistically existing live organism, 
“sensing” and “thinking” within the circle of its categories.  Causing the space unjustified harm 
brings on a mass of complications for which it simply cannot be blamed, just as man cannot be 
accused of a crime while defending himself from a mosquito’s feeble efforts or volcano eruptions. 

Seems it would be timely to begin with familiarizing with the category of beings which since 
ancient times have been called [nature] element spirits - with those spirits whose very presence is 
rejected by modern science as a whole, and in part by separate representatives of the science-like. 

Element spirits is a name given to live beings, possessing the capability to display themselves on 
the physical plan as generalizing properties of nature and having realistically displayed abilities 
toward interaction among themselves without qualitative mutual absorption. 

Air can satiate water, water can evaporate.  Regardless of that, they can only imitate each other’s 
state, but can never be fully-fledged substitutes. 

We can of course express that, under the condition of breaking down into molecular, atomic and 
other components, we will be able to create water or any other substance from the composing “little 
cubes”.  But oh, no - this substance will have a stamp of imitation upon it. 

This will be a counterfeit substance, possessing properties of a nuclear reactor: instability and lie, 
which infects the surrounding space. 

Of the existence of element spirits has been known since ancient times and to this day there is an 
endless number of indications at this circumstance.  For example, all the tales where one can 
negotiate with Wind, Water, Fire and so forth. 

In esoteric philosophy of the West it is generally accepted that there exist four elements and they 
are named:  air, earth, fire and water.  But, as experience shows, there are far more elements, and the 
number of element spirits in relation to the number of elements is like the number of people in 



relation to the number of ethnic groups.  And, actually, the number of the elements themselves in 
various esoteric traditions is usually greater than four, and sometimes significantly greater… 

…As within a ethnic group there are many individuals, the same way, within an element there are 
many element spirits.  That is, element spirits are individually displayed entities, expressed within 
the elements as personalities with a distinctive existence and individual inclinations. 

Every lake, wind, river, volcano, cloud, by theory of esoterical and magistical philosophy, has its  
element spirit or spirits.  Theoretically. 

However, element spirits, again per classics of esoterical and magistical philosophy, can exist 
only within conditions of a natural course of nature’s events, taking place on the territory where they 
dwell…  Which makes the existence of an enormous amount of element spirits in contemporary 
nature somewhat limited due to technogenic pollution of the environment. 

And not just chemical.  Electromagnetic fields and radiation of technogenic property are as 
destructive for element spirits as the chemical annihilation of areas where they dwell. 

What happens in reality - whether element spirits perish or transfer into other forms of existence 
is a complicated, unsimple and seemingly rather diverse question, finding its solution in each 
specific case. 

There is nothing which exists in a sphere of unconsciously displayed realm of being, because 
even unconsciousness itself is a special form of consciousness. 

Element spirits also for us somewhere and somehow are “extraterrestrials” - this is connected 
with the peculiarities of thought and perception, and also with the presence of circumstances, which 
came to be in special manner.  Yes, those very extraterrestrials, of which there are so many rumors, 
facts and, unfortunately, mystifications.  Not they, the element spirits alone, but they too - as well… 

Without doubt, there exists a certain founding and fixed number of elements, which dictate to our 
world its constants of existence.  Besides that, the existence of elements unfamiliar to us, briefly 
projecting into our world, creates special conditions of attention toward them. 

In these cases the side of perception of non-dogmatic character, in which our “sieve” of dogmas 
and stratifications does not work, displays itself.  That which is before us has no reflection in us in 
form of “possible - not possible”, “exists - does not exist”.  The consciousness cannot play tag with 
that, which it is not familiar with and which can in no way be interpreted. 

The number of element spirits and the number of element spirit superegregors determines the 
interactions between man and nature, forming certain ties, which can be easily seen, but are complex 
to explain on fine-material stipulated levels. 

These ties look like rubber-like threads - ropes, balancing man in the system of his attachments 
and inclinations.  They create the balanced forward motion of man in the system of world-displays 
of his level of realized reality.  Though man himself at this layer can look completely different… 

This forward, tie-stipulated motion is characterized by the concept of  “fate” or, as it is called in 
the Oriental variant, “karma” - a system of ties (philosophical, psychological, physiological, atomic 
and others) stipulating the existence of the individual, be it a king, tsar, pauper or the lord God 
himself. 

The type of display of these ties itself becomes more understandable if we were to recall the 
painting “Barge Haulers on the Volga”31[31]. 

Remember, a group of people is pulling a vessel along a river using many ropes?  Imagine that 
the barge haulers are on different shores of a lake, have different wishes and, having forgotten of 
their ties in form of ropes, wander about their business. 

                                                   
31 Barge Haulers on the Volga, by Ilya Efimovich Repin, 1844-1930. 
 



The vessel will wander around the lake, precisely repeating all generalized movements of the 
haulers, periodically happily cutting the lake surface and quite often stumbling upon underwater 
rocks and sand bars. 

All pleasant and unpleasant things connected with moving the vessel will likewise reflect on the 
haulers in form of a reaction of the tie - the rope. 

From that we can make a deduction that fate is a property of beings possessing realistically 
expressed ties among them, to conduct wandering-about in spheres stipulated by their individual as 
well as group predispositions and also by the will of beings taking a “higher” position in spheres of 
existence and capable of directing the placement and movement of already existing ties by their will. 

On the first glance, fate seems like a trap, the only exit from which is death, a leap-like transfer 
from one state to the next, but nature gives many others, often very simple solutions of this problem.  
Moreover, death itself too doesn’t at all have to free man - by essence man gets into a different 
sphere of ties, with well-known consequences. 

Man is not a vessel, that is unless he turns himself into a trunk with accumulations.  Having the 
capability of “tugging”, activating certain ties, he is capable of directing movement in the direction 
he needs.  This looks like a moving of the predisposition projection center in oneself and in those 
around. 

Why do people cuss at each other so often?  Because they are in the same harness and, like 
sledge-dogs, they try to figure out who is pulling the whole harness in the wrong direction. 

A second type of solution for this problem is getting pumped up with energy, when a “hauler”, 
who is over-pumped-up and who had become brutalized, drags everyone after himself.  Drags, 
paying no attention to the fact that the squealing fellow travelers are quietly dying off. 

The next way is to ask for help, in finding some being, capable or willing to pull you in the 
direction you need.  This is the field of magicians engaged in seeking and catching forces capable, 
like a tractor, of carrying them away in the direction they need, along with all their ties and 
accumulations. 

The most promising of them, judging by all, is another path.  Man is not a vessel and that is why 
he himself can hold onto or let go of those ties which are necessary for him for solving whatever 
problems or have become excess or burdensome, this way controlling his movement with the help of 
shifting the clumps of ties, changing by this the projections of his strength and predispositions in 
relation to the surrounding world. 

A little dictionary for supplement 9. 
Predispositions - special properties of man or of any other being or of surrounding space.  

Consists of a greater or lesser readiness to carry out whatever deeds themselves or allowing the 
carrying out of these deeds in their presence. 

Superegregors - egregors or collective spirits are capable of uniting for solving their problems. 

Opposition of forces within the system of the universe. 
Supplement 10. 
The supplement is written in the systems of interpretations and descriptions used by 

professional occultists and is intended for occultists.  Terms and concepts are simplified when 
possible and brought to the general usage level. 

Prior to beginning to look at relations arising between forces during their interaction, we ought to 
explain this purely conditional but fundamentally necessary category itself - what force is. 

Many idle conjectures and speculations get about around  “force”. 



Each person who approaches this concept closely, regardless be it a magician, sorcerer, 
scientifically educated “psychic” or just an ordinary curious person who doesn’t consider himself a 
part of any category of specialists in this field, first of all considers himself a person, who is capable, 
from the very beginning, without any preliminary preparation, of carrying on a conversation on this 
topic and, frantically beating himself on the head with a fist, sputtering and producing nervous sweat 
in the process of explaining, be puzzled by the discordance of interpretation and by the utter 
stupidity of his conversation partners or opponents. 

Everything is much simpler and more prosaic: no one from those who are familiar with the action 
or display of Force - Force not in the form of that pitiful likeness of it which is described to us by 
technical mechanics and physics of material bodies, but Force in its real, unemasculated form - will 
speak to you of its realities due to the great complexity of this question and the impossibility to 
immediately, in a brief period of time, explain the constants of Force and its character, its sources 
and possibilities. 

This question is extremely complex for understanding and demands “superabilities” from man, 
from the point of view of an ordinary consciousness: a powerful intellect, deep inner balance and an 
enormous energy potential, simply vitally important, necessary for survival while in direct 
interactions with Force, especially in the field of practical skills in energy exercises. 

This is no joke, moreover, those who are seriously acquainted with Force can tell you of many 
rather powerful sensitives, magicians and sorcerers who have died from contacts with it or have 
become its slaves (and it is not yet known which is worse). 

The only region of human perception capable of meeting with faraway glimmers of Force is 
philosophy.  Moreover, the going off of a magician, sorcerer, sensitive or someone else using the 
practices brought forth here into the field of philosophy is direct evidence that Force “made” him an 
invitation, that Force noticed him as a being, capable of becoming its “procurator” or as a victim, 
experimental material for solving some of its own, personal problems. 

By the way, the category of “victims” could be poorly interpreted.  And so, the region of direct 
experiments in this aspect is more limited to studying the properties of the being gorging in his well-
being and blossoming, so from his own point of view - he is quite lucky.  At the same time, one who 
sees can clearly determine the imprint of victimization and the abomination of his existence.  
Although, one can also be mistaken with such an evaluation - anything is possible. 

Besides that, the contact itself with Force is blessed.  A being can, if it wishes, at a proper 
moment use this closeness and not only change its role, but also break loose. 

Force is not God, but his function. 
Force is not the ability to change something according to one’s own wishes or wishes of those 

around, but the ability to change one’s own self. 
Force is neither a gift nor something belonging concretely to a being, but something realistically 

present in him. 
Force is something capable of forcing to awaken and go forth.  It is a factor capable, with the 

help of itself, of changing the system of perception of the surrounding world. 
Force is not capable of displaying on a concrete plan, but is present everywhere as something 

moving progress and awakening interest toward this progress. 
Force is powerless and that is why nothing can break it (except for itself - but not another force). 
Force is bodiless and that is why all bodies obey it and act to its dictation. 
One can only cohabit with Force, fighting it is impossible. 
One can, using the constants of its display, perform one thing, another and a third.  But Force will 

not be able to help you with anything the moment your hands become filled with something and 
your head gets stuffed with empty nonsense. 

What then is Force? 



Force is the ability to depend on the will of that being whose path lies in the same direction with 
yours today and to leave when nothing ties you to it. 

Force is the ability to not carry the weight of your past with yourself and to not load it onto 
others. 

Force is a property of character, but not something that can be captured and enslaved. 
Force cannot display itself as a fact.  Force can display itself only during interrelations and that is 

why many, who have grasped this, simply sit and wait for a stream of events to go by, which is 
capable of giving them the possibility to simply open themselves in motion, and that is 
powerlessness. 

The Greatest gift is, having acquired the consciousness of Force, to remain active.  A yet Greater 
gift is the ability to independently find those streams of life whose path lies in the same direction 
with yours. 

The Highest gift is creating these streams of events and aiming them in the direction you need, 
especially if one were to consider that your interest, as a factor capable of “smearing” everything, 
must not be present. 

Force is single in its multitude.  And the character of its plurality creates the diversity of its 
streams of projection. 

Force is not capable of opposition and that is why two Forces, having met, part their ways, 
recalling their acquaintance with enormous tenderness, but not experiencing the desire for a new 
encounter.  Force meeting a Force is an enormous event and can be looked at only as the greatest 
fortune for those who were present during this, accidentally or naturally. 

Proceeding from the aforementioned, in truth of which one can become assured either on one’s 
own, future experience, or from having talked with someone whose acquaintance with Force needs 
no confirmation (as a rule, this is a “magician on pension”), one can say that the name of the 
supplement “Opposition of forces” is simply out of place and that is why it can be re-phrased into a 
new one, more suitable for the occasion:  “Opposition of imaginary carriers of force in the system of 
self-assertion”. 

Opposition of Forces in the system of the universe is not a fact, but merely an imaginary, falsely 
perceived property of the world.  Forces do not oppose, they merely urge themselves forward, create 
certain factors with the help of which they direct their progress and the progress of their 
subordinates.  Force cannot hate Force - it can only value it as that which gives it a realistic 
possibility of developing, cognizing and moving, which does not allow its fall or slumber. 

To other things Force can relate only like to accompanying values, in certain conditions capable 
of becoming factors which enrich and which are useful or useless at the given stage. 

Force possesses a somewhat peculiar property - it is conditionally “single-pole”, “single-
directed”.  It is like a ray traveling in just one direction, only a ray is an envoy of the initial cause in 
form of light, while Force unites within itself the quality of single-direction and the presence of a 
source: Force does not have a past… 

Force is a cluster of the Light of consciousness, rushing into eternity… 

Interaction of forces in the system of the universe. 
Supplement 11 
The supplement is written in the systems of interpretations and descriptions used by 

professional occultists and is intended for occultists.  Terms and concepts are simplified when 
possible and brought to the general usage level. 



Interactions of Forces are displayed as the original causes, philosophical-psychological sources of 
broadly displaying events on the plans of existence of races, nationalities, communities or in form of 
“getting into the stream” of luck, failures or problems. 

Interaction of Forces is not a realistically tangible factor in form, for example, of a hit with a club 
on the head, but a soft, unbending movement of the chosen one toward a marked goal, even against 
his apparent will. 

The display field of Forces is the battle of ideologies.  Blood and victims, then, are the stupidity 
of people themselves, their inability to use the opening possibilities for constructive, developmental 
goals. 

Force does not demand presents in form of blood and victims - as it is sometimes customarily 
thought in esoterical and magistical philosophy.  Force demands projection, application of its own 
self for display on a certain plan of existence and that is the only thing that attracts it.  Victims then 
are needed not by Force, but by those who mask themselves to be its likeness, who pretend to be 
Force, based on their own - most often rather non-esthetic goals and needs. 

Talk of projections is not talk of possessions.  Force does not possess - Force leads.  This is 
sooner a warmth satiating your body, giving it vitality and necessary qualities, and not a tapeworm 
or ascarid, moving into your organism.  Naturally, as you understand for yourself, this is merely a 
comparison. 

Force loves Force, but enslaving of Force by Force is an impossible and unacceptable fact.  Force 
is freedom and absence of such is death of Force. 

Interaction of Forces are the plans of existence. 
Functions of Forces are special forms of tenderness and gentleness of the world. 
The path of Forces is steadfast movement of joy and happiness.  Power is the death of Force, but 

Force has in itself an original power and that is why Force simply does not need any external 
“power”: signs of power occupy the hands, taking away by this the joy of free creation. 

Force has no causes and that is why it is eternal, but it is born in a being living in one of the 
worlds.  Force is free, but its parent is its heavy cross and favorite source. 

Force is the “I want” pronounced by the “I” of the being coming to life, “I want” not for itself but 
for the world.  In exchange, then, Force is content with the joy of participation, raised by the breath 
of will of its carrier. 

Man and his essence. 
Supplement 12. 
The supplement is written in the systems of interpretations and descriptions used by 

professional occultists and is intended for occultists.  Terms and concepts are simplified when 
possible and brought to the general usage level. 

One ought not expect that in this chapter there will be given a certain definition of man as a being 
possessing clearly outlined characteristics of vital activity.  We shall speak only of his structural 
scheme, though if one were to carefully examine the essence of the topic being discussed, one could 
highlight certain constants of this character. 

Man is displayed in the physical world (in this case we are talking of the physical world as the 
conglomerate of plans perceived by man as a “being”) first of all as a personality. 

The personality of a being is its many-sidedness and unreplicability, expressed as a capability of 
performing deeds and carrying individual responsibility for them. 

Personality of a being consists specifically of the capability to speak on behalf of the “I”, and it is 
particularly this which forces it to carry responsibility.  All other states of non-personal socializing, 
that is the positions of a person in which he refers to the authorities of writers, scientists, simply 



conversation partners or opponents, put him in a position of a being which does not possess that 
very responsibility and, as a result, of ceasing the personal development. 

One can understand what is being talked about only after gaining an understanding of the essence 
of the structural build of man, and likewise after understanding the consequences resulting from this 
structural build. 

Positions of contemporary psychology and psychiatry are somewhat naive in this question, if not 
to say criminal, since the absence of due regard, or to speak more accurately - the lack of knowledge 
or a total tearing away from experience of beyond-conscious states, and their free-will, “scientific” 
interpretation are capable of changing places for everything and turning everything upside down. 

All this would not be so dangerous if it concerned only the psychologists and psychiatrists 
themselves personally, but it is they specifically who have the legal right and a realistic possibility 
of manipulating the consciousness of patients and simply of people around and who disseminate 
their unfull understanding further and further. 

Of course the merits of these realms of science are without doubt - just as their role in 
suppressing and enslaving of the individual and of creating a unified average type of consciousness, 
characterized by a full absence of potentiality. 

One ought to understand that there is no such thing as a good or a bad potentiality: a person is 
either capable of a growth impulse or not.  His personality is dependent specifically upon the fact of 
to what extent this very person is capable of rising above himself.  To begin that, which he 
realistically, by all laws of existence is not capable of performing and performing it against all 
forecasts. 

In order to begin the conversation of the very structure of the human being, one ought to recall 
the presence of information-energy substances of a broad spectrum of display.  Besides that, one 
ought to note the fact that projections of the same type of energy carrier into different areas of the 
organism evoke different reactions, which was already described earlier. 

Man, as a type of being is characterized, besides the distinguishing peculiarities in form of 
walking upright and other clearly displayed features of the species, by projections of those very 
information-energy substances peculiar specifically to him as well. 

There are two types of first and foremost projections of this character and they both are 
practically a must for him for forming the personality. 

The first projection is expressed as a special very specific thought activity and is projected onto 
the area of the brain. 

Right away we ought to stipulate that it has nothing in common with that which is defined as 
centers, chakras, plexi and other varieties well familiar from energy practices and structural links, 
but is an independent projection of a superintellect expressed in a unique personal display of beings 
of any plans and forms of existence who have reached a ripened state. 

It is they, these beings specifically that throw off informational projections as a product of their 
vital activity: sometimes intentionally, more often as waste products. 

At this phase, individual influence is displayed: the tossing off of substances of this character is 
perceived by all of us and is processed by means of specifically our personality, specifically by our 
means and by way of specifically our abilities. 

In the given case, man takes the middle spot between the “thought producer” and the end, 
resulting product - action of various character. 

One ought not rush in evaluating what is written: man in no way loses his “I” in this case.  
Moreover, it is specifically here that his “I” is capable of displaying in all its force.  Because the “I” 
is nothing other than the ability to interpret the initial material, the possibility to create - from one 
and the same initial substance - a variety of forms whose distinguishing feature will be not just 
unordinariness and unreplicability, but!.. also a practical usefulness. 



Not carrying out of the latter creates conditions of psychical displacements arising and leads to 
wildly fanatic fantasies upon various topics. 

Practical usefulness can be displayed in any forms and, on the first glance, can be undefined but 
existing realistically in forms which include philosophical-world view displays. 

What is “encoding” by psychologists and psychiatrists? 
Encoding is an instilment of a certain, often subconsciously stipulated type of behavior, 

absolutely not inherent to the given individual and hence entering into contradiction with the 
fundamental, genetically stipulated type of behavior. 

The genetically stipulated type of behavior cannot be bad or negative and we shall find an 
explanation of this in the conversation of the next projection, of which we shall speak a bit later. 

Negativity of behavior arises as a result of the personality archetype, or its original image, being 
overlaid by matrices-instilments, shutting off part of its abilities toward perceiving the surroundings 
and of projecting its potentiality upon the surroundings. 

How will a person lying on an uncomfortable bed conduct himself? 
He will seek a position capable of becoming comfortable and if he does not find such, he will 

become nervous and start to curse and lament over his fate, which gave him the said bed. 
The person can go away and find a new bed but he cannot find a second one of his personality 

and hence the layers-instilments, which play the role of limiting the surrounding view, lead him to a 
crisis in which each person displays himself to the extent of his remaining potentialities: one beats 
someone’s face, a second drinks alcohol, third goes into politics and so forth. 

The question of instilments and their influence is easy to understand with the following examples. 
Give a nursing baby a bottle with nourishment but make the opening of the nipple somewhat 

smaller than what he is used to. 
What will the reaction of the child be?  At the beginning he will attempt to “suck the nipple 

through”, so that the amount of incoming food corresponded with his needs. 
After becoming certain that this is not happening, the child will become angry and nervous and in 

the end will give you a full load of wrath and cursing in the language of his socializing. 
But that is just a child, and he is not you personally, and someone else’s problems are someone 

else’s problems. 
Find a moment when you came home actually hungry, yet not previously prepared for this 

procedure but incidentally. 
Take that same bottle with the nipple and make an opening in the nipple sufficient only so you 

could clearly sense the flavor qualities of the food contained in the bottle, but could not suck out 
doses sufficient for swallowing. 

Do not quit this experiment halfway - take it to the end, it is not so long.  Literally after several 
minutes you will become nervous and after 10-15 minutes, under the conditions of the “cleanness” 
of the experiment, you will simply go mad. 

“Cleanness” of the experiment depends also on your state - try during the process to rid yourself 
of philosophical views and claims to high truths, transfer yourself to the level of ordinary everyday 
needs. 

You can also try to conduct a second experiment where all your philosophical views simply will 
have no meaning. 

Take a straw with an opening of 2-4 millimeters and attempt to breathe for a long time through it. 
Literally after a few cycles of breathing a state of half choking will begin, the organism will 

demand air - but do not give it more than passes through the straw… 



You need not wait long: literally during the first few minutes convulsions will develop and you 
will fight simultaneously to try to continue the experiment and to “catch air” to the full capacity of 
your chest. 

With those who can hold air this will take longer but, as an end point, will lead to the same result. 
One ought to understand that a half-measure is the most terrible thing that can be.  The most 

dangerous types of people are those who are “not completely bad” and “not completely good”: they 
are in convulsions concerning the “not completely” and hence are capable of uncoordinated and 
uncontrolled actions. 

There also exists another rather difficult type of people - people with “not completely their own 
opinion”.  These people are a very model example of encoding victims. 

Why doesn’t a person have his own opinion about one question or another? 
Because his personality genetic matrix-archetype turned out to be suppressed by various over-

layings and he simply does not know himself, does not feel the need to evaluate or define anything: 
absence of personal perception and, as a result, absence of personality… 

Laying-on of matrices-instilments occurs during all of our existence - from the first steps and to 
the breakdown of the consciousness. 

They are laid on in the process of education, and here one can clearly notice the constants of 
relation between man and that medium in which he is raised. 

It is often said that the process of “pressing” on a person is coercion.  Yes, that is so.  But in each 
specific case this is displayed as a presence of at least two conditions: presence of a “pressing” 
factor and presence of a “resisting” factor. 

Here we ought to mention certain constants in the state of the matrix - genetically stipulated 
consciousness archetype, that is, a type of perception inherent to man specifically from the very 
birth. 

People often say:  “What a stubborn child”, but if one were to look closer, one could discover that 
there actually is no stubbornness to speak of.  Let us look at this process in greater detail. 

The child is forced to perform some sort of action, which doesn’t… 
“Doesn’t” what? 
That’s right!  “Doesn’t” interest him! 
It interests specifically you and you, specifically you, wish to perform it by means of the child. 
You can cuss at the child, beat him, make him, but!  To perform this act with his hands is simply 

impossible until he has a layer of resistance: a layer of matrices-instilments. 
Why does the parent become so beside himself and so nervous? 
He does not find in the child a support, the parent’s words sort of fly through the child, not 

touching him. 
The only condition under which the child can carry out your request is accord, but!…  Will the 

parent meet the child halfway? 
It is practically impossible to hinder the archetype-matrix, since it is formed in man on the basis 

of experience of many generations along the vertical of the birth egregorial lines and simultaneous 
experience of horizontal information-exchange fields. 

At the moment of birth, under the condition that a person is not an invalid and his parents as well 
are normal people, a person has, in the matrix-archetype, a full collection of “inoculations” against 
all means of psychical attacks known to his immediate surroundings, and that is why the first 
instilments are “beaten into” the child, that is the instilments are physically stipulated: they are 
accompanied by spanks or strikes, since the personality psychical matrix-archetype does not wish to 
layer onto itself  that which is not logically or psychologically founded in it. 

Here the following example is appropriate. 



You are not capable of applying wallpaper directly onto a wall: you need a mediator.  Its function 
is carried out by glue. 

You are not capable of hanging a mirror directly - you need a nail. 
When strengthening your instilment in a person, you are also using a mediator - a bruise or a 

lump, sometimes a psychical fracture - one that was born by you specifically.   
Is the position of the mirror on the wall harmonious?  Hardly.  At the first opportunity it will fall 

and break.   
Is the position of a chandelier on the ceiling harmonious? Doubtful, it happens that they fall. 
Have you ever seen a rock, which fell from the earth to the sky?  What is more harmonious - a 

stone on the ground or a mirror on the wall? 
What in reality is “pressure” upon the human psyche?  In reality it is nothing other than mutual 

help of people to each other in pressing through the matrices-instilments, in destroying them in each 
other. 

Never will two archetypes be able to “press” on each other’s psyche: have you ever seen 
“pressing” infants? 

What characterizes the highest goals of philosophers - thinkers? 
Return to the archetype, genetically stipulated structure of man himself, his realistic “I” and as a 

result a loss of the instinct of opposition. 
Everything is contaminated by instilments: books, teachings, science especially, politics, any 

dogmatist, including a psychology dogmatist.  An instilment, if one were to think, is also that which 
you are reading here, but you are being told of it: create the conditions for them to go away, for 
freeing, including this one, the last one.  Though others will come to take their place. 

Instilments and encodings can be obvious and hidden. 
Those which clearly speak of their belonging to instilments are attributed to obvious instilments, 

and to hidden ones we attribute instilments which have an “undertext”, a hidden meaning, often this 
meaning is hidden on the deepest layers and can only be discovered by those for whom a thought is 
as material as an object. 

In the field of psychological tests there exist many instilments and displays, which in clear or 
hidden ways destroy personality foundations. 

First of all they are easy enough to determine by the clearness of gradation and differentiation, 
clarity and ease of interpretation, single meaning of the test questions and the coercion toward 
single-meaning answers. 

Man is caught especially on simplicity and clarity, and the natural instinct of laziness and 
aspiration toward stability of life here plays the role of a treacherous tempter: in the course of a 
minute, it turns out, with the help of a wonder-test one can determine all the main sources of 
problems of psychological character… 

It is also worthwhile to bring forward here the fact that controlling a faceless crowd is the goal of 
any authority and is its main trait, and certain psyche tests are a direct means of psychical 
depersonalization and a realistically existing psychical weapon with a most powerful traumatizing 
action, intended for use by the incompetent psychologist-practitioner, psychiatrist or 
psychotherapist. 

By the time that he himself picks apart the sources and consequences of such tests, he will 
experience drunkenness and intoxication from power over human souls and no person at any time, 
except for a specialist of the highest category, will be able to convince him to reconsider his 
profession’s application bases. 

Information which is a product of egregorial fields’ vital activity has, unconditionally, on itself an 
imprint of its source, however, the same information of egregorial character, when projecting upon 
different people, in the processing stage acquires personal characteristics, inherent specifically to 



this means of interpretation.  In such a way, one person embodies its movement in sculpture, second 
in building, third in a poem, fourth in corn. 

What can be created by a society which is ironed-out and powdered all to one size?  And the size 
itself is artificial: the giant and the midget both wear the same shoes… 

Is a gust of wind dangerous by itself?  Doubtfully. 
It acquires danger only in a case where a disharmonic obstacle occurs in its path, the wind flows 

by smooth and round ones, not bringing great harm to them… 
Is the state of superactivity, in any of its displays - be it wrath or insult - dangerous to the genetic 

archetype? No, they are not.[sic] 
A mirror will not hold on a wall if there is no mediator: glue or a nail.  It is a different matter 

when someone tries to get to the archetype-psychomatrix by means of physical influence: beating or 
“medical treatment”. 

For whom is a carrier of a rather clean matrix-archetype dangerous?  For a dogmatist and a self-
asserting aggressor.  He “falls into” the archetype, not experiencing any resistance, and looks funny. 

As a result everything ends with ugly accusations, often not having any place, and judgements in 
those areas which are unfamiliar to the dogmatist. 

Giving birth to ideas from nothing is not a human trait.  His thought is the product of processing 
of substances “at hand” by means peculiar specifically to him. 

What is at hand for him then? 
A dogmatist forms his thoughts from already prepared, crystallized ideas, which come to him 

from the same level at which he exists. 
What can be created from a collection of ready parts and formulations?  All the same things.  Let 

it be something new, but a fundamental, quality step cannot be made. 
For a new step one needs to have his own blast-furnaces and machinery, mines and factories, in 

the end - new technologies, or to know where that is done and how to properly order it. 
Everything is relative, water in relation to steam has a certain level of crystallization, but in 

relation to ice it is after all a liquid. 
A person who uses ready formulations - already understood by him - for his development is not 

capable of developing: the material used by him is already processed by someone else and yields to 
subsequent processing with great expenditures and distortions.  The material should be ductile 
enough from the shaper’s point of view, in the worst case it loses its realistic value. 

The other projection, which determines man’s role and position, is the projection of substances, 
which are displayed as the sphere of feelings.  Its placement is on the area of the chest cavity. 

We ought to define that emotion and feeling are totally different states of the organism.  Often 
externally their displays are somewhat similar, but that is no basis for equating them. 

Emotion arises within the conditions of social elements, that is, it relies upon external stipulations 
such as: knowing when to smile, when to be indignant, how to act at work, at the store, in bed after 
all. 

Emotions have much in common with rules of good tone and decency and are socially stipulated 
by that medium, that community, those conditions in which a concrete individual dwells. 

Emotions are a mask, a carcass with the help of which man softens interactions between himself 
and the surrounding world. 

Feelings, unlike emotions, cannot be comprehended and logically founded and act as a soft, 
unbending factor which moves a being along a certain path. 

Feelings, unlike emotions, do not have in their essence the smallest wish to possess anything: it is 
enough for feelings to admire or simply to know that “it” exists, it is feelings especially that long for 
“partaking”, emotions simply are not capable of this. 



Feelings are deep and boundless and are described as a soft warm rush of the type “I cannot 
otherwise”, emotions are superficial and are stipulated either by logic or by psychical disorders. 

The sphere of emotions is an “ersatz”, a substitute for feelings, with which the logical apparatus 
tries to compensate the disbalance in the area of the feelings sphere. 

We ought to note that the sphere of intellect in pathologically-underdeveloped form is aggressive 
enough and tries to suppress feelings in all their displays, proving its superiority and paying with 
long-lasting psychical disorders as well as a certain loss of human face. 

In order to create an illusion of the latter, the intellect organizes the sphere of emotions, carrying 
out thereby, in purely declarational fashion, the debt of humanity, but in reality not having any 
humanity itself.  How often he uses graphs, and tables, and other scientific subtleties for this… 

How many “pseudofeeling” persons we have in medicine, and in literature, and in science, and in 
spirituality, and in art… 

Feelings, from their side, though not aggressive, possess a powerful penetrating ability.  Feelings 
are quite capable of creating conditions in which the intellect will become simply empty and 
unneeded, and everything will simply collapse into their sphere. 

Besides the listed peculiarities there also exists one difference between feelings and emotions. 
For emotions it is necessary to have a medium of application, a direction in which they can be 

routed, projected.  Feelings, however, are strongest when there is no object of projection, that is 
when they are impersonal and not aimed at someone or something. 

The force of feelings lessens as the object at which they can be directed becomes more clearly 
defined: the more realistic the object, the weaker the feeling. 

The force of emotion, as the object becomes more visible, grows: emotion is directed and it 
rushes toward grabbing the object and toward the following usage, expressed in attachment. 

Both of the projections brought forth above are not an individual peculiarity, but display as a 
species sign of mankind. 

As for themselves, they are a collective mixed projection of certain qualities expressed as: the 
higher - as intellect, thought, the ability to change and enrich that which projects by its means, the 
lower - as conscience, feelings, direction of movement. 

On the verge of their contact arises will - the ability of a being to throw himself at the resolution 
of one process or another. 

Why specifically a process?  The thing is that the will does not exist as a sum and does not 
demand a result. 

Will is movement, soft and unbending, possessing the ability toward performing a process and 
that is all.  Process is over - will is gone.  A fight begins in course of the process - will is gone, 
disappeared, becoming re-born into a new quality: willpower. 

Of course, all of man is not described by this, but these factors are realistically displayed in the 
average representative of the human race, and our life exists in interaction with them, whether we 
want to admit it or not. 

In conclusion, we can say that everything described in relation to encodings as applied to the 
intellect, is just for feelings as well, let that be food for your thought and also for independent work. 

The square of predispositions. 
Supplement 13. 
The supplement is written in the systems of interpretations and descriptions used by 

professional occultists and is intended for occultists.  Terms and concepts are simplified when 
possible and brought to the general usage level. 



…The author does not consider himself an astrologer or numerologist and wishes to notify of this 
from the very beginning. 

Though the topic of the supplement brought forth below is numerological, the goals pursued by 
the acquaintance with the given topic are sooner psychological and psycho-informational. 

…The author does not vouch for the absolute precision of the material brought forth below, but 
nor is he inclined toward understating of its value: here is sooner a principle of organization of 
psychical interactions shown, than given a working schematic. 

All in all, though… 
The reasonable?.. 
The spiritual?.. 
The eternal?..  
Listen, let us relate with certain humor to the “problem of laughter in contemporary society”… 
Agree?  Then bravely turn the pages. 
…Don’t agree?  Laughter is serious business?  Stop and do not read further - you might ruin your 

sleep and digestion. 
Highly respected astrologers and numerologists!  Do forgive for the willful handling of higher 

truths, but…  So then, do you think that tsars do not go to bathrooms? 
What to do if the front entrances were described by you long ago, yet in the palaces and museums 

people sought outhouses and washrooms, and continue seeking still… 
Do you remember tourist guides?  For two hours we seek the landmarks described in these little 

brochures, and then for four we seek among these landmarks a quiet, secluded little corner. 
Do not rush with accusations: the author is not a “bathroom maniac”, it’s just that walking 

through the Coliseum is easier when you know for sure the location of “auxiliary spaces”. 
…Between the lines - again…  It’s interesting how long a philosopher can contemplate of that 

which is higher without visiting those very “secluded places”… 
Oh, Lord, wherefrom do such non-spiritual thoughts fall upon the head!  Could they not be from 

Your outhouse?.. 
The world is great and varied, and ties which pierce it are broad and practically incognizable no 

matter how sad this may seem to someone. 
We, live beings, are not capable of grasping with our weak consciousness even a small part of 

that world which surrounds us, and only the desire to stand in some way above others, be it in the 
form of a “great teacher of all peoples” or a dictator, saint or a carrier of evil, allows us time to time 
to herald upon the whole world, bloating with swagger, of another finding which is capable, in our 
opinion, of saving mankind. 

There are many methods of “salvation” and one of them is the way, described below, of 
arithmetical definition of the predispositions of a person based on the date of his birth. 

This way, according to legend, was found by a rather widely known today scientist-enlightened 
of ancient times - Pythagoras, who gave the greater part of his life to studying and cognizing the 
field of “magical numerations”. 

As the base of his finding Pythagoras took to the postulate that numbers, which carry in 
themselves certain information-energy fullness, must dictate their principles and conditions of 
existence, in the given number according to the conditions of the date of birth, to the person who is 
in direct contact with them. 

This can display itself in predispositions toward certain types of illnesses of physiological and 
psychological character, as well as toward direct misfortunes in form of straight violence from the 
side of beings and nature or toward positive traits - in any display. 



Interconnection between numbers and events to which they are related was already noticed when 
there was no mention of us or of Pythagoras. Pythagoras himself, according to legend, merely 
generalized and determined the types of interactions, bringing them into a distinctive table in his 
personal manner. 

Perhaps it is worthwhile to add that Pythagoras was not quite the person that our contemporary 
imagines.  This is not a contemporary scientist - mathematician, this is a magician, a specialist in 
magical numerations.  There existed a rather developed and widespread magic school, where 
Pythagoras raised in his followers the relation toward numbers like toward live magical entities. 

In order to determine the factors which influence one person or another, event or absence of such, 
we need to conduct an initial processing of the original number symbols contained in the date 
related to this event.  How this can be done we shall observe on an example brought forth below. 

Purely conditionally, as an example, let us take the date of birth of a certain person, for example: 
19th of February, 1927 by the “new style”, that is by the Christian-West European style32[32]. 

One ought to carefully regard the noting of the style of numeration of dates specifically of that 
region, nationality and other peculiarities of the community in which the given subject was born or 
the event took place, the possible change of numeration systems during the course of his life, as it 
was, for example, on the territory of the former Union of SSR, the subject’s geographic transferrals 
in the course of his life, which bring on consequences in form of “pseudochange” of calendar 
numeration systems. 

All this creates conditions under which precise foretellings in the Pythagorean numeration system 
practically fall to a minimum in connection with the impossibility of picking out, from among many 
constants, a single one which gives a realistic life path of a person.  However, his predispositions at 
the moment of birth can be determined rather correctly, moreover, if the person does not find 
himself in conditions which would demand from him a sharp change of his predispositions, they will 
be retained for the whole life. 

The date conditionally taken by us (19th of February, 1927) undergoes arithmetic operations, 
brought forth below in rather detailed presentation, which can give you the possibility of repeating 
these calculations if, of course, it is not repulsive to you to be comprehending your path by means of 
made-up and rather vague calculations. 

First variant of calculations: 
1. Lay out the date in pairs: 19.02.19.27. 
2. Add the paired numbers until you get a single number: 
1+9=10. That means - one more time: 1+0=1. 
0+2=2 
1+9=10. Continue: 1+0=1. 
2+7=9 
3. Add together the simple numbers obtained from the calculation above: 
 1+2+1+9=13. Similar to what is described above, bring to a single number: 1+3=4. 

                                                   
32 The “Old Style” and “New Style” calendars, referring to the Julian and Gregorian calendars, 
respectively, present some confusion in Russia to this day, since transfer from one to the other took 
place in Russia only in 1918 - after the Great October Revolution, as opposed to 1582 in the 
European Catholic countries and 1752 in Britain and its colonies. The Russian Orthodox Church 
today still uses the “Old” Julian calendar and, for example, Christmas is celebrated on January 7, not 
on December 25.  New Year is celebrated officially and mainly on January 1, but also on January 14 
- even outside the church. The said Great October Revolution itself (October 25, 1917 by the “Old 
Style”) in the Soviet Union was celebrated on November 7 (by the “New Style”). This holiday in the 
Russian Federation has been re-named to Reconciliation Day. 



And so: 
if briefly: the date 19.02.19.27, expanded detailed result of calculations: 
(1+9)+(0+2)+(1+9)+(2+7)=(1+0)+2+(1+0)+9=1+2+1+9=1+3=4. 
Bring everything to a working condition, leaving only the significant numbers, which will be the 

ones considered in the deciphering: 
19.02.19.27=1+2+1+9=4 
4. Count the amount of numbers in the formula brought above: 
4 - ones, 
3 - twos, 
0 - threes, 
1 - four, 
0 - fives, 
0 - sixes, 
0 - sevens, 
0 - eights, 
3 - nines, 
1 - zero, which is not considered. 
At this the stage of calculations in the first version of Pythagorean numeration is considered 

completed. 
Before going to the stage of interpreting the results of numeration, other versions of calculation 

by the same system, somewhat different from the one offered already are brought forth. 
Second variant of calculations: 
Absolutely precisely repeats the previous, but considers in the interpretation that very zero, which 

in the previous version did not have meaning and therefore was omitted in deciphering. 
Third variant of calculations: 
Is encountered rather rarely, but is considered to be more expanded, and therefore more deep in 

interpretation. 
Is different from the previous ones by the fact that all, including the intermediate numbers of the 

expanded formula and date, are calculated and are interpreted at the next stage.  It turns out that it’s 
not the end result that is interpreted, but the intermediate meanings, which arise from it. 

For justice sake we should stipulate that there exist other ways of calculating dates of an event, 
which are not brought here for various reasons. 

Ways and methods of interpreting. 
There exist many variants of interpreting number meanings obtained as a result of preliminary 

calculations.  Since more often the calculations are brought into a square of numbers, comprised of 
the laid out number positions, that is how our chapter got the name of “The square of 
predisposition”. 

The square is formed rather easily: take a piece of paper and draw a square.  Divide the square 
into 9 cells using four lines and place into them designations of the cells from left to right from the 
top down from 1 to 9: 123, 456, 789.  It is in these marked places that the number meanings will be 
entered. 

In cases where the zero will be perceived as an acting meaning, we add one more cell below in 
the middle under the number-spot “8” and mark it with the number “0”… 

In the first method of interpretation the numbers which are the result of calculations brought 
above are interpreted in the simplest manner, and the main criterion is their amount: whether it is 
many or few of them present in the date being interpreted.  A large amount strengthens the influence 
of the “aspect”, an absence weakens the “aspect”. 



The second way is more complex and more formalized, since it represents in itself already the 
consideration of the sequence of numbers making up that formula which we brought forth as the 
calculation.  Here a certain logical interpretation is needed, for example: if 1 follows after 7, then we 
need to understand why and explain all interconnections related to this. 

Moreover, as we already saw above, even the presence of the zero can be considered or not 
considered, which also expands the number of ways of interpreting. 

The number meanings are interpreted based on the description of the correspondence of numbers 
to planetary meanings, which in turn carry the meaning load of astrological character. 

But dealing with astrology, one ought not forget that this “science” is rather fickle and planetary 
calculations often don’t coincide with astronomical ones and are frequently double-meaning and 
illogical, with difficulty hiding behind the torn curtains of manipulations… 

Below is given one of the versions of the meaning interpretation of the symbol significances.  
Take it with humor… 

Interpretational symbols. 
The one, as a number carries in it an energy-informational load reminiscent in its displays to the 

function of the Sun as an astrological symbol.  This function is displayed as liveliness and joyful 
perception of the world, and they, in turn, create many friends and girlfriends for the possessor of 
this projection. 

The Sun can be pleasant, warming everything around and giving it life, and can also be a 
merciless executioner, reducing everything around to ashes, transforming blooming oases into 
lifeless deserts. 

In esoterics the symbol of the Sun stands for the male actively vitalizing beginning, a certain 
active process by means of which sleeping matter acquires inclinations toward awakening. 

This is one of the main sources of the egoistic beginning, and unharnessed sunnyness displays in 
this rather significantly. 

One ought not confuse egoism, of which is being spoken here, and “ego”, as a category of 
thinkers-philosophers, signifying the individual vitally displayed force of man. 

The color of the Sun is from goldish-yellow, orange, to black, expressed in a negatively polarized 
Sun-egoist. 

In the very lowest, physical sense of these notions it is energy, a vital force of their possessor, in 
the higher - potentiality, crashing down upon the heads of those around. 

The presence of numbers in the position of the one in the square speaks of the fact that, by the 
number system of relations, the person, possessor of the date being determined, event, to which the 
date being analyzed is related, or some other display taking place according to our numerology, has 
in itself the initially displayed functions of the types of interactions listed above. 

The presence of these functions does not yet speak of the fact that they will display likewise in 
the future - in the process of a being’s vital activity or development of an event these properties can 
change cardinally, become re-born, giving as a result a new “bouquet” of properties not present 
before. 

This looks like the birth of a new shade when mixing two of more paints of different color. 
The middle meaning which allows its possessor to hold the golden middle, carry in himself 

functions of the Sun as a warming and vitalizing character, corresponds with the presence in this 
spot of one-two ones, a greater number of them creates the effect of deception:  the person always 
laughs, is joyful and hospitable, but in socializing with him, when he believes that everyone is 
having a fun and pleasant time, everyone happens to merely be captivated by his state and, while 
carried forth by the tornado of his vital joy, though they continue through force to show their 
pleasure from socializing with him, they themselves become like tormented, tortured kittens, who by 
chance came to be in the area of a twister, a tornado sweeping houses and lives in its path for the 



sake of his own joy, demanding, beside that, that the victims of his vital joy have fun at their own 
funeral along with him. 

The absence of ones speaks of the predominance of the rest of the functions described below, 
and, since these properties brought forth below possess, mainly, aspirations of passive character, 
their possessor gets, with numerological energy-informational exchange, the characteristics of 
slowing character, activity here is either totally absent, or is present in other, somewhat peculiar 
expressions. 

The absence of the Sun’s function can be compensated on the account of the resulting property of 
other functions and the one who seemingly ought not have, according to our numerological map, 
properties of “sunnyness”, will have them, but their display nevertheless will differ somewhat from 
the displays of “pure sun” as the result of presence of ones in the original material. 

The two.  Properties given to the possessor of twos in his birth dates, by numerology closely 
correspond to the character of interactions of the Moon as an astrological planetary symbol. 

Lunar functions are considered to be the properties inherent to the female beginning: passivity, 
smoothness, softness and... delusiveness... 

Lunar functions are ephemeral: they are felt only when there is something in which they can 
reflect. They themselves however have no aspirations toward awakening and are displayed as forces 
of interaction of matter, sleeping within itself and capable of awakening only in the presence of a 
male waking beginning. 

Two colors simultaneously correspond to the Moon: deathly-white and vital-black, as well as a 
multitude of subshades of green and yellow color.  In some cases the correspondences are broadened 
to a bloody red color and other types of projections. 

Lunar properties reflect as a soft calm travel in a boat along a quiet river, in pensive contentment 
and contemplative-deep half-sleep.  These are properties of the moon itself as a function, reflected in 
a person or an event. 

The Moon is delusive and its shimmering is capable of bringing you to that which will seem like 
real valuables to you, but should you only bend down, it will turn out that the chase after truth is no 
less a mirage, and all valuables are contained within oneself. 

Mirage is not a self-goal, but a way of existence of night beings, vampires among them as well. 
Abilities toward mutual exchange of informational-energy structures are strongly displayed in 

people and events, included in the little square described here, the character of display however can 
be broad enough: from mutual understanding to outright aggressive vampirism. 

By the way, we know already quite a bit of the existence of energy vampirism among people.  
Among processes and events this displays no less often and sometimes in more cruel forms. 

"Night guests" themselves are practically incapable of deeds on the physical plan of existence of 
people, and that is why they use people with the help of dreams, delirium and other half-dreamy 
states for penetrating with their help into this world. 

Man in this world has a clearly displayed configuration, described in the chapters: 
- man as a system of penetrating worlds, 
- man as a system of energy nodes (zones of energy transformation), 
- man as a system of energy canals and others. 
Structures of "penetrating worlds" allow man, as a being of vertical constitution (see 

corresponding chapters), to reach into those areas where perception of night beings cannot reach, 
and that is why the first thing that is done is it's proven to man that he, for example, is a vampire, for 
which, by the way, man has no necessities nor abilities. After that man becomes a carrier of the 
possessing real night guest and conducts himself like a horse controlled by the rider. 

Night guests have great experience in penetrations of similar type and in controlling organisms 
which they possess, and that is why the person himself clearly believes that his doings are not 



dictated by that being which possesses him, but are his own, and once, having become tired of the 
torment of his conscience, tossing everything aside, plunges into an absolutely unneeded, opposite 
to his essence, revelry of vampiristic passions, thinking that he is getting a certain pleasure from 
vampirism, at a time when he is actually getting an activation of certain systems, teaching him to 
obey the possessor, a peculiar display of focused taming with the help of the drug addiction of 
passions. 

Functions of projections of lunar types of energies are not bad or good by themselves - they 
simply are.  A quality is given to them by beings themselves by their deeds, thoughts and motives, it 
is in that specifically where that property is born, which gives the qualities of good or evil to that 
which did not have these qualities in the beginning. 

Complete absence of twos in the numerological map speaks of the absence of the direct lunar 
mutual understanding, naturally, the primary type. 

This mutual understanding can, by analogy to the previous case, occur in form of consequence of 
intertwining of other, accompanying types of energy which are reflected by number 
correspondences, but it, likewise by analogy to the previous case, will, being the fruit of other 
displays, possess certain peculiarities typical of the interactions which gave it birth. 

Increasing of the amount of twos to one-two speaks of the middle critical level of mutual 
understanding (mutual exchange of energies or information - no difference). 

What this will be - human mutual understanding or predispositions toward acceptance of a 
vampiristic beginning - depends on in which form the sun beginning is displayed in him first of all: 
the sun beginning in rather strong form is capable of guarding against unwanted lunar visitors and 
not giving vampirism the opportunity of developing, at least based on the fact that problems with his 
own energetics are more or less solved for the person. 

But here something else could occur: vampirism of the sun type, a means of kindling of one's 
own egoistic origin by robbing one's neighbors. 

Often it is the second position that is looked upon from the point of view of vampirism, while the 
other side of this position remains, in the majority of cases, outside the limits of perception mainly 
due to pathological drawing of people toward "acute sensations" and cheap tricks in form of 
soothsaying of "creepies" and a passion for night horrors. 

By the way, especially this position gives, in certain conditions, a rather clearly displayed 
predisposition toward masochism (pleasure from one's own pain), getting moral satisfaction 
regardless of how it is brought on.  And in this case one can notice the perking ass's ears of the 
possessor, who is the real consumer of energies, worked-over by the little sharp pepper of fear. 

The second position, as was already indicated above, speaks also of the capability of man toward 
mutual understanding, and if we were to say that this is a variety of vampirism - a portion of truth 
really will be present in that. 

Moreover, often vampires really do use these abilities of man for creating a rather stable canal, 
but one ought not forget that also the very knife, without which no house kitchen-dish collection 
exists, is capable time to time of turning into an object for taking a life, because all depends on the 
application and the point of view upon this object. 

For mutual understanding man must orient upon those layers of energy carriers which for the 
average person are not, at the first glance, absolutely necessary needs in form of vitally important 
energy substances, and that is why often the wish to turn one's attention in that direction does not 
occur. 

But as the famous proverb says, water hones the stone.  This way fine, seemingly realistically 
non-existent, but treacherously awaiting us around the corner contradictions of ours, in form of 
absence of mutual understanding, are capable of provoking whole handfuls and bouquets of 



wonderful illnesses, which are loved by us, beginning with mental and psychological ones and 
ending with the organically displayed. 

Increasing the amount of twos in our square is capable of giving birth to realistic inclinations 
toward vampirism, especially if this is supported by the presence of intellectual forces and an 
absence of brakes in form of heart predispositions, the last factor possesses the more realistic force, 
capable of clearly determining the characteristic of the wobbling position of the second number spot 
in the square of predispositions - it gives a clear aim in the direction of mutual understanding. 

A vampire is a killer, be it often subconscious and not willful.  A killer he can be then, only based 
on his life path, that path, which he himself chose, and that means that only his own tenderness of 
feeling is capable of stopping him before the face of the victim being marked. 

The three.  Position of the third number spot defines in our calculations the properties of 
controlling. 

This is the function of Jupiter, planet-leader, in man he is reflected as abilities toward conducting 
business in the role of inspirer and leader. 

Gives the properties of a balanced, businesslike type.  Promotes development of qualities of 
positive enough property in all relations, and only strong tensions, non-coordination and disbalance 
are capable of moving these properties in the negative direction. 

Jupiter's character is the character of the family father, but in certain conditions he is capable of 
turning into a despot and demanding that, which no person in his right mind would demand, laying 
down conditions in which it is simply impossible to survive, pushing the victim by this toward self-
punishment. 

This is wisdom and solidity in relations, justice and mercilessness, weighed-out and measured-
out state, power and will. 

Like all listed above, these properties can acquire diametrically opposed directions and are 
capable of turning with the positive as well as the negative sides. 

With which side the properties will be turned is for the person himself to decide, in the date he 
merely carries predispositions toward one type of relations or another. 

Color correspondences of Jupiter are dark-light blue, yellow-blinding white, black with silver 
dots.  In special cases it can acquire properties of green, yellow or red-brown character. 

The four.  The fourth spot reflects interactions of the astrologically displayed Mercury type and 
carries in itself his typical characteristics: non-constancy, amorousness and thirst for freedom. 

To the object of application of his energies, Mercury dictates love for life in any of its displays.  
Mercury values and respects all, which is worthy of human respect, but praise from his lips is a trap 
by which the over-praised simpleton rushes to be captured.  Play with simpletons is his favorite 
pastime and, if there is anything more worthy of his attention, it is punishment of indecencey with 
the help of that very indecency. 

Mercury is capable of creating situations while remaining a totally outside figure in them, as if it 
totally did not bother him.  There is a legend that Mercury is a messenger of the gods: who knows, 
maybe they too can be fooled. 

It is commonly thought that Mercury combines in himself a bottomless pit of vices and passions, 
beginning with weaknesses toward women and ending with stingy and greedy accumulation. 

Alas, this does not correspond with the truth.  Moreover, could it not be that he is the one 
spreading these rumors himself? 

Mercury highly values laughter.  He is not opposed to fooling himself among others, especially if 
it promotes strengthening decency. 

Mercury is a deeply decent personality, but his decency has nothing in common with morals, his 
laughter pierces through and reaches the deeply hidden vices, carefully guarded behind the mask of 
virtue. 



But if Mercury is familiar with the worst aspects of location in the square - beware!  Luckily 
Mercury is too flighty a personality and does not play mean tricks for long, but on the other hand, he 
does them in large quantities, and all at once. 

Any color is inherent to him, but the more suitable ones for resting are lettuce-green and light 
blue.  One ought to note that we are not talking about clothing. 

Does not accept the colors heavy-red and brown, but regards them with patience. 
With the presence of one-two fours in the calculation square, the person or event gets the 

possibility toward active development, expressed in the ability of easy transference of centers of 
gravity from one area to another, instantaneous usage of the created conditions and orienting within 
a situation.  One can expect from him help in any form: from direct giving to a light, practically not 
noticeable push in the direction of "the golden vein", capable of giving you resolution to many of 
your problems. 

Debt vouchers in any form are not liked here: they burden and heavy the pockets, Mercury 
however is a wanderer, he likes lightness and unconstraint, but God forbid he should reflect in 
Saturn - these peculiarities acquire a most horrible glitter. 

Three or more fours give the push toward flightiness and non-constancy in all their bloom: the 
slogan "paint the town red!" can become the basis for all his undertakings, briefly intermittent with 
sufferings about losses and swearing to quit everything in the shortest period of time and stand in the 
ranks of middle-static economic-well-off citizenship. 

Do not expect charity: he gives only while carousing, inebriated or in a fit of extravagance, in all 
other cases he would rather spend it away, though not necessarily drink them away.  If you want to 
have something - come during a fit of extravagance, in all other cases is saving for the next 
carousing. 

To do business with him is an empty number, under the condition of course, that these 
characteristics are not softened by influences of another sign or situation. 

Complete absence, as a rule, is expressed in heaviness of thinking, absence of light and quick 
turns of the consciousness, possibly predispositions toward lung illnesses. 

Shortage of this function creates certain instability of astral exchanges, directly tied with the 
wholeness of astrally displayed "members" and "organs" of man and event. 

The five.  Presence of fives in the number row of a person or event speaks of the existence of 
predisposition toward solving problems by common human means, of ability to feel, not substituting 
feelings themselves with emotions, and conscience with morals. 

This ability is more laid down than developed by man himself, but this variant is also possible. 
Polarity of this display is closer to the female being and is described astrologically as the function 

of Venus, displaying in form of female-loving, closely-perceiving property of the individual. 
Substances projected by this type of number correlation predispose a person toward the 

awakening of his purely human qualities, such as love. 
A little bit about love. 
It is commonly accepted that love is something that can be cut into pieces, like bologna or turnip, 

that one can endow some with it, and punishing, then, is to deprive of this same little piece, taking it 
back. 

Man's relations with love have acquired some strange market character: a sale of something quite, 
quite remotely resembling the real product, selling it at wholesale and retail, mainly by certificates 
and coupons, given out by the "United Nations" (no need to run, they no longer give them out there), 
at party committees and local committees, in families and educational-correctional facilities.  
Selection in form of "the face fits or mug, get lost" - how is this not a diamond mine: well, who will 
not want to pay with money or bows for a particle of "love", supported by the advertisement of 
pseudoorient and pseudohumanity? 



Founts of wisdom and feelings - maybe it's time to stop fooling people?  Those who are reading 
this now, does this not concern you personally? 

Because among you as well there are so many "great teachers", giving out that which you have 
never possessed, protecting that which you have never seen, and endowing with that which you 
never received and never created? 

Maybe it's enough of trading human and non-human values, especially if all your efforts were 
used up for the sermon on behalf of the one,........, who saw how "it" was being given out? 

And did't "he", the one who "this, this and this", see that it was given out to everyone, and not by 
pieces, but by the ability to perceive, by the ability to realize and by the will to share with all, 
regardless of race, religion and lifestyle? 

Rightful is the question: so what then?  now we all, the holy and the dirty, and the successful, and 
the stinking - we all, or more accurately: we, the holy, and they, the ones who ..., what are we now 
then, without special preferences, are we? 

No, not without special preferences.  You, the holy ones, have the irrevocable right - to be the 
first to give a hand to the one who is in the mud, and be the first to push into the mud those who 
slice "love" into little pieces. 

You, the holy ones, have for all ages your right to ascend onto the fire and the gallows.  You, the 
holy ones, have the irrevocable right to create the heavenly kingdom and never find it for yourself. 

You, the holy ones, have the right to stand between the patient and illness and treat the one and 
the other, not looking at the moral conventions and the wishes of the patient himself. 

You, and you specifically, do not have hope for the reward in form of the heavenly kingdom or 
reverence of you as a saint, teacher, healer, or, what is most scary, "one who endows with love". 

Love is fire, not the one that is in the furnace, and not the one that is on the Sun, it is something 
wholly swallowing your life and not giving you the possibility of deciding: to give or not to give.  
Love is the ability to awaken the reciprocal feeling by your very presence. 

Love cannot be governed by scales and time, the knots of marriage and communities, religions 
and teachings. 

Love is that which separates you from the family, broadens it to a limitless open space, love is 
that which tosses you out of the commune of parishioners in order to expand your religion to the 
world perception which is all-encompassing, excluding all divisions. 

Love is that which is capable of tossing the one who is lost among categories and morals into the 
area of ordinary everyday debauchery, and that which, even in this debauchery is capable of 
retaining its cleanness. 

Love is not sex, it is not family, it is not parents and it is not the Party 33[33], love is a force 
which draws into the unattainable bottomless pit of the joy of existence, and it makes absolutely no 
difference to whom it will be given: to a snake or to an angel, to the Lord or to the devil, to the 
scientist or to the peasant, to a man or to a woman. 

For love there is no death: there is no time to direct the attention to such a minute thing, fullness 
of life engulfs the whole being. 

For love there is no crime: there is no one who is capable of committing it, there is no one who is 
not loved because of an accidental or a natural fall. 

Love is not a potato: to peel it and to slice it is a great foolishness, if not to say more, and to pass 
it out by pieces is either deception or non-understanding. 

The presence of fives in the number row creates rather favorable conditions for the possibility of 
awakening of this feeling, and these properties themselves create a powerful defense, which consists 
                                                   
 
33  Reference to Soviet ideology, when everyone was taught to “love the Communist Party”. 



of not causing harm to the surrounding world, which sharply limits the circle of ill-wishers and puts 
a person or event under the protection of high hierarchies. 

The absence of fives is capable of being compensated by favorable projections of other types of 
interactions, first of all, by interactions displayed as the bases of mutual understanding and vitality 
of thought, that is, there simply must be created the conditions for realizing the absence of this type 
of predisposition and the desire to find, create or develop them. 

One-two fives display as a quiet, secondary, breath of love of the earthly type, familiar enough to 
all, spreading among close ones and relatives, this has very little in common with sex: main law of 
sex is possession, moral and attachment. 

This does not mean that love cannot be present here.  Moreover, the coming of love is capable of 
creating totally different relations, of turning a family from a "cell of society" into an unattainably 
beautiful existence of individuals who "mutually understand" each other and their surrounding 
world. 

Increasing the amount of fives can somewhat transform the qualities projected by this number 
meaning: there can appear the quiet property inherent to the female beginning: lie, especially if it is 
a lie in the name of salvation, and especially if there is a pale shining of the Moon present. 

Venus loves turbulent greenery of foliage and sea waves.  She loves the mischievous and 
prankish Mercury, but his company quickly satiates her, returning her to the more aged and constant 
gentlemen: Neptune and Jupiter. 

Uranus puts her on her knees and Saturn plunges her into horror by the smell of death. 
The six.  This number symbol expresses by itself the projections of qualities of the astrological 

Neptune, which is displayed by the absence of aspirations as such, and by the capability of existing 
in the once and for all found medium of dwelling. 

Neptune is wise, but permanent.  Changes in his life can only occur by the will of natural 
elements: wind fluttering its surface, fire shaking his very bases by underwater eruptions. 

Ancient and mighty is the great Neptune: many of the now honored are suited to be his 
grandchildren. 

Wise and patient is his life: the states of being measured out and balanced are his principles. 
Neptune creates high potentialities in the area of ancient, hidden knowledge - it is knowledge in 

its pure state, however not the study, but the application. 
In everyday life these are the traits of a slowed down state and deepened contemplation, 

intermittent with smooth unrushed decisions, as a rule of intuitive character.  Intuition is his trump. 
The absence of sixes in the arithmetical row can speak of the incapability toward intuitive finding 

of solutions, of the absence of energy projections of the number character, inclining the organism 
toward remembering genetically displayed information. 

The presence of one-two sixes is capable of balancing qualities of the active, non-constant type, 
displayed in form of projections, for example, of Mercurial character, the capability toward reading 
of information becomes activated: clairvoyance, foretelling, capabilities toward work with 
energetically displayed substances and beyondphysical worlds are rather strikingly displayed. 

A large number of sixes is capable of tossing a being or process off into the area of melancholy 
and contemplatively-blissful existence, the potential in "creating miracles" and in healing arises, but 
the interest toward "perishable existence" absolutely disappears. 

Neptune is somewhat violet, like the wisdom of ages, but people gazing from the everyday life 
see only his azure and light blueness, which accompany his presence. 

The seven.  Projection of the seven as a numeral, energetically displayed, projecting factor, is 
somewhat analogous in its properties to the astrologically interpreted (explained) Uranus. 

According to mythology, Uranus is Earth's husband, being simultaneously her brother and closest 
neighbor by interrelations. 



Uranus is the sky and in that is his main property, as a planet Uranus is secondary.  Uranus is the 
principle of higher tie of the spiritual and material plans, these are certain varieties of projections-
substances, which allow a being in relation to which they conduct themselves as the principle of 
Uranus to alter its essence, nature, materiality, in the end, in the direction of finer structural 
projections.  In the real everyday this looks like acquisition of certain peculiar properties, often 
difficult to describe. 

Uranus is a higher planet, higher not by position, but by the ability to change its form when 
interacting with our everyday materiality, this planet is keeper of the ancient and witness of the 
contemporary.  His wisdom is through the ages, his strength is aspiration. 

Uranus is the Mercury of pre-pension state, he is full of the same energy and joy, but 
responsibility and position obligate... 

Uranus is god and the messenger of gods, Uranus is a tie, a road to higher states, but he is 
unstable, like every change, re-birth, and this path is often contradictory, aimed in different 
directions, but not reversible. 

One-two sevens give the person or process the qualities of stable thought-emotion equilibrium, 
create a balance of states while carrying on extremely productive thought activity in everyday 
creative work: home, work, the surrounding world. 

Time to time rushes of contemplation are possible, aspiration toward philosophical categories, 
which pass rather fast, but not without trace - what is already cognized remains. 

A property of Uranus is jump-like cognition of the world and spurts in the life path. 
A large amount of sevens is capable of tossing a person into a sea of spiritual cognition, push him 

onto the path of attaining high truths, search for them "there" but not "here". 
The absence of this number projector creates certain difficulties in man's acquaintance with the 

laws of higher plans, the grounds themselves, upon which the cognition process could broadly 
develop, are simply absent. 

Lower disciplines of the "supernatural" can be attained by him practically without effort, but with 
the entrance onto high energies there can arise complications. 

Uranus carries light blue and greenish shades on the external plan, but is satiated with violet.  
Crimson is his ability toward action, his potentiality and impulsiveness.  His repose is in the sky-
yellow spectrum of color correspondences. 

The eight.  Energy properties of this number are close in their expression to the astrological 
Saturn and carry in themselves brightly expressed abilities to constrain or to be under constraint, no 
matter in what form it is displayed. 

Saturn is the planet of death, it is the unknown, a curtain, opening only to those who are beyond 
his threshold. 

This is a planet whose whole spectrum of properties is directed at examination, checking a person 
or process, as to how much one or the other is ready for (!) plasticity, (!) changeability, how strong 
and rough his ties are to materiality and to the junk which accompanies it. 

Saturn, as an ability, as a function, is not controllable from neither our plan of existence, nor from 
the plans accessible to us today: Saturn is a principle of safe coexistence of worlds, joined amongst 
themselves, worlds-neighbors, there is no talk here of mercy or participation - all that is in the past, 
here is only one category: worthy or not, and if worthy, then of what. 

The determining of worthiness is conducted by the person himself or process itself, based on the 
correspondence of his today's state to what is laid into him from the beginning (however not by the 
square of predispositions, but as a type of being: for a human - what kind of Human you are). 

Energy carriers projected by this number symbol upon a person or a process, represented in the 
number row, have, as was already indicated above, a clearly expressed character of constraint, no 
matter in what form it is expressed: in form of an avalanche of problems, events, crashing down in a 



shower of blows upon the object, or in form of fatality, constantly turning the path of the subject 
again and again toward an unsolved problem, or in form of an honorable "horse's collar" under the 
colorful show-booth name of "missionness". 

Missionness is a factor of fatalistic (do not confuse with fatal) compulsion, demanding from the 
subject that he return a debt according to debt obligations, be it his obligations as an individual 
member, or obligations of a type of beings, and also by the conditions of his birth. 

Missionness is a sign that a person does not want to pay his debts and "something" compels him 
toward returning them with the help of fatal hopelessness of existence. 

If missionness is accompanied by anguish  - the person is not only a debtor, but also an utter 
miser, and each debt given back again takes from him his soul, not only not lightening, but even 
making his debt basket heavier: what counts is only that which is given with joy and according to 
the laws of conscience. 

Saturn really is cruel toward those who hoard, toward those, who drag with them everything 
which falls into the sphere of their attraction, and he is close and kind with those, who value only 
freedom - their own and others', who live as man should live, and any dodging in form of finger-
pointing at categories of moral, ethics and sober calculation are not appropriate here - Saturn is 
relentless, it is a guillotine enacted by one's own conscience. 

Presence in the number row of a person or an event of one-two eights creates the presence of 
light "supervision", a weak fatality, displayed in the presence of a certain amount of fatal nodes or 
events, unavoidably provoked by the person himself or by the event itself, which repeat 
continuously until the person or event, having "worked out", realized one type of interaction or 
another, makes corresponding deductions, transferring himself by this into a new, more active layer 
of information-energy projections, called the general symbolic name of "fate" or "karma" in the 
Eastern way. 

Increasing the amount of eights draws with it a torrent of a fatally displayed row of fate nodes, 
exposing as a constant torrent of events, encompassing the person's consciousness and not giving 
him a minute of rest so that "nasty thoughts could stop getting into the head". 

Complete absence of eights can turn a person into a being idly roaming about the world.  These 
are people who, as a rule, utilize all the world's blessings, no matter if it is a peasant or a large 
businessman, but here is one obstacle: at the first "threshold" which occurs in the path of this being, 
at the first event around which it is not capable of getting, this being can break every one of its 
bones - it has no immune system against misfortunes. 

By color Saturn is steel-gray with light blue-green tint, periodically appearing on the surface in 
form of wash-outs and spots.  Yellow color is the color of his repose (but not of the being situated 
under his projection). 

The nine.  Properties of the number projection of energies of the nine somewhat correspond with 
the energy characteristics of the astrological Mars and are expressed as the ability toward impulsive, 
explosive-like action of variously-straight-line oriented type. 

Mars is not cruel, moreover he is kind spirited and decent, at some moments his kind spiritedness 
reaches the verge of sentimentality.  The honorable title "god of war" he received for the ability to 
defend anything at the very first request, not involving himself in details and tribunals. 

Actually, tribunals are rather attractive for Mars, but this demands self-control and patience, that 
is specifically what is absent in him and that is why they carry a purely question character:  "So why 
without glasses?", after which a second proposal follows in form of a hit to the nose. 

Mars is not bad, and somewhere even highly decent, but presence next to him can bring anyone 
to horror: constant desire to solve all questions from the position of strength makes him socially 
dangerous.  Aspiration toward justice turns into a nightstick with which people start to accustom to 
the wise, eternal and kind all those who "believe otherwise" and "think otherwise". 



Presence of one-two nines in the number row blends in a balanced enough way with other 
projections simultaneously present, and this looks like the periodically appearing thirst for 
immediate actions, a rush to immediately and irrevocably solve whatever problems. 

Increasing the amount of nines promotes the arising of "great-powerfulness" in form of a search 
for any type of a catch for declaring "battle action".  This is not because Mars is a bad person, it is 
simply because he has nowhere to put his strength, energy which splashes out of him. 

Absence of nines creates predispositions in form of slowed, dull contemplation and sharply 
expressed incapability toward actions which demand impulsive work with powerful return. 

Summing up. 
Based on what is described in the first part of the given topic it is not difficult to make the 

deduction that influences of informational-energy character, projecting onto a person or event, 
connected with a certain date, interact among themselves like paints with a talented artist: mixing 
and changing proportions of their component parts, the resulting palette acquires practically an 
endless number of variants. 

Within the square of predispositions there exist certain starting conditions, which for it are 
constants by which these "paints"-numbers mix.  These laws are akin in their display to those, which 
act with the mixing of colors: common starting colors, as a result, also give predictable colors. 

Energy-informational qualities, expressed by number correspondences, actually are able, with 
their community of colors, to create predictable consequences, based on many observations by the 
operator, but just as the presence of the smallest dose of unaccounted substance in a paint can give a 
somewhat different color as a result, so can the minute and elusive, on the first glance, detail, in 
form of mistakes in determining the time and place of the event, bring the whole work to a 
somewhat different, often even opposite result. 

In astrological philosophy there exist concepts of positive and negative qualities of planets, white 
and black positions and intermediary qualities of projections. 

In the square of predispositions there likewise exist its own categories, which reflect the constants 
of placement of number meanings. 

We, for general acquaintance, need to know only some of them. 
-  excessive amounts of numbers, more than 1-2 numbers per spot create a conditionally positive 

projection of the given energy component, shortage of it, however, creates a conditionally negative 
type of projection, underdevelopment of qualities directly tied to the projections of this type of 
energies.  As was already said in the first part, this shortage can be compensated by mixing other 
types of energies, but that will not be, after all, the same quality of energy which is present in the 
original projection of the original source. 

-  qualities of a projection which at first sight seems like a projection of positive property can 
change completely, especially in cases when in a person or in an event there are simultaneously 
displayed two or more qualities in strongly displayed form, that is, more than two numbers per spot.  
Likewise, the negative, insufficient projections can change their qualities, taking upon themselves, in 
certain conditions, a very positive role. 

-  looking at qualities of a projection in separate, isolated form is unacceptable, and the process 
of studying ought to be conducted in form of correspondence of qualities, comparison of the row 
and, preferably, studying the live, concrete person: psychologically and in other ways.  This will 
allow you to correct inaccuracies which arise in the process of interpreting. 

The number row which came out in form of the result of our calculations, that is 
"19.02.19.27.13.4", taken from our first example, represents in itself, besides what is listed, also a 
formula of behavior of the calculated phenomenon: person or event. 

In the overwhelming majority of cases he [or it], it seems, will aspire to subordinate all events in 
his life to this rhythm: action inherent to the Sun quality will continue and will be strengthened by 



the impulsiveness of the Martian quality, will stop in thought and re-interpretation on the threshold 
"0", qualities of the Lunar character will cover all with the haze of vagueness and unstable 
delusiveness, the sunlight will once again light everything in bright light, and Mars will again give a 
new impulse to the whole action, and again the Moon will bring on an unstable shadow of 
uncertainty, involvement of Uranus will evoke a different, unpredictable turn of all events, the Sun 
will try anew to fix everything and, supported by Jupiter - master of material media, will triumph in 
Mercurial form. 

How will all this look concretely?  Give a concrete event and, proceeding already not from 
general, but from concrete facts, you will be able to depict the whole constant of the development. 

The whole matter is that each quality, besides everything else, also has its own system of values, 
and all following events will develop proceeding especially from what the one or the other 
participant of the process held back and what he gave out or scattered. 

Here we have come to a wall beyond which superficial interpreters of the square usually do not 
go, since the question of values always wounds painfully.  And let us be honest, we all study one 
thing or the other, intending to determine specifically ourselves, and not someone else. 

Though sometimes we do not wish to know at all about those criteria, according to which our 
own values are picked? 

Often this rather painfully reflects on self-esteem and does not at all improve our image of 
ourselves... 

Don’t be offended by the ill... 
The Sun. 
The Sun is a junkman.  The whole sphere of its interests lies in the area of that which can be 

owned. 
We are not speaking of the fact that the Sun collects old, worn things.  No, it likes everything 

new and stylish, it gathers a set of things that are blinding and egoistic like itself.  The Sun does not 
carry in itself that high spiritual beginning of which is spoken so much, just as a lamplighter lighting 
the road with a torch also might not at all be a highly spiritual personality. 

One can, of course, create a high poem about the lamplighter, but regardless of it, he can, just as 
calmly as he lit your path, one fine moment club you on the head and free your pockets of all 
excessive things which, by the way, citizens with an expressed Sun beginning undertake quite often. 

If one were to look in the field of robbery, one can find that the sun especially leads many to this 
path.  The Sun's motto is - live a high life.  Well, and the fact that the people are moaning - the 
Sunny Sun is high, all moans will fade by the time they reach it... 

The Sun lights the world not because it sees in this its predestination, no, it is "like that on its 
own", and if you like the way I am - pay.  I must after all look even better (on your account, of 
course). 

The Sun can also give, give so beautifully, what's considered "broadly"34[34], but to say that the 
sun gives simply to give - no, this is not a property of the Sun. 

This is a count, a prince, a merchant, on a whim giving a half-kopeck, a ruble or a million so that 
tomorrow it can fill its pockets anew on the account of foolish admirers. 

Is it not fact that while enraptured by the muscle and manliness of our sportsmen, we give them, 
when they come to us, what they ask for, and sometimes demand under the threat of bodily harm? 

The Sun is merciless and high, as it believes, and sorrow and moans always accompany its path. 

                                                   
 
34 "с барского плеча - на тощую грудь" 



In the house of the Sun there is always luster and joy, to eye which less fortunate idlers are 
sometimes invited, the Sun has no time to deal with high matters - cleansing of the little rays takes 
up all its time. 

In the previous chapter we spoke of beings of the night, who perform their deeds under the cover 
of night, sun vampires are no less scary, but they have a polished look and a pleasant appearance, 
and often a crowd of admirers, praying to the idol. 

Luster of the Sun is in the darkness of its worshippers... 
The Moon. 
The Moon sees its sphere of possession in knowledge and reserved character and also in certain 

spheres of passions. 
Inclinations toward sexual orgies are often ascribed to it, but that, it seems, is incorrect. 
The Moon's sphere of interests is areas of the other side and that is why people and events which 

have close relations with it scare with their mysteriousness and elusiveness. 
The Moon is always covered with a film of mysticism, hidden (but not concealed) abilities and 

knowledge. 
The Moon is more favorable, really, toward women, but it is possible that the cause for this is in 

the fact that to women, with the exception, however, of rather highly numbered groups, a calm and 
steady rhythm of life is more inherent. 

The Moon is outside of the rush, she is thoughtful and quiet, its light is not the deathly reflection 
on the face of the universe, no, this is light of the world, which falls on her face, showing all its 
emptiness and good-for-nothingness.  But its pull is in the waves of ocean high tides and low tides, 
and in movements of the earth's crust, persistently following its movement around the Earth. 

The Moon is outside of passions, and the fact that some entities choose for their orgies the time 
loved by the Moon - well, from the same spring drink the noble deer, and the light pigeon, and the 
poisonous snake, and the clean swan...  Who is at fault that this source is loved by many? 

Men, in the fuss of their sunny passions, to which they are seemingly more subject than women, 
are simply incapable of stopping and understanding the whole depth and fullness of the spheres, 
cleanness and non-viciousness of her motives, and, well, that which becomes circumstance of these 
nights - who is at fault for this other than the person himself? 

Even a guest comes decently dressed, decorously and exultantly brings presents and flowers, and 
after imposing doses of happy drinks starts to break glass and beat people around... 

Who is at fault that our soul, awakening in the quiet of the night, often thirsts not for fullness of 
its own sound, but for revelry and screams? 

Who is at fault that the concept of "love" echoes in our hearts only as certain anatomic details and 
a long list of positions and ways, and the person more capable of "love" is considered to be the one 
whose list is longer and the body more flexible? 

Who is at fault that, among other things, "solariums" ("sunners") also often choose specifically 
this time of day for not the best of their deeds? 

All our spits are not capable of darkening the lunar face even more and all our groans cannot 
make her change the night world.  And, actually, without her, darkness in the night would be thicker 
and more hopeless. 

It is not she that rules the night, but the Sun. 
It is specifically its deathly shine on her face, specifically he, sun-man is empty and deathly. 
Is it not so in life?  Often a man shines only while he is in direct view, as the sun during the day, 

and floods everything around by his presence, but! - he leaves and what? 
What is left after him besides depression and emptiness, what did he leave besides the deathly 

sheen on the face of the woman?  Often the deathliness of the woman is the fruit of the man's light. 



The moon is not a scientist and she cannot and will not want to explain her feelings, and is it 
worth it?  The paws of the sun vampires reach toward luster and glitter, who cares about the Moon's 
feelings... 

The moon knows not something concrete, no, she simply knows, knowledge is her life.  
Knowledge is in her being, she herself is knowledge, knowledge of ages, epochs and generations. 

She is not action, but she is force. 
She is not scientist, but she is experience. 
She does not keep silent, but she is in the quiet, existence of the world fills her soul. 
The moon is not spirituality, and spirituality lies outside the boundaries of her cognizance, she is 

the mother, and her lot is the existence of motherhood... 
The Moon is the mirror of the Sun's soul. 
Jupiter. 
Jupiter looks at life from the heights of his prosperity.  Who can settle an argument better and 

more deserving, if not the one who has practically everything?  He is incorruptible... 
Power?  He laughs...  He already has power...  Money?  A century would not be enough to count 

it...  Women?  This is not of interest to him, but he has them too... 
Health?  Thank you, all is well with that, we lead a paced, healthy life, "without excess"... 
It is easy to judge those who do not have power and, because of this, thirst for it, who are you, 

judging them for this? 
Is it difficult to judge those who do not have a spare piece and, because of this, wrestle for it, will 

you be able to understand them? 
Women?  How can you judge, you, the partial judge, the judge who has this "too", judge those 

for whom "this" is the only thing? 
Does a satisfied man understand a hungry one?  Folk have had the answer for a long time. 
Yes, Jupiter is a righteous judge, but he is not familiar with the torments of hunger, he is not 

familiar with the torments of love, lack of health does not tell him anything.  Jupiter is a righteous 
judge, but not a just one. 

He is partial and the shadow of prosperity always stands behind him. 
He is the master, and as the master defends the stability and authoritarianism of his superiority, 

his court is the durability of the throne... 
Jupiter is judge of the law, law is the pillar of the universe, but the universe is not a stone and it is 

capable of and must change.  Yes, such a judge is needed, a prosperous and because of this - 
impartial, his incorruptibility is known to all.  Although... 

How are things with you and the heavenly kingdom?  What?  They don't let you in? 
What-what-what?  "And what's it that's happened with you?  could it be that you've not eaten 

well?  or not slept well?"  Judging by all, no one has ever offered you such a bribe, and that is 
exactly what you would have taken?.. 

And how are things with your conscience?  Does it visit us often?  Not often?  Could it be that 
you in all your splendor are disgusting to it? 

Yes, by the way, about "that thing"...  What, it really does not trouble you?  Does not trouble you 
or does not give you anything?  Oh, it does give...  Well, then it really does not trouble.  What?  It 
does bother?  Well, then it surely does not give... 

Because you can only anguish over that which you do not yet have in your "kingdom", but which 
you want to have, and when you have it - it is something to which you are accustomed, "a thing"... 

A thing to wear, a thing to dress in, a thing to put on, a thing to have...  you live boring... 
Although, we do have yet other peculiarities.  When you are going to offer us something - present 

it please while bowing, and also so you don’t hurt our feelings... 



Judge?  and what does a judge have to do with this?  I've forgotten already that I'm the judge...  
what do I have to do with this?...  OH, YES, IT IS I WHO IS THE JUDGE...  oh I...  oh I...  so what 
am I?..  WHAT I'LL DO TO YOU, I-i-i-i....!!! 

Jupiter does not take bribes, but everyone else also doesn’t take them: if there was only a way...  
ooh, we-e-e-e-akly is Jupiter... 

Mercury. 
Horror and panic rule Mercury: how much clutter there is around:.. 
The problem is just this: Mercury knows, knows you can't take everything with you, but he wants 

to very much...  just, simply no strength, no patience. 
Oh, collects Mercury a bunch of clutter - a bit heavy, starts to give it away... 
Gives Mercury all the clutter out and becomes sad again: because needed things are wasting 

away... 
And again collects Mercury junk and clutter, and again he makes an exhibition-sale... 
Though more and more often in the piles of collected junk there are things which were given 

away to the people around...  Why would that be?  could it be that they are throwing them away 
again???  But the GOO-O-O-O-O-DS after all...  People, hellooo, what are you doing? 

And so one thing after another accumulates, all needed, all important...  He is not accumulating 
for himself, but for his descendants! 

But they'll sell it away, toss it?..  It is not regrettable that they give it away, but that they THROW 
IT AWAY...  It is not a pity that they spend it all, but that they DRINK IT AWAY...  Oh, people, 
people... 

The bile is collecting, collecting...  More and more of it is splashing into every word, into every 
deed...  And so the people walk around, he's bile they say...  Oh, you...  Goods... 

And somewhere there lives a stingy knight, and the people laugh and cry at his "stinginess".  And 
what is in the gold and jewels?  What is in his coffers? 

WHAT?  He is allowed at the lord's throne? 
WHA-AT?  He's spiritual they say?  What are you?  We know him, soul killer and tyrant, 

insatiable blood sucker. 
What do devaluation, emission of the money mass and inflation have to do with this, are you 

delirious? 
What, he asked only to return debts?  Why could that be...  Why return them, must make them, 

the Sunny Sun wants to clean feathers...  And really, what is that there, in his coffers? 
"Instructions on the smart conducting of business and harmonious life in the nature of things and 

beings."  I remember, I remember, at some point I threw it out in the dumpster, a most boring 
thing... 

Money... And just where did he get it, since no one returned debts to him... 
Ancient knowledge and the latest...  The neighbor threw it out, some sort of ravings he says...  

Although, they say, the blood sucker-miser was famous for his intellect, some say he could do many 
things: could heal illnesses and teach people, actually, they even say that he was so very popular, 
only we know him better - he's a bore, that guy... 

Sinful, sinful is Mercury, there are weaknesses, although not those which are attributed to him 
out loud: he's a womanizer...Such is his "karma"...  But, unlike Jupiter, he doesn't sell out for a 
broad, does not confuse pleasure with business. 

Touchy and sensitive is the gods' messenger, but his wounds are in his heart, on his lips, but not 
on his face.  Mercury loves to give presents, he does not need the weight of this burden for anything, 
but...  Oh, people, people... 

Venus. 



Venus is pampered and mincing.  Always must you bow to her and give her a compliment.  She 
is all in youthful dreaming, such a "heroine of our time". 

And as she stretches a sign onto herself, and as she begins to sigh and hum and haw, you could 
even carry the saints out (men know).  Who can speak with her - only Mercury, that's why he's a 
boor.  What he sees, he'll say, only not right away, but well-timed, so as to totally ruin the pleasure.  
Repulsive character. 

...Not too long ago someone presented Venus with a flower, and she smelled it such, that 
everything in his pants started to go haywire, and then she stretched, so young, mincingly-mincingly 
and dropped it in some cow crap...  And one can't understand right away: on purpose or accidentally. 

She always minces: around people and when alone. 
Quite a chaste being, but knows something that a man will blush and cough, and how could one 

not cough: with infantile naivety she presents something for which older people would get nasty 
things said to them and get their face beat, but here - holy naivety... 

Little eyes so honest-honest, the face silly-silly, but do you know that Venus very much loves 
individual occupations with that which is not recommended to write in such books?  And that 
sometimes she can teach someone else something which one won't see even in a brothel?.. 

Because her heart sleeps and "innocent pranks" are not a calling of the soul but only a bodily 
thirst and that is why all problems are easily solved in solitude, and "men are all fools and drunks", 
there's one name for them - "a sorry likeness of the left hand"... 

Venus' chastity is from external untouchability, she expects that which will awaken her feelings 
and will force her to break the inner circle of her attachments, pouring all her potentiality onto the 
object of her new adoration. 

Whether nature did the right thing or not is not the question right now, the whole fact is that 
"chaste Venus" is a pervert and her fine aroma is nothing other that a talented game, she plays with 
others, yet she herself observes, and in that is her merit.  Specifically for that, sharp, scabrous 
feeling she is capable of giving much, but!  not freedom.  Freedom is only for the chosen one, but: 
of the thought or of the heart? 

It's tough to stay upon the unsteady ground of semi-spirituality... 
Neptune. 
Neptune is old and thick.  This one puts away much, his granaries are so broad and boundless, 

that nothing can fill them.  He does not complain about life and the position of things suits him 
rather well while "everything flows, everything changes", moreover, somewhere he even welcomes 
changes, but not so much, not right away: gradually, steadily, softly and smoothly... 

His storage rooms are open always only for the Moon, all knowledge, no matter how ancient, are 
all placed at her feet.  Who knows what makes him who leads a strict and hidden life cast pearls 
before the Moon? 

Could it be that he is charmed by her delights, or maybe she knows something about him, from 
which the heart of the old warlock trembles at times either from a premonition of trouble or from 
premonition of laughing-stock? 

Or could it be that she is, as it is custom among us, people, to say "illegitimate daughter" of the 
old trickster, and he, who in his ancient years is the symbol of singlehood, was at some point famous 
for his joyful adventures? 

Is it for us to know the truth of their relations?  Doubtful, their relations are too different from 
ours, their values are too distant from values of man, although, who knows?.. 

Only the Moon makes the old man awaken and straighten his back, bent by centuries of hard 
labors, and the labor of a warlock is heavy, heavy is the labor of a warlock, and heavy is his heart... 

But Neptune is not bad.  He also has other qualities and can be mighty, and joyous, and 
lascivious, and mercenary, but the store-rooms of his knowledge are not open to everyone... 



Does he need spirituality?  Who knows, the question of this does not trouble him, he guards the 
flowingness and steadiness, smoothness and constancy, for this he is the god of water spaces, but the 
pain of weakness after all sometimes visits his soul, and then in a furious rage at himself he tears the 
froth of his clothing. 

Habit is second nature. 
Uranus. 
Uranus is predictable and his values are incalculable.  Where are his treasures?  Before the eyes 

of all.  Uranus is the sky and he himself is his only store-room. 
Does he know spirituality?  No, he does not, does health concern someone who has it. 
What is spirituality? 
He will lift his hands and smile.  Maybe for him it is tossing diamonds of stars along the 

firmament and drafting celestial signs in the boundless distance... 
His deeds are dictated by the vision of the reality of our existence beneath the stars and that is 

why they cannot be explained by us.  He is incomprehensible for us and his values are ephemeral, 
spectral, but - unchanging. 

Uranus throws his hands upward... 
Saturn. 
The most incomprehensible of all: Saturn... 
Symbol of defeat and victory simultaneously. 
In what are his values?  Who is he?  What are spiritual values in his opinion? 
Saturn keeps silent, he knows... 
Will he say?  His exam is the last one, and no one will share the farewell speech of Saturn. 
Saturn is the symbol of inevitability.  Death in all its glory. 
Mars. 
Mars is simple and straightforward. 
Impulsive.  Fiery.  Is that so? 
Or maybe his soul as well is deep and boundless, and the absence of intellect is not its absence, 

but merely his lack of desire to lie and squirm? 
Let us get back to the calculations... 
Going from what is described above it is rather easy to make certain deductions of the constants 

of exchange between the calculated object itself: man or event, and the people or events surrounding 
him or it. 

This way, the sun type of number projections, under the condition of its active interaction with 
the object of calculation, will create conditions for accumulation of objects of luxury, beautiful and 
expensive trinkets, create conditions of comfort and luster for himself, as a rule on the account of his 
partners. 

This condition will be carried out under active projection of positive type of sun interaction.  
With the lowering of activity of the sun beginning, that is with the conditions of a lesser amount of 
ones in the first number-place of the square, this quality will be less and less noticeable due to its 
mixing with other number meanings, which exceed it in the force of projection. 

In certain conditions there can arise the state, with which the presence of even a single sun 
number can give, with the help of conditions-amplifiers, a sharp jump in the level of sun activity, 
but, as in any amplifier, the character of the "amplifier" will be a realistically determining and 
controlling factor and the sunnyness can acquire somewhat different properties. 

One of such factors-amplifiers can become, for example, the presence after functions of the Sun, 
in the row of number sequences, the functions of Martian character. 



In our example (19.02.19.27.13.4) this type of interaction happens twice, and in both cases the 
amplification of function of the Sun by means of function of Mars is clearly displayed. 

If you were attentive, you noticed that in the second part, with a brief description of the "formula 
of action", inherent to a person or event based on the formation of the row of number meanings, two 
times there was the expression: will be strengthened by the impulse character of the Martian 
beginning, but in the second case this looks somewhat softer and less decisive than in the first. 

In what then are the distinctions here?  Distinctions are in the function which follows Mars, and 
further on we shall return to them again. 

Mars, standing in the number row after the Sun really does create, for the outside observer, the 
effect of amplification of the sun activity, but this is only on the first glance. 

In reality, Mars himself uses the sun factor as an initiator, as a certain factor capable of 
motivating him toward an active state, bringing him out of the state of calmness which is not 
characteristic of Mars and hence invokes in him the blues. 

The Sun, with all its original cause, becomes secondary, second-turn and looks like a little boy 
who runs after his older brother.  Now the older brother decides everything, but the Sun, absolutely 
realizing that without this help it is not capable of such action, after all by habit, tries to take all the 
credit, motivating this by the fact that if it wasn't for it, then...  

Mars is impulsive and the luster of glory is not interesting to him.  His element is action, and 
specifically this takes him completely, and he can undertake the division of achievements only when 
the blues, which eat him up in the process of a new turn of non-action, reach a critical level and 
move him to undertake at least a sorry likeness of those deeds of which he is capable. 

This will look somewhat like the case when a boxer completely bored from the absence of 
competitions, gets involved in single combat with adolescents in school. 

But Mars needs action, and having remembered the division of glory in the blues of non-activity, 
Mars can show up before the Sun to ask: who was it that did it - the Sun or he, and why did the Sun 
take all the glory. 

In general, it is specifically due to this trait of the Martian character that he is customarily 
considered heavy and dumb, but this is incorrect. 

Mars is distinguished by a powerful logical apparatus, but impulsiveness simply does not allow 
to stop and pick up what fell, though after the battle he really can go and look at the one who was 
undertaking the collecting of trophies at a time when it is specifically to him, to Mars that they 
belong. 

Mars does not like the polished and smooth Sun, but debt obligates him.  In the field of battle the 
Sun and Mars look together like a scared kitten and a steadily acting worker, but the kitten becomes 
cruel and insidious, and because of certain arguable questions is capable of stabbing his defender in 
the back. 

The Sun hates Mars in all relations, but knows that it can always turn there for protection.  Luster 
in saloons is a different matter...  Here the Sun is in its element and Mars doesn't stand a chance... 

Attempt to independently continue deliberations upon this topic.  Your goal is to learn to 
understand what is happening by using previous experience. 

So why is this possible? 
In the process of our research explained above, we stipulated several times in the sense that the 

influence of numerological and astrological practice upon man is rather arguable, but at the same 
time quite significant.  How can this be? 

Everything is quite simple actually. 
We can subdivide human reactions - under the influence of forcing, motivating and resulting 

factors - into several groups by the indication of these factors’ origin: 



- factors born by objective physical reality or by the physical world.  A wall in our path, forcing 
us to go around it; a sexual partner, attracting by his [or her] charm; food attracting attention to 
itself and more. 

- factors born by direct informational carriers of technical origin: opinion of a television 
commentator, changing our attitude; a fantastic movie, changing our daydreaming; telephone 
gossip, forcing us to stop and  think. 

- factors occurring from realms of hidden physiological-biological influence: a change of attitude 
under the influence of altered smells; change of a person’s character of thought under the influence 
of non-conscious, but always present “mental” (thinking) microhypnosis during socialization; other 
forms of psychofield fine-material exchange. 

- factors occurring from the realms of egregorial control, by which all people without exception 
are inevitably influenced by reason of their communities and the relation to mankind. 

- other factors occurring from other sources. 
The following can be related to our narration directly: 
- egregorial factors, as those causes, which influence us subconsciously, forcing us to latently be 

inclined toward generalized group beliefs based on the reverse, the inner side of human moral, 
- and factors of natural psychoencoding and self-encoding, expressed in accustomed reacting to 

various forms of symbol influences. 
With egregorial factors everything is clear: a person clearly or latently included into egregorial 

exchange subconsciously modifies not only his subsequent events, but also his opinion of previous 
ones by means of filtration.  Furthermore, to some degree we all are from birth included into all the 
more or less common egregorial exchanges - one can make deductions. 

With symbol and sound-symbol expressions the matter stands as such: Kolya reacts like Kolya 
and doesn’t even stop to think that he’s not at all a Kolya, he doesn’t have a name…  Merely a 
designation…  Marina - like Marina…  Masha - like Masha… 

And what if not?  Then someone says: you’re not like a Marina, you’re like a Kolya… 
More: each number, as a symbol has a certain response within the human psyche.  This response 

is rather strong and is accompanied, again, by egregorial pressure.  As a result - the relation of 
events to number reactions is subconscious, great and real, but not fundamental. 

Same is with letters, and with the sound row, and with geometric figures, and with color and with 
much more… 

So does this work or not?  Yes and no… It all depends… 
From circumstances and from that side with which the said person is toward those 

circumstances…  
 

A brief little after-word to book three. 
2003. 

 
Same as the previous two books, this book was published in a single collection with them in 1994, 

having existed before that for some time in form of printouts. 
Going from that, this after-word can be seen as an after-word for the whole preceding 

publication, not just for one of its separate parts. 
What can I, as the author of the foolish things described above, say as an excuse?  I can say that 

there is no excuse for me… 
All complaints of various property really do exist, criticism of readers, the admireaders, and the 

non-readers as well is, naturally, appropriate, all epithets addressed to the author - are addressed 
with a just cause... 



An old acquaintance of mine used to say: “What if you give an ad in a newspaper: ‘An 
experienced scam artist will take large loans at high interest rates,’ - what do you think, will people 
give money to this scam artist?..” 

To those who are interested in considering this another scam - why not - am prepared to laugh 
along with them, and with the rest, with those who will read this scam, will lift their rather fat 
ahem... back and will simply do what is written - but honestly and without leeching, we will laugh a 
bit later - as the more experienced scam artists, who have practically gotten to know certain 
peculiarities of our difficult profession... 

And for those, who intend to continue their path of perfection in “scamming” am announcing 
that a second volume of “Conversations of the superconscious”, comprised from more scientificed, 
so to say, abc’s of our art is being prepared for print. 

Included in it, apparently, will be certain exercises, which were not included in the first volume 
due to its “beginningness”, and also a number of articles, materials and classifications rather 
interesting for the experienced ahem... scam artist. 

And another thing: you, Reader, probably noticed already that the author - as an experienced 
scam artist, increased the amount of pages in this puny small-format publication using some 
absolutely not needed by anyone sheets with lines on them under the loud name of “For notes”. 

Thank you for noting this little scam plot of ours, but this is a necessity.  Because this publication 
is, how long can we keep repeating this to you: 

a supplement - a textbook for those attending our scam studies and that is why beginning scam 
artists simply must write there the bases of our difficult, but such a necessary profession... 

P.S. Myeah... Sad if the person reading this doesn’t have a sense of humor.  On the other hand - 
who’s got it easy nowadays? 

How to work with the book. 
First of all, dear reader, we should stipulate that a row of obvious incongruities and 

contradictions, which arose during the publication of the work offered to you occurred not because 
the author is no good, but because before him stood an extremely difficult task: to unite in this work 
interests of Buddhists and of Christians, of Catholics and of the Orthodox, of atheists and of 
Muslims, of  women and of men, of businessmen and of the poor, of children and of teachers… 

In some cases had to twist and turn like an acrobat, so that what came from the computer 
keyboard didn’t offend anyone, but also didn’t leave anyone out, so that professors and plumbers, 
housewives and hooligans, those who believe in god and those who are god-less atheists, could all 
find something valuable for themselves… 

I do understand, of course that this is no excuse for all the nonsense brought forth above, but… 
If all this rubbish forces you to write something worthwhile or at least discuss with your 

neighbors in the communal kitchen the thinking abilities of the author of this rot, then - the job is 
done!  That is what we strived for… 

And now, just a few more foolish things and that’ll be it... 
Work with this book can be subdivided into several paths listed below and explained further on: 
- the literary path, 
- the cognitive path, 
- the practical path. 
The literary path. 
Everything is simple: put it in your pocket (since the format was sized especially for pockets) and 

read this work in places where one would be inclined to do so: in the subway, while driving, when 
crossing the street on a red light and, of course, in the bathroom.  While you’re at it, you’ll come to 



know the author’s boundless wisdom in so generously supplying those sheets with lines on them, 
which might come in quite handy there, in the bathroom… 

Naturally, we skip all the exercises and the author’s whining, look through the text easily and 
unconstrained, feel the joy and the worry along with the neighbors behind the side-wall.  If they 
have nothing to read - tear off half of the book and pass it to the next stall, the next car, the person 
next to you in the subway or at the lecture at the university.  Forgot yours at home - ask your 
neighbor. 

The cognitive path. 
Simple and easy, without any fib or fantasy read the letters of the text, trying to thoroughly grasp 

all their cunning craft. 
During moments of understanding the meaning pronounce the interjection “aha”, confirming 

what we’ve read. During moments of disagreement with the author sigh in either offended or 
condoling manner and shake our head in reproach from left to right and back several times, ridding 
ourselves of the stagnant feeling in the neck part of the spine along the way. 

When coming to the exercises we attempt to thoroughly and scrupulously execute the impression 
of carrying them out, shaking our head in reproach upon their completion and becoming all the more 
convinced in our being fooled. 

When coming to explanations and dictionaries, we take out corresponding books of enormous 
sizes written by serious researchers and compare with those explanations which they give with those 
given in our publication.  Sadly shake our head, ridding ourselves of stagnant feelings.  Sigh with 
reproach, airing the lungs… 

Repeat what is described in relation to each section - thoroughly and scrupulously, obtaining the 
right to say with a clear conscience and being honest: seen it, read it, tried it… 

At the end of the research study the name of the print shop, which printed the given lot as well as 
similar markings.  After which we try the paper - how it tastes, the fonts - how they smear, and the 
pages - how they tear. 

Cognition is complete… 
The practical path. 
Psychiatrists, psychotheeerapists and members of the Russian Science Academy false science 

commission will be asked to not read any further, especially since I’ll still renounce everything 
written in the presence of all readers… 

And those who really are interested in the subject set forth in this supplement - I’ll ask to read 
seriously, thoughtfully and to not forget to re-read the epigraph hanging on the first page of the 
section “How to work with the book” once again. 

To keep from turning pages backwards, I’ll quote below: 
This book is your personal friend.  By trusting it to a stranger, you’re allowing him into your soul 

and into the depths of your own psyche.  Be choosy and careful: he can be very different, this 
“stranger”... 

I won’t lower to explaining, I’ll just say that if you’ve read all the previous carefully enough - 
you already understand everything yourself.  The first rule of a ahem… charlatan is love everyone, 
love strangers, but do not forget: he doesn’t give a hoot, he is a stranger… 

Sweat over the exercises, do not go to the next without getting pleasure from the previous. 
Remember: not a single exercise from this supplement can be completed once and for all - return 

to them more often, like you return to washing your feet daily, brushing your teeth and scratching 
the neighbor’s armpits. 

Entirely possible that during reading you won’t be able to get through more than one paragraph - 
that happens.  It’s possible that you’ll read everything at once - that is quite probable, but stupid.  
Although - who knows. 



Remember one thing and do not be surprised - tomorrow you might read something in this book 
that you didn’t see there yesterday.  Or maybe not.  Why?  If you’ve read the book carefully  - you 
already know for yourself. 

I’m often asked the question: can you sleep on it, on the book that is?  I haven’t tried, although 
last night I personally saw a young woman sleeping on an open supplement in my study.  
Technically it seems you can… 

Will it do any good?  If you already have a book - what’s the problem?  Check for yourself and 
relax already. 

Another question: can you put it on sore places?  The book that is, not the young woman. 
It’s amazing but fact: I personally have had to remove preceding editions or their parts even from 

women’s undergarments… 
Forgive me ma’am…  But there - I did not put it!  Honest…  Going from there… if it fits - then 

you can, probably… 
And the final question: is everything all right with the author?  Absolutely not all right - from my 

point of view. 
Be attentive, scrupulous and thoughtful, thoroughly carry out what you read - and you too will 

become such… 
And we’ll have a laugh together… 
 
--------------------------------- 
FOOTNOTES 
 
1 The word extrasense (экстрасенс), derived from English, in Russian is used as a noun meaning: 

psychic, clairvoyant, healer.  Within this translation the words extrasense and psychic are used 
interchangeably. 

2  Perestroika (перестройка) is a noun, which translated literally would mean a re-building; a period of 
re-building.  It is a common reference to the period of the late 1980’s - early 1990’s of USSR and CIS history 
when the end of the Soviet era yielded changes leading to the new Democratic period. 

3 Since publication of the 4th edition of Conversations of the Superconscious in 2003, the Russian 
Ministry of Health has been reorganized and renamed to the Ministry of Health and Social Development by 
Russian Federation Presidential Decree No.314 dated March 9, 2004. 

4 The Russian [Federal Service of the] Tax Police was dissolved as of July 1, 2003 pursuant to Russian 
Federation Presidential Decree No.306 dated March 11, 2003, with its functions being transferred over to the 
Ministry of Internal Affairs. 

5 Original title - Malleus Maleficarum (Latin for The Hammer of Witches, or Hexenhammer in German), 
written in 1486, first published in Germany in 1487.  Authors: Dominican Inquisitors Jacob Sprenger and 
Heinrich Kramer (more commonly called Institoris, the Latinized form of Kramer).  

6 The chorus of the song referred to would translate approximately: Well, because we are pilots; The sky’s 
our favorite home; First of all there are airplanes; And the girls can wait alone (Потому что мы пилоты; 
Небо наш любимый дом; Первым делом самолёты; Ну а девушки потом). 

7 The paragraph in quotes is a parody/facsimile of the famous short bit by Anton Pavlovich Chekhov, 
1860-1904, The Letter to a Learned Neighbor, composed in form of a “letter” written by a village man to a 
scientist, contemplating about his own “scientific discoveries”. 

8  The original rhyme - Гении учёные! В реакторе печёные... which translates as Educated geniuses! 
Baked in a reactor... is a “politically correct” take-off on an old popular “R-rated” rhyme - Не учи учёного, 
съешь говна печёного. 

9 Here the author quotes a Russian rhyme, which describes the Pythagorean theorem - Пифагоровы 
штаны во все стороны равны.  An English version might be something like If Pythagoras' name was 
Steven, his pant sides still would all be even. 



10 Modified from an old Russian proverb: A wolf is no comrade to a [nanny] goat. (Волк козе не 
товарищ). 

11 Porfiry Korneyevich Ivanov, 1898-1983, was a practicing psychic and said to be a true ‘wonder maker’ 
in the USSR, though very much repressed most of the time, including being forcibly committed to mental 
institutions and having spent a total of 12 years there. He gained ‘official’ recognition only at the very end of 
his life, when a story on him was published in a major Soviet magazine – the Ogonek (Огонек) under the title 
An experiment half a century long (Эксперимент длиною в полвека; by Sergei Vlasov, Ogonek No.8, 1982). 

12 The Russian word used here (чернокнижник) is actually derived from the roots black book, i.e. "he 
who studies/uses/keeps the black book". 

13 - не всяк маг, о ком  молвят так, 
- не всяк маг, кто сам молвит так, 
- не всяк маг о себе молвит так... 
14 By foreign here is meant other than Russian. 
15 Detka (детка) is an endearing, diminutive form of child, i.e. dear child; small child.  The work Detka 

by Porfirii Korneevich Ivanov, 1898-1983, is a single-page address to people, listing twelve points of a 
healthy lifestyle, along with a brief foreword and after-word.  “Detka” is how he addressed all people. 

16 Parshek (Паршек) is a diminutive, endearing form of Porfirii used to refer to P.K. Ivanov starting in his 
childhood by his parents and fellow villagers. In his later years, having attained what is considered to be 
supernatural abilities and being a teacher to many, he referred to himself as Parshek the god, who had come 
to help people. His various abilities, including numerous miraculous healings, remain unexplained by modern 
science. 

17 In Russian the word for leg (нога) is often used to designate foot or to include both simultaneously. 
18 In Russian, the meaning of the word fruit (плод), when speaking of reproduction, includes, but is not 

limited to fetus, i.e. it can also be used to refer to the child after it is born. 
19 As bologna has very little to no meat or even meat-related content, it is often said that it is made of toilet 

paper. 
20 "движитель". 
21 Rus’ [roos] (Русь) is the old name for Russia.   For Whom Living in Rus’ is Good is an extensive poem 

(approx. 200 pages) by the Russian poet Nikolai Alekseevich Nekrasov, 1821-1877, which searches for an 
answer to the question posed in the title.  The poem is a celebration and a weeping over the peasantry and the 
people's impoverished but spiritually rich life. 

 
22 Vladimir Mikhailovich Bekhterev, 1857-1927, famous Russian psychiatrist and neuropathologist.  Is 

said to possibly have been poisoned. According to a – purportedly – urban legend, his untimely death 
occurred shortly after he examined Josef Stalin and concluded that Stalin was a mentally ill paranoiac. This 
point of view has come under repeated scrutiny in Russia at the beginning of the 21st century. 

23 Ivanov, Petrov and Sidorov - common Russian last names, used here to designate a crowd.  Do not look 
for them in reference books. 

24In Russian the expression sly one (лукавый) is a common reference to the devil. 
25 The Chukot peninsula is in the NE region of Russia.  Native peoples of the area have an Eskimo type 

face. 
26 Curing ("подвяливать") in this case means tempering or preserving, as in:  Fish can be smoke-cured or 

dry-cured 
27 In The Overcoat by Nikolai Vasilievich Gogol, 1809-1852, the main character gets severely yelled at by 

a high-ranking official, falls seriously ill and dies shortly thereafter. 
28 "ничто" превратилось в "нечто". 
29 Converted from the original - speaking in Russian. 
30 не переселения, а именно "переВселения" 
31 Barge Haulers on the Volga, by Ilya Efimovich Repin, 1844-1930. 
32 The “Old Style” and “New Style” calendars, referring to the Julian and Gregorian calendars, 

respectively, present some confusion in Russia to this day, since transfer from one to the other took place in 
Russia only in 1918 - after the Great October Revolution, as opposed to 1582 in the European Catholic 



countries and 1752 in Britain and its colonies. The Russian Orthodox Church today still uses the “Old” Julian 
calendar and, for example, Christmas is celebrated on January 7, not on December 25.  New Year is 
celebrated officially and mainly on January 1, but also on January 14 - even outside the church. The said 
Great October Revolution itself (October 25, 1917 by the “Old Style”) in the Soviet Union was celebrated on 
November 7 (by the “New Style”). This holiday in the Russian Federation has been re-named to 
Reconciliation Day. 

33  Reference to Soviet ideology, when everyone was taught to “love the Communist Party”. 
34 "с барского плеча - на тощую грудь" 
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